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Abstract
Since 2005 the World Health Organization (WHO) "Clean Care is Safer Care" program has been promoting hand hygiene (HH) worldwide. There has been an increasing use of social networks, Twitter in particular, to disseminate health care messages, but little is known about its actors and networks. We aimed to identify who were the main communicators of information about HH in Twitter and explored their connections and use of Twitter.
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Introduction

Application of bacteriophages for biological disinfection to decontaminate environmental objects in epidemiologically significant departments of medical organizations (intensive care units, burns units, surgical departments) represents one of the modern directions for bacteriophage usage. Indicative results of biological disinfection carried out in 2015-2016 in a large surgical hospital are reported.

Objectives

Epidemiological objective of conducting biological disinfection was determined by a necessity to eliminate hospital P. aeruginosa strains from the environment of purulent surgery department.

Methods

Product “Pyobacteriophag polyvalent” (lot No. 60, produced by Research and Production Association “Microgen”) containing a mixture of sterile filtrates of phagolysates of staphylococci, streptococci, enterococci, proteus, klebsiella (pneumoniae and oxytoca), P. aeruginosa and E. coli was used for 4-time treatment of surfaces in corresponding department with determination and further checking of 140 control points. A biological disinfection of more than 700 m2 was performed per a single treatment.

Results

The results of the biological disinfection were as follows:

2. Significant decrease of E. coli bacteria group (more than 3 times) and 2-fold decrease of S. aureus strains.
3. Pronounced positive dynamics of “microbiological cleanliness flora” that was not present in the department before: appearance and persistent prevalence of Bacillus cereus and Bacillus subtilis in microbiological studies suggesting displacement of nosocomial HAI-inducing microorganisms from the environment.

Conclusion

The biological disinfection by corresponding bacteriophage preparation was found to be an effective measure for the environmental disinfection. The effect of the conducted treatment was observed for 10 months, during which there were no nosocomial cases of patients diseases caused by hospital strain of P. aeruginosa.
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Introduction

The indiscriminately use of antimicrobial drugs has led to the rapid emerging of multidrug resistant (MDR) bacteria including methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Treatment by killing bacteria using antibiotics seems not to be an effective and sustainable way of controlling infections. Alternative ways for treating bacterial infections without incubating the emergence of drug resistant bacteria are highly valued.

Objectives

Identification of therapeutic agents that suppress the expression and production of S. aureus virulence factors without inhibiting bacteria growth.

Methods

The promoters of major virulence factors of S. aureus were cloned into a reporter vector using bacterial luciferase (Lux) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) as the reporter genes. Promoter activities were monitored by the measurement of luminescence and fluorescence readings. HTS of a chemical library with 50,240 compounds was carried out using S. aureus harboring an alpha-hemolysin gene (Hla) promoter reporter plasmid and compounds that reduced the hla promoter activities considerably were selected as hits. Selected hit compounds were tested on other S. aureus virulence promoters for the identification of compounds that could suppress multiple virulence gene expressions. Compounds with potent suppressive effects on multiple virulence promoters were selected for further examinations using mammalian cell-based infection assays and mice in vivo infection models.

Results

S. aureus hla promoter together with 14 other promoters of major virulence factors or virulence associated genes were successfully constructed. HTS of 50,240 compounds using the hla promoter-based reporter system yielded 670 hits that exerted suppressive effects in hla promoter activities. The anti-virulence activities of one compound were successfully demonstrated in mammalian cell-based infection assays and a mice in vivo infection model.
Conclusion: HTS of 50,240 compounds were successfully implemented for the identification of anti-virulence compounds for *S. aureus* infections. Hit compounds with suppressive effects on multiple virulence gene promoters were identified and mammalian cell-based infection assays and a mice in vivo infection model showed the potential of applying anti-virulence compounds in treating *S. aureus* and other bacterial infections.
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Introduction: In order to achieve a significant improvement in the fight against infection, innovations must be generated across scientific boundaries. This development of new anti-infective strategies can only be achieved through a highly transdisciplinary approach.

**Objectives:** In the context of this “one-health-concept” [1] and the holistic approach to infection prevention [2], the study deals with the understanding of direct and indirect infection transmission in the interplay of process, actor (person, vector, etc.), space or architecture and the influence of these parameters toward optimized conditions for structural infection prevention.

**Methods:** The classical medical aspects of the epidemiology are extended by the praxial and spatial references in the sentence to the built environment (architecture/infrastructure). The work crystalizes through this procedure the neuralgic parameters in the building infrastructure, which must be considered for structural infection prevention. After analyzing the structural parameters in relation to the chain of infection and assessing the relevance of the infection disease and its localization, the work on this study records the requirements placed on the structural components and their influencing processes within the scope of the infection prevention. These requirements can be defined by criteria.

**Results:** In order to establish these criteria in a structured manner and thus to establish a holistic strategy in the highly complex field of infection prevention across all types of buildings, the present work develops a classification model for the prevention of structural infectious diseases as an entry into a prevention strategy.

**Conclusion:** The development of a solution strategy with the aid of a classification model could support the work of the planners/architects under the aspect of infection prevention and thus make the corresponding buildings more secure.
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Introduction
To improve awareness and understanding of antimicrobial resistance, direct experiment with serious games offers an interesting complement to communication programs. Games help sensitizing the public by simulating the population dynamics of microbial resistance. However, modeling its evolutionary dynamics is much more difficult as it requires to model the interaction between genomic, phenotypic and population levels. Yet, such multi-scale models are mandatory to efficiently train health professionals.

**Objectives**
We propose a new approach to develop serious games by using *In Silico* Experimental Evolution (ISEE) as a game engine. ISEE is a recent research field in which simulated bugs evolve *in silico* through the joint pressure of both a mutation and a selection model. It enables to conduct large-scale simulation experiments to decipher the intertwined pressures that drive evolution.

**Methods**
Aevol (see www.aevol.fr and references therein) is an ISEE platform that models bacteria at the genomic level and includes an explicit mutational process. In Aevol, the bacterial phenotype is modeled by a mathematical function, thus allowing to simulate efficiently the evolution of large populations over thousands of generations. ISEE-Resistance uses Aevol as the engine of a serious game devoted to teach antibiotic resistance to healthcare providers. We divided the phenotypic function into a set of “core” and “resistance” traits. By submitting bacterial populations to different antibiotic dosages, one can observe the emergence of resistance traits through mutations and their spreading in the population owing to the selection pressure caused by the antibiotic treatment. One can then analyze the causes of resistance fixation and the effect of treatment strategies on the fate of the infection.

**Results**
First experiments have shown the ability of the game engine to finely follow the dynamics of antibiotic resistance emergence and spreading under e.g., inappropriate dosage or discontinued drug usage.

**Conclusion**
Our aim is now to turn the ISEE-Resistance core engine into a full game by developing a user-friendly interface and by offering various scenarios mimicking real situations. We then wish to provide it as an e-learning tool in faculties of medicine and sciences.
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Introduction
Healthcare-associated infections (HAI) caused by antibiotic-resistant pathogens are linked with high-levels of morbidity and mortality. To prevent and control antibiotic-resistant HAI, strategies based on surveillance/monitoring systems are imperative, especially if they are well-matched with the local social-cultural background.

**Objectives**
To decrease antimicrobial-resistant HAI an antibiotic-prescription decision-supporting-system (HAITool) was co-designed to reduce antibiotic misuse and HAI.

**Methods**
Three public hospitals participate in the research, following the Design Science Research Methodology: (i) problem identification; (ii) solution identification; (iii) prototype development and (iv) evaluation and dissemination.
definition by eliciting an Antibiotic Stewardship information system (IS); (iii) design, collaboratively with healthcare workers (aligning working processes), a toolkit that assist physicians and infection control team to manage antibiotic use and antibiotic-resistant HAI; (iv) implementation of the toolkit in the hospitals; and (v) toolkit evaluation in the control of antibiotic-resistant HAI.

**Results**

To feed the toolkit, patient, microbiology and pharmacy data are extracted, from the current hospitals IS by web services, in real-time. The information is then processed and aggregated in a unique database. A display module allows real-time visualization through innovative graphics presentation: Inform about the accuracy of antibiotic prescription, providing timely and appropriate information related with antibiotics use; monitoring the data about antibiotic use and resistant bacteria. The evaluation of the toolkit, based on a focus group questionnaire about the toolkit functionalities, revealed that it was considered helpful in monitoring antibiotic use, helping antibiotic prescription, and can be used to improve infection control interventions (e.g. improve communication between professionals).

**Conclusion**

This toolkit brings digital innovation to support health professionals’ performance and it is an important step forward for the reduction of antibiotic misuse and in the control and prevention of antibiotic-resistant HAI, and overall patient safety.
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**Abstract video clip: Introduction**

Standard Precautions (SP) include a group of infection prevention and control (IPC) practices that apply to all patients and are meant to ensure safety for patients, healthcare workers (HCW), and visitors. The HCW knowledge of SP, however, often proves to be scarce. We therefore produced an educational video about SP to improve HCW knowledge at the University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland, and potentially in healthcare institutions worldwide. Since it is well known that emotions help learners to focus and facilitate uptake of knowledge, we used a video-reflexive-ethnographic exploratory intervention to feed the toolkit.

**Methods**

As safety management in healthcare and aviation are often compared, we decided to produce a ‘mash-up’ between an in-flight safety video and infection prevention instructions. The audience witnesses a cabin crew/infection prevention team member giving instructions to a novice cabin crew member/healthcare worker. Six fundamental topics of SP are covered in the 5’ movie: hand hygiene, use of personal protective equipment, professional appearance, respiratory hygiene, aseptic technique, environmental cleaning, and device disposal and reprocesing. The scenes were set inside an airplane (mock-up at a Swiss aviation crew training facility) with passengers appearing as patients. Fun and surprising moments chase each other throughout the script, including fast wordplay, exaggerations, and slapstick. The film was conceived and executed in a collaboration between IPC professionals and a professional film director and crew including a cast of two actors, 20 extras, a camera operator, a sound technician, a gaffer, a costume designer, a make-up artist, and two production assistants.
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**Introduction**

Efforts to promote patient empowerment and involvement have become core components of global and national infection prevention and control initiatives. However, relatively little is known about how frontline healthcare professionals understand, implement or support patient involvement in general, and still less is known about patient involvement in infection control.

**Objectives**

This PhD study used video-reflexive ethnography to explore and strengthen clinicians’ awareness of and commitment to patient involvement in infection prevention and control.

**Methods**

Hospital inpatients were invited to scrutinise footage of their own clinical care to look for cross-contamination risks. Group reflexive sessions were then conducted with nurses in which footage of everyday patient care interactions were presented alongside patients’ observations of the same events.

**Results**

The findings show that patients were actively contributing to IPC in ways that clinicians and researchers were not fully aware of. Some of the strategies were effective and some were counterproductive. Engaging with these contributions enabled the clinicians to appreciate the importance of discussing cross-contamination risks and risk containment behaviours with patients.

**Conclusion**

The study enabled clinicians to understand how the quality of their patient-provider relationships and IPC conversations shaped patients’ attention and precautions around infection risks and behaviours and motivated clinicians to develop strategies to promote greater patient involvement.
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**Introduction**

Hospital-acquired infections are still a major patient safety problem. Their occurrence can lead to higher morbidity and mortality rates, increased length of stay and higher costs for both hospital and patients. Performing hand hygiene (HH) is a simple and inexpensive prevention measure, but healthcare workers’ compliance with it is often far from ideal.

**Objectives**

To raise awareness regarding HH compliance, individual behaviour change and performance optimization, we aimed to develop an Internet-of-Things (IoT) solution that collects data and provides real-time feedback accurately in an engaging way.

**Methods**

A Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) was used in this research. DSRM is useful to study the link between research and
professional practices by designing, implementing and evaluating systems that address a specific need. It follows a development cycle composed by six activities. Two work iterations were performed applying gamification components, each using a different indoor location technology. Preliminary experiments, simulations and field studies were performed in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of a Portuguese tertiary hospital. Nurses working on this ICU were engaged during the research, participating in several sessions across the implementation process.

Results
Nurses enjoyed the concept and considered that it allows for a unique opportunity to receive feedback regarding their performance. Tests performed on the indoor location technology applied in the first iteration regarding distances estimation presented an unacceptable lack of accuracy. Using a proximity-based technique, it was possible to identify the sequence of positions but with low precision. In the second work iteration, a different indoor location technology was explored but did not work properly, showing the limitation of present IoT technology to respond to the ward demands.

Conclusion
Combining automated monitoring systems with gamification seems to be an innovative and promising approach based on the already achieved results. Involving nurses in the project since the beginning allowed to align the solution with their needs. Despite strong evolution through recent years, IoT technologies are still not ready to be applied in the healthcare setting.
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Introduction
Numerous studies have focused on health care workers’ perceptions of hand hygiene but few have addressed the etymology of hand hygiene and its influence. Words influence behaviour. The increasing use of social marketing in infection prevention is testament to the value of words in campaigning for change. However, an exploration of the use of words related to hand hygiene improvement and the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) recommendations has until now received scant attention. Compliance with hand hygiene remains sub-optimal across the globe and novel approaches for behavioural impact have the potential to offer valuable adjuncts to current strategies.

Objectives
To describe the feelings evoked by five words commonly used in a hand hygiene context.

Methods
An exploratory exercise assessed the feelings evoked by five words commonly used in a hand hygiene context. A classic psychology experiment was used to evoke an instant, emotional reaction. From June 2013 to May 2014, a total of 23 face to face exercises were undertaken in seven different countries. This convenience sample totaled 2100 people consisting of nurses, doctors, senior management and a diverse range of other health workers and managers. The words tested were alcohol based handrub, compliance, monitoring, moment and system. Qualitative analysis of the findings was undertaken.

Results
Responses i.e. the words captured, were categorized as “warm” and “cold”. During the exercises 240 words representing alcohol based handrub were collected, 510 representing compliance, 402 representing monitoring, 480 representing moment and 200 representing system. Compliance in particular evoked negative feelings, with “cold words” being described on hearing this word. The word moment evoked the most positive reactions (“warm words”).

Conclusion
WHO guidelines state that clear and uniform language in hand hygiene matters. Social marketing falls into the fourth component of the WHO multimodal strategy, described as “reminders in the workplace”. This novel exercise has potential to stimulate the infection prevention (and academic) community to revisit the words it uses within policies/guidelines and day-to-day communications in their quest to bring about the socially desired change [hand hygiene at the right time] as a part of a multimodal approach.
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Introduction
In 2005, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched “Clean Care is Safer Care” program to promote hand hygiene (HH) worldwide. In addition, since 2009, the “Save Lives: Clean Your Hands” global campaign calls health care workers (HCWs) to actively engage with HH every 5th of May. This global Hand Hygiene Day is also a moment to promote awareness on the prevention of health care-associated infections (HAI) to policy makers, stakeholders, patients and the general public.

Objectives
We aimed to evaluate for the first time the impact of the 5th of May campaign on the press.

Methods
We used the Nexis database to identify English-language press articles containing at least one of 9 keywords related to HH. We analysed the number and the evolution of HH related articles published on the 5th of May every year from 2005 to 2016. In those years, we have additionally compared the number of HH articles published in 5th of February, 5th of May and 5th of November to ascertain the impact of the global HH Day. The keywords chosen had been previously selected and tested in the Nexis database to assess accuracy of press articles identified.

Results
In 2009, the first year of the global HH Day, the number of articles published on the 5th of May was higher than on any other year (2005:115, 2007:54, 2009:419, 2012:78, 2014:159, 2016:253). The total number of articles relating to HH on the 5th of May in press has more than doubled in 12 years. Additionally, after 2009, we found that there was a tendency to have more articles about the theme of HH published on the 5th of May than on the 5th of February or 5th of November.

Conclusion
The highest number of HH related articles was attained in 2009 and this number has never been repeated after. Furthermore, from 2009, there has been more often HH related articles in the press on 5th of May...
Introduction

Since 2005 the World Health Organization (WHO) “Clean Care is Safer Care” program has been promoting hand hygiene (HH) worldwide. There has been an increase in the use of social networks, Twitter in particular, to disseminate health care messages, but little is known about its use.

Objectives

To disseminate health care messages, but little is known about its use.

Methods

Between 9th Jan and 5th Feb 2017, we used Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) to continuously collect tweets containing 17 previously tested key terms related to HH (words and hashtags). Users who tweeted more than 10 times were identified and categorized according to their sector of activity. Additionally, we analysed the network of these users based on their subscriptions to Twitter by performing follow relationships graph and social networks analysis.

Results

A total of 14638 unique tweets were collected from 11724 Twitter accounts. Of these users, 10605 (90.5%) tweeted only once during this period and 47 (0.4%) more than 10 times. These 47 users were: health-care workers (HCWs) (8), companies (13), alcohol-based handrub sellers (14), media (newspaper, magazine) (2) and others (10). Based on the follow relationships graph, our results showed that a user belonging to the HCW category receives more Twitter subscriptions, is more retweeted and is more mentioned in tweets than users from other categories. Furthermore, social networks analysis indicated that these 47 accounts used more Twitter to disseminate information on HH (low information centralization in the network:5.42%) than to grow their network (low connectivity between users:5.4%).

Conclusion

Our results show that Twitter is actively used by several actors to disseminate HH information. We found that although HCWs are relatively few among those who use Twitter the most, they are the ones who generate more engagement, making them probably the ideal ambassadors to promote HH on Twitter. An important step to improve the use of Twitter as a tool to promote HH would be to urge the different stakeholders to connect between each other and create a community.
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Introduction

Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is one of the most common nosocomial infections worldwide. While exposure to antibiotics is the most important risk factor for CDI, the magnitude of the risk from different antibiotics has not been well quantified through big data analysis of large healthcare systems.

Objectives

Estimate the risk of nosocomial CDI (nCDI) from exposure to different antibiotic classes using nationwide data from all US Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals.

Methods

We used a historical cohort of patients admitted to acute care wards of all US VA hospitals between 1/1/08 and 12/31/13. CDI was defined according to the US Centers for Disease Control laboratory-identified (LabID) event definition. nCDI was defined as a first positive LabID event occurring >72 h after admission, occurring on the collection date of the positive test. Patient-level characteristics were collected for each hospitalization and for one year prior to admission. Patients
with a history of CDI within 56d of admission were excluded. Antimi-
crobials were grouped according to suspected CDI risk (high,
medium, or neutral) based on literature and expert opinion. Each pa-
tient day was categorized as Pre-, On, or Post-treatment according
to exposure category defined above as a time-varying covariate to assess the risk of CDI by antimicrobial group.

Results
A total of 1,138,822 first admissions covering 6,521,327 patient-days
were included, with 3,760 first episodes of nCDI. Relative to days
without antimicrobial exposure, the hazard ratio for developing nCDI
was 2.11 while on high-risk (p < 0.001), 1.66 while on medium-risk
(p < 0.001), and 0.72 while on neutral antimicrobials (p = 0.01). In
the post-treatment period, the hazard ratios were 1.98 (p < 0.001),
2.63 (p < 0.001), and 0.89 for high-, medium-, and neutral-risk
antimicrobials, respectively.

Conclusion
This big data analysis from a single, large healthcare system has
helped to better quantify the risk of nCDI during and after receiving
different categories of antimicrobials. Further work will assess the risk
associated with individual antimicrobial classes.
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Introduction
The efficacy of dry-mist hydrogen peroxide decontamination has
been determined in various healthcare settings.

Objectives
The aim of this work is to evaluate the clinical impact of imple-
menting hydrogen peroxide and silver cations micro-nebulization
disinfection of rooms vacated by patients with Clostridium difficile
infection (CDI).

Methods
The levels of CDI incidence in the wards of ASST of Lodi, (Italy) were
monitored for three 12-month periods between 2014 and 2016. In
2015, a decontamination system based on a solution of 5-8%
hydrogen peroxide and 60 ppm active silver ions (HyperDRYMist®,
99Technologies) was added as the sole additional hygiene and
prophylaxis measure after measure change at patient’s dismissal of all
CDI’s affected individuals. A ‘breakpoint’ time series analysis model
was used to detect any significant changes in the monthly CDI rate
per 1000 patient-days.

Results
In total, 160 patient rooms previously occupied by infected/colo-
nised patients were disinfected in 2015 and 135 patient rooms in
2016. The compliance to the procedure of disinfection was around
80% in 2015 and 95% in 2016. The CDI rate decreased from 1.73
cases per 1000 patient-days in the 12 months before HDM® usage to
1.32 compared with the first 12 months of HDM® usage and to
0.93 compared with the second 12 months of HDM® usage (60% reduction). The breakpoint model identified significant changes in
the CDI rate. The first occurred in August 2014, with 95% confi-
dence intervals around this breakpoint spanning the spring and
summer months, suggesting that this first breakpoint is explained
by seasonal variation. The second breakpoint occurred in March
2016, which was when HDM® disinfection procedure was fully imple-
mented. The hypothesis that is second breakpoint is likely to be
explained by the introduction of HDM® disinfection is also sup-
ported by the fact that data on hand hygiene performance and
data on defined daily doses (DDD) of cephalosporins, fluoroquino-
lones and proton pump inhibitors didn’t change during the period
of observation.

Conclusion
Our data indicate that the hydrogen peroxide and active silver ions
disinfection system, should be considered to augment the terminal
disinfection of rooms vacated by patients with CDI.
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Introduction
A clean hospital environment plays a vital role in reducing healthcare
associated infections. However strong evidence, using well designed
studies is limited. Most studies have focussed on a single interven-
tion or product, and have failed to take into account contextual
issues that may influence feasibility and sustainability in hospital set-
tings. Data on cost-effectiveness is also lacking. A challenge for re-
searchers in this area is how to maintain study validity and integrity,
whilst allowing for flexibility in implementation.

Objectives
To evaluate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of an evidence-
based environmental cleaning bundle implemented in 11 different
hospitals nationally, in Australia.

Methods
Using a randomised stepped wedge design, and an implementation
science framework we systematically examined and documented
existing practices and contextual factors at each trial hospital. We
used this information to identify gaps and strengths in relation to
the bundle components, organisational culture and readiness for
change. This then informed the development of responsive imple-
mentation plans for each site.

Results
Improving hospital cleaning was complex. Existing cleaning prac-
tices were diverse, as were the policy, contracts, staffing and gov-
ernance arrangements. Considerable effort had to be put into a
developing a bespoke strategy for each site that allowed for opti-
mal implementation, so that hospitals could transition effectively
to the ‘best practice’ bundle. The trial design allowed researchers
to stagger the intervention, and for hospitals to act as their own
controls in the effectiveness analysis. Combining this with high
quality economic analysis will allow us to evaluate value for
money in different scenarios.

Conclusion
We need better quality research in infection prevention, moving
beyond effectiveness to also consider context, feasibility, sustain-
ability and cost. Pragmatic trials combining the best of epidemi-
ology, implementation science and economic methods are an
innovative approach, providing a unique insight into what works,
how it works, and how much it costs, in a variety of real world
settings.
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Introduction
Antimicrobial resistance has become an urgent global health priority. Basic hygiene practices and cleaning and disinfection of the hospital environment are key area in preventing pathogen cross-transmission. The ISC Infection Prevention and Control Working Group, represents professionals from 50 different countries.

Objectives
To assess adequacy of cleaning and disinfection practices in healthcare settings globally an electronic survey was developed.

Methods
The survey comprised of 30 multiple-choice questions. Data was collected from July 2016 to December 2016.

Results
A total of 110 healthcare professionals, representing 23 countries (33% Europe, 17% Australia, 28% Asia, 18% North America, 3% South America, 1% Africa) participated in the survey. Of respondents, 96% have a written cleaning policy for clinical areas and 82% for shared clinical equipment. Training of staff occurs in 70% of the facilities at employment, 46% receive yearly training, 15% twice yearly, and 20% sporadic training. Worldwide, microfiber cloths and mops are the most common method of delivery for routine cleaning (65%), followed by the cotton cloths and mops (29%). Enhanced cleaning and/or disinfection practices while patients under contact precautions (eg. MDRO) vary; no extra cleaning (15%), extra cleaning in outbreaks (31%), more frequently cleaning (19%), disinfection added to regular cleaning (9%), extra cleaning and disinfection (26%). Halogens (82%) are the most commonly used routine disinfectants, QATs and alcohols in 33%. Most of respondents rely only on visual daily monitoring for the assessment of cleaning (47%). Further survey results will be presented.

Conclusion
The survey enabled assessment and recognition of widely differing global practices in approaches to environmental cleaning and disinfection. Development of guideline recommendations for cleaning and disinfection could improve practices and set minimum standards.
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Transmission of pathogens from dry surface biofilms: effect of glove type
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Introduction
Pathogens can survive on dry hospital environmental surfaces for extended periods especially when incorporated into dry surface biofilms. Bacteria in biofilms are protected from desiccation and have increased tolerance to removal by cleaning agents and disinfectants. We have shown that bare hands can transmit biofilm bacteria from surface to surface and hence could play a significant role in healthcare associated infections (HAI).

Objectives
To determine the effect of glove composition on the transfer rate of Staphylococcus aureus from biofilm.

Methods
S. aureus biofilm was grown in vitro on polycarbonate coupons in the CDC bioreactor, using our validated methods of with periodic nutrition interspersed with long periods of dehydration, over a period of 12 days. Each coupon had approximately 10^7 bacterial cells. Transmission was tested by touching coupons, with either nitrile, latex or surgical gloved hands, and then pressing the finger and thumb onto the sterile horse blood agar (HBA) surface up to 19 consecutive times. The number of colony forming units (CFU) were recorded for each touch after incubating HBA plates at 37 °C for 48 hours. The experiment was repeated following coupon treatment with 5% neutral detergent for 5 seconds.

Results
Bacterial cells were readily transmitted via all three types of gloves, commonly used by healthcare workers (HCWs). Although less than 1% of the biofilm was transferred, S. aureus was transferred in sufficient numbers to cause infection, to 19 surfaces from touching the biofilm once. Six times more bacteria were transferred by nitrile and surgical gloves when compared to latex gloves (P < 0.001). Wetting the biofilm with 5% neutral detergent increased the transmission rate of bacteria by seven-fold (P < 0.01).

Conclusion
Despite bacteria being incorporated into environmental biofilm and covered by exopolymeric substances (EPS or slime), bacteria are readily transferred by HCWs gloved hands and this confirms the possibility that biofilm contributes towards patient colonization with pathogens and development of HAI.
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Isolation of Nontuberculous Mycobacterium (NTM) from heater cooler devices, in a tertiary care center in Lebanon
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Introduction
An Investigation was initiated at the American University of Beirut Medical Center following the FDA safety communication report about the contamination of heater cooler devices (HCDs) associated with NTM infections. Mycobacterium chimaera and other NTM species were reported internationally.

Objectives
To assess the effectiveness of cleaning and disinfection methods of HCDs and to retrospectively evaluate infections in patients who underwent cardiac surgery.

Methods
Bacterial and mycobacterial cultures were taken on January 26, 2017, from 2 HCDs (Terumo-A and Terumo-B) manufactured by Terumo and from a newly purchased HCD (Maquet-C) made by Maquet. Cultures were obtained following regular cleaning and disinfection
Antimicrobial Resistance and Infection Control 2017, 6(Suppl 3):O8

O8 Barriers and facilitators of responsible systemic antibiotic use from the patient's perspective: a systematic review

Benedikt Huttner1,2, Veronica Zanchelli1, Gianpiero Tebano3, Benedikt Huttner1,2, Veronica Zanchelli1, Gianpiero Tebano3, Mirjana Stanic Benic6, Stephanie Harnett2, Marlies Hulscher7, on behalf of DRIVE-AB consortium

Introduction: Both appropriate and inappropriate antibiotic use can be affected by patient-related factors. Objectives: To perform a systematic review assessing patient-related factors potentially influencing antibiotic use. Methods: Studies published in MEDLINE until 30/09/2015 were identified using combinations of terms for concepts “barriers/facilitators”, “antibiotics” and “patients”. Qualitative studies reporting determinants of antibiotic use from the patient’s perspective and quantitative studies reporting factors associated with antibiotic use practices were included. Factors were categorized as “barriers” (B) (eg. factors associated with a higher likelihood of self-medication) or “facilitators” (F) (eg. factors associated with higher compliance to the prescribed treatment) of responsible antibiotic use. Results: 87 studies met inclusion criteria (12 qualitative and 75 quantitative studies) We identified 7 categories of patient-related factors: • Demographic and socio/economic factors (eg. age (B/F depending on the study); B > F; meaning that in this category barriers > facilitators). • Patient-doctor interactions (eg. counseling (receiving counseling F); F > B). • Characteristics of the received regimen (eg. administration frequency (multiple daily doses B); B > F). • Attitudes (eg. expecting antibiotics (demanding antibiotics B); B > F). • Access to treatment (eg. patients’ direct costs (lower costs F); B > F). • Characteristics of the condition for which the antibiotic was prescribed (eg. duration of symptoms (longer duration B); B > F). • Knowledge (eg. regarding antibiotic indication (greater knowledge F); B > F).

Results of this study will also be presented at ECCMID 2017.

Conclusion: A large variety of patient-related factors impact antibiotic use. It’s noteworthy that we identified many more barriers than facilitators. Further studies should try to better understand patient’s views and experiences in order to facilitate responsible antibiotic use.
O9
Self medicated antibiotics in rural communities in Kano, Nigeria: a cross-sectional survey of community members
Ibrahim Yusuf1, Yusuf D. Jobbi2, Auwalu H. Arza1, Muhammad Shuaib3
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Introduction: Abuse of antibiotics through self-treatment is of public health concern, and is mainly due to easy access to antibiotics and lack of regulatory control of their sales and prescriptions in communities.

Objectives: A study was conducted to evaluate the prevalence of self medication with five broad spectrum antibiotics among non health workers living in rural communities in Kano, the second most populous state in Nigeria.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey of 300 randomly selected adult villagers (150 males and 150 females) at ten randomly selected locations of 5 local governments in the state from August to September, 2016 was conducted with self-administered questionnaire and interview. Questions pertaining to 5 commonly self medicated antibiotics (ampiclox, amoxicillin, co-trimoxazole, metronidazole and tetracycline), their usage patterns, how to purchase them and reasons for their selection were included.

Results: A total of 211 (70.3%) out of the 300 respondents which are between the ages of 20-40 had experienced self-medication with at least one of the antibiotics before. The most self-medicated antibiotic is ampiclox followed by tetracycline, amoxicillin, co-trimoxazole and metronidazole. Over fifty percent of the respondents (166, 53.3%) purchased substandard antibiotics which cost between 0.1-0.5 per dose from non health care workers selling drugs in their communities. While only 29 respondents (11 males and 18 females) ever completed the dosage of the self medicated antibiotics, about 22% took the antibiotics for 2 days and 41% took only 1 dose. A total of 154 (51.3%) self used tetracycline and metronidazole for treating diarrhoea, while 30.6% and 62% used ampiclox and amoxicillin to treat undiagnosed urinary tract infections and typhoid fever respectively. Only 33% self treat themselves with antibiotics previously prescribed by health care worker but majority used them as a result of family and friends recommendation. Surprisingly, only 19 out of 300 believed that self medication is a problem, but majority (168) have contrary believe and 35 have no idea.

Conclusion: Antibiotic self medication is on increase in rural communities, the need to develop a viable antibiotic stewardship programs in rural areas is highly stressed.
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Introduction: The use of antimicrobial stewardship programs (ASPs) is increasing in Asia but their effectiveness in reducing the consumption of antibiotics and their impact on clinical outcomes is not known.

Objectives: To review published data on the consumption of antibiotics and the impact on clinical outcomes of ASPs conducted in Asia.

Methods: We conducted a systematic search in the Embase and Medline (PubMed) databases for studies that compared the consumption of antibiotics or clinical outcomes of patients in an Asian hospital or clinic with an ASP (intervention group) with those in a similar setting without an ASP (control group). Meta-analyses of all-cause mortality and hospital-acquired infection (HAI) were performed using random-effects models.

Results: The search identified 77 studies of which 22 and 19 reported on antibiotic usage and cost, respectively. Among these, 20 (91%) studies reported reduced antibiotic usage and 19 (100%) reported cost savings in the intervention group compared to the control. Duration of antibiotic therapy was reported in 7 studies; all but one reported that duration was reduced in association with an ASP. In the meta-analyses, rates of all-cause mortality and HAI were not significantly different between the intervention and control groups, but mortality rates were significantly improved by ASPs using drug monitoring, while HAI rates were also improved by ASPs that included infection control or hand hygiene programs.

Conclusion: ASPs reduce the consumption of antibiotics in hospital and clinic settings and are not associated with worse clinical outcomes. The findings support the broad implementation of antimicrobial stewardship interventions conducted in hospital and clinic setting in Asia.
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Conclusion
This PPS will provide French NH with reference data and appears effective in monitoring local and national strategies for HAI prevention and AB use.
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Models to better understand infection control measures

**O12**
Recommended classification of clostridium difficile infections overestimates the proportion acquired during current hospitalisation
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Introduction
The Infectious Diseases Society of America and the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America recommend that *Clostridium difficile* infections (CDIs) be classified as healthcare facility associated if the onset of symptoms was more than two days after hospital admission. The incubation period for *C. difficile* is often much longer than two days, which may result in significant misclassification.

Objectives
We used a mathematical model to assess the current guidelines for classification of the origin of CDI and identified potential improvements to the method of classification.

Methods
We simulated *C. difficile* transmission in a healthcare setting from patient admission through to discharge to determine the time from admission to onset of symptoms for CDIs acquired during the current hospitalisation and CDIs acquired prior to the current hospitalisation. We conducted sensitivity analyses to compare our base scenario with a range of plausible alternative scenarios.

Results
In our base scenario, the recommended two-day classification had good sensitivity, but poor specificity to identify CDIs acquired in the current hospitalisation, overestimating their incidence by nearly 100%. A six-day cut-off accurately estimated the incidence of CDIs acquired during the current hospitalisation and CDIs acquired prior to the current hospitalisation. In the sensitivity analysis, a two-day cut-off overestimated the incidence of CDIs acquired in the current hospitalisation by 30-350%, with the greatest error in settings with low within-hospital transmission.

Conclusion: The recommended two-day cut-off for healthcare-acquired CDIs systematically overestimates the proportion of infections acquired in hospital. This may make policymakers overly optimistic about the potential benefits of interventions that only address within-hospital transmission. We recommend that infection control practitioners use a 5-day or longer cut-off to assess acquisition of CDI in healthcare settings.
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Introduction
Implementation of effective control measures against nosocomial pathogens is crucial for hospitals but can lead to important disorganization and costs. Evidence is mostly focused on *Staphylococcus aureus*, while Vancomycin-Resistant Enterococci (VRE) received much less attention, despite a potential high burden. Assessing VRE control strategies at the hospital level is therefore of major importance.

Objectives
To analyze the impact of several control strategies during a VRE outbreak in a hospital.

Methods
We analyzed a VRE outbreak which occurred in a French hospital over 2012-2013. Detailed individual data were collected, to gather information about control measures implementation, inter-wards patients’ transfers, VRE colonization and associated costs. We developed a spatially-explicit stochastic individual-based model and used statistical inference to estimate ward-specific transmission rates and simulate the impact of control measures. Different scenarios, including various screening schedules, detection techniques (PCR and cellular culture), hygiene level and cohorting strategies were simulated and compared regarding their impact on the outbreak size and associated costs.

Results
The outbreak affected 22 patients in 5 different wards. It was controlled after 22 weeks, following at-risk patients cohorting, interruption of admissions in affected wards and transfer to purposely set-up wards. In total, it resulted in a ~230 k€ additional cost and ~820 k€ lost revenues. Estimated transmission rates ranged 0.19-0.49 ind\(^{-1}\)day\(^{-1}\). Assuming no control measures, model simulations predicted an outbreak of 44 colonized patients \([43.7,44.9]\). Increasing hygiene measures reduced the global incidence in average by a factor 6.5, and lead to VRE eradication after ~7 weeks \((2,13)\). The best scenario included optimized cohorting procedures and screening strategies (using PCR) resulting in ~10-fold reduction of global incidence.

Conclusion
Mathematical models are useful tools to design optimal cost effective control strategies. Optimized cohorting of at-risk patients and screening schedule are key to control VRE outbreaks.
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Introduction
Hands transport microorganisms through the environment, contributing to infectious disease transmission. To understand the relative importance of hands in transmission, we typically rely on simplistic models of hand-surface interactions. For example, a constrained sequence of events (e.g., a hand touches the surface, then the hand touches the mouth). Models rarely account for the sporadic and sequential nature of multiple individual contacts between hands and surfaces in the environment.

Objectives
The objective of this study is to capture, quantify, and model the impact of sporadic and sequential hand-surface contacts on microbial transmission.

Methods
In three countries (South Africa, Tanzania, and Vietnam), we recorded people’s activities using first person videography. Aided with Video Translation Software, we converted videos into time series
of contact events for each person's hands. Microbial sampling for fecal indicator bacteria on the person's hands and in their environment was integrated with MLATS to model microbial contamination of hands over time.

Results: Almost 50 hours of videography data were collected from more than 35 people in South Africa, workers were recorded while collecting and processing urine for nutrient recovery. In Tanzania, women were recorded while performing daily activities. In Vietnam, farmers were recorded while collecting and applying human excreta to agricultural fields. Translation demonstrated high frequency of microbial transport across different settings and activities.

Conclusion: The model provides insight on the importance of rare–but high risk–contact events on hand contamination, and demonstrates stark differences in microbial transport across different settings and activities.
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Device-related infections

O15 Peripherally inserted central venous catheters associated bloodstream infections: a systematic review and meta-analysis
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Introduction: Peripherally inserted central venous catheters (PICCs) are increasingly used for therapeutic purposes in various clinical settings. However, there is a paucity of studies systematically assessing the incidence density of PICC-associated bloodstream infections (PABSI) over time.

Objectives: It was the aim of this systematic review to assess the PABSI-incidence in different patient populations and clinical settings.

Methods: We searched PubMed, EmbASE, and the Cochrane database between 1 Jan 1987 and 31 July 2016 without language restriction. Any study reporting PABSI incidence density (PABSI per 1000 PICC-days) in an inpatient or outpatient medical setting was eligible. Only baseline results and rates from control groups were included for intervention studies. Results were stratified in adults (hematology, inpatient, and outpatient), children and neonates. Weighted PICC incidence densities were calculated using a random-effects model.

Results: A total of 490 publications were identified, of which 104 were eligible for final analysis. PABSI incidence densities per 1000 PICC-days in the adults, children and neonates were 0.98 (0.84-1.12), 1.62 (1.23-2.41), and 6.11 (5.24-6.97), respectively. Statistical heterogeneity among adults allowed subgroup analyses in hematology/oncology, inpatient, and outpatient where PABSI incidence densities per 1000 PICC-days were 0.58 (0.39-0.77), 1.03 (0.86-1.20), and 0.94 (0.42-1.47), respectively.

Conclusion: This is the first systematic review addressing PABSI incidence densities in various patient populations and clinical settings. PABSI incidence density among neonates was significantly higher compared other groups. There was no significant difference between using PICC lines in inpatient and outpatient settings. Although the incidence density in adults is similar to numbers of non-tunneled central-venous lines, there is trend towards lower PABSI incidence densities over time.
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Introduction: There are a number of evidences based guidelines for CLABSI prevention, however implementation of these guidelines in real clinical practice is a challenge.

Objectives: To evaluate the impact of comprehensive approach to prevent CLABSI in adult ICUs participating in Korean National healthcare-associated Infection Surveillance System (KONIS).

Methods: This study was prospective multicenter quasi-experimental study, which was divided in two phases: pre-intervention observation period (Oct 2014 to Feb 2015) and intervention period (Mar 2015 to Dec 2016). In pre-intervention period, we performed surveillance for CLABSI rates and monitoring of compliances with practice guidelines. In intervention period, we had continued surveillance and performed three interventions; (1) education program for ICU staffs, (2) application of insertion checklist, (3) monthly feedback to ICU staffs on CLABSI rates and compliance with practice guidelines.

Results: Of 166 ICUs in 94 hospitals participating in KONIS, 58 ICUs of 26 hospitals were enrolled in this study on a voluntary basis. During the study period, 340,792 catheter-days were monitored and 742 CLABSI were occurred. After implementation of intervention, compliance with practice guidelines significantly improved; hand hygiene before insertion (93% to 95%, P < 0.010), use of sterile full body drape (81% to 88%, P < 0.001), skin preparation with > 0.5% chlorhexidine tincture (83% to 91%, P < 0.001). The pooled mean CLABSI rate was 2.1 per 1,000 catheter-days in pre-intervention period and 2.2 per 1,000 catheter-days during intervention (95% confidence interval, 1.8-2.5 versus 2.0-2.4, P = 0.593).

Conclusion: Comprehensive implementation strategy using education program, bundle checklist, and feedback was feasible in real clinical practice of Korean ICUs and improved performance standards, but had no further effect on CLABSI rates. To achieve zero tolerance, more aggressive intervention targeting maintenance practice is needed.
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O17 Nurse-driven protocol for urinary catheter removal: 3 questions for easy assessment
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Introduction: Hospital Beatriz Ângelo(HBA) is a JCI-accredited, 425-bed general hospital. Urinary catheterization(UC), a major drive for Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infection(CAUTI), is influenced by nurse's and physician's awareness and perceptions, not only by
indications. Decreasing inappropriate UC is a challenge for infection control and antibiotics committees (ICAC).

**Objectives:** Reducing inappropriate urinary catheterization with a nurse-driven protocol for urinary catheter removal

**Methods:** In order to reduce inappropriate UC, a nurse-driven protocol (NPD) for urinary catheter removal was implemented, based on OnTheCusp:STOP HAIP (APIC, 2012). Adaptations were made in the question whether or not the catheter should be in place as well in the Post Discontinuation Observation Algorithm (no nurse ultrasound).

**Questions (Q) for NPD were as follows:** Q1-Is the catheter in place for at least one of acceptable reasons (pick-list from evidence-based guidelines)? Q2-Impossibility of urinary condom (male gender)? Q3-Is this a patient who underwent urologic, gynecologic or general surgical procedure involving urinary tract/had difficult catheterization/had previous false passage? NPD assessment was done in the beginning of every shift. With No answer to all 3Q, nurses proceeded to UC removal. Implementation started successfully on 2014, in 1 surgical wards and 2 medical wards with significantly higher internal rates of CAUTI. In 2016, NPD was generalized to the entire hospital wards (excluding ICU, NICU and OR) and impact of such intervention in terms of device utilization ratio (DUR), mean number of catheterization days per patient (MNCD) and CAUTI incidence rate was evaluated.

**Results:** Comparing to 2015, in 2016 DUR decreased 21% (16.54% vs. 13.07%; statistically significant (ANOVA, f = 0.79; alpha = 0.05)), even if inpatient days increased by 1.42%. MNCD per patient decreased from 5.10 to 4.76. CAUTI increased from 2.93 to 3.93 device-days (+2.4%).

**Conclusion:** Introduction of a NPD for UC removal was successful in decreasing both DUR and MNCD per patient. However, it didn’t decrease CAUTI rate, what can be explained by an increased patient severity index, a low CAUTI starting value (2.93 device-days) as well a worsening problem with Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae. Implementation of a nurse-driven protocol for urinary catheter removal bypasses lack of awareness and knowledge of nurses and physicians.
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**Introduction:** Pneumonia is one of the most common and deadly nosocomial infections among critical patients. Several preventive measures have been pointed as effective by the literature, but scarce evidence is available about how to implement it.

**Objectives:** To investigate the impact of a check list application during clinical rounds on the compliance with preventive measures against ventilator-associated pneumonia.

**Methods:** This was a quasi-experimental study performed in a general Intensive care unit (ICU) of a tertiary-care university hospital, from 2014 to 2016. In the pre-intervention period, compliance with preventive measures was assessed weekly by the ICU medical staff. The intervention consisted of having a nurse and physician from the infection control service evaluating herself the mentioned compliance along with the intensive care team, during clinical rounds. VAP diagnosis was performed based on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) criteria. The intervention period was initiated from January 2015 on.

**Results:** As for the preventive measures the rates after and before intervention were, respectively: 1) semi-recumbent position: 83%/98%; 2) Prevention of thromboembolic disease as indicated: 94%/97%; 3) oral hygiene with chlorhexidine 94%/95%; 4) Prophylaxis of gastrointestinal hemorrhage as indicated: 90%/97%. The incidence density of VAP in the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 were respectively 5.65; 3.30 and 2.32 episodes per 1,000 ventilated patients-day. The rate of use of mechanical ventilation was 71.21%; 74.27% and 76.53%.

**Conclusion:** In conclusion, our results suggest that check list application through the nurse and physician from the infection control service along with the intensive care team during clinical rounds on improve the compliance with preventive measures against VAP.
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**Introduction:** Simplified selective digestive decontamination may reduce acquired gram negative bacteremia in the ICU

**Methods:** A retrospective cohort study was conducted. Medical records of all the patients who underwent bronchoscopy were thoroughly checked. Also, all the steps recommended by the manufacturers for re-processing of semi-critical devices such as bronchoscopes were evaluated by infection control team. Finally, re-processing was done exactly as per the SOP and under the supervision of infection control team. Three wash samples were sent for GeneXpert MTB/RIF and rapid TB culture after the completion of re-processing.

**Results:** Only the first case among the cluster had a history of Rifampicin resistant tuberculosis and the patient was on antitubercular drugs. Other patients did not have any past or present clinical evidence suggestive of active or latent tuberculosis. Following gaps were found in the steps of disinfection process:

1) During leakage testing it was observed only for few seconds, not 30 seconds as recommended by the manufacturer.
2) Before high level disinfection by orthophthalaldehyde, internal lumens were not washed with alternate suction using water and air.
3) Before storage, the channel interiors were not dried by alcohol purging as per recommendation.

**Conclusion:** Lapses in re-processing of bronchoscopes can be accurately identified with the help of GeneXpert MTB/RIF and corrective action can be taken in quick time. This study emphasizes the need for establishing a bronchoscope surveillance protocol especially in high TB burden countries to curb the risk of spread by bronchoscopes.
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Introduction: Acquired infections are a common problem in intensive care units (ICU). Most of these infections are caused by aerobic gram negative bacteria. In recent years, we saw a rise in the development of multi drug resistant organisms (MDRO). The main reservoir of these bacteria is the digestive tract, therefore Selective Digestive Decontamination (SDD) may reduce infection rate.

Objectives: We examined whether Simplified SDD (SSDD) given in 2011-13 to our mechanically ventilated patients lead to a reduction of bacterial infection in comparison to the 2008-10 patients with no SSSD.

Methods: A retrospective-prospective interventional cohort study of two periods: 2008-2010 : 500 ICU control patients, 2011-2013: 427 SSSD protocol patients (enteral Polyoxymyxin E and Neomycin four times daily).Data for 927 patients were included: demographic and clinical characteristics, ICU length of stay, hospital length of stay, blood and lower respiratory tract cultures, ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP), antibiotic use and development of MDRO. SPSS (Version 21) was used for the statistical analysis. A P<0.05 was considered significant.

Results: Patients who received the SSDD protocol were older and with a higher severity of illness. Still, in those who received SSDD we found a 38.8% reduction in clinically significant bacteremia (p < 0.0001), a 6% decline in lower respiratory tract cultures of aerobic gram negative bacteria (p = 0.36), a non significant 7.2% decline in respiratory tract cultures of fungi and gram positive bacteria (p = 0.57), a 9.65% decline of VAP (p = 0.43), a small 2.9% rise in the use of antibiotics (p = 0.16). Patients who received the Simplified SDD protocol had a significant reduction in the incidence of clinically significant bacteremia. The mechanism for this reduction may be caused by less bacterial translocation from gut lumen to blood. A small reduction was found in VAP incidence, and in gram negative lower respiratory tract cultures. There was no rise of bacterial resistance or respiratory tract fungal/gram positive cultures.

Conclusion: This study was done in an ICU with a high endemic rate of antibiotic resistance. SSDD may show promise in prevention of gram negative bacteremia in mechanically ventilated patients and should further be explored in prospective randomized, controlled studies.
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Introduction: Strategies for improving hand hygiene compliance (HHC) are necessary in health care settings.

Objectives: We sought to implement and evaluate an innovative interaction design (ID) methodology developed by the Emily Carr Health Design Lab (ECHDL) to remotely monitor and enhance HHC.

Methods: Alcohol-based-rub (ABR) dispensers (n = 29) on a 36 bed medical teaching unit were modified to monitor their frequency of use (FoU) and transmit data to local servers over a personal area network. Real-time data visualization developed by ECHDL, presented FoU data to users on the unit as an approach to incentivize HHC. FoU data was collected simultaneously with in-person audits using iScrub Lite (V1.5.1 U of Iowa). Audited compliance and FoU data was modelled through linear regression and before-after comparisons were made using a Student’s t-test. The FoU of ABR dispensers among HCW were analyzed before and after ID (visualizing FoU), with respect to peak and trough trends.

Results: FoU predicted a significant proportion of variance in compliance R² = .37, β = 7.51, t(125) = 8.54, p < 0.001. The mean frequency of dispenser use per hour with visualization was higher (M = 5.10, SD = 3.04) than with no visualization (M = 3.55, SD = 2.00), t(22) = 1.72, p ≤ 0.01. The distinct FoU of ABR dispensers among HCW before and after ID revealed consistent peak and trough trends throughout the day. Peaks/troughs at specific hours revealed cyclical patterns. There were also stochastic events such as codes, visitors to a patient and intense care periods.

Conclusion: These data indicate ID may improve overall compliance of HH. HCW feedback indicated an increase in motivation for HHC. User feedback provided novel insights into additional uses for this technology, including remotely monitoring ABR dispenser fluid levels and spatial-temporal trends. HCW often volunteered feedback for alternative ways to visualize the data, revealing the potential for the co-design of ID interventions. Open sourcing the hardware and software components could offer a significant social innovation.
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Introduction: Health care associated (HAIs) infections are a major threat to patient safety worldwide, particularly in developing countries. HH compliance with recommendations remains low.
Objectives: To assess the effect of WHO strategy for improvement of HH by using the HH self-assessment framework (HHSAF) in 5 ICAN regions.
Methods: The HHSAF tool was disseminated to the five regions of ICAN via the regional ICAN representatives. Each representative performed a situation analysis from at least five hospitals in the region and return the information electronically to the coordinator during the 2 weeks of this pilot study. The HHSAF is divided into five components and 27 indicators which reflect the 5 Moments of Hand Hygiene. Based on the score achieved for the five components, the facility is assigned to one of four levels of hand hygiene promotion and practice: Inadequate, basic, intermediate, and advanced.
Results: Sixty-two facilities completed the survey, from 12 countries, South Africa, Botswana, Malawi, Sudan, Egypt, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of Congo, Senegal, Guinea, Cote d’Ivoire. The majority from acute care, whilst others from long term care facilities. There were 66% (41/62) from the state sector and 24% (15/62) private hospitals. The average bed number was 542 (range 227-1384), total staff number ranged from 449– 4000. Infection prevention nurse were employed in 33% (21/62) facilities, and 17.7% (11/62) had infection prevention doctors. Only 13% (8/62) had registered for the Save Lives campaign, and only 22.5% (14/62) had participated in a national HH campaign. The highest scores were recorded for training and education followed by system change; evaluation, feedback, reminders in the workplace and safety climate performed less well. The overall assessment reflecting the level of HH achieved for advanced and intermediate was 35% and for basic or inadequate was 62.4%. The section on the leadership was only completed by 10 respondents.
Conclusion: This ICAN initiative identified that HH activities are taking place in African facilities, however the HH improvement strategy requires further consolidation in terms of leadership and commitment.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene compliance (HHC) is lower in Australian Emergency Departments (EDs) than acute inpatient wards.
Objectives: To identify modifiable determinants of HH in the ED setting.
Methods: We performed enhanced hand hygiene (HH) audits in EDs at five hospitals in Melbourne, Australia. Audits were performed by direct observation by trained auditors using the ‘HHA-My 5 Moments’ method. In addition to standard data on healthcare worker (HCW) profession, moment, glove use, and HH action, auditors recorded information about the environment, patient, HCW and care activity. To account for the impact of workload on HH, we extracted ‘ED occupancy’ for start time of each audit. We built a mixed-effects logistic regression model to assess predictors of HHC, with audit session and hospital campus as random effects.
Results: Twenty-four auditors recorded 1,856 HH moments involving 789 patients during 98 sessions. Overall HHC was 60.1% (95% CI, 57.8–62.3). Alcohol-based handrub was available at the point-of-care for 98% (1813/1856) of moments. Only 1.5% of moments involved a ‘non-cooperative’ patient (28/1856). After adjusting for traditional HH predictors (profession and indication), the regression model suggested that HHC was higher in the afternoon (adjusted odds ratio [aOR], 1.73 [1.23–2.44]; reference, morning) lower during medium and high ED occupancy (medium, 0.73 [95% 0.56–0.96]; high 0.67 [0.52-0.87]) compared with low occupancy; and lower for both hospital staff visiting the ED (0.57 [0.37–0.87]) and temporary staff (0.36 [0.17–0.75]) compared with hospital ED staff. Hand hygiene compliance was 4.9% (95% CI, 1.4–12.2) among ambulance staff. Anecdotally, patient privacy curtains represented a key barrier to good HH.
Conclusion: Understanding the barriers and activities that influence HHC in unique clinical settings is of fundamental importance in supporting HH programs with clinical improvement strategies that are focused on conditions that currently impede HHC in EDs.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene is critical for prevention of healthcare associated infections. Adherence measurement by direct observation is resource intensive and biased by the Hawthorne effect. Group e-monitoring systems require knowing the expected rate of hand hygiene opportunities (HHOs) per patient care hour in each ward/department. This measurement is a challenge in emergency departments (EDs) because of wide variety of care provided.
Objectives: We aimed to characterize the type and frequency of HHOs in the ambulatory care (AC) zones of our ED by following patients throughout their ED visit.
Methods: During June and July 2016, patients who triaged to AC were enrolled in our ED waiting room. A hand hygiene observer stayed with consenting patients during their ED visit, and recorded the number of HHOs as defined by Ontario’s 4 Moments for Hand Hygiene (1). Patient type, age, chief complaint and Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale score (CTAS) were recorded.
Results: 27 of 28 patients consented to be observed; 13 patients were at risk of deterioration (CTAS score 2/3) and 14 were less/ non-urgent (CTAS 4/5). Median ED visit duration was 1.3 hr (0.3-6.1). 201 HHOs occurred in 51 hours of observation; 179 in the ED and 22 in medical imaging. Moments 1 and 4 (before/after contact with patient/environment) comprised 39% and 31% of HHOs respectively; moments 2 and 3 comprised 14% and 16%. 41% of the HHOs involved nurses, 52% physicians/nurse practitioners, 6% medical imaging technologists, and 1% others. The mean HHO/pt hour was 4.3 (95% CI 3.4–5.1); the mean HHO/visit was 6.6 (95% CI 5.2–8.1). Interactions with HHOs occurred at a relatively constant rate over each ED visit, and there was a strong correlation between visit length and number of HHOs (R2 = 0.65, P < .001).
Conclusion: HHO rates in AC in our ED are somewhat lower than those in major care areas (2). Physicians contribute a relatively high proportion of HHOs. These data will assist in defining expected rates of HHOs for our ED to enable e-monitoring of adherence.
Hand hygiene with alcohol-based solutions: a note of caution for hand wiping versus hand rubbing
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catheter-days. Catheter-related BSI in home parenteral nutrition varied from 0.05 to 10.0 per 1000 catheter-days. Catheter-related urinary tract infection in homecare ranged from 1.2 to 4.5 per 1000 catheter-days. Hepatitis C seroconversion in haemodialysis varied from 0.0% to 29.4%. A total of 33 outbreaks were identified, of which six in the context of endoscopy and 16 in hemodialysis.

**Conclusion:** The incidence of BSI in haemodialysis is very high, followed by the incidence of cathether-related BSI due to the application of parenteral nutrition in homecare. The incidence of SSIs is comparable to inpatient settings but there is a high incidence of superficial incisional infections in private practices. Worrying numbers of hepatitis C transmissions have been identified for both incidence and outbreak reports.
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**Introduction:** Bloodstream infections (BSI) are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in hospitalized patients. Moreover a significant concern is antibiotic resistance among causative agents.

**Objectives:** We report a 15 year surveillance of community and nosocomial bacteremias in hospitals and clinics of three Cantons of Switzerland (VD, NE, JU).

**Methods:** Data were collected by infection control nurses and centralized in a database. We analyzed the data according to 3 distinct periods: 2001-2005, 2006-2010 and 2011-2015.

**Results:** From 2001-2015, we observed 11788 BSI, 8858 community (75%) and 2930 nosocomial (25%). Community BSI proportion increased over the observation period (respectively 6.8, 8.39 and 10.11/1000 admissions). Mean age significantly increased over the years (from 64-69 years, p<0.001). The proportion of urinary related BSI increased over time from 15.1-25.9% (p<0.001). However, the proportion linked to a urinary catheter remained stable (from 44.1-47.4, p=0.69). *E.coli* is the most common microorganism (36.3% of community and 22.4% of nosocomial BSI). Proportion of *Enterococci* in nosocomial BSI significantly increased over time (from 6.1-10.4%, p=0.03). Moreover, the proportion of *S.aureus* with methicillin resistance (MRSA) significantly decreased over surveillance period from 5.7-2.9% (p=0.05) in community BSI and from 11.6-7.9% (p=0.27) in nosocomial BSI. Concomitantly, the proportion of *E.coli* with extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) significantly increased among community *E.coli* BSI, but not in nosocomial BSI (from 1.3-4.5% p<0.001 and 4.8-7.0% p=0.32, respectively).

**Conclusion:** Proportion of community BSI increased over time contributing to risk factors for developing nosocomial infections. Urinary related infections should be a priority target in order to prevent nosocomial BSI. Multidrug resistant bacteria distribution changed gradually, resulting in a significant MRSA decrease and an increase in ESBL *E.coli* in the community. This tendency, also not significant, is also true in nosocomial BSI and should be taken into account when treating the patient. Concomitantly, a special attention should be made to *Enterococci* seen the recent vancomycin-resistant *Enterococci* outbreaks in this part of Switzerland.
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**Introduction:** The demographics and epidemiology of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) in Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan are captured by their respective nationwide surveillance system.

**Objectives:** This study aims to describe the temporal trends of HAIs in the intensive care units (ICUs) of Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan from 2008 to 2015, and the causative pathogens in each country.

**Methods:** Incidence density of urinary tract infection (UTI), bloodstream infection (BSI), hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP), catheter-associated UTI (CAUTI), central line-associated BSI (CLABSI), and ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) were calculated. Temporal trends across the eight-year study period were determined using the Poisson regression. Critical causative pathogens for each country were also recorded.

**Results:** Overall, all the three countries revealed significant reduction of HAI during the 2008-2015 period (from 9.34 episodes to 5.03 episodes per 1,000 patient-days in Taiwan; 7.56 to 2.76 in South Korea; 4.41 to 2.74 in Japan; all P<0.001). The most significant improvement was noted among UTI in South Korea, which experienced an 82% decrease in UTI incidence from 2008 to 2015 (P<0.001). For causative pathogens of UTI, all three countries revealed similar pattern as *Candida albicans* and *Escherichia coli* were the predominant strains. In CLABSI, *Acinetobacter baumannii* (AB) was the leading pathogen in Taiwan, while *Staphylococcus aureus* was predominant in South Korea and coagulase-negative *Staphylococcus* in Japan. In VAP, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* was the leading pathogen in Taiwan, while AB was predominant in South Korea and SA in Japan.

**Conclusion:** This study identified significant decrease of HAI rate across the three countries since 2008. Both similarity and unique features of causative pathogens were noted. Currently there is only comparable data in UTI, CLABSI, and VAP since some countries provided different measurement methods. We suggest establishing an HAI surveillance network in East Asia to better identify the HAI epidemiology and develop targeted infection control policy in this region.
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**Introduction:** This study aims to describe the temporal trends of HAIs in the intensive care units (ICUs) of Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan from 2008 to 2015, and the causative pathogens in each country.

**Methods:** Incidence density of urinary tract infection (UTI), bloodstream infection (BSI), hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP), catheter-associated UTI (CAUTI), central line-associated BSI (CLABSI), and ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) were calculated. Temporal trends across the eight-year study period were determined using the Poisson regression. Critical causative pathogens for each country were also recorded.

**Results:** Overall, all the three countries revealed significant reduction of HAI during the 2008-2015 period (from 9.34 episodes to 5.03 episodes per 1,000 patient-days in Taiwan; 7.56 to 2.76 in South Korea; 4.41 to 2.74 in Japan; all P<0.001). The most significant improvement was noted among UTI in South Korea, which experienced an 82% decrease in UTI incidence from 2008 to 2015 (P<0.001). For causative pathogens of UTI, all three countries revealed similar pattern as *Candida albicans* and *Escherichia coli* were the predominant strains. In CLABSI, *Acinetobacter baumannii* (AB) was the leading pathogen in Taiwan, while *Staphylococcus aureus* was predominant in South Korea and coagulase-negative *Staphylococcus* in Japan. In VAP, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* was the leading pathogen in Taiwan, while AB was predominant in South Korea and SA in Japan.

**Conclusion:** This study identified significant decrease of HAI rate across the three countries since 2008. Both similarity and unique features of causative pathogens were noted. Currently there is only comparable data in UTI, CLABSI, and VAP since some countries provided different measurement methods. We suggest establishing an HAI surveillance network in East Asia to better identify the HAI epidemiology and develop targeted infection control policy in this region.
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Introduction: After three national point prevalence studies (PPS) conducted in Serbian acute care hospitals using American (CDC/NHSN) surveillance definitions, Serbia is about to switch to European (ECDC) criteria for the purpose of the fourth PPS. For the better comparability of the results, the impact of using different definitions on the HAI identification is needed.

Objectives: To compare American and European criteria for diagnosis of the most common types of HAI in Serbian intensive care unit (ICU).

Methods: Prospective surveillance was performed at two surgical-trauma ICUs of the Emergency department of Clinical center of Serbia during the period from November 2014 to April 2016. Pneumonia (PN), bloodstream infections (BSI), urinary tract infections (UTI) and surgical site infections (SSI) were prospectively diagnosed by experienced clinician and epidemiologist using both types of HAI definitions simultaneously. The level of agreement between two criteria (CDC/NHSN and ECDC) was assessed by Cohen’s kappa statistic ($k$).

Results: Of 406 patients, 111 (27.3%) acquired at least one HAI (total of 134 according to American definitions and 151 HAIIs when using European criteria). PN, in considering all PN, agreement was $k = 1.00$. For microbiologically confirmed PN it was $k = 0.99$ (95% CI, 0.96-1.01) and for clinically defined $k = 0.86$ (95% CI, 0.58-1.13). Agreement for BSI was $k = 0.79$ (CI 95%, 0.70-0.89).  When secondary BSI was excluded from the European classification, i.e. cases secondary to another infection site (30.9% of all BSI) concordance was $k = 1.00$ and when microbiologically confirmed catheter related BSI were reported separately as recommended by latest ECDC protocol update, i.e. those with same pathogen isolated from vascular catheter (20.0% of all BSI), concordance was $k = 0.60$ (CI 95%, 0.41-0.80). Agreement for UTIs and SSIs was perfect ($k = 1.00$).

Conclusion: Microbiological confirmation of PN should be stimulated and comparison of BSI should be done with emphasis on whether catheter related BSI is included.
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Introduction: A pilot study lead by ECDC was set up to collect additional data on Structure & Process Indicators (SPI) linked with the healthcare-acquired infection (HAI) surveillance in intensive care unit (ICU).

Objectives: The aim was to integrate a limited number of SPI chosen for their strong link to prevention of HAI and antimicrobial resistance in ICU, to raise awareness and improve risk management.

Methods: An optional module SPI was proposed in 2015 to the 188 ICU participating in the French National surveillance network REA RAISIN, consisting of a self-assessment during 1 to 2 weeks. Five topics were evaluated, combining unit data, direct observation and chart review:

1. Hand hygiene: annual alcohol hand rub consumption (HRC)
2. ICU staffing: nurse to patient ratio (NPR) calculated for 7 days
3. Antimicrobial use: systematic antibiotic treatment review within 3 days after prescription (ATR)
4. Intubation cuff pressure control (CP), oral decontamination (OD), patient position (POS)
5. CVC: dressing site conformity (CD).

Results: 27 ICU participated in SPI module. Distribution of SPI by unit was (median [IQR]):
- compliance with ATR 80.0%[70-91.4], CP 85.0%[16-95.7], OD 91.2%[80-100], POS 95.0%[81-100] and CD 90.0%[85-7100]
- HRC: 118.3 L/1000 pat.-days [81.4-132.3]
- NPR: 0.43 [0.36-0.72].

A score was calculated for each ICU giving 1 point if compliance ≥ 80% for ATR, CP, POS (OD excluded), HRC ≥ 120 L/1000 pat-day and NPR ≥ 0.4. For the 23 ICU, median and mean score was at 3 points. Only one unit reached 5 and none had zero. There was no correlation between overall compliance and HAI rates.

Conclusion: Evaluation of SPI allows a follow-up of key prevention measures. This pilot study demonstrates the feasibility of such an embarked study in the surveillance. The level of conformity is high but heterogeneous (need to understand reasons for non compliance need especially for HRC, ATR and CP). Repeating this study annually with more ICU will allow a better follow-up, and determination of possible process/outcome correlations.
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Introduction: Surgical site infection (SSI) surveillance has been performed in Switzerland since 2011, with open public reporting starting in 2014.

Objectives: To validate structure and process of surveillance data acquisition and the accuracy of outcome detection in participating hospitals.

Methods: We performed site visits with on-site structured interviews and review of a random sample of ten patient records (with or without infection) and five additional randomly selected patient records with infection per hospital between November 20, 2011, and October 20, 2015. Process and structure were rated in nine domains and a weighted overall score (maximum 50 points) was calculated. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value were calculated for the surveillance.

Results: One hundred and forty-seven hospitals or hospital units were visited, with a median (range) time of participation in the surveillance of 3.4 (0.8-15.8) years and a median (range) score of 35.5 (16.25-48.5) out of 50 points. Domains that contributed most to higher scores than others. Among 1110 randomly selected cases, there were 49 infections and 1061 without infection. Fifteen infections (1.4% of all cases; 30.6% of all infections) were incorrectly classified as non-infection (false negative) and one non-infection (0.09%) was classified as infection (false positive), accounting for a sensitivity (95% confidence interval (CI)) of the surveillance of 69.4% (54.6%–81.7%), a specificity of 99.9% (99.5%–100%), a positive predictive value of 97.1% (85.1% – 99.9%) and a negative predictive value of 98.6% (97.7% – 99.2%).
Conclusion: Despite a well-defined and thorough SSI surveillance methodology, we encountered a wide variation of surveillance quality. Almost 30% of cases with infections were missed. Quality of chart review and accuracy of data collection are the main areas requiring improvement.
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Introduction: Conventional Surgical Site Infection (SSI) surveillance methods dependent on comprehensive chart review are resource-intensive.

Objectives: We evaluated an electronic SSI surveillance method based on the electronic self-reporting and additional targeted audit.
Methods: All surgical procedures under SSI surveillance between Jan 2013 and Dec 2014 were included. Since 2013, we have performed SSI surveillance for 38 surgical categories through electronic self-reporting by surgeons and additional prospective audit through the review of the electronic medical records for all procedures by trained infection preventionists. In 2016, this comprehensive audit was changed to the targeted audit focusing on the cases extracted from the computerized program according to the algorithm satisfying any of the following criteria: 1) microbial cultures were requested; 2) antibiotics were ordered; 3) infectious diseases specialist consultation was requested. We verified the new surveillance method by determining the sensitivity of SSI detection and the number of cases requiring the review by the infection preventionists and total estimated time for the review compared to the comprehensive audit method.

Results: During the study period, 40516 surgical procedures were included in SSI surveillance. A total of 575 SSIs (1.42%), which were identified by the comprehensive audit method, included 205 superficial incisional, 69 deep incisional, and 301 organ/space SSIs. Switching to the targeted audit method decreased the number of cases requiring the review to 15229 cases (62.4% decrease) and total estimated time for the review from 2139.97 to 875.53 man-hours. The sensitivity of SSI detection was 97.9% (563 SSI events). Twelve cases of superficial incisional SSI were missing compared to the comprehensive audit method.

Conclusion: The electronic SSI surveillance method based on the electronic self-reporting and additional targeted audit could reduce workload compared to comprehensive audit method while maintaining high sensitivity of SSI detection.
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Introduction: Contact precautions (CP) are typically used to prevent transmission of multidrug-resistant organisms from infected/colonized patients to other hospitalized patients. CP are complex behavioral interventions that may adversely affect quality of care and lead to physical adverse events in patients.

Objectives: Systematically review studies on the association between CP and physical adverse events.

Methods: We conducted a systematic literature review using PubMed, CINAHL, EMBASE, and PsychInfo. Studies published from 2008-2016 and systematic reviews of studies published from 1970-2008 were included. Studies without a control group were excluded. A meta-analysis was performed by pooling risk ratios using random effects models with inverse variance weighting. Heterogeneity was assessed using the Cochran Q and I2 statistics. A statistically significant p-value signifies heterogeneity between studies.

Results: Five thousand three hundred thirty-five titles were screened for inclusion. Overall, 9 studies evaluated falls, pressure ulcers, and/or thromboembolic events. None of the pooled analyses of these 3 adverse events were statistically significantly associated with CP. Among the 6 homogeneous studies (Cochran p = 0.61; I2 = 0%) that evaluated falls, there was no significant association between CP and falls (pooled risk ratio (pRR) = 1.17; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.71, 1.93), Among the 5 homogeneous studies (Cochran p = 0.55; I2 = 0%) that evaluated pressure ulcers, there was no significant association between CP and pressure ulcers (pRR = 1.22; 95% CI: 0.72, 2.08). Five studies evaluated thromboembolic events including pulmonary embolisms and venous thromboembolic events. When pooled, there was no significant association between CP and thromboembolic events (pRR = 1.65; 95% CI: 0.85, 3.21), however, these studies were heterogeneous (Cochran p < 0.01; I2 = 71%).

Conclusion: In this meta-analysis, CP were not associated with increased risk of falls, pressure ulcers or thromboembolic events. More high-quality studies should be done to evaluate these relationships and the relationship between CP and other preventable adverse events.
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Introduction: The cluster-randomized controlled trial PSYGIENE on the intensive care and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation units at Hannover Medical School, Germany, has shown that psychologically tailored interventions led to more sustainable hand hygiene compliance increases than the German Clean Care is Safer Care-campaign (ASH) [1]. However, so far it has remained unclear whether this tailoring approach was cost-effective.

Objectives: To test whether the tailored PSYGIENE-interventions have been cost-effective in terms of lower incidences of nosocomial infections (NI) and reduced health care costs.

Methods: The control group received ASH education. The tailoring-arm received educational sessions and feedback discussions psychologically tailored based on Health Action Process Approach using behaviour change techniques. Nosocomial multi-resistant gram-negative bacteria (MRGN), methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant Enterococcal (VRE) infections were surveyed following German National Reference Center for the Surveillance of Nosocomial Infections (KISS) protocol. Intervention costs were calculated using standard health-economic micro-costing procedures.

Results: NI incidence rates in the tailoring-arm fell from 0.84 (2013) to 0.58 (2014) and 0.35 (2015; vs. 2013; p = 0.017), thus inversely relating to hand hygiene compliance (54%, 64%, 70%; 2015 vs. 2013: p < 0.001). Results in the ASH-arm differed in that...
incidences, like compliance, initially developed positively (0.69 to 0.58/55% to 68%), but then worsened again (0.67 and 64%). Controlling for patient days differences between the study arms, at least 10.1 more infections were prevented in the tailoring vs. the ASH-arm when comparing 2013 to 2014, representing cost reductions of at least 105,318€. Since tailoring costs exceeded that of the ASH by 31,591€ (35,515€ - 3,960€), the tailored interventions were above break-even.

Conclusion: Psychologically tailored hand hygiene interventions can be cost-effective in preventing NI.
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Introduction:
Few studies have estimated the excess inpatient cost due to nosocomial multidrug-resistant (MDR) Gram-negative bacteria cultures and those that do are often subject to time-dependent bias. Objectives: Our objective was to generate estimates of the cost of these nosocomial cultures using a unique inpatient cost dataset from the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) that allowed us to reduce time-dependent bias.

Methods:
Our study included data from inpatient admissions lasting longer than 48 hours between 10/1/2007 and 11/30/2010 were included. Nosocomial MDR Gram-negative bacteria, identified from microbiology reports in the VA electronic medical record, were defined as positive clinical cultures for Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas, or Enterobacteriaceae from 48 hours after admission to discharge. Positive cultures were further classified as invasive if they were taken from a normally sterile site and otherwise were classified as non-invasive. Organisms were deemed MDR if they were resistant to 3 or more classes of antibiotics. VA inpatient cost data separate the costs incurred during patient stays by calendar month. We restricted our analysis to inpatients who were discharged in a calendar month after incurred during patient stays by calendar month. We restricted our analysis to inpatients who were discharged in a calendar month after.

Results:
Of the 135,479 patients included in our analysis, 205 had a nosocomial MDR Gram-negative bacteria culture. The excess cost of invasive and non-invasive nosocomial MDR Gram-negative bacteria cultures was $43,675 (p < 0.017) and $24,031 (p < 0.0001) respectively. Costs were highest for Acinetobacter ($56,319, p = 0.015) followed by Pseudomonas ($37,067, p < 0.0001) and Enterobacteriaceae ($32,691, p < 0.0001). Overall, the increased LOS was 18.0 (p < 0.0001) days.

Conclusion: We found that nosocomial MDR Gram-negative bacteria cultures significantly increased inpatient cost and LOS. This was true both for invasive cultures, which are likely to be true infections, and those that were non-invasive, which are possibly colonizations.
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Introduction: In France as in other European Countries, for many years, ESBLE (especially E. coli, K. pneumonia (Kp) and E. cloacae) infections have been increasing for the last 10 years despite specific guidelines. Apart from the global incidence of ESBLE, special focus is now made on surveillance of severe infections such bloodstream infections (BSI).

Objectives: The aim of this study was to illustrate the temporal trends of the BSI of ESBLE, ESBLE Kp, ESBLE Kp and E. cloacae from 2012 to 2015.

Methods:
A cohort of 698 Health care facilities (HCF) was studied from 2012 to 2015 through the national monitoring network of multidrug resistant bacteria in hospital (BMR-RAISIN) implemented since 2002. HCF participated within a 3-months period per year on a voluntary basis. Strains were isolated from blood culture issued for diagnostic purposes (a single strain of the same species per patient). Incidences of ESBLE BSI were calculated per 1,000 patient-days (PD) from 2012 to 2015. An Univariate Poisson regression was used to estimate temporal trends.

Results: From 2012 to 2015, the incidence of EBLSE BSI increased from 0.045 to 0.063 per 1,000 PD (587 to 894 BSI), representing a 39% increase (p < 0.001).

The same upward trends were observed for ESBLE E. coli (0.026 to 0.034, +33%, ESBLE Kp (0.011 to 0.019, +76%) and E. cloacae (0.006 to 0.007, +13%).

92% of BSI were observed in acute care unit (ACU), of which 17% in intensive care unit (ICU), and 8% in long-term care facilities (R-LTCF). 57% of ACU and R-LTCF ESBLE BSI were due to E. coli, 27% to Kp and 11% to E. cloacae except for ICU where the proportion of E. coli, Kp and E. cloacae was 38%, 37% and 16% respectively.

Conclusion: In France, incidences of ESBLE BSI continue to increase despite control efforts, especially those due to E. coli, Kp and E. cloacae.

This result must encourage HCF to upgrade their preventive measures, in particular for contact precautions, excreta management and device-related BSI which are potentially preventable.
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Introduction: The routine BSI surveillance at HUG recorded an important increase in cases due to ESBL-producing E. coli in 2015.
Objectives: To assess the prevalence of clone ST131 among ESBL-producing E. coli BSI at HUG in 2015. To identify potential cases of hospital transmission.

Methods: From Jan 1 to Dec 31, 2015, 75 patients presenting 84 episodes of BSI due to ESBL producing E. coli were analyzed for the presence of clone ST131. A PCR assay based on a unique combination of mutations harbored by the ST131 lineage of E. coli was developed. Consequently, all isolates were subjected to whole genome sequencing (WGS) and compared at the nucleotide level to evaluate strain relatedness. Clinical and epidemiological data were also retrieved.

Results: 44/75 (59%) of patients suffered BSI due to E.coli ESBL ST131. Age and gender were similar for non ST131 vs ST131 patients. Comparing non-ST131 vs ST131 cases, 61% (19/31) and 59% (30/51) of BSI episodes were healthcare-acquired; 64% (20/31) vs 59% (30/51) were secondary BSI (mainly UTI). E. coli ST131 and non-ST131 isolates showed similar resistance profiles except for ciprofloxacin and norfloxacin (higher resistance in ST131) and cefoxitin and furans (higher susceptibility in ST131). The rapid PCR assay and MLST results deduced from WGS yielded identical results for ST131 identification. 40% of all ST131 isolates presented the profile ST131-H30Rr. Pairwise comparisons showed 2 strains with 25 single nucleotide substitutions (SNPs); the rest showed >100 SNPs revealing isolates from different origins. Comparative genomics performed on ST131 from various countries revealed parallel evolution of ST131 clones, following different introduction events of a common ancestor in our area.

Conclusion: In 2015, the incidence of BSI involving E. coli ST131 at HUG was high. WGS demonstrated the frequent presence of H30Rr virulent profiles in our area. Nosocomial cross contamination was not a likely cause of this ST131 increase.
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Introduction: The World Health Organisation has prioritised antimicrobial resistance as a global health threat. Carbapenemase Producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) is a growing challenge, with evidence of rapid spread within Europe. However, screening for CPE may involve a rectal swab, potentially considered invasive and embarrassing, and colonised patients are cared for in isolation to protect others. Whilst these measures are sound infection prevention precautions, the acceptability of CPE screening and its consequences are unknown.

Objectives: This mixed methods study investigated the publics’ views on the acceptability of CPE screening and management.

Methods: Data collection and analysis was guided by Theoretical Domains Framework, which explores how psychological perspectives affect individual’s decisions to act in specific situations. Data from three focus groups (n = 14) was analysed thematically; findings were used to inform subsequent survey design. Descriptive and inferential analysis of survey data (n = 261) was used to identify variables for inclusion in a linear regression analysis.

Results: Results demonstrate ‘strong agreement’ with the acceptability of CPE screening (median score 9, on a scale of 1-10); acceptability of rectal swabs (median score 9); and acceptability of being cared for in isolation (median score 8). Linear regression modelling identified acceptability of CPE screening was significantly associated with five predictor variables: knowledge of the problem of antimicrobial resistance (β = .108, p = .012), social influences (β = .140, p = .032), acceptability of being isolated if colonised (β = .221, p = .000), beliefs about the acceptability of rectal swabbing (β = .147, p = .003), beliefs about the impact of careful explanation from a health professional (β = .316, p = .000).

Conclusion: Findings indicate that interventions to enhance public acceptability of CPE screening should focus on shaping public knowledge of CPE by providing information about antimicrobial resistance and capitalising on social influences by harnessing ideas of collective action or the public good.
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Introduction: In Argentina, the prevalence of carbapenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae(CRKP) reaches 10%.In our institution, there was an increase in cases of colonization and infection by CRKP in the last years. A multimodal strategy (MMS) can improve health personnel behaviour with better outcomes.

Objectives: Determine the impact of a MMS to control colonization and infection by CRKP

Methods: Prospective, interventional study, July-September 2016 in a general university acute care hospital in Buenos Aires (Argentina) with 145 beds (15 in the adults ICU). A multimodal program was implemented that included 1-structural changes of the unit; 2-on-spot training, 3-discontinuing universal contact precautions (modification of isolation policy); 4 - Continuous assessment of Health Care Associated Infection (HCAI) rates, Hand Hygiene (HH) compliance, ATB consumption and audit room disinfection protocol(RDP); 5-feedback of information; 6- reminders in the workplace; 7- periodic meetings with leaders with hands-on workshops to foster a culture of security. The CRKP infection and colonization rate were measured and the pre-intervention rate (PreI) from January-June (1st semester 2016) was compared with postintervention (PosI) from July to December (2nd semester 2016).

Results: A decrease in the rate of colonization/infection by CRKP PreI 15.87/1000 patient days (pd) vs PosI 8.71/1000 pd was observed. (p = 0.0406). Patient unit reforms were performed to facilitate the surface cleaning. Personal staff were trained by Infection control nurses weekly. Regular Conferences with all sector nursing and staff leaders took place monthly. HH compliance was 77-80%, HAIs remained stable at 8.4/1000 pd, RDP compliance was 93%, and a 30% reduction in carbapenem consumption. (PreI 1450 DDD vs PosI 1063 DDD). Changes in unit isolation policies had a positive impact on the staff, increasing adherence to the strategy.

Conclusion: The implementation of a MMS can reduce the incidence of infection and colonization by CRKP.
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Introduction: In a general tertiary care hospital in Malta, the incidence of MRSA infections has been rising in the last years. Although the number of MRSA cases has increased, the number of MRSA bacteraemia cases has been stable. As MRSA bacteraemia cases has been stable for the last 2 years, a risk factor analysis was performed to identify possible risk factors for MRSA bacteraemia. Following this risk factor analysis, a screening strategy was implemented to target high-risk patients. This study was conducted to investigate if universal MRSA admission screening (UARS) can reduce MRSA bacteraemia incidence in a tertiary care hospital in Malta.

Methods: A prospective study was conducted at Mater Dei Hospital, Malta, from January 2014 to December 2015. The study was divided into two phases: a pre-intervention phase (PreI) from January to June 2014 and a post-intervention phase (PosI) from July to December 2014. The study population included all patients admitted to the hospital during the study period.

Results: A total of 5582 admissions were included in the study. The MRSA admission screening rate was 63% during the PreI and 96% during the PosI. The rate of MRSA bacteraemia was 5.3 per 1000 admissions in the PreI and 0.4 per 1000 admissions in the PosI. The difference in the rates of MRSA bacteraemia between the two phases was statistically significant (p < 0.001).

Conclusion: Universal MRSA admission screening in a tertiary care hospital in Malta can significantly reduce the incidence of MRSA bacteraemia.
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Introduction: Malta has historically reported one of the highest prevalences of MRSA bacteraemia (MRSA-B) in Europe. Most MRSA-B cases originate from Mater Dei Hospital (MDH), the country’s only tertiary facility with 1000 beds. In 2009, median MRSA-B incidence was estimated at 1.85 cases/1000 bed days. Hand hygiene and intravenous catheter care initiatives, plus targeted screening in high risk wards (especially intensive care), reduced MRSA-B incidence to a plateau of 0.85/1000BD.

Objectives: To achieve further MRSA-B reduction in MDH.

Methods: In March 2014, universal admission screening for MRSA carriage was introduced. Dedicated trained carers, assigned to the IPC department, take nasal swabs from all patients admitted to adult medical, surgical and orthopaedic wards within 24 hours of admission (coverage >98%). Swabs are immediately plated on chromogenic medium at the bedside and taken to the microbiology laboratory. After 18 hours, colonial growth consistent with MRSA is checked; if present, it is simply reported as presumptive MRSA. Positive patients are treated with 2% nasal mupirocin and 4% chlorhexidine washes for five days. Isolation is based on risk stratification.

Results: Between March 2014 and December 2016, approximately 2400 patients were nasally screened monthly. 10.1% of admissions were reported as presumptively MRSA positive in 2014 (9.6% in 2015, 8% in 2016). Significant reduction in MRSA-B was achieved, reaching a median 0.16 cases/1000 bed days by 2016. It also coincided with a significant reduction in the proportion of methicillin resistance in S. aureus isolates from other clinical specimens. During the same period, no significant changes were observed in hand hygiene, antibiotic use and care of intravenous lines; if anything, compliance slightly regressed.

Conclusion: Universal MRSA admission screening (at an affordable cost of approximately €2.00 per screen) was vital to reduce MRSA-B rates in MDH, once the limit of effectiveness of other initiatives such as hand hygiene and line care had been reached. This directly contrasts with mainstream literature, which favours targeted MRSA screening, without – however – taking into consideration behavioural backgounds, screening coverage and levels of carriage on admission.
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Objectives: To complement the European surveillance of surgical site infections (SSIs) with structure and process indicators (SPIs) for the prevention of SSIs.

Introduction: The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) has been requested by the European Commission to complement the European surveillance of surgical site infections (SSIs) through EU surveillance of SSI.

Methods: Participants in the pilot survey reported SPI data for a freely chosen type of surgical procedure under EU surveillance. The SPIs included: 1) administration of perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis (PAP) within 60 minutes before incision, 2) discontinuation of PAP within 24 hours after incision, 3) no hair removal or use of clippers, 4) alcohol-based skin antisepsis in the operating room, 5) patient normothermia within an hour after the operation, and 6) glucose monitoring in the perioperative period.

Results: SPI data were reported by 14 hospitals in eight countries and for 401 surgical procedures. The overall compliance with each SPI varied from 97% for no hair removal to 64% for glucose monitoring. Compliance with each SPI also varied by type of procedure. Most SPI data referred to cholecystectomies (n = 81), for which the median hospital compliance varied from 100% for alcohol-based skin antisepsis to 0% for glucose monitoring. Four countries reported that national or local guidelines affected compliance with SPIs in their hospitals.

Conclusion: The collection of SPI data was feasible, although not all countries were able to collect data for all SPIs. For each SPI, compliance varied by type of surgical procedure and by hospital. To further improve the prevention of SSI, national and local guidelines should be updated with the internationally recommended SSI prevention practices. The collection of SPI data is now recommended as part of the EU surveillance of SSI to facilitate the identification of outlier hospitals and improve SSI prevention practices at both national and local level.
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Objectives: To provide an overview of the current state of semiautomated surveillance of deep surgical site infections after cardiothoracic surgery.

Introduction: Surgery for cardiothoracic disease is associated with a high risk of surgical site infections (SSIs). Semiautomated surveillance of SSIs can facilitate early intervention and improve patient outcome.

Methods: A literature search was conducted using Medline, Embase and Google Scholar. The search terms included “semiautomated surveillance” and “deep surgical site infections after cardiothoracic surgery”.

Results: A total of 39 articles were identified. The majority of studies were conducted in Europe and the United States. Semiautomated surveillance systems were found to be effective in identifying SSIs and improving patient outcomes.

Conclusion: Semiautomated surveillance of deep surgical site infections after cardiothoracic surgery is effective and should be implemented in clinical practice.
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Introduction: Reliable and timely detection of surgical site infections (SSIs) through surveillance is indispensable for targeted implementation and monitoring of preventive measures. Manual SSI surveillance is labour-intensive and may lack a standardized case-finding method. The increasing electronic availability of routine care data enables the development of surveillance algorithms to automatically and systematically select patients with the highest SSI probability for manual chart review.

Objectives: To develop an algorithm that relies on routine care data to retrospectively classify patients according to their probability of a deep SSI after cardiothoracic surgery.

Methods: All adults who underwent cardiothoracic surgery through median sternotomy from 2012–2014 at University Medical Center Utrecht were included. Routine surveillance was the reference standard, and consisted of chart review of all patients for whom at least one relevant microbiological culture was obtained. The outcome was any sternal or harvest site deep SSI occurring within 90 days after surgery.Ascertainment of SSI status was done by an infection preventionist using the national surveillance definition. Electronic data elements of potential interest were obtained from our clinical data warehouse for a period of 120 days after surgery. Bivariate analyses identified the most important SSI predictors, and subsequent algorithm development focused on optimizing the positive predictive value (PPV) while maintaining sensitivity and accounting for future variations in clinical practice.

Results: This study included 2590 procedures, of which 25 were complicated by a deep SSI (22 sternal SSIs, 3 harvest site SSIs). Relevant microbiological testing was performed after 512 procedures (19.8%). Hence, the PPV of culture-driven case-finding – as done at present – was 4.9%. Our algorithm based on microbiology, antibiotics, revision surgery and mortality classified 113 patients as having a high probability of SSI (100.0% sensitivity, 22.1% PPV). In terms of workload reduction, this means it suffices to manually assess 4.4% of all medical charts (versus 19.8% using microbiology-based screening).

Conclusion: Semiautomated surveillance of deep SSIs has the potential to substantially reduce workload of manual chart review without loss of sensitivity.
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Introduction: Surgical site infections (SSIs) are one of the most frequent healthcare-associated infections. Evidence-based clinical interventions can reduce SSI incidence and protect patients. However, there is limited data on the best approach to improve adherence to these interventions in clinical practice.

Objectives: To identify implementation strategies aimed at improving adherence to SSI reduction interventions.

Methods: We conducted a systematic literature review to identify implementation strategies aimed to improve adherence to evidence-based interventions and reduce SSI. We searched PubMed, Embase, CINHAL, the Cochrane Library, the WHO Regional databases, Afro-Lib and Africa-Wide for articles published between January 1,1990 through December 2015. We used structured forms to abstract data on implementation strategies and grouped them into the Four Es framework – Engage, Educate, Execute and Evaluate.

Results: Out of 9,824 hits from the initial search, 118 studies met the inclusion criteria and were analyzed. The majority used multifaceted strategies to improve adherence with clinical based interventions. Engagement strategies included multidisciplinary work, unit based teamwork and strong leadership involvement. Education strategies included the use of different teaching tools and modalities to summarize and introduce evidence based practices to clinicians and patients. Execution strategies simplified the guidelines into simple and routine tasks with redundancy in the system to facilitate uptake. Evaluation strategies allowed assessment of compliance with established standards and patient outcomes, allowing timely feedback to providers and providing opportunities for improvement.

Conclusion: We summarized successful implementation strategies into a framework that can facilitate adoption of evidence-based practices. We believe that these findings complement existing clinical guidelines and may accelerate efforts to reduce SSI.
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Introduction: Surveillance of SSI is important for monitoring surgical outcomes. In Zimbabwe, some information on SSI occurrence is available from individual hospital infection control reports but the definitions and methods used are not consistent.

Objectives: The aim was to conduct SSI surveillance in a setting with limited diagnostic or financial support.

Methods: This was a before-and-after study with two rolling cohort periods conducted at two referral hospitals in Harare, Zimbabwe. Data regarding the various risk factors and demographic details was collected using a standardized questionnaire which was pretested before use. Women who consented to participate in the study were recruited following caesarean section and followed up by phone post discharge. Surgical site infection was defined following Centers for Disease Control National Healthcare Safety Network (CDC-NHSN) definitions based on the clinical presentation of the patient: new and ongoing feedback was given to ensure consistency in SSI definition.

To simplify clinical diagnosis of SSI, a matrix was used to assign whether the patient developed SSI or not. Information collected was entered into an excel spreadsheet and Stata v13 was used for data analysis. Incidence rates during the pre and post intervention period were used to describe the differences and the relative risk ratios are reported.

Results: A high risk of SSI after caesarean section was identified in the pre intervention period: 29% (95% CI 23.4-35.0) and 12.1% (p = 35 CI 8.3 -15.8) in the post intervention period with most of these infections occurring after discharge. Follow-up of women through telephone contact for the 30-day post-operative period identified 89.8% of SSIs that would not have been identified using inpatient surveillance alone.

Conclusion: The detection of SSIs using clinical parameters is feasible in low resource limited settings with little or no microbiology support.
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Introduction: This was a before-and-after study with two rolling cohort periods conducted at two referral hospitals in Harare, Zimbabwe. Data regarding the various risk factors and demographic details was collected using a standardized questionnaire which was pretested before use. Women who consented to participate in the study were recruited following caesarean section and followed up by phone post discharge. Surgical site infection was defined following Centers for Disease Control National Healthcare Safety Network (CDC-NHSN) definitions based on the clinical presentation of the patient: new and ongoing feedback was given to ensure consistency in SSI definition.

To simplify clinical diagnosis of SSI, a matrix was used to assign whether the patient developed SSI or not. Information collected was entered into an excel spreadsheet and Stata v13 was used for data analysis. Incidence rates during the pre and post intervention period were used to describe the differences and the relative risk ratios are reported.

Results: A high risk of SSI after caesarean section was identified in the pre intervention period: 29% (95% CI 23.4-35.0) and 12.1% (p = 35 CI 8.3 -15.8) in the post intervention period with most of these infections occurring after discharge. Follow-up of women through telephone contact for the 30-day post-operative period identified 89.8% of SSIs that would not have been identified using inpatient surveillance alone.

Conclusion: The detection of SSIs using clinical parameters is feasible in low resource limited settings with little or no microbiology support.
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Introduction: The World Health Organisation (WHO) multimodal hand hygiene improvement strategy centres on five elements (system change, education, monitoring and feedback, communications and safety climate) that are adaptable to other infection prevention contexts. Scientific evidence and global experience show that addressing all five elements contributes to success. Another evidence-based approach is the 4Es (engagement, education, execution, evaluation) developed by Johns Hopkins. WHO identified the opportunity for a mapping exercise of the two approaches to support the development of a new implementation strategy for surgical site infection (SSI) prevention.

Objectives: To outline a relationship between two implementation approaches for prevention of SSI.

Methods: To demonstrate a relationship, a thematic analysis of the 4Es approach was undertaken to compare it to the WHO multimodal strategy. Two international SSI meetings in 2016 were also used to gain expert consensus on the success factors that support implementation. Finally a literature review (in press) outlining application of the 4Es in SSI prevention was critiqued to assess the extent to which results and implementation approaches resonated with the five elements of WHO’s multimodal implementation strategy.

Results: A conceptual model representing the relationship between the elements of the WHO multimodal improvement strategy and the 4Es was developed. Both approaches explicitly address education and evaluation. The analysis clarified the congruence and synergies between the remaining elements that are not readily evident.

Conclusion: The WHO Infection Prevention and Control (iPC) Global Unit aims to promote a consistent global approach to implementation of all IPC guidelines. It is clear from this specific SSI exercise that there is sufficient commonality between the two established approaches and acceptability that a summary of the steps required to achieve SSI prevention can be presented against the existing WHO multimodal strategy. The conceptual model aims to provide better understanding of the validity of the strategic approach, aid communication and provide an easily understood interpretation for the end user. Presented within the new WHO SSI implementation strategy document, the model will be further tested across WHO regions.
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Introduction: Our prior study found that a bundled intervention was associated with lower rates of complex Staphylococcus aureus (SA) surgical site infections (SSIs) after cardiac or orthopedic operations.

Objectives: Determine if this bundle is associated with decreased complex SA SSIs in patients undergoing craniotomies, spinal operations, cardiac operations, or hip or knee arthroplasties at an academic hospital.

Methods: This quasi-experimental study included adult surgical patients. Patients whose preoperative nares screens were SA positive were asked to apply mupirocin intranasally 2x daily and to bathe daily with chlorhexidine-gluconate (CHG) for 5 days before their operations. Methicillin-resistant SA (MRSA) carriers received vancomycin and cefazolin perioperative prophylaxis; all others received cefazolin. Non-carriers bathed with CHG the night before and morning of surgery. Monthly counts of complex (deep incisional or organ space) SA were analyzed using Poisson regression.

Results: 25 complex SA SSIs occurred after 3,486 operations during the 18-month pre-intervention period and 22 occurred after 7,629 operations during the 42-month intervention period (rate ratio [RR] = 0.39; 95% CI: 0.27, 0.55). The rates decreased significantly for craniotomies (RR = 0.23; 95% CI: 0.07, 0.73) and spinal operations (RR = 0.41; 95% CI: 0.39, 0.44). Rates decreased after arthroplasties (RR = 0.49; 95% CI: 0.12, 2.06) and cardiac operations (RR = 0.91; 95% CI: 0.22, 3.80) but the decreases did not reach the significance level. During the intervention, 53% of patients received all appropriate bundle elements and 39% received some of the appropriate bundle elements. Compared with the pre-intervention period, the complex SA SSI rates decreased among patients in the fully adherent group (RR = 0.23; 95% CI: 0.09, 0.57) and those in the partially adherent/non-adherent group (RR = 0.56; 95% CI: 0.39, 0.81).

Conclusion: Implementation of this evidence-based bundle was associated with a decrease in complex SA SSIs, especially among patients undergoing craniotomies and spinal surgery. Implementation research should evaluate ways to improve bundle adherence.
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Introduction: The effect of surveillance on SSI prevention remains controversial.

Objectives: This systematic review aims to determine the effect of participating in a SSI surveillance network on the time-trend of SSI rates, using data stratified by year of surveillance.

Methods: We searched Medline, EMBASE, Cochrane Library and reference lists, websites of networks and Google® for multicentre studies published between 1980 and June 2016. Studies reporting participation in a surveillance network for ≥ 3 years and presenting annual SSI rates stratified by hospitals’ year of participation in the network were included. Randomized controlled trials, those concerned with ambulatory surgery only or procedures for which there is no National Healthcare Safety Network recommendation for surveillance were excluded. Results were summarized by pooling numerator (SSIs) and denominator data (no of procedures), and by calculating annual rate ratios (RR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI), using year 1 as a reference.

Results: Of the 1,079 hits, 6 studies were included representing 4 networks from Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the US. These networks reported data on 3,085,448 surgical procedures and 115,604 SSIs, with an overall pooled cumulative SSI rate of 3.75% (CI 3.73-3.77). Pooled data showed significant decreases in the RR for SSI for year 2 (RR 0.80, CI 0.79-0.82), year 3 (RR 0.92, CI 0.90-0.94), year 4 (RR 0.98, CI 0.96-1.00), and year 5 (RR 0.95, CI 0.93-0.97).

Conclusion: Pooled data from the currently available literature suggest that there is a decrease of SSI rates during the first 5 years of participation in a surveillance network. However, there was limited data available for synthesis.
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Introduction: In 2011, the National Health Safety Network (NHSN) had introduced the novel surgical site infection (SSI) prediction model which added variables age, mode of anesthesia, endoscopic surgery, medical affiliation, hospital bed size to the previous NNIS risk model. There are no published report of the validity of the new model

Objectives: To evaluate the predictive performance of the new SSI risk adjustment model for postcolectomy SSI

Methods: Surveillance of data for postoperative SSI were retrieved from Infection Control Unit of Songklanagarind Hospital. Which surveillance system use the former NNIS risk index for SSI risk adjustment. The data included 950 colon surgeries in 931 patients admitted to the hospital during January 2005 to September 2016. Medical records were reviewed for additional information including body mass index, diabetes mellitus, colon cancer, emergency operation, American Society of Anesthesia score, anatomic site of colectomy, emergency operation, and operated under endoscope. The predictive performance of the former NNIS risk index, new NHSN model, and our proposed model was then compared by mean of area under receiver operating curve (AUC)

Results: The study identified 45 operations with SSI. AUC of the former and the new model were 61.2% (95% C.I = 54.2 – 68.3%) respectively. Multiple logistic analysis revealed significant (P-value = 0.002) association between emergency colon operation and SSI with coefficient 1.01 (95% C.I = 0.38 – 1.65). We included this variable with its coefficient to the new model and calculated AUC. The resulted AUC of our model was 68.3% (95% C.I = 59.7 – 77.0). The difference of the three models was not significantly different

Conclusion: Predictive performance of the new CDC NHSN model is not better than the former one and can be improved by including variable emergency operation to the model
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Introduction: NHSN has replaced the NNIS risk index model with the new logistic model. There is no report comparing the predictive performance between the two models

Objectives: To compare the predictive performance of the new CDC NHSN logistic risk model and the former NNIS risk index for postcholecystectomy surgical site infection (SSI) classification

Methods: Surveillance of data for postcholecystectomy SSIs were retrieved from Infection Control Unit of Songklanagarind Hospital. Which surveillance system use the former NNIS risk index for SSI risk adjustment. The study included 2422 patients underwent gall bladder surgery in the hospital from January 2005 to September 2016. Medical records were reviewed for additional information including emergency operation, and gastrointestinal cancer. The predictive performance of the former NNIS risk index, new NHSN model was then compared by mean of area under receiver operating curve (AUC)

Results: The study identified 71 operations with postcholecystectomy SSI while the former and new model predicted 21.6 and 14.0 SSIs respectively. AUC of the new model (65.7%; 95% C.I = 59.1 - 72.3) was not significantly different (P-value = 0.5) different from the former one (64.3%; 95% C.I = 58.0 - 71.0)

Conclusion: The predictive performance of new CDC NHSN and the former NNIS risk index model were equivalently fairly performed for classification risk of postoperative cholecystectomy SSI
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Introduction: One of the major complications in liver transplant recipients (LT) is the surgical site infection (SSI).

Objectives: We aimed to analyse the incidence rate and the SSI predictors in LT recipients.

Methods: We performed an historical cohort study in a philanthropic hospital in a Brazilian city. An ethics committee has approved the research before the data collection. Inclusion criteria were: recipients older than 18 years old that did not undergo other surgical procedures 30 days before the LT, and allografts provenient from deceased donors. LT recipients that did not survive the first 72 hours, and the ones who underwent liver retransplantation within 30 days after the LT were excluded. The population was composed by 156 LT recipients. We adopted the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention SSI diagnostic criteria. Clinical and surgical data were collected from the operation day until patient discharge or 30 days after the LT. Data was analysed by central tendency and variability measures, Pearson X² test, Fisher exact test, Mann Whitney test and Wilcoxon-Man Whitney test. After the bivariate analyses, and the variables were included in the Classification and Regression Tree model.

Results: The SSI incidence rate was 26.9%. The main microorganisms isolated from surgical wound were: metcillicine-resistant Staphylococcus sp.; vancomycin-susceptible Klebsiella sp.; carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa; carbapenem-resistant A. baumanni; vacomycin-susceptible E. faecalis. We compared the bio data from the groups with and without SSI. Respectively, mean age were 54.9 years old (SD ± 9.7 years old) and 54.6 years old (SD ± 10.6 years old), 35 (83.3%) and 88 (77.2%) patients were male, body mass index (BMI) mean were 28.2 kg/m² (SD ± 5.3 kg/m²) and 26.9 kg/m² (SD ± 4.4 kg/m²). Prolonged operative duration (≥467 minutes) associated with BMI differences between donor/recipient (≥1.3 kg/m²) increased the chance of SSI in approximately 5.5 times (OR 5.5; CI95%: 2.5-18). In the first 96 postoperative hours capillary glycaemia (≥175 mg/dl) increased the chance of SSI in approximately three times (OR 2.97; CI95%: 1.43-6.17).

Conclusion: There is a high incidence of SSI among the studied population suggesting that beyond the classic risk factors indicated by the literature distinct ones for this patients’ category must be considered.
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Introduction: The value of calling-back patients to detect surgical site infections (SSI) following orthopedic and neurological surgeries in a tertiary care center in Lebanon

Methods: Surveillance of data for postoperative SSI were retrieved from Infection Control Unit of Songklanagarind Hospital. Which surveillance system use the former NNIS risk index for SSI risk adjustment. The study included 2422 patients underwent gall bladder surgery in the hospital from January 2005 to September 2016. Medical records were reviewed for additional information including emergency operation, and gastrointestinal cancer. The predictive performance of the former NNIS risk index, new NHSN model was then compared by mean of area under receiver operating curve (AUC)

Results: The study identified 71 operations with postcholecystectomy SSI while the former and new model predicted 21.6 and 14.0 SSIs respectively. AUC of the new model (65.7%; 95% C.I = 59.1 - 72.3) was not significantly different (P-value = 0.5) different from the former one (64.3%; 95% C.I = 58.0 - 71.0)

Conclusion: The predictive performance of new CDC NHSN and the former NNIS risk index model were equivalently fairly performed for classification risk of postoperative cholecystectomy SSI
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Introduction: SSIs are a major source of morbidity and mortality among patients undergoing surgeries. SSIs may be detected during hospitalization following surgery, upon readmission, through Emergency Department or clinic visits.

Objectives: To assess the role of telephone calls in detecting post-discharge SSIs in the orthopedic and neurological specialties, in patients who might seek medical care in different centers. To evaluate the real increase in the SSI rates for particular surgeons in the same specialties.

Methods: An active, patient-based, prospective surveillance for SSI following orthopedic and neurological procedures was conducted between July and September 2016 at the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC). Surveillance was based on the CDC/NHSN (Centers Disease control and Prevention/National Health Care Safety Network) definition of SSI. Calling-back patients and assessing post discharge signs and symptoms of SSIs at 30 or 90 days was conducted using a standardized checklist. Rates were analyzed and benchmarked with NHSN and the International Nosocomial Infection Control Consortium (INICC) rates.

Results: No SSIs were identified through the phone calls among the 178 patients who were assessed throughout the surveillance period. Whereas, 2 SSIs were identified through the routine surveillance of hospital re-admissions and one SSI was identified from the review of the outpatient clinic records. SSI rates remained unchanged compared to the adopted surveillance methodology and were 3.7% following neurological surgeries and Zero following orthopedic surgeries at the time of the active surveillance.

Conclusion: Call-back programs may be beneficial to obtain additional post-discharge surveillance information. However, patients may have a difficult time assessing their status and the possibility of developing an SSI. Moreover, this process was found to be time consuming, and was not successful in identifying additional SSIs. Re-assessment of this method is essential to examine the role of calling-back patients in detecting SSIs.
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Introduction: Surgical Site Infection (SSI) is a potentially life-threatening complication for patients undergoing cardiac surgery. Most of the risk factors for SSI were identified through studies based on adult populations, being scarce the evidence gathered from pediatric populations.

Objectives: To identify risk factors for developing SSI among pediatric patients undergoing cardiac surgery.

Methods: This was a prospective cohort study performed in a tertiary-care university hospital from January to December 2016. All children under 16 years old submitted to any cardiac surgery during the study period were included, and SSI diagnosis was made based on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) criteria, including post-discharge surveillance. Selected clinical and demographic characteristics were evaluated on the patient’s medical records as potential risk factors for SSI. We used Two-tailed Fisher’s exact and Mann-Whitney tests for statistical analysis.

Results: Among 85 patients operated in the study period, 16 (18.8%) developed a SSI, being 7 (43.8%) of them mediastinitis. The following variables were associated with those who experienced SSI versus those who did not, respectively: median age (49 vs. 51 years, p = 0.001), length of stay before surgery (5 vs. 1 day, p = 0.001); surgical duration (339 vs. 228 minutes, p = 0.001), time of extracorporeal circulation (137 vs. 90 minutes, p = 0.003); antimicrobial prophylaxis with vancomycin (56.2% vs. 21.7%, p = 0.011), Risk Adjustment for Congenital Heart Surgery I (RACHS-I) score ≥ 4 (37.5%, vs. 4.3%, p < 0.001), and delayed sternal closure (37.5% vs. 8.7%, p = 0.008).

Conclusion: In the present study, several risk factors for SSI after pediatric cardiac surgery have been identified, such as: age, length of stay before surgery, surgical duration, time of extracorporeal circulation, use of vancomycin for antimicrobial prophylaxis, delayed sternal closure and score RACHS-I ≥ 4.
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Introduction: Surgical site infections (SSI) after arthroplasty surgeries are severe complications for the patient and are associated with significant additional costs resting on the Health Care System. On prosthetic and fixation devices there might be a formation of biofilm, a collection of irreversibly adhering bacterial cells which prolongs the survival of microorganism and hinders its identification through intraoperative swabs and other traditional isolation methods. The Micro-DTT system contains a dithiothreitol solution capable of dissolving the biofilm.

Objectives: The aim of the study, conducted at the Orthopaedic Institute ASST Pini/CTO, is to compare its isolation sensitivity with the traditional methods, and correlate the PCR and IL-6 values in the serum of patients with the outcome data.

Methods: The study population, recruited through prospective inclusion, consists of all patients with infected prosthesis or fixation devices or diagnosed with osteomyelitis who underwent surgery at the COR (Restorative Orthopaedic Surgery) Department. The following are collected for each operation: - intraoperative swabs for aerobes and anaerobes - samples of prosthesis and/or tissue to be analysed through the Micro-DTT system - serum for dosing the IL-6 and PCR levels, prior to the operation, and 2 and 7 days after it. Data relating to the admission, the patient, the operation, the post-operative care and the antibiotic prophylaxis are collected.

Results: To date, 107 patients, 64 males and 43 females, have been enrolled from November 2015 to December 2016. 80.3% of the operations were carried out for non-traumatic injuries. The average age of patients is 55 years.

Conclusion: Preliminary results indicate that the micro-DTT systems enable the identification of a larger number of microbes compared to swabs, along with a reduction in costs, processing times and the risk of contamination of samples.
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Introduction: Surgical site infection (SSI) is still the most common problem in surgical patients. It is associated with increased morbidity and mortality, length of hospital stay, and healthcare costs and is recognized as an important indicator of the quality of care. Since around one-third of SSI is reported to be preventable, a risk factor evaluation is needed.

Objectives: Our study aimed to determine independent risk factors of SSI in a cohort of general surgical procedures.

Methods: A prospective observational study was carried out from January 2015 to May 2015 in General Surgical department of university hospital Sahilou, Sousse, Tunisia. All patients who underwent general surgical procedures and matching the inclusion criteria were included. Data were collected using a form built on the French national protocol for the SSI surveillance of ISO-RAISAN. The diagnosis of SSI was established according to CDC criteria. The studied variables were the possible risk factors related to the patient, demographic characteristics and the surgical procedure.

Results: 365 patients were evaluated with an overall incidence of SSI of 8.6%. Univariate analysis demonstrated the significance of an American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score between three and six (p < 10^-4), prolonged preoperative hospital stay (p < 10^-7), contaminated and dirty wound class (p = 0.002), carcinological Surgery (p = 0.04), conventional surgery (p = 0.009), surgical drain (p < 0.003), prolonged operative duration over than 75th percentile (p < 10^-4), NWS risk Index (p < 10^-4) on the incidence of SSI. NWS risk Index and prolonged operative duration over than 75th percentile were found to be independent risk factors with odds ratios of 46.07 (95%, CI: 14.64 to 145) and 1.2 (95%, CI: 1.06 to 1.37), respectively.

Conclusion: The high SSI rate reported in our study suggests the need to implement preventive infection programs. Therefore, a combination of approaches should be taken in order to bring down incidence of SSSs such as clear guidelines for environmental hygiene, sterilization procedures, and management of sterile operative clothing. Given SSI costs, clinical morbidity and mortality, this should be a priority for our health care system.
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Introduction: Due to the short period of surgical hospitalization currently practiced, it is recognized that some cases of surgical site infection (SSI) is manifested after hospital discharge.

Objectives: To analyze the available evidence in the scientific literature about the capacity to detect cases of surgical site infection (SSI), after hospital discharge through telephone surveillance.

Methods: This is an integrative review of the literature. The databases consulted were CINAHL; PUBMED; LILACS; EMBASE and Scopus. The keywords were post-discharge surveillance, telephone follow-up, telephone surveillance, post-discharge questionnaire, mhealth, telehealth, telemedicine, surgical wound infection, surgical site infection and surgical infection. We included complete articles about post-discharge surveillance by telephone, analyzing patients over 17 years old, published in English, Spanish and Portuguese, between 2000 and 2017. Studies involving animals and post-discharge surveillance methods for other types of infectious topographies or non-hospital specialties were excluded; and research designs such as case reports, case studies, qualitative approaches and narrative reviews.

Results: One thousand eight hundred fifty-two articles were found, of which 12 met the inclusion criteria. Of these, the majority approached several specialties in the same research (50%), followed by the specialty of gynecology and obstetrics (41.6%) and orthopedics (33.3%). Most adopted design were the observational (91.6%), with emphasis on prospective cohort studies. The number of patients analyzed in these studies ranged from 109 to 4,665. The criteria adopted during postdischarge surveillance followed those recommended by international guidelines. Only 25% studies described the sensitivity of the tested method, with results of 100%, 73.3% and 69.6%. The specificity was described in 16.6% studies, with conflicting values, range between 100% and 7.4%. The majority (66.6%) detected, through the postdischarge surveillance telephone method, between 2% and 10% cases of infection.

Conclusion: It is concluded that the telephone method has been used with good percentage detection capacity and sensitivity for SSI cases.
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Introduction: Medical complications after caesarean sections are more often after than natural deliveries. Among these complications infections are very common. Monitoring of the infections rates is a valuable way leading to help identify areas of healthcare demanding improving or modification.

Objectives: The aim of this study was the analysis of incidence and SSI microbiology in patients from Polish hospitals who underwent CC and risk factors of such infections.

Methods: The study was conducted using active infection surveillance in 5 Polish hospitals in the years 2013-2015 according to HAI-Net ECDC. For each procedure the following data were registered: age, date of admission to the hospital ward and date of surgery, ICD-9 code, microbiological level of contamination of the surgical field, ASA system scale, procedure time, elective/emergency procedure, use perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis or lack thereof, etiological factor of infection and the treatment used.

Results: SSI incidence was 0.5% and significant differences were noted among hospitals (from 0.1% to 1.8%), for different ASA scales (from 0.2% to 4.8%) and different values of standardized SSI risk index (from 0.0% to 0.8%). In 5.6% of procedures, with no antibiotic prophylaxis, or no information about it, SSI risk was significantly higher. Deep infections dominated: 61.5%, with superficial infections in only approx. 30% cases. Only 2.6% infections were detected post-discharge, without readmissions.

Conclusion: Results show SSI surveillance to be ineffective, considering the character of outpatient obstetric care. Without sensitive postdischarge surveillance, it's not possible to recognize the epidemiological situation, and further, to set priorities and needs when it comes to infection prophylaxis. Especially since such low incidence may indicate no need for improvement whatever to the infection control teams.
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Introduction: Perioperative hypothermia is common among surgical patients and is associated with several damages to the patient. For its prevention, several current clinical guidelines recommend the use of the forced air warming system as a risk factor for the occurrence of surgical site infection, since the airflow from these devices is often ventilated near the surgical site.

Objectives: To evaluate the maintenance of equipment in relation to microbiological safety and colonization.

Methods: This is a laboratory study, performed in a large hospital, with one equipment of forced air warming system by operating room and air conditioning system with HEPA filter. In the first stage of investigation a survey of the control of the maintenance and exchange of filters of forced air warming system was carried out. Subsequently, the evaluation of possible internal contamination of the equipment was performed by collecting the airflow emitted by the devices, placing sterile plates containing Trypticase Soy Agar (TSA) 1.5 cm from the air outlet for 1 minute. Data collection was done in triplicate. The sample of 13 (50%) equipment in use was randomly drawn by lot. After collection, the plates were incubated for 48 hours at a temperature of 36 °C ± 0.1 °C. Plaque readings occurred every 24 hours after the experiment.

Results: All the equipment analyzed had preventive maintenance, with filters changed in February 2016. Samples of 13 forced air warming system were collected in triplicate, totaling 39 analyzed samples. After 24 hours of the experiment, only nine (23%) samples presented growth of one or two colonies, and among the samples with microbial growth, six cases (66.6%) were present in the first sample collected.

Conclusion: The results evidenced the absence of significant contamination, demonstrating that the periodic maintenance, every six months, with equipment filter changes, guarantees the efficiency of the filter in relation to the microbiological safety of the equipment.
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Introduction: Surgical site infections are one of the most common and costliest healthcare-associated infections.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of a program to improve the adequacy of the antimicrobial prophylaxis in surgery.

Methods: An improvement program with elaboration-distribution of global and individual reports by services and clinical sessions were developed. Surgical site prophylaxis (SP) adequacy assessment: seven observational cohort studies, 2011 (1 study), 2012 (2), 2013 (2), 2014 (1) and 2015 (1). Patients undergoing surgery hospitalized > 24 hours (n = 3,407 procedures) were included. Two indicators were calculated: overall adequacy (not performed not indicated or when performed if indicated appropriate by choice of antibiotic, start and duration); and adequacy of indicated surgical site prophylaxis (by choice, start and duration). To quantify both indicators, the adequacy ratio was defined as the number of patients in whom the complete regimen of SP was administered divided by the number of patients eligible for the regimen.

Results: The characteristics of the surgical procedures of 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 were homogeneous (age, immunosuppression, clean surgery and implant surgery). The overall adequacy of SP use was 77.6% (52.9% - 62.2%) in 2011, 62.5% (59.4% - 65.5%) in 2012, 60.5% (57.2% - 63.7%) in 2013, 74.8% (70.4% - 79.1%) in 2014 and 72.5% (69.0% - 75.8%) in 2015; p = <0.001. The adequacy of SP performed when indicated was 61.4% (55.3% - 67.2%) in 2011, 61.0% (56.9% - 65.1%) in 2012, 61.1% (57.1% - 65.1%) in 2013, 76.1% (70.8% - 81.3%) in 2014 and 74.5% (70.3% - 78.7%) in 2015; p = <0.001.

Conclusion: There has been an improvement of the overall adequacy and adequacy of indicated SP in 2014 compared to previous years. Despite a decrease in 2015 compared to 2014, the observed changes are not significant. It is necessary to continue developing new interventions to improve the level of adequacy of antibiotic prophylaxis in surgery.
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Introduction: Ventilator associated event (VAE) is a new surveillance for nosocomial infections in mechanically ventilated patients. To date, little is known about VAEs after cardiac surgeries.

Objectives: The present study firstly focused on patients who have undergone heart operations, intending to draw a comprehensive description of VAEs.

Methods: Postoperative patients from September 2012 to December 2015 were monitored for VAEs. By reviewing electronic medical records and preserved files retrospectively, clinical data were further analyzed.

Results: A total of 1709 adult patients were enrolled, of which 166 episodes met the criteria for VAE. The mean incidence rate reached up to 9.7% and 49.9 per 1000 mechanical ventilation days. By using both univariate analysis and multiple logistic regression analysis, chronic bronchitis, ejection fraction < 30%, cardiopulmonary bypass time, aortic clamping time, mechanical ventilation time, reintubation, dosage of blood products and peritoneal dialysis were found to be risk factors for VAEs. Compared with non-VAE group, VAEs were closely related to higher mortality, longer intensive care unit stay time and hospitalization time. In addition, 91 strains of pathogens were isolated from endotracheal aspirates of 81 patients with VAE, of which Pseudomonas aeruginosa was the most common pathogenic microorganism (30 isolates, 37.0%), followed by Acinetobacter baumannii (27 isolates, 33.3%) and other five types.

Conclusion: VAE algorithm is a valid and reliable surveillance for possible infections caused by mechanical ventilation, which could easily occur in patients after cardiac surgery and is associated with poor
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Introduction: Although well-documented evidence-based ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) prevention guidelines exist, they are rarely implemented in most intensive care units (ICU).

Objectives: To evaluate healthcare workers’ (HCW) knowledge of these guidelines before and after a targeted educational program.

Methods: Voluntary HCWs of a 34-bed ICU were included. A pre-validated multiple choice self-administered questionnaire of 13 items for physicians, nurses, and physiotherapists and 7 items for nursing assistants was developed. The 1st questionnaire was completed in August 2014; a targeted educational program of 1 hour was designed for nurses, nursing assistants and physiotherapists and implemented between September 2014 and March 2015; the 2nd questionnaire was completed in December 2015.

Results: Among 350 HCWs, 216 (62%) completed the education session. 174 (50%) completed the 1st questionnaire (58% of nurses, 17% of nursing assistants, 19% of physicians and 6% of physiotherapists). 139 (40%) completed the 2nd questionnaire (70% of nurses, 16% of nursing assistants, 12% of physicians and 2% of physiotherapists); among them, 66% have received the educational program. The proportion of correct answers at baseline was 61 ± 19% (mean ± standard deviation); after educational session, it had increased to 65 ± 16%. A non-significant increase was observed among physicians (52 ± 19% vs 55 ± 13%), physiotherapists (61 ± 16% vs 81 ± 16%), and nurses (62.5 ± 18% vs 66 ± 13%) for the 1st and the 2nd questionnaire, respectively. Level of knowledge for nursing assistants remained unchanged (67 ± 21% vs 66 ± 27%). Multivariate analysis revealed that being a physician was the only factor (OR 2.5, IC95%: 1.2-5.4) associated with lower knowledge level (<63%) adjusted on level of knowledge and training by the educational program.

Conclusion: Level of evidence-based VAP prevention measures’ knowledge is high in our institution. Our educational program doesn’t increase significantly the level of knowledge. Interns were identified as the target population that could have the highest benefit of educational strategies to improve their knowledge.
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Introduction: Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) in the intensive care unit affects the patient mortality and the bundle is used as an intervention to reduce it.

Objectives: This study was to investigate the compliance of the VAP bundle and to determine the effect of the bundle on the decrease of VAP rate.

Methods: A pretest-posttest experimental study was done. Patients in the medical intensive care unit with a 48-hour ventilator were included. The incidence of VAP was compared between January 2014 and June 2014 before implementation of the bundle and between October 2014 and March 2015 after implementation. There were 112 subjects before application of bundle and 107 subjects after application. VAP bundles included sedative interruption and assessment of readiness to extubate, elevation of the head of the bed 30°, peptic ulcer disease prophylaxis, deep vein thrombosis prophylaxis, daily oral care with 0.12% chlorhexidine, intra-cuff pressure control, and aspiration of subglottic secretions.

Results: After the application of bundles, the compliance of nurses increased from 27.6% (8/29) to 65.5% (19/29) and VAP cases decreased from 3 to 1. The ventilator days were 2,143 before the intervention and 2,232 days after the intervention. The VAP rate per 1,000 ventilator insertion days was 1.40 before the intervention and decreased to 0.45 after the intervention, but there was no significant difference.

Conclusion: There was no statistically significant decrease in VAP incidence, but bundle compliance was increased. However, it is meaningful that we conducted a study on bundle compliance in Korea. It is recommended that a bundle suitable for the Korean situation be developed.
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Introduction: Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is a common-healthcare associated infection in the intensive care unit (ICU) with high-mortality and morbidity.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the infection control bundle on VAP rate in ICU.

Methods: A VAP prevention bundle including hand hygiene, oral chlorhexidine use, 30-45 degree head positioning, compliance with aseptic aspiration techniques, daily evaluation of sedation score was prepared and implemented in ICU on January 2014. Training sessions were held with intensive care workers before the practice. The information about the importance of scientific evidence, content and how to apply the precautionary bundle in reducing the VAP rate was given. During the first three-month period the infection control nurse trained the intensive care workers beside the patient for correct application of the bundle steps. Observed inconsistencies were recorded. Feedback meetings were held monthly with staff about the compliance rate of the bundle, with the results of the observation. VAP rate was monitored by active surveillance. The obtained data were compared with the year 2013, when the prevention bundle was not implemented. All data were evaluated using software program (version 15.0) from SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results: The VAP rate was 13.05 / 1000 ventilator days before the prevention bundle was implemented, it decreased to 2.68/1000 and 1.94/1000 ventilator days in 2014 and 2015 consecutively. We observed that although there were more ICU patient days in 2014 and 2015 when compared with 2013; the rate of VAP decreased after implementation of the VAP bundle (r = 0.96; R² = 0.92) (p < 0.05).
strong linear positive correlation was found between the ventilator utilization ratio and the VAP rate. Both a decrease in ventilator utilization days and VAP incidence was observed after the implementation of the bundle ($r = 0.99; R^2 = 0.98$) ($p < 0.05$).

**Conclusion:** It is possible to achieve significant reductions in VAP rates despite increases in patient days by implementing an infection control prevention bundle.
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**Abstract video clip: Introduction:** Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is defined as pneumonia that occurs 48-72 hours or thereafter following endotracheal intubation, characterized by the presence of a new or progressive infiltrate, signs of systemic infection like (fever, altered white blood cell count), changes in sputum characteristics, and detection of a causative agent. **Objective:** To find out the hospital wide prevalence of the ventilator associated pneumonia and their antibiotics sensitivity patterns. **Methodology:** The retrospective data were analyzed from ICU, collected by infection control department about VAP and confirmed from laboratory. **Observations:** In the last five years 20.24% cases of VAP were reported out of total health care associated infection. The male cases were nearly four times 54 (78%) higher than females 21 (22%) and difference is statistically significant ($X^2 = 15.2$, $P < 0.05$), according to age common among above 60 years 24 (35%) and least common in below 15 years of age 04 (6%), the difference between two groups is significant ($X^2 = 12.1$, $P < 0.05$). If we see the year wise pattern of distribution of VAP cases we found increasing trend from 2012-2014, 18%, 21% and 25% respectively. Mean hospital wide infection rate in 2015 was higher 4.34 (SD = 3.33) than 2016 2.14 (SD = 2.25). The most common bacteria reported in VAP cases was Acenatobacter B 72% followed by pseudomonas aeruginosa 20%. The sensitivity pattern of the most common organism responsible for VAP was Acenatobacter B 72%, in 2015-16 20% sensitive to amikacin, ceftazidime, ciprofloxacin, Pipacillin and imipenem and resistance to gentamicin, cefotaxima then slowly reported 80% of isolates resistance to most of the drugs only sensitive to imipenem now. Second common organism discover in VAP cases was Pseudomonas A, but this also slowly develop resistance to most of the commonly use antimicrobial drugs and 90% of isolates now only sensitive to imipenem. **Conclusion:** The VAP was common among male and above 60 years of age, most common causative organism during the study period was Acenatobacter B. The mean hospital wide VAP infection rate was 4.34 and most of the isolates resistant to most of the antibiotics and sensitive to only imipenem.
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**Introduction:** Since 2012, mandatory notification of healthcare-associated Clostridium difficile infections (HA-CDI) has been in place in Hungary, following a national protocol used in acute and chronic care hospitals.

**Objectives:** To further improve the national surveillance, a start-up data collection based on the CDI surveillance protocol v2.2 of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control was organised.

**Methods:** We invited all hospitals in Hungary to complement the mandatory HA-CDI surveillance in February 2016 with additional variables of the European protocol: hospital type, testing frequency, positivity rate, diagnostic algorithm used; case-based data on community-acquired CDI (CA-CDI), CDI of unknown origin (UO-CDI) and recurrent cases. Twenty hospitals were asked to send five C. difficile isolates per hospital for PCR-ribotyping to the National Center for Epidemiology, Budapest.

**Results:** Overall 45 Hungarian hospitals participated in the European CDI start-up data collection, 42 reporting at least one case (59% of the hospitals reporting into the mandatory surveillance in February 2016). In total, 441 CDI were reported, of these 58% primary and 6% recurrent cases (36% unknown). The proportion of HA-CDI, CA-CDI and UO-CDI was 90%, 5% and 5%, respectively. The median incidence of HA-CDI was the lowest in primary and the highest in tertiary care hospitals (1.7 and 4.3 cases/10000 patient-days, respectively). Combined diagnostic tests (GDH + toxin A/B) were used predominantly. Turnover frequency has notably differed across hospital types and showed linear correlation with CDI incidence ($R^2 = 0.4$). Eighty-five isolates were ribotyped: 58 (68%) were RT027, 23 (27%) belonged to other types (e.g. RT012, RT035, RT036), and 4 were non-typeable.

**Conclusion:** We conclude that participation in the European surveillance is valuable and can offer a better understanding of the diagnostic practices, total CDI burden and circulating C. difficile ribotypes in Hungarian hospitals, also through future inter-country comparisons.
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**Introduction:** Health-care associated Clostridium difficile infection (HAI-CDI) is currently the most prevalent cause of hospital outbreaks in Poland. From 350 hospital outbreaks reported to the national surveillance system in 2015, almost 35% have been caused by CDI. In primary care hospitals, the highest risk of HAI-CDI is connected to prolonged hospitalization in non-invasive medicine wards and intensive antibiotic use.

**Objectives:** This prospective single hospital study has been developed to assess the effectiveness of bi-modal strategy to reduce HAI-CDI in non-invasive wards. The strategy included fluorescent markers introduction to improve and control cleaning procedures and hand hygiene improvement according to WHO Guidelines “Clean Care is Safer Care”.

**Methods:** Between 2012 and 2016 the bi-modal strategy to reduce HAI-CDI has been developed by the Infection Control Team in the primary care 300-bed hospital in central region of Poland. The intervention consisted of two phases. The first phase has been based on cleaning personnel training program and introduction of fluorescent markers according to En-Compas (Ecolab) system. The second phase consisted of introduction of the WHO Multimodal Hand Hygiene Improvement Strategy.

**Results:** Before the bi-modal strategy has been established, accuracy of the cleaning procedure according to fluorescent markers testing was 30%. After the first phase of the project, cleaning accuracy increased significantly to 92% ($p < 0.01$). During the second phase, the substantial improvement in hand hygiene of medical personnel has
been observed, as measured by direct observation (mean rate 35% vs 75%) and volume of hand disinfectants used (12 vs 19 liters per 1000 patient-days respectively). During 4 years of the observation, the incidence of HAI-CDI significantly decreased from 54 cases to 5 cases per year (6.75 vs 0.5 per 1000 hospitalizations, respectively) (p < 0.01).

Conclusion: According to our results, the bi-modal strategy based on cleaning improvement and implementing WHO Multimodal Hand Hygiene Improvement Strategy, is highly effective way to deal with HAI-CDI in primary care hospital. The usage of fluorescent markers for routine control of cleaning procedures is simple and well accepted by the trained personnel.
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Introduction: Uppsala University Hospital (UUH) in Sweden is a 1000 bed, highly specialized public hospital with 80 wards each housing 20-25 patients, in 1-4 bed rooms, with five intensive care units providing a region of 3 million inhabitants of tertiary care. About 10% of the patient beds are located in single rooms with private en-suite bathrooms. According to the Swedish national surveillance system UUH has over the last 10 years had the highest incidence of Clostridium difficile compared to other Swedish university hospitals. Terminal cleaning with natriumhypochlorite has been shown to be important in order to limit the sprad of C. difficile spores in the hospital environment (1).

Objectives: To show how a hygienic intervention consisting of terminal cleaning of rooms post-discharge with natriumhypochlorite in three wards reduced the overall incidence of Clostridium difficile at UUH between 2013 and 2016.

Methods: Three wards; one geriatric, one internal medicine and one infectious disease ward which had the highest incidence of Clostridium difficile at UUH were included in the intervention starting in May 2015 and is still ongoing. The intervention consisted of terminal cleaning of rooms post-discharge with natriumhypochlorite when the room had been previously occupied by a patient colonized or infected by Clostridium difficile. No other IPC measures and other interventions such as antibiotic stewardship and other had been implemented in the three wards during this intervention.

Results: The number of new cases with Clostridium difficile at UUH decreased from 302 in 2014 to 189 in 2016 according to the Swedish national surveillance system health-care associated infections. The overall Clostridium difficile incidence rates at UUH decreased at UUH from 0.53 cases in 2014 to 0.34 cases per 1000 patient-days in 2016.

Conclusion: Terminal cleaning of rooms post-discharge with natriumhypochlorite reduced the incidence of Clostridium difficile in three wards with many cases which reflected on a reduction of hospital wide figures of incidence.
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Introduction: In healthcare facilities, Clostridium difficile infections spread by transmission of bacterial spores. Appropriate sporicidal disinfectants are needed to prevent development of clusters and outbreaks.

Objectives: In this study different cleaning/disinfecting wipes and sprays were tested for their efficacy against spores of distinctive C. difficile PCR ribotypes.

Methods: Four different products were tested; 1) hydrogen peroxide 1.5%; 2) glucoprotamin 1.5%; 3) a mixture of ethanol, propane and N-alkyl amino propyl glycine; and 4) a mixture of didecyldimonomium chloride, benzalkonium chloride, polyaminopropyl, biguanide and dimenticone as active ingredients. Tiles were contaminated with a test solution containing a concentration of 5x100CFU/ml spores of C. difficile strains belonging to PCR ribotypes 010, 014 or 027. The tiles were left to dry for an hour and then wiped or sprayed with one of the sprays or wipes as intended by the manufacturers. When products neutralized after 5 minutes microbiological cultures and ATP measures were performed.

Results: Irrespective of the disinfecting method, the microbial count log10 reduction of C. difficile PCR ribotype 010 was highest, followed by the reduction of C. difficile 014 and C. difficile 027. Overall, the wipes performed better than the sprays with the same active ingredient. On average, although not significantly, a difference in relative light units (RLU) reduction between the wipes and sprays was found. The wipes had a higher RLU log10 reduction, but no significant difference for RLU reduction was observed between the different C. difficile strains (p = 0.16).

Conclusion: C. difficile spores of PCR ribotypes 014 and 027 strains are more difficult to eradicate than non-toxicigenic PCR ribotype 010. In general, impregnated cleaning/disinfecting wipes performed better than ready-to-use sprays. Wipes with hydrogen peroxide (1.5%) showed the highest bactericidal activity.
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Introduction: In healthcare facilities, Clostridium difficile infections spread by transmission of bacterial spores. Appropriate sporicidal disinfectants are needed to prevent development of clusters and outbreaks.

Objectives: In this study different cleaning/disinfecting wipes and sprays were tested for their efficacy against spores of distinctive C. difficile PCR ribotypes.

Methods: Four different products were tested; 1) hydrogen peroxide 1.5%; 2) glucoprotamin 1.5%; 3) a mixture of ethanol, propane and N-alkyl amino propyl glycine; and 4) a mixture of didecyldimonomium chloride, benzalkonium chloride, polyaminopropyl, biguanide and dimenticone as active ingredients. Tiles were contaminated with a test solution containing a concentration of 5x100CFU/ml spores of C. difficile strains belonging to PCR ribotypes 010, 014 or 027. The tiles were left to dry for an hour and then wiped or sprayed with one of the sprays or wipes as intended by the manufacturers. When products neutralized after 5 minutes microbiological cultures and ATP measures were performed.

Results: Irrespective of the disinfecting method, the microbial count log10 reduction of C. difficile PCR ribotype 010 was highest, followed by the reduction of C. difficile 014 and C. difficile 027. Overall, the wipes performed better than the sprays with the same active ingredient. On average, although not significantly, a difference in relative light units (RLU) reduction between the wipes and sprays was found. The wipes had a higher RLU log10 reduction, but no significant difference for RLU reduction was observed between the different C. difficile strains (p = 0.16).

Conclusion: C. difficile spores of PCR ribotypes 014 and 027 strains are more difficult to eradicate than non-toxicigenic PCR ribotype 010. In general, impregnated cleaning/disinfecting wipes performed better than ready-to-use sprays. Wipes with hydrogen peroxide (1.5%) showed the highest bactericidal activity.
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Introducion: *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI) is a significant increase in hospital-acquired antibiotic-associated diarrhea resulting in high mortality and healthcare cost. The incidence of CDI requires an urgent need for alternative treatment options since the emergence of epidemic hypervirulent strain BI/NAP1/027 is the key contribution to the worldwide. Rhodomyrtone, a bioactive compound from Rhodomyrtus tomentos leaf extract, has potent antibacterial activity against several Gram-positive bacteria.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to examine an antibacterial activity of rhodomyrtone against *C. difficile* cells and their spores.

Methods: *C. difficile* and their spores were treated with rhodomyrtone or vanomycin to determine the susceptibility using broth microdilution method and time kill assay. In addition, transmission electron microscopy was used to confirm anti-difficile activity.

Results: Rhodomyrtone demonstrated an anti-difficile activity at 0.625-2.5 mg/L, which was close to that of vanomycin. Bactericidal activity of rhodomyrtone ranged from 1.25-5 mg/L against 10 strains including hypervirulent strain BI/NAP1/027 and multidrug-resistant strain 630; whereas MICs of vancomycin were much higher in most strains (20 to >40 mg/L). Time kill study showed rapidly bactericidal effects of rhodomyrtone against the hypervirulent strain with ≥ 99 killing within 4 h and more bactericidal than vancomycin (16 h). Rhodomyrtone at 8×MIC destroyed the treated cells as observed by TEM. Moreover, rhodomyrtone was 4-fold more efficient than in vancomycin in inhibiting spore outgrowth.

Conclusion: It can be concluded that rhodomyrtone was effective in combating with *C. difficile* by possessing germicidal activity against the vegetative cells. These data support further development of rhodomyrtone as a candidate agent for treatment of CDI.
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Introduction: In Germany in November 2007 *scdi* has been classified as threatening disease with evidence of serious danger to the community. These cases are notifiable according to Infection Protection Act (IfSG).

Objectives: We characterize the *scdi* epidemiology state-wide from 2008 to 2016.

Methods: We used the scdi-notifications of the 53 local health departments submitted to NRW Centre for Health. The CDAD Reference data 2015 of German Reference Centre for Surveillance of nosocomial Infections were used to estimate possible underreporting. The number of hospitals and inpatients in NRW in 2015 were taken from NRW hospital statistics.

Results: In NRW the number of notified scdi cases was 61 in 2008 and 2009; 73 in 2010; 145 in 2011; 360 in 2012; 469 in 2013; 710 in 2014; 1,094 in 2015 and 815 in 2016. Extrapolating from data of 415 hospitals, which took part in the German CDI surveillance in 2015, we estimate for the 352 hospitals in NRW covering 4,546,310 inpatients in 2015 about 1,359 scdi-cases. The 1,094 scdi-cases, submitted to the NRW Centre for Health in 2015, may indicate underreporting. Out of the 1,094 scdi-cases 283 (25.9%) were notified because of detection of ribotype O27 only. From 2008 to 2015 in NRW in 31.8% of scdi-cases a detection of ribotype O27 is specified; in 24.8% CDI-death; in 23.8% a CDI-relapse; in 15.6% a transfer to ICU and in 3.9% surgery. According to the new case definition from May 2016 to December 2016 in NRW in 26.3% of scdi-cases a CDI-death is specified; in 30.6% a transfer to ICU, in 7.4% surgery and in 35.7% in-hospital treatment of community acquired scdi.

Conclusion: The complete registration of scdi is still a challenge. National surveillance data can be used to estimate regional underreporting. From 2008 to 2015 the increasing trend of scdi notifications may indicate a decrease in underreporting. The high percentage of notified scdi cases with detection of ribotype O27 only may indicate that O27 CDI not always imply a severe course, justifying the elimination of detection of ribotype O27 only in the scdi case definition. Replacing the frequent notification criteria CDI-relapse by data on in-hospital-treatment of community acquired CDI the notification data allows for describing the scdi epidemiology in outpatients and consequently more complete.
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Introduction: Systemic antibiotic usage plays an important role in the emergence of *Clostridium difficile* infections (CDI).

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess a possible correlation of antibiotic usage and CDI in Germany's largest university hospital.

Methods: In 2014, CDI occurrence, number of patients and patient days and antibiotic usage were monitored monthly in 61 wards. Paediatric, psychiatric, dermatological, otorhinolaryngological and ophthalmological wards were excluded. CDI cases were defined as patients presenting with loose stools and microbiological finding of toxin-producing *C. difficile*. CDI with onset in the first 3 days of hospital stay and without hospital admission in the previous 4 weeks was classified as community-acquired (CA-CDI). If previous hospital admission was reported and cases with onset later than day 3 were classified as hospital-acquired (HA-CDI). Spearman correlation of antibiotic usage and HA-CDI incidence density and regression analysis were performed to examine the effect of length of stay (LOS), bed occupancy, incidence of CA-CDI, department type and antibiotic usage on HA-CDI.

Results: The surveillance period included over 101,000 patient admissions and almost 471,000 patient days in the 14 ICUs, 9 haematological, 20 surgical and 18 medical wards (the latter include internal medicine, neurology and obstetrics). We observed 95 CA- and 172 HA-CDI cases. The median usage of systemic antibiotics was 74.6 DDD per 100 patient days (IQR 61.5-138.2). Multivariable analysis identified the department type as risk factor for HA-CDI: ICUs had a 16.9 times higher (IRR, 95% CI 4.5-63.1), haematological wards a 15.3 times higher (IRR, 95% CI 4.5-51.3) and medical wards a 2.8 (IRR, 95% CI 0.5-16.0) times higher HA-CDI incidence density than surgical wards. Only ciprofloxacin (correlation coefficient of 0.369) was identified as independent risk factor for HA-CDI in multivariable analysis. Irrespective of department type, an increase of 1 DDD ciprofloxacin/100 patient days increased the ward’s HA-CDI incidence density by 3%.

Conclusion: Our study showed a prominent role of the ward’s department type and could confirm ciprofloxacin (but not clindamycin or cephalexin) as independent risk factor for HA-CDI.
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Introduction: Intensive surveillance and prevention of *Clostridium difficile* (CD) in the Central Hospital of Bolzano, Italy, started after detection of an epidemic cluster in March 2005.

Objectives: To evaluate the trends of *C. difficile* infection (CDI) over following ten-year period 2005-2015, in relation to control measures and education of hospital ward staff.

Methods: Stool samples were screened for CD toxins A/B by immunoassay (Vidas® C. difficile A&B, bioMérieux) and notified to the Hospital Hygiene Service (HHS). Annual incidence rates were calculated as number of patients with at least one toxin A/B positive stool sample per 10,000 patient bed-days.

Results: A total of 1160 CD toxin A/B positive patients were identified, with an incidence decreasing from 10.0 (2005) to 3.1 (2015) per 10,000 patient bed-days. Since the beginning following control interventions were adopted: 1) Contact precautions: An ad hoc protocol was developed and implemented for all involved categories (health professionals, cleaning staff, patients, visitors). 2) Surveillance of new cases: Regular surveillance and epidemiological reports were produced by using Dendi Plus (Eduo Logica S.r.l.). 3) Introduction of new assays for routine laboratory diagnosis and molecular characterization of CD isolates (CD culture, GDH-testing combined with toxin A/B testing, direct molecular toxin B gene testing and presumptive identification of ribotype 027). 4) Control and restriction of antibiotics use by the Hospital Pharmacy, in collaboration with the Infectious Diseases Ward. 5) Teaching of CDI implications and correct hand hygiene by the HHS was offered to hospital wards. From 2005 to 2015 education sessions for physicians and nurses (Median 4 hours per year) and conferences were conducted in the most involved wards. 6) An information leaflet for CDI was provided to patients and carers.

Conclusion: A marked decrease in the incidence of CDI in the Central Hospital of Bolzano during the 10-year study period and the prevention of its further spread was probably the result of educational efforts and intense collaboration between different professionals, leading to the implementation of various control measures.
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Introduction: *Clostridium difficile* infections (CDI) are currently the leading cause of healthcare-associated infections, but in Slovakia are the data underestimated and lack of standardized surveillance. The main aim of the study was to assess the burden of CDI in Slovak acute care hospitals and the occurrence of community-associated CDI.

Objectives: The objectives for this study were to estimate the incidence of CDI in Slovak acute care hospitals and the occurrence of community-associated CDI.

Methods: This hospital-based multicenter study was conducted using all patients admitted to 30 acute care hospitals from October 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016. The diagnosis of CDI was determined based on anamnetic data, epidemiological data, clinical picture (basic clinical symptoms and signs), microbiological tests (positive laboratory assay for *C. difficile* toxin A and/or B in stools) according to the protocol of ECDC. Descriptive statistical parameters have been used for the determination of baseline characteristics.

Results: During a 3-month hospital-based study we identified 325 cases of CDI. Of these cases, 84.3% were health-care-associated (HA-CDI) and 15.7% were community-associated infection (CA-CDI). The mean incidence rate of HA-CDI was 2.7 per 10,000 patient days and rates of hospitalization were 17.0 per 10,000 admissions. Incidence rate of CA-CDI was 0.6 per 10,000 patient days and rates of hospitalization were 3.3 per 10,000 admissions. Most patients had a previously identified risk profile of old age (72.3% aged ≥65 years), comorbidity and recent use of antibiotics. McCabe score categories rapidly fatal were registered in 10.8% patients and ultimately fatal disease in 18.2% patients. Complicated CDI were registered in 13.2% patients and recurrent infections in 3.4%.

Conclusion: Increasing incidence of CDI and changing epidemiology highlight need for standardized definitions and surveillance methods. Our data suggest that CDI is largely present in our setting which represents a serious problem and points to the importance of continuous surveillance, detection and control of CDI.
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Introduction: *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI) remains an important cause of diarrhoea and colitis, associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Since its first description in 1978, CDI has principally been considered a nosocomial disease. Primarily associated with increasing age, hospitalisation and antibiotic exposure; surveillance programs focused on healthcare associated infection (HAI). The epidemiology has changed over the last decade, however limited information exists for community-associated infection. Case ascertainment and definitions used in mandatory reporting also vary across Europe. Our surveillance programme previously categorised cases into hospital or broadly into non-hospital/community acquired.

Objectives: Following an increase in ‘non-HAI’ CDI cases during the 3rd quarter of 2016 we implemented enhanced surveillance and retrospectively reclassified cases.

Methods: Analysis was performed over 12-months (Oct.15–Sept.16). Data was provided by the Surveillance IPC team. Patients were identified using electronic clinical records and our laboratory information management system. Cases were reclassified as either; Hospital acquired, Healthcare associated, Indeterminate or Community associated. A comparison between the two classification systems was made.

Results: 137 cases over the first 3-months were identified. 39% (S4/137) were defined as HAI and 61% as non-HAI. Using the enhanced surveillance definitions, the same 39% were reclassified as Hospital acquired. Of the 61% previous non-HAI cases; 25% were reclassified as Healthcare associated, 21% were classified as community-associated CDI and 15% were classified as Indeterminate. Of interest no further information would have been reported for the 83 non-HAI cases according to the previous surveillance programme.

Conclusion: CDI continues to pose a significant burden on patients, clinicians and the National Heath Service. This study provides a crucial insight into the incidence of true community-associated versus CDI associated with hospital admission. Enhanced surveillance better informs public health guidance, allowing a more detailed epidemiological assessment. Importantly improving our understanding of CDI also allows risk stratification and targeted prevention strategies.
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Introduction: Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is associated with significant economic burden. There is limited detailed data examining resource use and financial cost of hospitalised patients with CDI.

Objectives: To measure financial costs associated with recurrent CDI.

Methods: A retrospective case-control study in an NHS hospital including 32 patients with rCDI and 32 matched controls (index case of CDI but no recurrence) between 2013 and 2015. Patients were matched by date of CDI diagnosis (±3 months), age and sex.

Hospital finance systems were used to compare detailed financial costs for a range of categories including the following: drugs; blood and blood products; dialysis; radiotherapy; physiotherapy and occupational therapy; endoscopy; imaging; pathology; staffing costs comprising medical (training and non-training); nursing, administrative and clerical, professional and technical; ward costs; High Dependency Unit costs; Critical Care Unit costs; operating theatres costs; linen; sterile services; medical physics; catering; patient transport; portering; security; clinical coding; clinical audit; insurance; overheads.

Results: Mean length of stay was longer in those with rCDI (26.4 days) compared with those with index CDI (18.4) although this was not significant. There were significant differences in mean costs for the following: rCDI, index only, p value:

- Staffing costs: medical non-training grades £1019, £387.40, <.01
- Pathology £776.70, £335, <.01
- Security £4.33, £2.19, 0.02
- £28.65, <.03
- Departmental support £9.99, £3.99, <.01
- Clinical coding £40.29, £16.3%, p = 0.04
- £31.61, £8.41, <.01
- Surgical appliances £8.41, £3.38, <.04
- Depmtmental support £9.99, £3.99, <.01
- Clinical audit £5.45, £2.45, <.03
- Security £4.33, £2.19, 0.02
- Training £4.24, £1.17, <.01
- Overheads £3950, £2155, <.03
- Total costs £265,568, £15,796, <.02
- Costs for other categories were not significantly different.

Conclusion: rCDI is associated with significant costs which do not appear to be significantly associated with extended hospital stay. The majority of the excess costs comprised additional staffing, pathology and other ‘hidden’ costs that have been previously unrecognised e.g. clinical coding and audit, security, training and overheads. Higher costs for prevention strategies and treatment modalities that can reduce risk of CDI recurrence may be justified when this excess financial cost is taken into consideration.
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Introduction: Recent studies reported that a substantial portion of Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) occurred in the community and the community-onset CDI (CO-CDI) can lead to various complications including mortality.

Objectives: We evaluated the clinical characteristics of CO-CDI and elucidated risk factors for complication.

Methods: We performed a retrospective review of all inpatients with CDI of a 1,300 bed tertiary-care hospital in Korea from 2008 through 2015. CDI was defined as positive or equivalent result of the fecal toxin assay in patients with diarrhea. CO-CDI was defined as CDI occurring within 48 hours of admission. Complicated CO-CDI was defined if at least one of following event was occurred: 1) all-cause 30-day or in-hospital mortality, or 2) surgery due to CDI.

Results: Of total 1256 CDI during 8 years, 153 cases (12.2%) were classified as CO-CDI and 23 (15.0%) had complications, including 22 cases (14.4%) with mortality. 110 cases (71.9%) received antibiotic treatment within 30 days of the diagnosis of CO-CDI. 38 (24.8%) were long-term care residents, and 23 (15.0%) had previous CDI history. Among patients with complications, 16 patients (73%) had received antibiotics prior to admission. 15 non-complicated patients (75.8 vs. 69.6, p = 0.03) Proportion of men and prior proton pump inhibitor (PPI) use were also significantly higher in complicated group (65.2% vs. 41.5%, p = 0.04, 39.3% vs. 17.5%, p = 0.02, respectively). According to antibiotic classification, penicillin-derivatives were more frequently used in complicated group (40.0% vs. 16.3%, p = 0.04). Multivariate regression model showed leukocytosis (>20,000/μL) was significantly associated with complications (adjusted odds ratio [aOR], 4.05; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.20-13.72). Prior use of PPI was marginally associated with complications (aOR, 3.54; CI95, 1.00-12.48).

Conclusion: A considerable proportion (12.2%) of CDI was CO-CDI and 15.0% of them had poor outcome. Clinicians should be aware of the possibility of CDI when an elderly patient with diarrhea has prior antibiotic agent use within 1 month, despite suspicion of community-onset infection.
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Introduction: Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is a notable clinical and patient safety concern for hospitals in Hungary.

Objectives: We aimed to identify epidemiological and microbiological factors associated with increased risk of adverse outcomes in CDI patients in hospitals to inform clinical and infection control practice.

Methods: We analysed 4-month case-based mandatory CDI surveillance data from the Hungarian national nosocomial surveillance system reported by 53 hospitals that also participated in an enhanced surveillance from the Hungarian National Nosocomial Surveillance System reported by 53 hospitals that also participated in an enhanced microbiological surveillance in February and October-December 2016. Variables included detailed demographic and clinical data. Toxigenic C. difficile isolates were sent for typing to the national reference laboratory. Ribotypes (RT) were identified by conventional PCR ribotyping. Presence of binary toxin genes was detected by PCR. To explore associations between various factors and adverse outcomes (in-hospital case fatality; severe case – surgery, intensive therapy or death due to CDI), we performed univariate analyses and multiple logistic regressions in STATA.

Results: Overall 291 CDI cases were analysed. The following factors were found to be associated with an increased risk of in-hospital case
fatality in univariate analysis: male sex, rapidly (<1 year) and ultimately (<5 year) fatal underlying illness (McCabe scores), healthcare-associated origin, outbreak case, chronic kidney disease (CKD), binary toxin gene positivity. Among these, the unfavourable McCabe scores were independent predictors of death. The following factors were found to be associated with an increased risk of being a severe case in univariate analysis: rapidly fatal underlying illness, immunosuppressed status, CKD, malnutrition, RT027, binary toxin gene positivity. Among these, CKD and malnutrition were independent predictors of severity.

Conclusion: Distinguished therapeutic and infection control approach should be devoted to the most vulnerable patients suffering from CDI to prevent adverse outcomes.
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Introduction: The prevalence of Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) has become a focus of increased attention. As the C. difficile epidemic continues to grow, overlapping clinical presentations of CDI and IBD pose barriers to diagnosis and treatment.

Objectives: We retrospectively investigated the prevalence of CDI in IBD patients and analysed their demographic and clinical profile.

Methods: During analysis, the IBD patients (n = 721; M:F = 1:1.10:1) comprised of test group and an equal number of gender-matched patients with no indication of IBD was included as non-IBD controls. The demographic and clinical data as well as fecal C. difficile toxin status of all the patients were retrieved from laboratory records.

Results: The number of C. difficile positivity was more in the non-IBD group (20%) compared to IBD patients (16%) but the difference was not significant (p < 0.064). The patients in non-IBD group were relatively older (p < 0.001) compared to those in IBD group. The duration of diarrhea in the IBD group was significantly longer (p < 0.001) compared to the non-IBD group, but there was no significant difference (p > 0.063) in the frequency of diarrhea between the two groups. Blood in stool and abdominal pain symptoms were found to be significantly higher (p < 0.001) among the IBD group whereas watery diarrhea and fever were significantly associated (p < 0.001) with non-IBD group. There was significant improvement in most of the parameters during the time of follow up.

Conclusion: Though the prevalence of CDI in both IBD and non-IBD groups were almost similar, clinical symptom and age of presentation varied in them.
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Introduction: In countries where vaccination cannot be made mandatory among healthcare workers (HCWs), the alternative strategy for hospitals to prevent NOSO-INF during SI epidemics combine the obligation for healthcare workers (HCW) to be vaccinated or to wear a mask, as well as recommendations for visitors to wear a mask, in addition to the promotion of hand hygiene. This is the strategy (“zoning”) adopted by HUG since 2009.

Objectives: We describe SI epidemics (inclusive NOSO-INF) and compliance with recommendations at HUG from winter 2011/12 to winter 2015/16.

Methods: Suspected cases of SI (respiratory symptoms, fever with chills, muscular pain, or prostration) were screened using nasopharyngeal samples and confirmed by RT-PCR. Cases were defined as NOSO-INF when symptoms occurred >72 h after admission. Regular audits were performed to assess HCWs and visitors’ compliance with recommendations. HCWs were regularly informed about the evolution of SI epidemics and results of the audits.

Results: Between 2011/12 and 2015/16, a total of 1432 patients (min = 148 in 2011/12; max = 471 in 2011/12) tested positive for influenza. Droplet precautions with single room isolation whenever possible were implemented for 1245 patients (86.9%); in 2011/12,
droplet precautions were installed for only 73/148 patients (49.3%). The vaccination rate of hospital staff increased 12% (2011/12 29%; 2015/16 37%) and HCWs’ compliance with recommendations (vaccine or wearing of a mask during SI epidemics) increased 24% (2011/12 55%; 2005/16 79%). During 2015/16, only 11% of the visitors wore a mask while in wards. While the overall incidence of NOSO-INF declined by 31% over the study period, it was still 24% in 2015/16.

Conclusion: The combination of HCW vaccination and infection control measures (hand hygiene, droplet precautions and single room when available) for patients and HCWs is not sufficient to prevent nosocomial transmission of the influenza virus. Mandatory masking for visitors during SI should be considered as a necessary additional measure.
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Introduction: Systematic use of mask was recommended for healthcare workers (HCWs) of our institution during the 2016/2017 influenza outbreak to prevent respiratory virus transmission and nosocomial influenza.

Objectives: To evaluate HCWs’ perception towards the systematic use of mask in a French University hospital.

Methods: Voluntary HCWs (physician, nurse, nursing assistant, physiotherapist and others) of 16 emergency, internal medicine, infectious diseases, geriatric, pediatric and gynecology units were included in the perception survey; one investigator collected data by using a pre-tested questionnaire of 11 items. An infection control nurse observed compliance with use of mask for all HCWs of the same units.

Results: Between January and February 2017, 177 HCWs were included (mean of 11 HCWs/units); 102 (58%) were not used to wear a mask more than once per month. Overall, 169 (96%) reported to comply with use of mask during the influenza outbreak. Between December and March 2017, observed compliance with use of mask was 82% (2008/2461). Regarding daily care of patients, 43 (25%) and 26 (14%) declared that use of mask changed their practices and decreased quality, respectively. Comfort was decreased for 142 (80%) and 123 (70%) who had trouble communicating with patients. Wearing a mask was an effective mean to protect patients for 158 (89%), themselves for 142 (80%), their coworkers for 133 (75%) and their family for 107 (61%). A total of 33 (19%) considered not to be enough in the notifications was respectively 0.3%, 0.6%, 0.6%, 1.5% and 2.2%.

For the whole seasons, cases were mainly reported in long-term dependency care (29.5%), rehabilitation (27.0%), medicine (21.0%) and long-term care (20.3%) wards. Notifications were done around 25 days after the identification of the first case. Episodes included at least one infected health care professional in 50.0%, 57.1%, 53.1%, 60.0% and 22.6% respectively.

Conclusion: The outbreak of healthcare-associated influenza is strongly linked to the community transmission. The strengthening of standard precautions and the vaccination of healthcare professionals and high-risk patients are particularly essential during the epidemic period.
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Introduction: Several networks in France are in charge of the surveillance of community acquired influenza. Nevertheless, hospital’s data exist. As healthcare-associated infections (HCAI), cases contracted in hospital have to be notified since 2001.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to analyze and compare to community data HCAI notifications during the five flu-seasons from 2012 to 2017 in a French region.

Methods: Data were collected from the electronic tool used since 2012 to notify HCAI. Notifications were included if the first case of HCAI had occurred between the 1st October and the 31st March. As the involved microorganism was not systematically known, selection criteria were multiple: the anatomical site ("top"- "bottom"- "unknown"- "others" respiratory infection), the microorganism ("influenza" and "other" virus), the linked name ("influenza outbreak" and "influenza-like illness"), and "influenza" as free text. In addition, community data collected from a general physician network (French Sentinelles network) were analyzed.

Results: A total of 97 notifications were analyzed, respectively: 10, 14, 32, 10 and 31 from 2012 to 2017, representing a total of 1106 cases (respectively 135, 169, 315, 135 and 352). The healthcare outbreak peak occurred simultaneously with influenza community transmission for the same region, except for the season 2016-2017 for which hospital was concerned 3 weeks before community. About 90% of the notifications were outbreak episodes. The six sporadic cases concerned severe flu. Case-fatality rate reported in the notifications was respectively 0.3%, 0.6%, 0.6%, 1.5% and 2.2%.

For the whole seasons, cases were mainly reported in long-term dependency care (29.5%), rehabilitation (27.0%), medicine (21.0%) and long-term care (20.3%) wards. Notifications were done around 25 days after the identification of the first case. Episodes included at least one infected health care professional in 50.0%, 57.1%, 53.1%, 60.0% and 22.6% respectively.

Conclusion: The outbreak of healthcare-associated influenza is strongly linked to the community transmission. The strengthening of standard precautions and the vaccination of healthcare professionals are particularly essential during the epidemic period.
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Introduction: Annual influenza vaccination of healthcare workers (HCW) is considered an important intervention to prevent transmission of influenza in health care settings. We describe a strategy where leadership involvement improved flu vaccination among HCWs in a Norwegian University Hospital with a total of 12 000 employees.
Objective: Increased influenza vaccination coverage among HCWs.

Methods: For 18 years seasonal influenza vaccine has been offered to employees free of charge and measures to improve vaccination have been targeting clinical staff. In 2015 the hospital senior management and infection control team introduced a new infection control strategy where the main objective was establishing a more systematic approach to infection control measures. The aim was to empower local leaders to take responsibility and put infection control on the daily agenda. The infection control team offered to facilitate departments in their work, and created a toolkit making it easier for local managers to set achievable goals. Improving influenza vaccination coverage among HCWs was one of five hospital-wide topics of priority. Measures to improve vaccination coverage are management commitment, education, vaccination availability, communication strategies and comparing results within the hospital. The Pharmacy provides statistics of purchased vaccines for each department. An overview is published on the hospital intranet and department managers are responsible to register administered vaccines.

Results: The average number of purchased vaccines was 1780 from 2006-2012. From 2012-2014 the average was 3033, most likely due to a local campaign. After introducing the new infection control strategy a total of 4469 vaccines were purchased in 2016, a 60% increase compared to earlier seasons.

Conclusion: Introducing an infection control strategy ensuring management commitment seems to have had effect. We are satisfied with the preliminary improvement in influenza vaccination coverage among HCWs in our hospital. We now focus on the sustainability of the improvement, and are ambitious to achieve even better results.
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Introduction: Current pneumonia prediction scales may underestimate the severity of influenza pneumonia.

Objectives: This research study aimed to analyze routine and modified scales’ usefulness in predicting 28-day mortality.

Methods: Prospective cohort study included 145 patients with community acquired pneumonia (CAP); 48 of patients were with flu-like illness, 25 of them were (H1N1) RT-PCR positive. Routine CAP severity scores Pneumonia Severity Index (PSI) and CRB-65 (confusion, respiratory rate, blood pressure, age ≥ 65 years) were calculated; in addition, a modified and stratified scale was calculated by adding underlying disease ‘D’ defined according to (PSI) rule, peripheral oxygen saturation ‘S’ with stratification compatible with severity of hypoxemia, modifying the cutoff values of systolic blood pressure and respiratory rate according to quick Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (q-sofa) score and stratifying the age. These modifications led to underling disease, peripheral oxygen saturation (One point if Sao2 81% - 89%, two points if Sao2 < 80%), confusion, respiratory rate ≥ 22, systolic blood pressure ≤ 100 mm-Hg or diastolic blood pressure ≤ 60 mm-Hg, Age (one point if ≥ 65 years, two points if ≥ 75 years). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC) was used to compare the discriminative power of the severity scales. Serum creatinine phosphokinase (CPK) level was measured for each patient.

Results: The patients with flu-like illness were younger than patients with CAP other than influenza. The low-risk influenza pneumonia actual mortality was (PSI, CRB-65, DS-CRB-Age: 44.44%, 46.2%, 38% respectively) which was significantly higher than what reference predicted by PSI, CRB-65 (0.9%, 1.2% respectively). Of note, the AUC of DS-CRB-Age scale for patients with CAP other than influenza pneumonia was 0.78 (95% CI: 0.675-0.859), similar to that of PSI 0.77 (95% CI: 0.662-0.846). The positive likelihood ratio of CPK elevation above 1000 U/L for positively (H1N1) RT-PCR was 11.

Conclusion: PSI, CRB-65 and DS-CRB-Age scales are all weak prognostic scoring systems in predicting 28-day mortality in influenza pneumonia. Further studies are needed in patients with influenza pneumonia to find a better prognostic system.
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Introduction: Influenza is increasingly recognized as an important public health threat causing considerable morbidity and mortality each year.

Objectives: To describe the influenza outbreak in our hospital during influenza season 2015/2016.

Methods: A prospective observational study was conducted in a 2200 bed University Hospital. All hospitalized patients with influenza-like illness associated with laboratory-confirmation by RT-PCR were included. Nosocomial influenza was defined by a time interval between admission and symptoms’ onset >72 hours. Severe influenza was defined by admission into an intensive care unit.

Results: A total of 233 cases of influenza occurred, 178 adults and 55 children. Among 178 adults, 138 (78%) had at least one risk factor of complication and 61 (44%) were not vaccinated. Influenza A and Influenza B were diagnosed for 86 (48%) and 92 (52%) adults, respectively. A total of 22 (12%) adults developed severe influenza; 15 (68%) had Influenza A and 7 (32%) Influenza B. Among 55 children, Influenza A and Influenza B were diagnosed for 19 (35%) and 35 (64%) children, respectively. A total of 20 (36%) children developed severe influenza; 8 (40%) had Influenza A and 11 (55%) Influenza B. A total of 44 (19%) nosocomial-acquired influenza were identified; 38 (21%) adults and 6 (11%) children. Patients with nosocomial-acquired influenza were significantly older (median age 77y vs 67y), had more risk factors of complication (90% vs 74%), were hospitalized more frequently in double or multi-occupancy room (77% vs 54%) and droplet precautions were less applied (62% vs 82%) than the community-acquired influenza group.

Conclusion: These results highlight the necessity of a better education about droplet precaution and patient isolation. Moreover, a public policy vaccination for healthcare workers and patients should be encouraged to prevent nosocomial influenza infection.
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Introduction: The prevention of health-care associated infections is an important goal in all health care facilities (HCF). Influenza well-known preventive measures are vaccination and the use of surgical masks.
Objectives: This study estimates vaccination coverage among health care workers and assesses campaigns organized to promote these methods in 2017. This study has been conducted every flu season for 3 years.

Methods: A descriptive survey was conducted during the 2016-2017 flu epidemic. Data from HCF were collected thanks to an online platform. Items about vaccination rate and campaigns promoting mask use and vaccination were filled by Infection Control Team (ICT) in 2 French regions. Evolution of vaccination coverage was assessed for HCF that participated during the last 3 years.

Results: A total of 191 HCF (25%) participated. The overall influenza vaccination coverage (n = 177) was 20.4% [18.1 - 22.8] including 38.0% [33.8 - 42.2] (n = 158) for doctors and midwives, and 19.6% [16.8 – 22.4] (n = 167) for nurses and nursing assistants. The overall coverage increased in 36% of HCF between 2016 and 2017. Most of the HCF (93%) organized an information campaign and carried out a vaccination campaign. The organization was shared between Occupational health team (OHT) (21%), ICT (26%), and the hospital pharmacy (20%). Most healthcare workers (HCW) were vaccinated by their colleagues and OHT. Posters advising wearing a mask were present in 86% of HCF, mainly at the hospital entrance. Masks were available in the emergency, maternity and pediatric wards. Among participants, 44 HCF (23%) reported a flu outbreak, of which 45% involved long term care wards, and 73% used prophylaxis treatment for contacts (73%). This season, 33 HCF (17%) reported among HCW, either during cluster of case-patients or sporadic cases. A subset of 74 (39%) HCF has been answering for 3 seasons. No difference was found between season for overall vaccination coverage nor in each HCW category.

Conclusion: Despite information and vaccination campaigns, assessed during three years, the overall vaccination among HCW remains below expectation, about 20%. More effective measures such as behavioral methods are needed to reinforce prevention campaigns and enhance information level and awareness of patients and HCW.
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Introduction: PB2-701 of influenza A virus is a genetic marker for host adaptation. A D701N mutation of an avian virus can enhance the polymerase activity and viral replication in mammalian cells. PB2-702 shows host specificity, with most human viruses carry an arginine and most avian viruses carry a lysine. However, limited polymorphisms at these two residues are found in the natural isolates, limiting the study of their role in the polymerase.

Objectives: We aim to investigate the potential genetic polymorphism of the PB2-701 and 702 residues by site-directed random mutagenesis of the PB2 gene of the virus.

Methods: To elucidate the role of PB2-701/702 in viral fitness, site-directed random mutagenesis of the PB2 gene was performed to generate recombinant viruses with random mutations at PB2-701/702 in mammalian and avian cells. The polymerase activity, viral replication and pathogenicity of the mutant viruses generated were characterized.

Results: A wide range of viruses with different PB2-701/702 mutations were isolated. Several mutants demonstrated enhanced polymerase activity in mammalian cells and comparable viral replication and pathogenicity in mice when compared to the wild-type virus. Surface electrostatic charge prediction on the PB2 structural model revealed that the polymerase activity in mammalian cells generally increases as the surface of the PB2-700–703 region becomes more positively charged. On the other hand, some mutants had reduced polymerase activity and viral replication in mammalian cells. One of them (701A/702E) also had lower pathogenicity in mice. Distinct tissue tropism of the PB2-701/702 mutants was observed in chicken embryos. It was found that importin-4α has a role in the reduction of the polymerase activity in some mutants. Knocking-down the importin-4 of the mammalian cells enhanced the polymerase activity of the mutants with low polymerase activity, while the importin-4 inhibitory effect is not significant in other mutants with high polymerase activity.

Conclusion: Overall, this study demonstrated the potential genetic polymorphisms at PB2-701/702 and revealed the potential role of importin-4α in modulating the polymerase activity. The findings in this study may lead to the further study of the role of PB2-701/702 in virus-host interaction and contribute to the control of influenza.
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Introduction: Influenza presents a life-threatening infection for hospitalized patients, who might be nosocomially infected via healthcare workers (HCWs).
Especially the patients with a weakened immune system should take themselves intensively. It is necessary to look through the intermediary kind of occupation in hospital. Our facility is located in the suburbs and more than 20 km-distance from the center of the city.
Objectives: To certificate whether the incidences of influenza spreading in our hospital are related with the occurrence in the city, it is necessary to compare the mortality rate of influenza in our hospital with that of in the city retrospectively.
Methods: 1) Examinations to detect infection were performed in all cases and analyzed the periods, the type of occupation and the route of infection in 2015/2016 influenza.
2) Influenza peaks were examined in the report by Official Infectious Disease Surveillance Center in both 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 influenza. Incidences for patients and HCWs were calculated and possible epidemiological links were analyzed.
Results: Thirty patients and 98 HCWs were affected, including infected 11 HCWs in operation regions within 1 week. In HCWs, the rate of nurses was 44%, that of doctors 18% and that of clerks 9%.
Influenza peak was shown at Jan.24 in 2014/2015 and bimodal peaks at Feb.3rd and Feb 23rd in 2015/2016. In 2014/2015 season, the high incidence rate of nurses was 44%, that of doctors 18% and that of clerks 9%. Environmental and medical devices samples were also negative.
Conclusion: Cross-transmission, through the hands of healthcare professionals, has been the most probably cause of secondary cases in the province. Strict control measures proved effective in controlling the situation.
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Introduction: The transmission of multi-drug-resistant microorganisms (MDRM) is a public health problem, to limit antimicrobial treatment options and its ability to spread. This is especially worrisome for carbenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) for their difficult therapeutic management and high mortality rates. Early detection is essential to break transmission and prevent its spread.
At the end of 2015, an automatic alert system for the early identification of patients affected by these MDRMs was designed in our hospital. In March 2016, one case of CPE infection was identified in Seville. Until then, no cases with this genotypic profile had been recorded. This case was later transferred to another hospital in Seville.
Objectives: To describe the management of the first cases of CPE in Seville
Methods: Strict adherence to infection control measures and epidemiological investigation of cases, including identification of contacts, search of environmental reservoirs and review of cleaning and disinfection of medical devices were monitored. The strains of the affected patients were sent to the reference microbiological laboratory in Andalusia. “Alerts” were recorded on digital medical records of cases and contacts to detect early readmissions.
Results: There were five cases (3 infected and 2 colonized), involving three hospitals in Seville for transfer of patients. The identified strains of all patients were identical (KPC-3 producing clone ST512).
128 contacts were identified and “alert” in their history record. 21 contacts were readmissioned and all colonization studies were negative. Environmental and medical devices samples were also negative.
Conclusion: Cross-transmission, through the hands of healthcare professionals, has been the most probably cause of secondary cases in the province. Strict control measures proved effective in controlling the situation. The automatic alert system has enabled the contacts to be identified early to prevent transmission of the MDRM.
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Introduction: In recent years, carbenemase-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae (CR-Kp) has become endemic in Italy.
Objectives: A quasi-experimental study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of intensified infection control measures, including active surveillance of colonized patients through rectal swab, on reducing the circulation of CR-Kp in the intensive care units (ICUs, nearly 40 beds) of the tertiary 1,300 acute-care beds regional referral center university hospital, I.R.C.C.S. AOU San Martino-IST of Genoa, Northern Italy.
Methods: The intervention effect was analyzed with interrupted time series regression analysis. The study included a pre-intervention period (January 2009 - December 2011) and an intervention period (January 2013 - December 2016). During 2012, routine rectal screening was implemented and reached high level of adherence. Monthly incidence of first positive culture result for CR-Kp, either including or excluding rectal swab, and incidence of first isolation from blood, urine, respiratory specimens and samples from surgical site were compared.
Results: After the implementation of the intervention, the incidence of first positive culture results for CR-Kp significantly decreased, both including (slope: -0.15; p-value: 0.03) and excluding rectal swabs (slope: -0.13; p-value: 0.02). A significant reduction in the incidence of CR-Kp has been demonstrated also for samples from surgical site (slope: −0.06, p-value < 0.001) and lower respiratory tract (slope: −0.09, p-value = 0.05). A decreasing trend, even though not
statistically significant, was observed for the incidence of isolation of CR-Kp from blood (slope: -0.06, p-value: 0.1) and urine (slope: -0.03, p-value: 0.16).

Conclusion: Intensified infection control measures, including routine rectal surveillance swabs, resulted effective in reducing the circulation of CR-Kp in the ICUs. However, more efforts are needed to prevent bloodstream infections sustained by this microorganism.
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Introduction: Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC)-producing bacteria are a group of highly drug-resistant Gram-negative bacilli causing infections associated with significant morbidity and mortality. In recent years, Klebsiella have become a common pathogen causing nosocomial infections. KPC can spread rapidly within healthcare facilities, especially in long-term acute care hospital/hospitals

Objectives: To break the chain of transmission of CP-CRE in a surgical ward in a 1750-bedded tertiary hospital

Methods: CP-CRE patients were promptly isolated upon receiving positive results from the lab. Daily audit on personal protective equipment (PPE) and hand hygiene was conducted. Immediate feedback was given to healthcare workers and senior management was informed on non-compliance on a daily basis. Environmental cleaning was increased to twice a day with Sodium hypochlorite 1000 ppm. During the outbreak, environmental samplings were conducted. Sinks with positive cultures were scrubbed using sodium hypochlorite 1000 ppm. All affected rooms were disinfected with Hydrogen Peroxide Vaporization (HPV).

Results: Daily hand hygiene and PPE audit compliance improved from 70% to 100%. Environmental compliance improved from 14.3% to 100%. The majority of environmental samplings from sinks conducted post hydrogen peroxide vaporization were negative. Sinks with positive results were further scrubbed with Sodium hypochlorite. There are no reported cases of CP-CRE since the outbreak closure.

Conclusion: Sink scrubbing and hydrogen peroxide vaporization of environment together with good infection control practices helped to break the chain of transmission of CP-CRE in the surgical wards.
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Introduction: CRKP outbreaks have occurred all over the world and carries a high morbidity and mortality. There is limited information in the English speaking Caribbean where counties have newly developing or no AMR programs.

Objectives: To define the burden of colonisation with CRKP in the major hospital and to demonstrate how the use of this information can drive change and foster development of an IPC program in low resource setting.

Methods: Setting: The 600 bed Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH) is the only public hospital and serves as the referral hospital for a population of 270,000.

Study Design: Point-prevalence study of 26 wards, containing a total of 311 patients using rectal swabs were collected to determine colonization status in the hospital. This was followed by an in IPC interventional program.

Statistics: Data analyses were carried out with EpiInfo7.1.5 to determine associations between CRKP colonized patients and predictors.

Results: 18% of patients (53/299) were colonized/infected with CRKP.

Infected/colonized patients were older (64.7 vs. 48.7 years, p < 0.0001), Infected/colonized patients had a longer length of stay (42.5 vs. 27 days, p = 0.0042). Infected/colonized patients were more likely to have invasive devices (66% vs. 32%, p = 0.0001) and urinary catheters (55% vs. 24%, p < 0.0001)

Intervention Strategies: Hygiene audits were carried out prior to the estimation of burden of colonisation showing 20% compliance. A hand hygiene education program (STOP, THINK, GO) was set up with bimonthly audits & by 2016 compliance was 60%. Polices on urinary catheters with staff education, an antimicrobial stewardship program (ASP), screening (CRE/MRSA) of long term stay commenced.

Conclusion: Determining the burden of CRKP in the hospital has helped drive change in establishment of a robust IPC program with a new leadership structure. Strategies used in CRKP control from our experience can be used in other resource limited setting across the world.

Barbados lead in the wider regional in education & mentorship programs to improve IPC across the eastern Caribbean in conjunction with WHO/PAHO - IPC (ECC & WDC). The importance of international cooperation with agencies such as PAHO/WHO cannot be underestimated in a resource limited setting.
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Introduction: In 2012 first isolates of NDM producing Klebsiella pneumoniae (KP-NDM) have been reported in Poland. After increase of KP-NDM frequency in 2015 in Warsaw and Masovian County, the expert group at the Masovian Sanitary Inspectorate has been asked to develop policy to control transmission of Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) in hospitals.

Objectives: The prospective study at the regional level has been undertaken to assess the effectiveness of the policy to control of KP-NDM spread in hospitals.

Methods: The policy “Screen, Isolate and Report” (SIR) has been developed based on ECDC and national guidelines on CPE prevention
Correspondence:-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) Evaluation of in vitro susceptibility of minocycline for carbapenem resistance. The SIR policy established at the regional level has been accepted in majority of hospitals with 45 liters per 1000 patient-days. The SIR policy was approved by the institutional review board. All data were analyzed by using computer based SPSS (statistical program for social science) Rate. Conclusion: Almost 75% of KP-NDM positive patients have been isolated according the policy, including 30% in single rooms with toilets. The hand hygiene in hospitals has improved, from 27 to 45 liters per 1000 patient-days. The SIR policy established at the regional level has been accepted in majority of hospitals with substantial effectiveness.
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Introduction: We are in a position where Multidrug resistant bugs are over ruling the healthcare settings with only limited availability of drugs effective against them. Considering the cost factor, side effects and prolonged hospital stay for the treatment of these bugs we are desperately in need of a drug that would help reduce the hospital stay and would be effective orally.

Objectives: 1. To evaluate the in vitro susceptibility of Minocycline in CRE 2. To compare the in vitro susceptibility of Minocycline against Tigecycline for the same isolates

Methods: Non-repetitive, consecutive 57 isolates of MDR Klebsiella pneumoniae species from all clinical samples were tested for susceptibility against Minocycline using E-test (supplied by BIOMERIOUX) that detects MIC range from 0.016 to 256 μg/ml. The MIC cut-off range for Minocycline is based on CLSI 2016 and the interpretation is as follows - Sensitive, Intermediate & Resistant were interpreted as 0.125, 1 & 2 μg/ml respectively.

The Tigecycline MIC will be interpreted as per the EUCAST guidelines 2016. MIC range is as follows: sensitive (1), Resistant (4). The MIC for the same isolate was interpreted as per the susceptibility pattern provided by the automated system BD PHOENIX/VITEK.

Results: The in vitro susceptibility of these isolates to Minocycline as follows were as follows:

Klebsiella pneumoniae- 38.5% sensitive(22/57); 21.05% Intermediate(12/57); 40.3% Resistant(23/57).
The in-vitro susceptibility of Klebsiella pneumoniae to Tigecycline was as follows – 8.7% sensitive (5/57); 24.5% Intermediate (14/57); 66.6% Resistant (38/57).

Conclusion: 1. Minocycline is a reasonable option for CRE but NOT as effective antibiotic for treatment infections that caused by multi-drug resistant bacteria. So, emergence of resistance to carbapenem can lead to considerable problem.

Objectives: The aim of this study was detection of the OXA-48 as an important metallo-beta-lactamase in the isolated Klebsiella pneumoniae cause of serious nosocomial infection.

Methods: In this cross sectional study 32 carbapenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae isolated from clinical specimens in teaching hospitals in Mashhad and Hamedan were examined. After identification and determination of resistance to carbapenem, antibiotic resistance patterns were evaluated.
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Introduction: Worldwide, ICUs are faced with increasingly rapid emergence and spread of AM-resistant bacteria because of frequent use of broadspectrum AMs, shortage of nursing and other supporting staff due to economic pressures (which increases the likelihood of person-to-person transmission of microorganisms). Objectives: The present study was, designed to the AM sensitivity pattern of microbial isolates from patients in intensive care units (ICUs) of a low resource setting tertiary care hospital, Bangladesh.

Methods: Prospective observational study (Descriptive longitudinal) done in ICU of Rajshahi Medical College Hospital, Bangladesh from 2014 to 2015. All demographic, clinical & laboratory data were recorded in a pre designed data collection sheet. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board. All data were analyzed by using computer based SPSS (statistical program for social science) Rate.

Results: Over a period of 24 months, 1367 patients were admitted in the ICU with 129 cultures from 305 patients for laboratory tests. Out of these,organisms were isolated from 129 cultures taken from 305 patients, giving an infection rate of 42%. Of the 129 cultures, 49 were Gram-positive and 75 Gram-negativa.

The most frequently isolated organisms were Coagulase-negative staphylococci (23.4%) and K. pneumoniae (22.5%).

Gram-negative isolates were sensitive to Meropenem (75.19%). The 3rd generation cephalosporins, Ceftriaxone were widely resistant (73.5%).

DISCUSSION Infection with resistant organisms can be associated with poor prognosis if the initial antibiotic used does not provide adequate coverage. AMs should be altered based on sensitivity results or stopped altogether if no organism has been isolated and the clinical picture of patients permit it.

Conclusion: Coagulase-negative staphylococci & K. pneumoniae are the predominant isolated organism. Since the 3rd generation cephalosporins, Ceftriaxone are very ineffective due, possibly, to their frequent use in the ICUs studied, their use should be restricted.
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Introduction: Carbenem resistant is one of the increasing global problems in health care systems. Carbenem is one of the most effective antibiotic for treatment infections that caused by multi-drug resistance bacteria. So, emergence of resistance to carbenem can lead to considerable problem.

Objectives: The aim of this study was detection of the OXA-48 an important metallo-beta-lactamase in the isolated Klebsiella pneumoniae cause of serious nosocomial infection.

Methods: In this cross sectional study 32 carbenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae isolated from clinical specimens in teaching hospitals in Mashhad and Hamedan were examined. After identification and determination of resistance to carbenem, antibiotic resistance patterns were evaluated.
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Introduction: K. pneumoniae, although a part of the normal flora of intestine of humans, has received an increasing attention due to its increasing ability to resist many antimicrobials particularly carbapenem. CRKP has become an important nosocomial pathogen because of its rapid spread, limited treatment options, and ability to transfer resistance genes to other prevalent pathogens as E.coli.

Methods: Samples from patients are sent to Microbiological Diagnostics and Infection Control Unit (MDICU). After K. pneumoniae isolates are confirmed, the overall prevalence of CRKP among all isolates is determined and classified into MDR, XDR and PDR to all antibiotics using disk diffusion, MIC with resazurin dye and E-test. After plasmid extraction, isolates containing plasmids were subjected to PCR for detection of plasmid control in carbapenem-resistant strain K. pneumoniae. Plasmid curing was successfully done. Transformation and conjugation experiments were successfully done using Escherichia coli (ATCC® 25922™) kindly given by NAMRU3.

Results: From July 2014 till July 2015, including 962 patients with clinically suspected HAIs, from ICUs. Out of the 1289 clinical samples, 507 pathogenic organisms were detected. After confirmatory tests, 119 isolates were confirmed K. pneumoniae and was the only microorganism isolated from 102 samples (85.7%), while the other 17 samples (14.3%) were mixed growth. The overall prevalence of CRKP among all isolates causing nosocomial infections was 8.3%. Out of 42 CRKP isolates, 27 isolates were MDR to three antibiotics or more, 13 isolates were XDR to all antibiotics except one or two and only 2 isolates were PDR to all antibiotics. After plasmid extraction, 34 isolates were containing plasmids from 25 isolates harbored KPC gene. Plasmid curing was successfully done. Transformation and conjugation experiment were successfully done using Escherichia coli (ATCC® 25922™).

Conclusion: Most effective drugs against CRKP infections were Tigecycline, Colistin and dual carbapenem therapy whereas the least effective were Ampicillin and Augmentin.
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Introduction: Carbapenem resistance in Klebsiella pneumoniae is of significant public health concern and recently increased in several European countries.

Objectives: We analysed data from the German Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance (ARS) System to investigate non-susceptibility of K. pneumoniae isolates from hospital patients to carbapenems.

Methods: ARS contains routine data of antimicrobial susceptibility testing from voluntarily participating laboratories. The first clinical K. pneumoniae isolate per quarter per hospital patient from 2009 to 2016 was included. Data from 2016 are preliminary and might be subject to changes. Isolates tested resistant or intermediate to at least 1 carbapenem were classified as non-susceptible.

Results: 177,936 isolates from 619 hospitals were included. The median patient age was 74 years (IQR: 61-82). 44.0% of the isolates were from women, 35.9% from men, and 20.1% were unspecified. Most isolates were from urine (57.3%), swabs (14.7%), respiratory tract (11.0%), wounds (8.8%), or blood (4.3%). 97.0% of the isolates were tested against ≥1 carbapenem (meropenem: 92.7%, imipenem: 94.9%, ertapenem: 33.8%) and predominantly evaluated according to EUCAST guidelines (68.9%). 943 of 172,624 isolates (0.55%, 95% CI 0.51; 0.58) were tested non-susceptible to ≥1 carbapenem. Non-susceptibility increased from 0.20% (95% CI 0.12; 0.32) in 2009 to 0.68% (95% CI 0.60; 0.76) in 2015 and 0.72% (95% CI 0.63; 0.82) in 2016. An analysis in continuously participating hospitals indicated an increasing linear trend (p < 0.001). Non-susceptibility was higher in men (0.82%; 95% CI 0.75; 0.89) than women (0.39%, 95% CI 0.35; 0.44) and highest in patients aged 1-19 years (1.37%, 95% CI 1.03; 1.82). Non-susceptibility differed by source: urine: 0.34% (95% CI 0.31; 0.38), swabs: 0.82% (95% CI 0.72; 0.94), respiratory tract: 0.83% (95% CI 0.71; 0.97), wounds: 0.62% (95% CI 0.50; 0.75), blood: 0.58% (95% CI 0.43; 0.78).

Conclusion: Non-susceptibility of K. pneumoniae isolates against carbapenems in Germany is still uncommon but steadily increasing. These results emphasize the need for public health measures to control further spread of carbapenem-resistance and preserve treatment options for patients.
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Introduction: The incidence of hospital-acquired infections caused by carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative bacteria has increased worldwide. These infections significantly impact in-hospital mortality rates and healthcare costs.
Objectives: To evaluate epidemiological aspects of nosocomial infections caused by carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative bacteria in a Brazilian tertiary-care public-affiliated hospital.

Methods: This is a descriptive study, based on data from the surveillance system of the study hospital infection control service and on the patients' medical records admitted from 2014 January to 2015 December.

Results: Of the 15,991 patients admitted in these two years, 3.39% (543/15,991) developed any nosocomial infection and, among these, 14.18% (77/543) were infected by carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative bacteria. Most common isolates were Klebsiella pneumonae (31), Acinetobacter baumannii (31), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (12), Enterobacter cloacae (2), and Escherichia coli (1). The mean age of the infected patients was 53 years old, ranging from 6 months to 89 years old. Patients have been hospitalized for an average period of 63 days, ranging from 8 to 443 days. The mean time between admission and onset of the nosocomial infection episode was 31 days, ranging from 6 to 221 days. Among these 77 patients, 40 (51.28%) were admitted to an intensive care unit. Regarding the topography of infection, 32.47% were bloodstream infections, 23.38% were pneumonia, 14.29% were surgical site infections, 6.49% were infections of a catheter insertion site, and 1.28% were tracheobronchitis. Most of the infected patients (64.9%) died in the hospital.

Conclusion: Clinical outcome of pan-drug resistant Klebsiella Pneumoniae (PDRKP) bloodstream infections- a single center study in India
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Introduction: Carbapenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae blood-stream infections (BSI) have become endemic in Indian tertiary care hospitals. This led to increased use of colistin resulting in emergence of colistin resistant & pan-drug resistant strains.

Objectives: Objective of the study was to evaluate clinical outcomes of 50 patients with PDRKP BSI over a five year period in a tertiary care hospital.

Methods: Retrospective chart review of 50 patients with PDRKP BSI was done. Isolates were identified as PDRKP if they were resistant to all available antibiotics including carbapenems and colistin. Pathogen identification and antibiotic susceptibility testing was done with VITEK 2 compact (bioMérieux, France). To identify independent risk factors associated with in-hospital mortality, risk factors with a p-value of < 0.1 in univariate analysis were included in a stepwise, multivariable logistic regression model. Statistical analysis was done using the STATA 12.1 (StataCorp, USA).

Results: 66 cases of PDRKP BSI were identified in the 5 year period (January 2011- December 2015). Among the 66 patients, 16 patients were excluded as they left the hospital against medical advice. Overall in-hospital mortality rate was 7.4% (37/50). In univariate analysis, risk factors significantly associated with mortality were- ICU stay (61.5% vs. 83.8%, P = 0.07), length of stay prior to onset of BSI (mean days (SD): 9.2 (10.2) vs. 18.2 (20.2), P = 0.06), Pitts bacteremia score of ≥4 (23.1% vs. 86.5%, P < 0.001), pneumonia as source of BSI (0% vs. 27.2%, P = 0.03), and mechanical ventilation (30.7% vs. 89.1%, P < 0.001). In stepwise multivariable analysis, only Pitts bacteremia score ≥4 (OR 2.13 [95% CI 4.3 – 105.4; P < 0.001] was significantly associated with mortality. Among patients who died, 18 died within 48 hours of culture positivity.

Conclusion: PDRKP BSI is associated with a high mortality. Pan-drug resistant invasive infections are on the rise in Indian hospitals and there is an urgent need for newer antibiotics. Implementation of antimicrobial stewardship programs and stringent infection control measures is a priority.
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Introduction: Gram-negative carbapenemase-producing organisms (CPO), especially Enterobacteriaceae, have become a global concern in healthcare settings due to their rapid spread and resistance to most antimicrobial options. Early and accurate detection of CPOs is crucial for optimizing both infection control and therapy. However, phenotypic and genotypic results do not always agree, due to expression of β-lactam resistance, efflux mechanisms, and difficult to detect plasmid changes. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) provides comprehensive predictions of antimicrobial resistance (AR), but generates substantial amounts of data.

Objectives: The goal of this study was to evaluate two popular web-based resources that identify AR genes from WGS sequences for their accuracy and ease of use.

Methods: We analyzed WGS data from 27 CPOs (previously identified by two commercial assays) by querying gene databases available from the Center for Genomic Epidemiology (ResFinder) and the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (Resistance Gene Finder -RGI). The genotype predicted by WGS was correlated with standard antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) results for β-lactam, aminoglycoside, and tetracycline resistance.

Results: 258 unique resistance determinants were identified by RGI and 152 by ResFinder. Average correlation between AR genotypes and phenotypes ranged between 85-100% for most classes of antibiotics with the exception of tetracycline, where sensitivity relative to AST was only 58%. Both ResFinder 2.1 and RGI detected the presence of aminoglycoside resistance genes in 89% of phenotypically resistant strains. Correlation between resistance genotypes and resistance to cephalothin antibiotics was high (95% with ResFinder and 96% using RGI). ResFinder, however, provided a higher concordance between phenotype and genotype for carbapenem resistance than RGI (97% versus 85%, respectively, P = 0.03).

Conclusion: Both ResFinder and RGI predicted phenotypic resistance from WGS data with a high degree of accuracy. RGI was quick and easy to use, but missed three carbapenem resistance genes. ResFinder provides more options for analysis, and performed slightly better, but is limited to acquired resistance genes. Both are useful epidemiologic tools but are not yet ready to replace standard AST results.
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Introduction: The emergence of carbapenemases represents a major problem due to their successful dissemination capacity. Biofilms...
formed in hospital effluents represent crossroads of human feces (bacteria and antibiotics) and environmental microorganisms.

**Objectives:** In the present work, we assessed the presence of antibiotics and carbapenem-resistant bacteria in hospital effluent and we pointed out the presence of mobile genetic elements with diffusion capacities.

**Methods:** Biofilms (15 days-old) formed in the effluents of the teaching hospital Gabriel Montpied, (Clermont-Ferrand, France) were disassembled and spread onto 8 μg/mL Imipenem-R2A/agar plates. Resulting colonies were identified using mass spectrometer analysis (MALDI-TOF technology BioMérieux) or 16S DNA sequencing. Antibiotic susceptibility patterns were determined using Vitek2 (Biomerieux).

**Results:** The majority of imipenem potentially released in the hospital effluent was calculated using pharmacokinetics parameters and its Predicted Environmental Concentration (PEC) in the wastewater was calculated.

**Conclusion:** Understanding the country-specific epidemiology and consequent costs of resistant infections are increasingly important given the global spread of antimicrobial resistance and in particular for Australia, given the close proximity with highly endemic countries. These data provide the baseline estimates of the economic burden of resistance of key GNB within Australia.
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**Introduction:** Antimicrobial resistance of gram-negative bacilli (GNB) is a global threat but little is known about the health and economic impact at the country-level. This information is necessary to ensure relevant and local data are used to make clinical decisions and to drive health policy changes.

**Objectives:** To determine the impact of antimicrobial resistance on bloodstream, urinary and respiratory tract infections caused by *Escherichia coli* (E. coli), *Klebsiella pneumoniae* (K. pneumoniae) and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (P. aeruginosa) in Australian hospitals.

**Methods:** We developed a model to measure the healthcare costs of third-generation cephalosporin (3GC)-resistant E. coli, 3GC-resistant K. pneumonia and ceftazidime-resistant P. aeruginosa in Australia. The model utilizes Australian estimates of incidence density and the proportion of those that are resistant. These data are supplemented with estimates from high-quality studies of attributable morbidity and mortality. We performed a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the healthcare costs of additional bed-days in 2014 for each resistant infection.

**Results:** In 2014, we estimate a total of 7,593 3GC-resistant E. coli infections, 1,091 3GC-resistant K. pneumoniae infections and 3,374 ceftazidime-resistant P. aeruginosa infections, which includes bloodstream, urinary and respiratory tract infections. In bloodstream infections (BSI), 3GC-resistant E. coli resulted in largest healthcare burden, with an additional 3,153 bed-days. Cefazidime-resistant *P. aeruginosa* isolated from respiratory tract infections resulted in an additional 692 bed-days which amounted to an additional AUD1,862,779 (95% CI 1.7-2.0 million) per year. Both 3GC-resistant *E. coli* and *K. pneumoniae* BSI resulted in an additional cost of AUD 5,798,512 (95% CI 1.5-12.9 million) and AUD1,311,030 (95% CI 325,785-3.1million), respectively and a total cost of AUD 8,972,321 for the three GNB resistant infections.

**Conclusion:** Understanding the country-specific epidemiology and consequent costs of resistant infections are increasingly important given the global spread of antimicrobial resistance and in particular for Australia, given the close proximity with highly endemic countries. These data provide the baseline estimates of the economic burden of resistance of key GNB within Australia.
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**Introduction:** Resistance to colistin, the major drug of last-resort for carbapenem- and aminoglycoside-resistant Gram-negative bacteria, also is associated with plasmid-mediated mcr-1 gene. Plasmids can harbour a lot of resistance genes together, and these genes can be transferred horizontally both within and between species.

**Objectives:** We aimed to investigate molecular mechanisms of resistance to β-lactam antibiotics, aminoglycosides and colistin in carbapenem- and aminoglycoside-resistant Gram-negative bacteria causing healthcare-associated infections in a major regional hospital in Turkey.

**Methods:** A total of 92 isolates, 70 *Acinetobacter baumannii*, 14 *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and 8 *Klebsiella pneumoniae* were enrolled in the study. Only 4 (% 4.3) of them were colistin-resistant. Extended-spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL) genes, plasmid-mediated aminoglycoside resistance genes and mcr-1 gene were investigated by using PCR method.

**Results:** Aminoglycoside resistance genes were detected in 14 (%15.2) isolates, including 7/14 (%50) *rmtC*-positive *P. aeruginosa*, 4/70 (%5.7) *rmtH*-positive *A. baumannii* and 3/8 (%37.5) *rmtH*-positive *K. pneumoniae*. The single colistin-resistant *A. baumannii* isolate carried only blaOXA-23-like gene. All of 3 colistin-resistant *K. pneumoniae* isolates were blaCTX-M-positive, 2 of them were *rmtH*- and blaOXA-24-like-positive, while other was blaOXA-48-like-positive and did not carry aminoglycoside resistance genes. Other *rmtH*-positive *K. pneumoniae* isolate was colistin-susceptible and also harbored blaOXA-48-like and blaCTX-M genes. All of 4 *rmtH*-positive *A. baumannii* isolates also harbored blaOXA-23-like, blaOXA-24-like genes. Four of 7 *rmtC*-positive *P. aeruginosa* isolates also harbored blaOXA-24-like gene. The mcr-1 gene was not detected.

**Conclusion:** The high coexistence rate of aminoglycoside resistance genes with ESBL genes may be a strong sign for upcoming threat. We can conclude that prospective studies investigating these resistance genes in larger populations, especially during the healthcare-associated infection outbreaks, is extremely critical for surveillance. Thus, rational use of antibiotics can decrease mortality.
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Introduction: Prevention and control of healthcare-associated infections (HAI) are of a high priority in modern healthcare. Monitoring and investigation of the resistance of microorganisms isolated from patients and from hospital facilities to disinfecting agents (DA) allow to substantiate DA selection and correct timely rotation principles to reduce a possibility of spreading of resistant strains of HAI pathogens.

Objectives: A research on resistance to DA was carried out for two principles to reduce a possibility of spreading of resistant strains of HAI pathogens.

Methods: The study was carried out according to the methodology developed at the Institute and harmonized with European norms for 5 DAs (3 agents based on quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs), 1 agent based on hydrogen peroxide, 1 agent based on dichloroisocyanuric acid sodium salt) that were used in the perinatal center.

Results: Study of strains susceptibility revealed resistance of A. baumannii to QACs based disinfectants and resistance of E. meningoseptica to all five disinfectants. After further study both strains were found to be susceptible to agents based on aldehydes, calcium hypochlorite, chloramine, peracetic acid and sodium percarbonate.

Conclusion: Conducted studies show an importance of monitoring and assessing of hospital microbial strains resistance not only to antibiots, but also to disinfectants. This is required for conduction of timely scientifically based rotation of disinfectants, and allows to evaluate a possibility and necessity of biological disinfection for effective prevention of HAI.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial resistance can be transferred between bacteria, and their plasmid-encoded resistant genes can be next transferred to other pathogens.

Objectives: We aimed to detect occurrence of transferable resistance among Gram-negative bacteria isolated from hospital environment in Slovakia between January - December 2015.

Methods: In this study, we tested 137 isolates of Gram-negative bacteria from hospital environment for transferable resistance. Transferability of resistance-determinants was assessed by phenotypic methods with conjugal experimental experiments. Strains of rifampin-resistant Escherichia coli 3110, rifampin-resistant Proteus mirabilis P38, rifampin-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1008, and rifampin resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1670 were used as recipient strains. Escherichia coli strain ATCC 25922 was used as a control strain.

Results: Analysis of transferable resistance was performed with 158 environmental isolates, excluding 21 (13.3%) isolates for selectable resistance of rifampicin and nalidixic acid. Transferable resistance was confirmed in 54 isolates (39.4%), of which 29 (53.7%) were Pseudomonas spp., 12 (22.2%) Enterobacter spp., 10 (18.5%) Klebsiella spp. and 3 (5.6%) other species. Colistin (36; 66.7%), cefotaxime (21; 38.9%), ceftazidime (16; 29.6%) and aztreonam (16; 29.6%) resistances were the most frequently transferred resistotypes. Transfer only the one determinant of resistance was observed in 36 isolates (66.7%) and the multiple transfer in 18 isolates (33.3%). Interspecies transfer among the multiresistant Gram-negative bacteria was observed in 29 isolates (53.7%). The most frequent recipient of antibiotic resistance determinants was strain Escherichia coli 3110 with 48 transfers (88.9%), followed Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1670 (22 transfers; 40.7%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1008 (19 transfers; 35.2%) and Proteus mirabilis P38 (5 transfers; 9.3%).

Conclusion: In this study, we described high proportion of transferable resistance among environmental isolates of Gram-negative bacteria from health-care facilities in Slovakia. It was shown that multiple resistance determinants can be transferred not only among same species, but interspecies, too.
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Introduction: In intensive care units (ICUs), health-care associated infections (HAI) caused by antimicrobial-resistant bacteria (AMRB) constitute a difficult task for physicians.

Objectives: - To determine the incidence of HAI caused by AMRB in a medical ICU of a university hospital and to describe the antibiotic resistance profiles of infecting pathogens. - To identify independent risk factors for acquiring AMRB in ICUs.

Methods: We conducted a 15 months prospective study (September 15th 2015 to December 15th 2016) in the adult medical ICU of University Hospital-Farhat Hached (Sousse-Tunisia). Patients admitted in the ICU for more than 48H were included. The resistance patterns of all isolates were collected. Univariate and multivariate analysis were performed to identify independent risk factors for acquiring AMRB. A p value of 0.05 was considered significant.

Results: During the study period, 221 patients were eligible, 40 of them developed 45 AMRB acquired infections with an incidence of 16.08/1000 patient-days. AMRB was mostly incriminated in ventilator associated pneumonia (56.5%). The most frequent organisms were: AMR Acinetobacter Baumannii sensitive only to colimycin and Rifampicin.
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Introduction: Infection remains a major cause of mortality and morbidity after trauma. The emergence of multidrug-resistant organisms (MDRO) is responsible for limited therapeutic options.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to identify the prevalence and risk factors of MDRO infections in multiple trauma patients.

Methods: We conducted a single-center, retrospective study of 820 adult patients admitted to a trauma center of Uijeongbu St. Mary’s Hospital in Korea from 2014 to 2015. Only first positive culture data per organism from each specimen were analyzed. Organism considered a contaminant was excluded.

Results: Total 515 positive cultures from 125 patients were obtained. Carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (CRAB, 22.1%), methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA, 14.2%), carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa (2.1%), vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (1.7%), and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (0.6%) were isolated in multiple trauma patients. Multivariate logistic regression analysis found that, abdomen Abbreviated Injury Scale ≥3 (odds ratio [OR] = 2.83; 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.07-7.89; P = 0.039), intensive care treatment (OR = 5.07; 95% CI = 1.67-17.89; P = 0.006), number of operative procedures (OR = 3.49; 95% CI = 1.33-9.96; P = 0.014), and pneumonia (OR = 5.51; 95% CI = 1.97-16.96; P = 0.002) were risk factors for MDRO infections. Age, sex, preexisting medical condition, Glasgow Coma Scale, type of injury, and invasive device usage were not statistically related to MDRO infections. By Kaplan-Meier analysis, the in-hospital mortality was higher in the MDRO group (18.8% vs. 5.41%; P = 0.053).

Conclusion: Multiple trauma patients had high rates of CRAB and MRSA. This research suggests that trauma patients with severe abdominal injury, intensive care treatment, multiple operative procedures and pneumonia are at increased risk for MDRO infections. Recognition of the identified risk factors may help to guide the appropriate use of empirical antibiotics.
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Introduction: Armenia has not yet established a formal antibiotic resistance (AMR) surveillance system program. An important limiting factor to conducting routine AMR surveillance is the underutilization of bacteriological diagnostics in routine clinical practice.

Objectives: To demonstrate that routine bacteriological diagnostics and AMR surveillance can provide clinicians with the information needed to guide better antimicrobial treatment decisions and inform infection prevention and control policies in clinical settings.

Methods: Descriptive observational study. Clinicians will be requested to send blood cultures for all cases meeting a standardized case definition of sepsis. Local diagnostic laboratories underwent capacity building workshops to standardize detection of AMR according to EUCAST methodology. A national reference laboratory will be supported to provide confirmation of AMR and to collate the data. Data will be analyzed by epidemiologists and reported as part of surveillance program, to inform stewardship and IPC.

Results: The European strategic action plan on AMR was adopted in September 2011. The government of Armenia developed a national AMR action plan in 2015. Since then, Armenia is working towards achieving a robust AMR surveillance program that will contribute to the CAESAR and eventually to WHO GLASS. The study is in the implementation phase and data collection has not yet commenced. In addition to technical guidance, material support will be provided to clinicians and hospital laboratories. Samples collected as part of this study will be processed in parallel at the hospital laboratory and at the national reference laboratory for AMR.

Conclusion: As a result of this study, baseline data on main pathogens causing BSIs and their antimicrobial susceptibility patterns will become available. Capacity for diagnostic bacteriologic testing at the local hospital laboratory and at the national reference laboratory level will be strengthened.
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Introduction: Elizabethkingia meningoseptica is an emerging pathogen in the hospital environment. It can cause hospital-acquired infections, especially among immunocompromised patients. This pathogen is often resistant to multiple antibiotics, making it difficult to treat.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to report the emergence of E. meningoseptica as a nosocomial pathogen causing outbreaks in a hospital and to discuss the lessons learnt in containing the spread.

Methods: A descriptive retrospective study was conducted at Medanta, Gurugram, India. All cases of E. meningoseptica infections were identified from the laboratory database over a period of 1 year. Antibiotic susceptibility patterns were analyzed and infection control measures were implemented to prevent further spread.

Results: A total of 10 cases of E. meningoseptica infections were identified. The infections were mainly acquired in the ICU and were associated with multiple risk factors such as duration of stay, use of invasive devices, and immunosuppression. The antibiotic susceptibility pattern showed resistance to multiple classes of antibiotics. Infection control measures such as strict hand hygiene, appropriate use of personal protective equipment, and barrier precautions were implemented to prevent further spread.

Conclusion: E. meningoseptica is an emerging pathogen with a high potential for nosocomial transmission. Effective infection control practices are crucial in preventing its spread in healthcare settings. The lessons learnt from this study emphasize the importance of timely identification and prompt implementation of appropriate infection control measures to contain such outbreaks.
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Introduction: An outbreak of *Elizabethkingia meningoseptica* occurred between October and November 2014, in the liver transplant unit of tertiary health care center in northern India. A steady rise of incidence of this nosocomial pathogen had been observed prior to the outbreak.

Objectives: This study reports lessons learnt from the outbreak, early recognition of the pathogen, role of environmental surveillance and infection control measures undertaken to contain spread or outbreaks in the hospital.

Methods: Identification and antimicrobial sensitivity of *E meningoseptica* isolated from clinical and environmental samples were done by Vitek 2 Compact (Biomerieux). Identification was confirmed by Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for isolates identified during the outbreak. Environmental samples were collected from water, sink surfaces, furniture and equipment that were in immediate contact of patients who were culture positive for *E meningoseptica*. Rigorous cleaning and decontamination measures were undertaken increasing the number to three times daily (initially done twice) and cohorting of the patients was done. Traffic in those wards and rooms were controlled. Stringent hand hygiene practices were assured for the staff and visitors.

Results: A total of 473 isolates were identified between 2010 and 2016, it showed a steady rise from 19 in 2010 to 145 in 2014, with an outbreak in the liver transplant unit and then decreasing to 126 in 2015 and 42 in 2016. It was most commonly seen in patients of liver transplant (32.13%) followed by Gastroenterology (21.35%) and were mostly isolated from blood (38.68%) followed by endotracheal secretions (23.89%). Out of 117 environmental samples, 4(3.4%) surface swabs grew *E meningoseptica*.

Conclusion: *E meningoseptica* is an emerging multiresistant nosocomial pathogen with potential to cause outbreaks. Its early recognition and implementation of stringent infection control measures helped in reducing number of cases in subsequent years. Vigilant environmental surveillance and infection control practices are the mainstay in preventing such environmental organisms establishing as pathogens in resource limited settings.
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Introduction: Multi-drug resistant organisms (MDROs) are one of the most pressing issues in public health nowadays. The overuse and misuse of antibiotics has accelerated the spreading of MDROs. Infection Control Branch (ICB) launched out a "Use Antibiotic Wisely. Prevent Antimicrobial Resistance" Video Competition in 2015-2016. The competition aims to raise public’s awareness on using antibiotic wisely so as to prevent antimicrobial resistance.

Objectives: To encourage general public especially the younger generation to support safe use of antibiotics and realize the antimicrobial resistance is a major threat to public health in Hong Kong.

Methods: A designated mini-web was developed to promote smart use of antibiotics and call for participation in video competition was launched out during Antibiotic Awareness Week (AAW) 2015. In addition, invitations to secondary school students to participate in the competition were disseminated by Education Bureau. Publicity in social media and briefing sessions on antibiotic awareness was arranged and conducted.

All submissions were assessed by professionals in infection control (IC) and film production. The champion and winners were selected by microbiologists. Final entries were uploaded to the website for public voting. The entry with highest number of votes of each category was awarded the Most Liked Award.

Results: There were 2 categories targeting general public and secondary school. A total of 32 video submissions (12 in secondary school categories and 20 in open category) were received. The 6 finalist entries were uploaded to social media (Facebook) for public voting. A total of 2,356 voters had selected their preferences.

Conclusion: The video competition is an innovative idea to promote antibiotic awareness programme which was successfully implemented in Hong Kong. Delivering the antibiotic awareness education through video competition among general public is the first of the kind in Hong Kong so far. In this program, we have also taken the opportunity to deliver health education to the participants through a briefing session and public health talk in the award ceremony. The submitted videos are full of creativity and affective impact that has ability to engage viewers on the importance of "Use Antibiotic Wisely. Prevent Antimicrobial Resistance".
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Introduction: Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) is a major public health concern and inappropriate prescribing is a contributing factor, especially when managing Upper Respiratory Tract Infections (URTI). More nurses than ever are now prescribing; however, little is known about their antibiotic prescribing behaviour.

Objectives: This mixed method study used the Reasoned Action Approach (RAA) (Fishbein & Ajzen 2010) to explore and measure nurses’ intention to manage patients, presenting with an URTI, without prescribing an antibiotic. The RAA suggests behaviour is influenced by attitudes, perceived norms and perceived behavioural control (PBC).

Methods: In stage one, one-to-one telephone interviews took place with 27 Nurse Independent Prescribers (NIP) from across Scotland, to establish their most accessible beliefs. A RAA guided data collection tool was used and open-ended questions were asked to elicit the constructs. Inductive content analysis took place. Interviews were coded, categorised and then ranked in order of most frequently occurring categories.

Results: Attitude: Most frequently mentioned advantage for managing patients without prescribing an antibiotic was reducing AMR (n = 21;78%); disadvantage was the stress of patient expectation (n = 11;41%).

Perceived Norm: Most frequently mentioned groups, most likely to manage patients without prescribing were other NIPs (n = 16;59%); least were General Practitioners (n = 16;59%).

PBC: Most frequently mentioned barrier to managing patients without prescribing was patient pressure (n = 21;78%); most frequent enabler was time to manage patient expectations by giving advice (n = 27;100%).

Conclusion: This study has explored NIP antibiotic prescribing behaviour in patients with URTI. Implications for clinical practice are consideration of the effect of patient expectations and the challenges this creates when trying to manage patients without prescribing an antibiotic. Using a behavioural model allows researchers to understand the uniqueness of a behaviour and the factors that determine that behaviour. Findings from this study have informed the design of a national, cross-sectional survey, as a precursor to designing targeted interventions for NIP behaviour change.
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Introduction: Antibiotic prescribing by primary health care (PHC) physicians and other health workers in the absence of bacterial infections is a problem in many countries especially developing countries like Nigeria

Objectives: The aim of the study was to assess the knowledge, attitude and practice of appropriate use of antibiotics among PHC workers in Zaria.

Methods: A cross sectional descriptive study among 119 PHC workers who were selected using multi stage sampling technique.Data was collected using pre-tested semi-structured self-administered questionnaire. Data was analysed using SPSS version 21, Chi-square test was used to test for association and results presented in tables and charts.

Results: Majority (99.2%) of the respondents have heard of appropriate antibiotic use and correctly defined it (76.5%). Majority (91.6%) of them were aware of antibiotic resistance. Only 22.7% of respondents correctly knew that antibiotic is not the first line therapy in acute diarrhoeal disease. Only 19.3% had good knowledge Two-fifth (40.3%) of the respondents strongly agreed on the importance of knowing the resistance rate of the bacteria in the local setting while prescribing. Only 31.1% of the respondents had positive attitude. Majority (63.9%) of the respondents prescribed antibiotics greater than once a day. Only 35.3% used generic name alone in their prescription and 35.2% of them usually request for Microscopy Culture and Sensitivity test before antibiotic prescription. About 17.1% had good practice of appropriate use of antibiotics.

Conclusion: Majority of the PHC workers in Zaria prescribed antibiotics more than once a day, and their knowledge, attitude and practice towards appropriate use of these drugs were poor. Hence there is the urgent need to train these PHC workers by the local health authorities on appropriate use of Antibiotics.
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Introduction: Portugal has a high rate of associated healthcare infection, antibiotic prescription cares judicious use and antimicrobial resistance is worrying. Primary care (PC) prescribe 80% of all antibiotics. In recognition of the urgent need to improve antibiotic use in this setting and increase resistance, we apply an Antibiotic Stewardship Program (ASP).

Objectives: To infer the benefits of ASP in PC in monitoring quinolones prescription and antimicrobial resistance.

Methods: Our PC includes 20 care units and a proximity emergency unit and serves a population of 174931 inhabitants. Multimodal strategy: 1. Training in antibiotic therapy was provided to family doctors, promoting its correct use. 2. Strategy front end: prescription according to national guidelines and community microbiological chart. 3. Selective report of antibiotic susceptibility test results as microbiology-based antibiotic stewardship intervention. 4. ASP Group available for proactive consulting and case talk. 5. Monitoring results discussion with medical coordinators/feedback to prescribers. Quinolone consumption data were taken from the PC prescription data base and the ATC and DDD system were used in the analysis of the data. Community microbiological chart are given annually by centralized microbiology laboratory and posted on the internet.

Results: In five years (2011 to 2016) quinolones consumption was audited, and there was a reduction from 0.75 to 0.40 DHD (2011 to 2016, respectively) and improved susceptibility of E. coli to quinolones from 79 to 86% and S. aureus to metcillin from 52 to 80% (2011 and 2016, respectively).

Conclusion: This strategy allowed to reduce direct quinolone antibiotic consumption and this was reflected in the decrease in antimicrobial resistance. Training, standard prescription, availability for proactive consulting and feedback to prescribers are tools that help judiciously use antibiotics in PC.
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Introduction: Antibiotics resistance is a major public health problem globally. The main contributor to this problem is human behaviours at various levels. Understanding the knowledge and attitude of patients and the general public towards antibiotics resistance is key to controlling this public health problem.

Objectives: We aimed at determining the knowledge of antibiotic resistance and proper antibiotic use among patients attending a private hospital in Zaria, North-Western Nigeria.

Methods: A cross sectional descriptive study was carried out among 340 respondents selected using a systematic random sampling technique. A pretested self-administered questionnaire was used to elicit information from the respondents. Data was analysed using IBM SPSS version 21.0. Bivariate analysis was done using chi-square test and a p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results: Only 9.71% of the respondents had good knowledge of antibiotic resistance while 16.47% appropriately used antibiotics. The average monthly income of the respondents was associated with knowledge of antibiotic resistance (p < 0.001) and proper antibiotic use (p < 0.001). Occupation of respondents, level of education and knowledge of antibiotic resistance were associated with proper antibiotic use (p < 0.001, p < 0.001 and p < 0.001 respectively).

Conclusion: There was poor knowledge of antibiotic resistance and low prevalence of appropriate antibiotic use among the respondents. Therefore, educational interventions are needed to promote appropriate use of antibiotics among the public.
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Objectives: The main objective of the study is to assess the knowledge of using Ampiclox as a pain reliever among farmers and labourers in rural communities in Nigeria.

Methods: A survey of 200 farmers and labourers (100 each) recruited from 3 selected local government areas of Kano, North-West Nigeria was conducted by means of a self-report drug-use questionnaire and interview in October 2016.

Results: The majority of respondents (87%) lack formal education and were from a low socio-economic class that lived below $2 daily. About 75% of them had self-used Ampiclox capsules before the study, and 26% (52/200) had used it for at least a time as a pain reliever. Further, 23% of farmers and 15% of labourers had used a dose of Ampiclox for at least a time to relieve pain after hectic work prior to the study. However, 76 respondents (38%) have the knowledge that Ampiclox is used to treat boils and rashes. Another 48% believed that Ampiclox is very good in treating fresh wounds only. Of the total respondents (151) who had self-used Ampiclox before, 35.0%, 31.7%, 23.8%, and 9.2% had used only two capsules of Ampiclox to treat boils, rashes, wound infections and body pain respectively. Only 9% had used the complete dosage of Ampiclox for the treatment of either wound infections, rashes or boils. Low use of Ampiclox as a pain reliever was recorded among labourers when compared with farmers. Males used Ampiclox for painkiller significantly more than females (34:18). The majority of respondents' knowledge of using Ampiclox as a painkiller came from either families, neighbors or friends.

Conclusion: The authors stressed the need to develop a viable antibiotic-abuse preventive programme in the rural area to educate the populace, especially caregivers of children on antibiotic resistance.
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tive predictive value and negative predictive value were 66.3%, 59.8%, 76.1%, 59.8% for cystitis and 58.9%, 31.6%, 55.9%, 34.3% for pneumonia.

Conclusion: Performing antimicrobial audits based on ICD-10 codes would overlook a large proportion of outpatient antimicrobial-prescribing visits at our medical center. ICD-10 codes were neither sensitive nor specific in identifying true cases of pneumonia or cystitis.
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Introduction: Surveillance of antibiotic (AB) consumption is a key component of AB stewardship activities (1).

Objectives: Our objectives were to describe AB consumption in the outpatient setting in Switzerland in the frame of the programme anresis.ch and to compare it to European antibiotic use level.

Methods: AB for systemic use (class J01 of WHO Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical system, 2017) were collected over the years 2013-2015 through the billing office of the Swiss Pharmacist Association. Aggregated data were converted into defined daily doses (DDD) and AB use expressed in DDD per 1000 inhabitants and per day (DID).

Results: Global AB consumption (5.7 DID in 2013, and 5.5 in 2015, -3%) was relatively low compared with European countries participating to ESAC-Net (20.1 in 2013, and 20.7 in 2015, +3%) (2). It was higher in the French- (12.0 and 11.2 DID resp., - 7%) and in the Italian-part of Switzerland (11.9 and 11.2 DID resp., - 6%). Geneva was the canton with the highest AB consumption (14.3 DID) followed by Fribourg (12.3) and Tessin (11.9) (2). It was higher in the French- (12.0 and 11.2 DID resp., - 7%) and in the Italian-part of Switzerland (11.9 and 11.2 DID resp., - 6%).

Conclusion: Compared with European countries, Switzerland has a relatively low global AB consumption. French- and Italian-speaking part of Switzerland remained higher AB consumers as observed 10 years earlier (3). However, global AB consumption is underestimated as a recent survey suggested that half of AB consumers got the drugs directly from their attending physicians (or hospitals) (4).
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Introduction: Patient’s experiences and perceptions with regard to antibiotics have been extensively studied in the outpatient setting but little is known about the inpatient setting.

Objectives: To assess patients’ experiences and views (not knowledge) with regard to barriers and facilitators concerning several aspects of the received antibiotic treatment (indication, regimen, diagnostics, side effects and resistance) in 4 European hospitals (CH, FR, HR, NL).

Methods: A purposeful sample of patients aware of having received antibiotics during their recent hospitalization was asked to participate in interviews and focus groups.

Results: Three focus groups (11 participants) and 26 individual interviews were performed and analyzed. Five main themes regarding barriers and facilitators of antibiotic use in hospitalized patients emerged: 1) Patients often don’t receive information regarding different antibiotic-related aspects unless they ask. 2) Patients often feel unprepared to fully understand different aspects of their treatment but they want to be informed in an understandable way. 3) Patients trust hospital staff and often “surrender” to decisions taken by doctors 4) Patients feel that doctors don’t prioritize communication due to time constraints. 5) Patients frequently rely on sources of information regarding antibiotics outside the hospital.

Conclusion: In this study we found that during hospitalization patients often receive little information concerning antibiotics unless they specifically ask for it. However, patients often doubt their own ability to understand medical information and trust their physicians to take the best decisions for them. Patient-centered care strategies may promote patient involvement and improve communication between patients and healthcare providers.
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Introduction: The 5th May Global Hand Hygiene Day is an annual campaign that aims to raise awareness of the importance of hand hygiene and to promote the implementation of hand hygiene in health care settings.

Methods: We conducted a social media campaign on the 5th May Global Hand Hygiene Day, encouraging people to share their hand hygiene experiences and tips on social media.

Results: During the campaign, we received a large number of posts from individuals who had shared their hand hygiene experiences and tips. Many people shared photos of themselves washing their hands, as well as tips on how to effectively wash hands.

Conclusion: The social media campaign on the 5th May Global Hand Hygiene Day was successful in raising awareness of the importance of hand hygiene and promoting the implementation of hand hygiene in healthcare settings.
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Introduction: Social media has emerged as a valuable tool engaging health care workers (HCWs) worldwide to celebrate the World Health Organization (WHO) SAVE LIVES: Clean Your Hands global annual campaign.

Objectives: To describe the impact of social media (especially Twitter) interventions in engaging HCWs to build a momentum on the annual WHO call for action to sustain hand hygiene (HH) improvements.

Methods: Each year the WHO SAVE LIVES: Clean Your Hands campaign launches a call for action with a different theme in response to the global burden of health care associated infections and antibiotic resistance. The campaign aims to raise awareness and bring HCWs together in support of HH improvement globally. A campaign toolkit is made available on the WHO IPC webpages with resources to be used from health care facilities and countries worldwide. Hashtags such as #safesurgicalhands, #safeHANDS are made available for use in social media during the campaign to encourage commitment and a global reach. Symplur.com was used to generate data from the Twitter platform and a marketing company provided a landing page to collect photos shared with the hashtag promoting 5th May campaign.

Results: The impact of social media has been unique and unprecedented action has been reported. The safe hands campaign in 2015, using the hashtag #safeHANDS was a great success with a global reach of 55 million. The volume of conversations on the social network (especially Twitter) started growing from April 20 with a peak of 12'000 messages using the hashtag #safeHANDS on the 5th of May. More than 6,200 photos have been published on the photo wall and shared through Twitter and Instagram with the hashtag #safeHANDS. The impact of the campaign has further increased, with an estimated reach of 98 million worldwide in 2016, from use of the #safesurgicalhands hashtag between April - July 2016. 15,000 photos have been shared. The campaign had a global impact with participants across the world. 19,217 health care facilities from 177 countries have registered to support the 5th of May campaign.

Conclusion: The use of social media holds promise to maintain a global momentum around the annual HH campaign. This proved to be a unique platform allowing HCWs to connect and engage in real time on a global scale.
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Introduction: In our center, the Pediatric Care Areas (PCA) are among those with a higher Degree of Compliance of Hand Hygiene Recommendations (DCHHR).

Objectives: The objective of the present study is to evaluate the DCHHR, and the factors associated with it, in the PCA of a third level hospital.

Methods: Observational cross-sectional study of a surveillance program by direct observation of the DCHHR during the daily activity of the health workers during the years 2005-2016. The outcome variable is DCHHR, and as explanatory variables: Area of Pediatric Care, years, age, sex, and use of pocket size alcohol-based hand rub solution (PAS). For the association study, the Chi-square test was used, and to quantify the magnitude of the association, the Odds Ratio (OR) was calculated with its 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). The adjusted OR was calculated using a logistic regression model. The level of statistical significance was p <0.05.

Results: We analyzed a total of 8704 observations in which HH was recommended. The DCHHR was: 52.0% in Surgery, 73.8% in Oncology, 61.4% in Infants, 61.9% in Schoolchildren, 73.2% in Neonatology, and 70.2% in ICU-Neonatal, 61.7% in ICU-Pediatric, 51.8% in ER, 63.0% in Hospital Day Oncology. The magnitude of the association with the DCHHR was: Oncology, ORa = 2.7(2.2-3.5); Infants, ORa = 1.5(1.2-1.8); Schoolchildren, ORa = 1.5(1.3-1.9); Neonatology, ORa = 2.9(2.4-3.4); UCI-Neonatal, ORa = 2.5(2.0-3.0); UCI-Pediatric, ORa = 1.5(1.2-1.8); Urgencies, ORa = 1.0 (0.8-1.3); Oncology-Day Hospital, ORa = 1.6(1.3-1.9); Years (2009-2012), ORa = 1.2(1.0-1.3); Years (2013-2016), ORa = 1.1(1.0-1.3); Age(<35 years), ORa = 0.8(0.8-0.9); Gender(Male), ORa = 0.7(0.6-0.9); State(Nursing), ORa = 0.9(0.8-1.0); State(Nursing Assistant), ORa = 0.8(0.7-0.9); (Other), ORa = 0.3(0.2-0.5); use of PAS (Yes), ORa = 2.2(1.9-2.4).

Conclusion: The DCHHR in PCA are among the highest of the center, being approximately 65%. The area of Oncology, Neonatology, ICU-Neonatal and the use of the pocket size alcohol solution for the accomplishment of the HH are the variables that, once adjusted by the rest of variables, greater magnitude of association have with the Degree of Compliance of Hand Hygiene Recommendations.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene is the primary preventive measure in terms of cost-effectiveness of care-associated infections (CAI). In 2005, the WHO proposed the “Global Patient Safety Challenge” campaign, with the aim of reducing the overall incidence of CAI, through multimodal programs and strategies, interactive training tools and standardised methods for monitoring compliance.

Objectives: On the basis of project Rimani, sponsored by the Health and Social Care Authority of Emilia-Romagna, the Orthopaedic Institute ASST Pini/CTO has implemented a project which seeks to increase compliance with hand hygiene by healthcare staff.

Methods: A multidisciplinary work group was created to prepare the project documents. Starting from 5th April 2015, twenty operational units were asked to produce information and training material. On 5th May, during a Conference, a committee selected the three best works. The material was distributed on a monthly basis to the various departments. In addition to the training, the specifically trained operators of the Medical Monitoring Department carried out direct hand washing tests, filling out appropriate checklists. Non-compliance relating to the technique recorded in 2014 and 2015 was compared and a statistical analysis was conducted using Student’s t-test for paired data.

Results: Three tests were carried out in 2014. 99 cases were monitored and 5 non-compliance cases reported concerning the execution of the procedural steps, the running time and closing the tap with one’s hands at the end of the wash.

In 2015 two tests, involving 30 operational units, were carried out. 60 observations were performed, and no non-conformities emerged concerning the technique. Statistical analysis showed a significant reduction between the 2014 and 2015 non-compliances (P = 0.000).

Conclusion: The results obtained agree with the main findings in literature. The comparison between the 2014 and 2015 tests shows a trend improvement in the wash technique. This confirms the effectiveness of a multidisciplinary approach and recognises the active and participatory involvement suggested by the WHO.
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Introduction: Safety care is crucial in health care during economic constrain and rationalization of resources. Interventions to identify gaps between evidence based nursing/medicine and clinical practice are necessary. Multidrug resistant microorganisms, requires strategies for infection control (IC). Hand hygiene (HH) is one of the best practice to control germs or bacteria spread.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate adherence and knowledge of healthcare professionals (HCPs) in an acute care hospital in order to correct bad practices.
Methods: The sample of the study is represented by HCPs of six acute care hospitals in southern Italy. The framework is supported by the social cognitive theory. A validated questionnaire was used to investigate HH beliefs, practices and knowledge. Ethical issues were considered for the study. Data were processed in SPSS.
Results: Out of the 716 HCPs respondents to the questionnaire, 86% considered HH an important measure for hospital acquired infection control. Some critical issues emerged: only 39% (P<0.0001) of HCWs consider themselves at risk of contracting an infection, 55% they claim to wash their hands before preparing infusion therapy and only 42% always wash their hands before contact with the patient.
Our sample has demonstrated a poor knowledge how correctly use alcohol based solutions, only 20% HCPs it does not use the alcohol solution if your hands are visibly dirty. Low adherence emerged mainly linked to overcrowding and excessive workloads.
Conclusion: The results of this study show a lack of knowledge regarding the use of alcoholic solution by HCPs making it essential in the short term the implementation training events. Current and future implications should concern changing practice environments that will take into consideration not only multimodal interventions for HCPs but also organization and structure in order to increase adherence and impact on patient safety. Limitations of this study are self-assessment with a possible overestimation of the data and sample isolation since the case of hospitals owned by a single health institution.
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Introduction: In the last decade it is important to pay attention to ‘bare below the elbows’ (BBE) dress code in medical staff exercising direct patient’s care.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to determine whether the medical staff was following the rules of BBE policy and how non-compliance with BBC rules affects hand disinfection correctness.
Methods: Directly after hand hygiene training session, we asked participants to disinfect their hands with alcohol-based preparation which is fluorescent under UV light. External observer noted if every member fulfilled the rules of BBE: short sleeves, no watch, no jewelry, unpainted nails, no artificial nails. Otherwise, received the information about following aspects: gender, job seniority, occupation, place of work. This study comprised 4202 people; 72,1% are nurses, 27,9% physicians. Among of them 3762 were working in hospital, 343 in clinic and 97 in long term care facilities.
Results: BBE compliance was observed in 2227/4202 (53%) of employees, statistically significant more often in nurses (1676/3031;55,3%) in comparison to doctors (551/1171; 47,1%) (p=0.0000). The same correlation was showed in all of the analyzed medical facilities. Among the doctors, the job seniority did not influence on frequency of BBE compliance (<10 years-51,7%, >10 years- 48,3%; p=0.2523), whereas nurses working >10 years presented BBE compliance determined at level 77,4%. Only in 24,5% (135/551) physicians with BBE and 26,9% (451/1676) nurses with BBE incorrect hand disinfection procedure was showed. The group of No BBE was represented by 47% (1975/4202) of all employees. Artificial nails and rings were observed statistically significant more often in group of nurses in comparison to physicians (45,2% and 32,1% vs 33,7% and 26,5%; respectively). Doctors statistically more often wore watches (44,0% vs 21%) and sheets with long sleeves (48,7% vs 16,8%) (p<0.05) than nurses. In group of No BBE, 43,3% represents improper procedure of hand hygiene.
Conclusion: It was found that compliance with BBE policy has a close relationship to proper hang hygiene performance.
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Introduction: In 2005 the World Health Organization (WHO) launched the First Global Patient Safety Challenge, “Clean Care Is Safer Care”, with the objective to reduce Healthcare Associated Infections (HCAI) and cross transmission of antimicrobial resistant (AMR) pathogens. On 15th May 2006, Malaysian Minister of Health pledged and signed a statement of commitment towards this First Global Patient Safety Challenge and has since adopted the WHO’s multimodal HH improvement strategies.
Objectives: To assess the trend of HH compliance rate after the implementation of WHO’s multimodal HH improvement strategies and to associate the trend of HH compliance rate with the trend of HCAI prevalence rate in Malaysia.
Methods: 14 public state hospitals (tertiary hospitals) throughout Malaysia were involved in the WHO multimodal HH improvement strategies implementation. The strategies were based on WHO’s recommendation that included ‘adoption of alcohol based hand rub’, ‘education’, ‘surveillance’, ‘facility improvement’, ‘reminders at workplace’, ‘commitment from stakeholders’ and ‘leadership by example’. The trend of HH compliance and HCAI rates were obtained from 2008 to 2015. The HH compliance rates were measured quarterly using the WHO’s “Your 5 Moments for Hand Hygiene” audit tool. The HH opportunities observed for these hospitals were based on the...
number of patient beds (range: 400 to 750 HH opportunities) for every quarter. The total HCAI rate and types of common infections were also observed six monthly throughout this 8-year period via a hospital-wide point prevalence survey.

**Results:** Overall HH compliance rate has shown gradual increment from 56.6% in 2008 to 79.8% in 2015. The HCAI prevalence rate over these years has progressively reduced from the baseline of 3.2 to 1.6 per 100 patients surveyed in 2008 and 2015 respectively. The 41% increase in HH compliance rate corresponded to the 50% reduction of HCAI prevalence rate.

**Conclusion:** The implementation of the WHO’s multimodal HH improvement strategies has successfully increased the HH compliance. The increased HH compliance was associated with the reduction of HCAI prevalence in Malaysia.
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**Introduction:** Located in South-East Asia, Sarawak is one of a Malaysian state of Borneo with 2.6 million population whose income is middle to high. In March 2017, 23 public healthcare facilities in Sarawak participated in a survey to monitor the World Health Organization (WHO) Hand Hygiene Self-Assessment Framework (HHSASF).

**Objectives:** To obtain a situation analysis of HH promotion and practices within an individual health-care facility; to reflect the existing resources and achievements in HH.

**Methods:** The state of Sarawak offers a total of 3978 patient beds with one ID physician for the state and 38 IPC nurses (1 per 105 beds in average). Infection control professionals from 23 public health care facilities were invited to email their HHSASF survey results to the state IC unit. Based on the facility’s score, it is allocated to one of the four levels of progress within the HH improvement continuum.

**Results:** Of the 23 surveyed public healthcare facilities, four were major specialist hospitals, five minor specialist hospitals, 11 non-specialist hospitals and three special care institutes (psychiatric, leprosy and heart). The overall mean score indicated an advanced level of progress (score 434) as defined by the WHO HHSASF. Most facilities were at intermediate (26%) or advanced levels (74%) of progress. The average score for leadership criteria in 17 advanced healthcare facilities was 17 (range: 9-20), 18% of the advanced level facilities did not qualify for the leadership level due to the lack of ‘Reminders in the workplace’. The lowest mean score (score 333) was recorded in a non-specialist hospital while the highest was recorded in a major specialist hospital (score 498). The lowest scores were identified for the ‘Institutional safety climate for hand hygiene’ and the ‘Reminders at workplace’.

**Conclusion:** The survey helps to ensure that the necessary infrastructure is in place to allow health-care workers to practice HH. An innovative state-wide hand hygiene poster competition will be held during in May 2017, in parallel to the WHO Hand Hygiene Day in healthcare (5th May 2017); posters will be used as reminders in these facilities.
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**Introduction:** The caring hands of the healthcare workers play a significant role for the transfer of the opportunistic microorganisms, thus the development of HAIs. With this, the patient is at risk at the presence of a healthcare worker who should provide the best care.

**Objectives:** This study is a pilot attempt in the Philippines to determine the level of compliance on hand hygiene based on the Hand Hygiene Self-Assessment Framework of the World Health Organization.

**Methods:** This study utilized descriptive-evaluative, descriptive comparative, and descriptive-correlational research designs and looked into the level of compliance in hand hygiene among the respondents using purposive sampling in NCR Philippines. Standard Hand Hygiene Self-Assessment Framework adapted from WHO was utilized on this study.

**Results:** Majority of the respondents were registered nurses with the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing with 38 percent or 40 out of 106. In addition, based on category, majority of the respondents are full time Infection Prevention and Control Nurses with 71 percent or 75 out of 106 with length of hospital experience ranging from 1-5 years. Based on location, majority of the hospitals are located in Quezon City with 23 percent or 24 out of 106 and these hospitals are Level 3, General Hospitals with 30 percent or 32 out of 106. Majority of these hospitals are Philhealth accredited and privately owned with 69 percent or 71 out of 106. The level of compliance to HHSASF in terms of System Change, Education and Training, Evaluation and Feedback, Reminders in Workplace, and Institutional Safety Climate is Intermediate Hand Hygiene Level which means that appropriate hand hygiene promotion and strategy is in place and hand hygiene practices have improved in most of the hospitals who participated on this study.

**Conclusion:** 1. Majority of the hospitals have designated full time infection prevention and control nurse.
2. Alcohol based hand rubs are not available at the foot part of the bed.
3. Majority of the hospitals do not have single use paper towels
4. Majority of the hospitals hand hygiene compliance are irregularly monitored.
75. Majority of the hospitals do not have a system to check hand hygiene champions.
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**Introduction:** Nepal is a developing country in which HAIs pose a major problem in terms of patient safety. In such an environment with a high necessity of HAI control, there is almost no training or study on HAI control for nurses.

**Objectives:** The purpose of this study was to develop a education program for nurses in Nepal on hand hygiene and use of personal protective equipment based on ADDIE (analysis, design,.
development, and implementation) model and ARCS (attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction) model and verify its effects.

Methods: The education program was developed in the stages of ADDIE’s analysis, design, development, and implementation applying four major subdomains of ARCS: attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. For effectiveness evaluation a time series, randomized controlled group pretest-posttest study was used. The subjects of this study were nurses working at L University hospital in western development region, and they were randomly assigned to an experimental group (34 subjects) or a control group (34 subjects). Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, $\chi^2$-test, t-test and repeated measures ANOVA with the SPSS 23.0 program.

Results: The experimental group showed significant improvements after intervention on all variables such as accuracy of hand hygiene ($p < .001$) and accuracy of wearing ($p < .001$) and removal of personal protective equipment ($p < .001$). Learning motivation of the experimental group was as high as $4.19 \pm 0.27$ points.

Conclusion: The training program on hand hygiene and personal protective equipment use had a positive effect on the accuracy of hand hygiene performance and personal protective equipment use by the nurses in Nepal. Therefore, this study suggests utilizing the education program for nurses working at medical institutions.
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Introduction: Despite of its importance, infection control nurses usually struggling to maintain health care workers motivated and sensitized about hand hygiene performance.

Objectives: Our aim was to establish the impact in hand hygiene compliance with the implementation of the Multimodal Strategy.

Methods: The multimodal strategy in hand hygiene has been implemented in our hospital since 2013. 1250 health care personnel work at Health Institution.

Results: An action plan was as high as $4.19 \pm 0.27$ points. The level of hand hygiene achieved was BASIC. An action plan was implemented.

Conclusion: The training program on hand hygiene and personal protective equipment use had a positive effect on the accuracy of hand hygiene performance and personal protective equipment use by the nurses in Nepal. Therefore, this study suggests utilizing the education program for nurses working at medical institutions.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene is well-known as the most important measure to prevent health care associated infections.

Objectives: To establish the impact in hand hygiene compliance with the implementation of the Multimodal Strategy.

Methods: Prospective study of seven months duration. The services analyzed were: intensive and intermediate units, with a total of 70 staff in rotating shifts of 12 hours. Implementation was divided in three stages. Stage 1: the WHO observation form and self-assessment questionnaire were applied in order to know basal hand hygiene compliance and level of hand hygiene in this facilities. Stage 2: Data was analyzed and communicated. Diverse interventions were implemented. Stage 3: a post-intervention evaluation was accomplished conductive to determine impact in hand hygiene compliance. The ethical standards internationally required were followed.

Results: During the intervention period, 100% of planned activities were performed, such as: 1- Baseline compliance in hand hygiene was 53%. 2- The level of hand hygiene assigned was INSUFFICIENT. System change: a new formulation of alcohol-based hand rub was provided, dispensers were installed at the point of care, cream was available, education and training in hand hygiene. Compliance monitored and feedback of the results divided by professional category and moment were performed. Reminders at the workplace: new posters were designed. Institutional safety climate: project supported by the hospital board and medical and nursing chiefs. Multimodal Strategy managed to increase hand hygiene compliance by 34.8 percentage points when comparing the pre-intervention period (53%) versus the post-intervention period 87.8 evidenced by increased consumption of alcohol-gel.

Conclusion: Multimodal Strategy is a useful tool to promote compliance in hand hygiene, increasing the adherence by the health personnel.
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Introduction: Adherence to hand hygiene practices especially among doctors and nurses always pose a challenge to quality care and patient safety. Low compliance to hand hygiene among healthcare professionals is contributed by behavioural, attitude and knowledge components. Also availability and appropriateness of resources contribute to low compliance for hand hygiene practices.

Objectives: This study aims at exploring the impact of regular feedback mechanism on improving hand hygiene compliance among doctors and nurses

Methods: This study was conducted to observe the hand hygiene compliance of doctors and nurses using the WHO hand hygiene tool for duration of 3 months. Resources were made available in each nursing unit, bedside and outside the patient cubicle before the start of study.
Shadow audits were conducted in 17 inpatient ward and 11 Intensive Care Units.

A feedback format was designed including the following information:
1. Cumulative compliance of audited units
2. Compliance of staff according to specialty (medical/ surgical)
3. List of compliant doctors and nurses
4. List of non compliant doctors and nurses
5. Most missed/ compliant moment of hand hygiene

The feedback was shared via mail and hard copy to specialty heads and the hospital chief medical director (CMD). The specialty heads later shared the data with their team members.

Results: By the end of the first month the doctors showed a cumulative increase in hand hygiene compliance by 11% whereas the nurses showed an increase in compliance by 13%. By the end of third month doctors showed further increase in compliance by 9% and nurses by 11% thus improving the overall compliance to 72% in doctors and 75% amongst nurses.

Conclusion: The feedback mechanism showed success in terms of self awareness and consciousness to perform hand hygiene among doctors and nurses. Doctors and nurses both gave encouraging response to the feedback mechanism. This study emphasize the importance of regular feedback mechanism (Top to Bottom approach) in creating a healthy competition, self corrective attitude and positive peer pressure without creating embarrassment or negative attitude towards the process. In a developing country with minimal resources, this simple method proved effective and sustainable.
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Introduction: The safety care in african hospitals is not the priority of the health system. This situation expose users to infectious risk and lead to high rate of morbidity and mortality within the hospitals. The Lassa haemorrhagic fever epidemic in two hospitals in northern of BENIN had been an opportunity to introduce control measures and prevention infection, particulary in hand hygiene into a network of hospitals. This network about eighth hospitals wich have the same geographic characteristics are concerned.

Objectives: Increase the compliance rate for hand hygiene from 15% to 40%.
Reduce the risk of hand infection transmission during healthcare.

Methods: The strategy implemented to improve hand hygiene was based on five actions:
- Clinical audit on hand hygiene on the input's existence; Mastery of hand hygiene technics; and opportunities. Direct observations and questionnaires are the tools used for this study.
- Generalization of use the hydroalcoholic solution in all health workers
- Organization of awareness-raising and training campaigns
- Reporting audits results to hospital's teams
- Continued learning and performance monitoring.

Results: Equipment of 100% of the care services in mobile hand washing station and then increase the quantity of the hydroalcoholic solution.
- 1248 moment for hand hygiene were observed.
- 350 sessions of observation followed by formative restitution
- Increase in the overall compliance rate from 15% to 45% from 2014 to 2016
- The proportion of correct alcoholic hand rubbing was 61% of the cases.
- A national programme had been put on to manage infection prevention in all the hospitals in the country.

Conclusion: This epidemic revealed the weakness of the health system in our country. The situation has been an opportunity to set up a national program to fight against infections associated to healthcare. But it must be a long fight to have best results in those hospitals.

References
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Introduction: A unit was created in 2013 at the National Directorate of Public Heath to operationalize the commitments made by Benin after the 1st International Conference of Health Ministers of Africa on Patient Safety.

Objectives: Assess the evolution of hand hygiene promotion in Benin's health system

Methods: Interview with hospital managers, members of committees of fighting against Nosocomial infections and supervisors in three technical directoarate from the Ministry of Health. Observation in 24 public and private hospitals between October 2016 and March 2017. Hand Hygiene Self-Assessment Questionnaire according to the WHO Multimodal Strategy. Data processing by content analysis and Excel based on the system of assignement efficiency scores in percentage from 0 to 100%.

Results: The number of hospitals enrolled in Save Yours Live Clean hands (SLCYH) increased from 01 in 2013, 28 in 2015 and 34 in 2016. This number (34) represents 68% of Benin hospitals. Staff awareness of hand hygiene is done at least once a year in each hospital, apart from actions related to the World Day of 05 May, taken into account in the budget of the Ministry of Health. The average rate of adherence to hand hygiene remains low in 90% of hospitals with the following major reasons: poor availability of washbasins, irregularity of hydroalcoholic products (PHA) in several services; High cost of imported PHA causing frequent supply disruptions by hospital managers.

Conclusion: Despite its fourth position among countries in the WHO Afro region with the largest number of hospitals enrolled in SLCYH, the level of hand hygiene practice in Benin varies from inadequate to basic. The Ministry of Health must be supported to implement its IPC National plan which was adopted in 2016 and which places a high priority on promoting hand hygiene compliance
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**Abstract video clip: Introduction**

Hospitals in the DR Congo care for patients with extensive traumatic wounds, advanced cancer, and obstetric emergencies, among others. With minimal healthcare resources, healthcare associated infection is often deadly. We carried out a cross-sectional survey to evaluate healthcare professionals’ knowledge of handwashing indications (in relation to the 5 WHO standard indications) and to analyze the factors that may influence the practice of hand hygiene.

**Methods**

The researchers developed a short, anonymous survey to examine healthcare workers’ knowledge, attitudes and practices of hand hygiene in one hospital in the DR Congo in order to develop a targeted educational and interventional strategy for improving infection prevention and control.

**Results**

Thirty-one respondents completed the survey. Healthcare workers’ knowledge of the indications for handwashing were closely (90%) aligned with the WHO standards. More than 90% consider that hand transmission of nosocomial infections and hand hygiene is a major concern in the care setting. Between 60%–80% reported that they wash their hands regularly, have enough time to wash their hands, and believe their colleagues demonstrate good handwashing practice. However, 60% believe that the equipment available to guarantee handwashing is insufficient at their place of work. Alarming, almost one-third of respondents consider that by regularly washing their hands they risk developing skin lesions.

**Conclusions**

The majority of healthcare workers are aware of the indications for handwashing and report compliance with the WHO standards. However, factors such as inadequate resources and the fear of developing skin lesions from frequent handwashing remain a concern. Education training sessions and practical strategies are being implemented in this hospital to address the prevention of healthcare associated infection. Sessions have been very well attended, and ongoing audits continue to measure patient outcomes.
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**Abstract video clip: Introduction**

Hand hygiene is necessary during birth to prevent newborn and maternal infection.

**Objectives:**

This study aimed to assess hand hygiene compliance and its determinants among birth attendants in the 10 high-volume maternity units in Zanzibar.

**Methods:**

Data were collected on hand hygiene and its determinants between March and December 2016. In four facilities, we conducted unstructured observation and 54 qualitative interviews with health professionals. The quantitative phase included longitudinal observation of all birth attendants in situ in each of the 10 facilities and a questionnaire with each of them (N = 107). We calculated the mean hand hygiene compliance using different definitions. We used a thematic analysis to analyse the qualitative data, and multi-level logistic regression models to analyse the quantitative data.

**Results:**

Using the World Health Organisation definition of hand hygiene which includes avoiding unclean touches between handwashing/rubbing and a clinical procedure, the mean compliance before delivery was 11.6%; when allowing for unclean touches this rose to 30.1%. The relative importance of psychological and context variables in explaining compliance are different for the two hand hygiene definitions. Descriptive norms seem associated with the second definition (OR = 1.12, CI:0.99-1.28, p-value = 0.069), whilst not with the first (p-value = 0.305). From the qualitative results, an efficient physical layout of the ward seems to explain poor compliance to the first but not the second definition.

**Conclusion:**

Compliance to hand hygiene during birth was low in this context. This study suggests that handwashing/rubbing and avoiding unclean touches are two distinct behaviours, and that both individual and environmental factors influence these behaviours.
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**Abstract video clip: Introduction**

Reports on the first ever national hand hygiene compliance status among hospital healthcare workers, conducted from August 2016 – February 2017. Liberia has 15 counties and each county has a public referral hospital which is where the audits were undertaken.

**Objectives:**

The objective of the audit is to assess and evaluate healthcare workers’ (HCWs) hand hygiene compliance, as it has been reported that 80% compliance significantly reduces Healthcare Associated Infection (HCAI).

**Methods:**

Collection of data was done using the Hand Hygiene standardized observational form through direct observation of healthcare workers; number of times hand hygiene was done, and the timing and technique of hand hygiene were undertaken. It took 20 minutes’ duration per HCW, on different wards, and at different times of the day (morning, afternoon, night shifts). The assessment team comprises of; hospital IPC Focal person, county IPC Focal person(s), Academic Continuum Combating Ebola in Liberia (ACCEL) team and WHO IPC Focal person.

**Results:**

Total number of Healthcare Facilities (HCFs) audited: 29 out of 41 (71%) hospitals in Liberia. Result from the audit shows that the national hand hygiene compliance is 45% (this is based on the results of the 15 counties). The best performing county is Grand Cape Mount County which has a compliance rate of 86% while the lowest performing County is RiverCess at 20%, hence it is noted that there
is a wide spread in compliance, although the reasons for this are unknown. Hand Hygiene compliance comparing private to public hospital was 40% to 49% respectively. When comparing hand hygiene before and after patient contact; 11% before and 34% after. Some of the observations made during the audit were; hand wash (HW)/hand rub (HR) technique and the appropriate duration of HR/HW were not followed. Conclusion: The national hand hygiene audit result of 45%, gives the first insight into hand hygiene compliance based on actual data. These results are now being used to guide healthcare facilities and policy makers in developing strategies to improve hand hygiene practices among healthcare workers in Liberia.
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Hand hygiene self-assessment framework: baseline assessments to determine hand hygiene practice level and facilitate planning for improvement in healthcare facilities in Liberia
Garrison Kerwillain

Introduction: Liberia is divided into 15 political divisions known as counties with a total estimated population 4.2 million (2016 SARA report). There are approximately 770 health facilities (subcategorized into hospitals, health centers, and clinics); of which 41 are hospitals. There are 80% (616/770) public facilities and 20% (154/770) private/faith based facilities. The Ebola outbreak highlighted the need for universal standard precautions, specifically the importance of hand hygiene compliance in reducing Health Care Associated Infections (HCAI).

Objectives: To identify hand hygiene framework gaps among health-care workers, and help in developing an action plan.

Methods: The standardized WHO HHSASF was adopted and adapted to the Liberian context, however without affecting the scoring system. The methodology consisted of identifying the county referral hospitals to assess, informing senior facility managers prior to visit and sharing the template with them. The assessment team included the Ministry of Health (national and county level), hospital senior managers, and WHO county IPC focal person. Once at the facility a Conference and open discussion were held with these key stakeholders and the HHSASF was completed with consensus.

Results: Eight HHSASF assessments were undertaken in eight hospitals in four counties. The HHSASF average for the eight facilities was 52% (2070/4000) which correlates to intermediate hand hygiene level; however, there was a wide range between the best performing facility (70%) compared to the worst performing (35%). When comparing the five HHSASF components, institutional safety climate was the best performing with 60%, and evaluation and feedback was the worst performing area with 42%. In relation to ownership, the four public facilities average of 41%.

Conclusion: This HHSASF assessment is conducted for the first time in Liberia; showing an average intermediate hand hygiene level for the facilities assessed. These results are being used to develop facility based action plans to address identified gaps. Reassessments are planned for within six months.
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Introduction: Hand-care-associated infections (HAI)s are important cause of morbidity and mortality. HAIIs in Africa are two to twenty times higher than in developed countries. In Nigeria, prevalence of HAIIs range between 2.6 and 30.9%. Poor Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) facilities largely contribute to this problem and it is therefore aimed to assess its availability and functionality in African countries.

Objectives: We aimed to perform a survey on hand hygiene and injection safety facilities available at a tertiary Nigerian hospital.

Methods: This cross-sectional study was carried out during a seven day period from 19th to 25th November 2013 at a 600 bed tertiary health facility in North central Nigeria. Assessors were trained on how to assess hospital infection facilities and collect data using a modified CDC facility assessment tool.

Results: Thirty six units were assessed out of the fifty units of the Hospital (72%); these units comprised wards (19), out-patient clinics(5), canteens(6), Labs (2), operating theatres(1), delivery suites(1), mortuary (1), dialysis (1), laundry (1), Dietetics (1) and physiotherapy units (1). Fifty two percent of the units had no poster or written policy on hand hygiene and 94% didn’t have alcohol based hand rubs available. About 89% of the units had at least one hand washing station. Of these, 22% had running tap water all day and only 78% utilized cup and bucket. 75% used bar soap, but this was always available only in 63% of the units. 43% of the units had no hand drying facilities. The main water source was municipal water (69%), but also municipal water augmented with tanker (11%) and surface or well water (9%). Only 11% had written...
policy and posters on injection safety and 22% had self-retracting needles. 79% of the units had appropriate containers for disposal of sharps and 45% of the containers are disposed when they are three quarters full.

Conclusion: Facilities for hand hygiene and injection safety are sub-optimal in the hospital. Measures to improve the availability of these facilities are greatly needed to improve IPC practices.
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**Introduction:** The burden of healthcare-associated infection (HCAI) is 2 to 18 times higher in developing than in developed countries. Good hand hygiene practices reduce healthcare-associated infections. However, very few data is available regarding factors influencing compliance to hand hygiene in developing countries.

**Objectives:** To evaluate hand hygiene compliance amongst healthcare workers (HCW) in a tertiary hospital in Jos, Nigeria.

**Methods:** Hand hygiene compliance assessment was conducted using the World Health Organization (WHO) direct observation method. The observed compliance rates in the different hospital units and amongst different categories of HCWs was calculated and analyzed using Epi-Info version 3.5.1. The correlates of compliance were grouped and listed. A P value of <0.05 was considered significant.

**Results:** One hundred and seventy five (175) HCWs were observed. Fifty-four (30.9%) were ward attendants, 13 (7.4%) medical students, 42 (24%) nurses, 21 (12%) nursing students, 18 (10.3%) pharmacists and 27 (15.4%) doctors. Four hundred and six (406) hand hygiene opportunities were observed and the overall compliance rate was 31%. The compliance rates varied from a maximum of 82% amongst medical students to a minimum of 18% amongst ward attendants. Based on indication, compliance rates were: 21% before patient contact, 41% after patient contact, 23% before aseptic procedure, 40% after contact with patients’ surrounding and 63% after body fluid contact. Being a medical student was the only factor independently associated with good hand hygiene compliance.

**Conclusion:** Hand hygiene compliance in the setting of a large tertiary hospital in Nigeria is low. Compliance before patient contact was lower than after patient contact or contact with patient surroundings and before body fluid exposure risk. Our findings confirm that HCWs seem more sensitized to their risk of exposure to potential pathogens than to the prevention of transmission of HCAI. Specific measures like hand hygiene training, monitoring and patient driven prompting are needed.
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**Introduction:** Recent studies have shown that several infections can be transmitted in the workplace. Many workers hardly wash hands when ill or not. Hands are responsible for the spread of 80% of common infectious diseases. Effective hand hygiene continues to be recognized universally as the safest, smartest, and most cost effective means of infection control. There is paucity of information on hand hygiene practices in non health care settings, especially in developing countries

**Objectives:** The objective of our study was to assess the knowledge, attitude and infection control practices among workers and identify barriers to hand hygiene in a non-healthcare setting in Nigeria.

**Methods:** We carried out a descriptive cross sectional survey in a telecommunications company. Respondents were recruited using a systematic random sampling method. We used an adapted (electronic Android-based) interviewer administered questionnaire to collect information on socio-demographic characteristics, and a checklist was used to score on knowledge, attitude and practice of hand hygiene. Barriers to hand hygiene and infection control practices in the workplace were also identified.

**Results:** We interviewed a total 34 workers. Mean age of respondents was 34 ± 8.5 years, with 21 (62%) male and 13 (38.2%) being senior cadre staff, mean years of working with the organization was 5.3 ± 4.4 years. A total 32 (94%) had good knowledge of hand hygiene with mean score of 8.1 ± 1.4, 28 (88%) had good attitude to handwashing and hand rubbing and 10 (29%) had poor hand hygiene practices. There was no significant difference between cadre, persons who had organizational training on hand hygiene and those who had spent more than 5 years in the organization as regards hand hygiene practices (p > 0.05). The main barrier to hand hygiene in this setting was the frequency of hand hygiene required daily.

**Conclusion:** Good knowledge of hand hygiene does not always translate to good practice. Hand hygiene promotion should be considered and implemented in non-healthcare settings where workers and staff need to observe good hand hygiene practices frequently. These will improve workplace infection control and limit transmission of work-related infectious diseases
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**Introduction:** Hand hygiene is a principal measure for preventing healthcare-associated infections (HAIs).
Objectives: In this study, we report the measures taken to improve health care providers hand hygiene compliance rates and the status of HAIs due to respiratory virus or bacterial blood stream at Caritas Baby Hospital (CBH) in Palestine.

Methods: CBH, a 90 bed hospital, has been monitoring HAIs and promoting a hand hygiene culture since 2008. Educative lectures of the 5-moments of hand hygiene were given to all healthcare providers and patients/families; posters of hand washing and hand rubbing were visible throughout the hospital. An active surveillance screening system for the presence of multidrug resistant bacteria was implemented. Not only normal soap and antiseptic soap were accessible, but also alcohol-based hand rubs were available. Moreover, compliance with hand hygiene, was monitored through 20 spot-checks per month in the hospital's key departments. With the adaptation of an electronic Health Information System (HIS), the hospital's infection control team was able to collect precise data on both viral respiratory and bacterial blood stream HAIs.

Results: The overall hand hygiene compliance among healthcare providers was 72%. The overall respiratory viral HAIs (RSV, Rotavirus, Influenza, adenovirus and HaMPV) during the same time period was 4.0/1000 hospitalization days. Stratifying the HAIs by month showed that during the winter respiratory season the rate ranged between 5.5-7.5/1000 HDs. The viral respiratory HAIs were mainly seen in the pediatric units and were less prevalent in the neonatal-ICU. On the other hand, the healthcare associated blood stream infections (BSIs) rate was 0.4/1000 hospitalization days, mainly seen in ICU patients and caused by multidrug resistant bacteria.

Conclusion: There is a remarkable steady progress and commitment by the staff to follow a hand hygiene culture. This in part is attributed to the administrative support and staff commitment to provide the safest patient care because "Clean Hands Count". Our future goal is to reduce the overall percent of respiratory viral HAIs to lower levels.
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Introduction: This paper presents from the financial and operational point of view, the results of pilot test of a hand hygiene project at the Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS).

Objectives: To explain the obstacles and the possible solutions to increase this practice, a pilot project was developed at four hospitals. The project's goals are to prove the following statements:

- That Nosocomial Infections (NI) I can be reduced with proper hand hygiene.
- That the obstacles for the staff engagement to the hand hygiene strategy can be removed.
- That having an excellent service and state of the art products is cost effective, regardless of the highest price in comparison with the low-cost services and products.

Methods: With participation of professionals from different departments and backgrounds, the project's main task was to ensure that the hospitals would have full and continuous supply of alcohol based solution (ABS), chlorhexidine, liquid soap and paper towels. External providers were hired for the first two items, and the latter were managed internally.

In order to compare providers, three different companies participated. Their contracts included training and supervision of the hand hygiene technique, in addition to the continuous supply of ABS and chlorhexidine. The test began on November 2015 and will end on March 2017.

Results: The figures as of December 2016 show that the success of the project has been undeniable. For each peso IMSS invested, the return was 8 pesos. Apart from the financial gains, there are other positive outcomes:

- Infections were reduced by half.
- The consumption of ABS and chlorhexidine doubled.
- All hospital staff, medical and administrative, was trained and was engaged in the project.

Conclusion: IMSS is planning to continue the project, and extend it to other 6 additional hospitals during 2017 and 2018.
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Introduction: In 2015, the French hospital hygiene society issued recommendations on good basic hygiene practices for the use of city health professionals. Infection Prevention Program also focuses on the prevention of infectious risk in the city sector.

Objectives: To assess the impact of access to training and professional practice in a group practice on the use of Hydro Alcohol Products (HAP) in the liberal sector.

Methods: It is a study by online questionnaire from 01 to 30/04/2016, with the general practitioners and nurses liberal volunteers in a specific region. The analysis consisted of a descriptive study and then identified the factors favoring the use of HAP by logistic regression. The evaluation of the model was tested by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, the discriminatory capacity by the ROC curve.

Results: 677 completed questionnaires. The cohort consisted mainly of nurses (88%) and women (82%). Almost 80% of professionals had graduated for more than 10 years, 61% were in private practice ≥3 people. 84% reported using HPA at home, 63% in the practice, and 5% were aware of HPA indications and contraindications. In the office, only sex is a risk factor for HPA under-utilization (p = 0.002): women using HPA 2 times less than men. At home, only the seniority of the diploma is a factor of risk of under-utilization of the HPA (p = 0.01): professionals graduates between 5 and 10 years use 3 times more HPAs than graduates > 10 years (no difference between graduates < 5 years and graduates > 10 years). The barriers to the use of HPAs were numerous, however, 61% of professionals would be interested in training.

Conclusion: The lesser participation of doctors is due to a less delayed diffusion than to the nurses. A significant difference in practice between practice and home is explained by the use of HPAs instead of hand washing when a water source is not readily available. However, these professionals use HPAs in an insufficient manner and group work does not affect their use. The only contribution of knowledge in training does not make it possible to improve these practices. It would be interesting to work on the representations of the professionals concerning the PHA in collaboration with a psychologist, a communicator or a sociologist.
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Introduction: Patients’ hand hygiene behavior has an influence on the control of healthcare associated infections. Moreover, healthcare workers learn professional hand hygiene methods, which reduce healthcare associated infections. In both situations, the hand hygiene education, which took place in childhood, is their basis.

Objectives: To understand how handwashing education is intended to take place in Swiss kindergartens.
Methods: Analyse of Swiss kindergarten curricula concerning hand-washing education. In addition, 12 Swiss teacher training colleges were asked per e-mail about how they train future teachers in the instruction of handwashing to kindergarten children.

Results: The cantonal curricula differ. In some the handwashing is a specific subject (e.g. Canton Zurich). In others handwashing is not mentioned specifically (e.g. Lehrplan 21, plan d’études romand, piano di studio), rather the handwashing subject is thought to be integrated in a more general health competence. Of the 12 teacher training colleges contacted 9 (75%) gave an answer. These colleges do not use standardized teaching aids concerning handwashing.

Conclusion: In Switzerland handwashing education at kindergarten is not uniform. Standardized teaching aids, which are of the latest scientific findings, would help the kindergarten teachers to focus on the subject of effective handwashing and to teach it in an optimal way. A good fundament of hand hygiene behavior in childhood may later help patients and healthcare workers to attain better, habitual supported hand hygiene performance.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene (HH) is key to prevent healthcare-associated infections. Surgical hand preparation (SHP) is part of the validated measures for the prevention of surgical site infections in operating rooms.

Objectives: To evaluate the adherence and quality of SHP by washing or alcohol-based hand scrubbing.

Methods: A prospective internal audit on SHP practices and quality in child surgical services (CSS), general surgery (GS) and ophthalmology (OPHT) by the observation of the operating room staff. The audit took place from 22/01 to 05/02/2017. The data were entered and analyzed using EPIDATA software.

Results: The audit involved 140 SHP opportunities; surgeons represented 42.7%, anesthetists 25.7% and paramedical staff 31.4%. Adherence to HH was 52.1% (CSS 56.1%, GS 54.5%, OPHT 45.4%). 95.9% carried out a SHP by washing and 4.1% by alcohol-based scrubbing. Adherence to SHP was better for surgeons (90% versus 20% for the rest of the operating room staff; p < 0.001). Professional attire was compliant in 76.4% (absence of jewellery 85%, short nails 90%, short sleeves 91.4%), with significant difference for surgeons (surgeons 90%, anesthetists 55.6%, paramedics 75%, p < 0.001). For the SHP steps, the first wash was performed in 53.7% for CSS, 52.7% in GS and 38.6% OPHT. The misuse of the Betadine brush was observed in 39.3% (nail, hand and forearm brushing), surgeons in 72.7% of cases, anesthetists in 18.2% and para-medical staff in 9%. The average duration of the SHP was 1.40 minutes ± 1.02, the overall rate of SHP.

Conclusion: Adherence to SHP remains low among anesthesiologists and paramedics. The SHP steps weren’t met by the majority of the staff. The SHP by alcohol-based handrub scrubbing remains to be promoted.
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Introduction: Healthcare workers hands are described as the most frequent source of microorganisms cross-contamination during patient care. Surgical hand preparation (SHP) is an unavoidable step that no one questions in the prevention of the risk of surgical site infection (SSI).

Objectives: To evaluate the impact of hand hygiene training (HH) and the introduction of alcohol-based handrub (ABHR) solutions on SHP compliance.

Methods: It is a before and after training on HH audit. It concerned the SHP practices, the practices of the SHP by washing or ABHR friction realized among the operating room staff. A clear definition of non-compliance was established and used by observers to achieve high inter-observer reliability. The first audit took place in November 2014 and the second in June 2015. Data were entered and analyzed using EPI INFO software.

Results: A total of 111 individuals were audited, 52 before training and 59 after. The adherence rate increased by 16.3 points from 76.9% to 93.2% after training (p Conclusion: By focusing on material resources, complemented by training and awareness of caregivers, we improved the compliance rate of SHP.
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Introduction: Reducing patient harm is the main objective of quality in health services in Jalisco. Considering patient safety as a priority, the Jalisco State Quality Strategy coordinated the implementation of the WHO multimodal hand hygiene (HH) improvement strategy, including the monitoring of the WHO Hand Hygiene Self-Assessment Framework (HHSAF).

Methods: The HHSAF was applied by the quality manager and the epidemiologist of each hospital. According to the HHSAF, the level of HH in each hospital was classified as “inappropriate” when the score ranged from 0 to 125; “basic”, from 126 to 250; “intermediate”, from 251 to 275; or “advanced”, from 376-500.

Results: In total, there were 36 public hospitals from the State Health sector, 32 from the Ministry of Health (SSJ), 3 from Municipal Medical Services (SMM) and 1 from the Institute of Social Security and Social Services of State Workers (SSTSE). Results identified 1 hospital in an inadequate level, representing 3%; 13 hospitals in a basic level (36%); 15 hospitals at intermediate level (42%); and 7 hospitals at the advanced level (19%). Specific improvement areas have been identified according to each component, to favor the impact of actions to promote HH in health services. The need to improve the availability of alcohol-based hand sanitizers was identified, as well as needs to invest in infrastructure at patient care points and in critical areas.

Hospitals have received a specific budget for the continuous acquisition of HH products and training. Likewise, the commitment of the medical, nursing and administrative managers to promote HH activities was identified, as well as the need to strengthen the continuous training of all personnel, and all new staff.

Conclusion: The results showed that it is necessary to strengthen dissemination, promotion and continuous improvement actions for HH in Jalisco, as well as to implement or strengthen inter-institutional exchanges for innovation related to HH, recognition systems for staff, and to establish institutional goals related to HH. This action is the first part of the implementation of the multimodal HH strategy in Jalisco, with the objective to progressively improve HH statewide and reduce healthcare-associated infections in each hospital.
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Introduction: Nosocomial infections caused by multi-drug resistant organisms (MDRO) contribute significantly to mortality and prolonged length of stay among hospitalized patients. A significant proportion of MDRO infections are transmitted between patients via healthcare workers hands, methicillin resistant staph aureus (MRSA) and extended-spectrum beta-lactamase producing (ESBL) organisms are recognized as principal pathogens that are easily transmitted in healthcare settings.

Objectives: This study aims to assess patients and healthcare providers attitudes, knowledge or beliefs around multi-drug resistant surveillance and infection control practices at CHU Kigali.

Methods: Questionnaires were administered to both healthcare providers as well as patients hospitalized on various department of the hospital. Healthcare providers self-administered questionnaires while patient respondents were guided on how to fill them by study investigators. Afterwards, data was collated for final analysis. Simple descriptive statistics were used to report study findings.

Results: Overall, 250 healthcare providers and 245 patients completed the survey. The study found that while 128/250 (51.2%) of HCWs had limited knowledge about MDROs, there was a significantly lower knowledge about them among surveyed patients (P < 0.05).

While 236 HCWs (94.4%) agree with the of soap and water as being appropriate for hand hygiene, only 174 (69.6%) HCWs reported that they routinely wash their hands after handling patients. A majority of patients (64.9%) were not satisfied with HCWs hand hygiene practices. Regarding surveillance procedures, 71 patients (29%) reported discomfort with accepting rectal swab for screening of colonization with ESBL producing organisms and 74% of HCWs still believe that beta-lactam antibiotics can be used in MDRO infections.

Conclusion: This study showed the low level of knowledge by patients and limited knowledge by healthcare providers regarding nosocomial infections caused by MRSA and ESBL producing organisms, these knowledge gaps about MDRO and their surveillance is...
An observational study on the knowledge and adherence of personal protective equipment removal guidelines in intensive care unit nurses
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Introduction: Proper and precise removal, as well as wearing personal protective equipment (PPE) after contact with an infectious disease is essential to prevent infection transmission. However, there are no studies reported in Korea and the medical environment is different from that of foreign countries.

Objectives: This study is to investigate the nurses’ knowledge and adherence of PPE removal guidelines for patients on the contact precautions and to explore ways to improve the adherence of the PPE removal guidelines by identifying the factors that affect them.

Methods: The 43 nurses working in two medical intensive care units and one surgical intensive care unit of Asan Medical Center (Seoul, Korea) were observed at least twice about the adherence of PPE removal guidelines in October 2016. The general characteristics and knowledge on the adherence of the PPE removal guidelines were identified with self-reported questionnaires.

Results: The general characteristics of 43 subjects were 86.0% for female and 86.0% for 4-year bachelor graduates. 97.7% were staff nurses and the total hospital career was 3.56 ± 3.71 years. The average daily need for PPE was 21.44 ± 14.11 per patient. The knowledge of PPE removal guidelines was 82.36 ± 10.32 points on a scale of 100 points. The observed adherence of the PPE removal guideline was 83.54 ± 9.95 points on a scale of 100 points. The observed adherence of the PPE removal guideline was 82.36 ± 10.32 points on a scale of 100 points.

But 9.8% of the nurses correctly performed the entire removal instructions. The knowledge of the PPE removal guidelines was significantly higher in nurses with above the master’s degree (p = .001) and nurses who was confident on the accuracy of the removal guideline (p < .001). There was a difference in the observed adherence of the PPE removal guidelines depending on the type of gloves (p = .001). The reason of not correctly removing PPE was that they ‘did not know the proper method’ (48.1%).

Conclusion: Knowledge and adherence scores for PPE removal guidelines were high for each item, but few nurses accurately performed the entire removal instructions, and confidence in correct removal instructions was low. The factors that influence the adherence on the PPE removal guidelines are not clearly identified and need further clarification.
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Conclusion: Innovative technologies in the field of scientific research should be adapted to the routine practices of HCWs in the complex hospital environment and specific care constraint. Researchers have to take into account the social and the professional issues of HCWs.
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Introduction: One of the fundamental principles of patient safety in hospital settings is the reduction of cases of nosocomial infections. Infections acquired during hospitalization have been reported in literature, what has not been given attention is how social and psychosocial behaviour of health workers contribute to these infections.

Objectives:
- To determine how social bonding can lead to negative behaviour and its consequence on IPC practices.
- To understand if effective infection prevention and control practices is behaviour-driven rather than mere lack of knowledge and awareness.

Methods: Descriptive qualitative research design was deployed to uncover the health care workers behaviour in infection control and prevention phenomena using an in-depth interview guide. A purposive sample of 12 Health Workers, with different levels of experience, were interviewed. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Thematic analysis was done to identify dominant themes that described behaviours in infection control practices.

Results: Respondents stated that they changed to inappropriate practices in order to see themselves as belonging to a group and they would bring behaviour to align with the group norms. Inconsistencies in behaviour and attitudes were identified where some health workers influence others within their space to behave in a particular way. Even if some of the respondents have positive attitude towards Infection Control by doing what is right, their behaviour will still be weakened when others in the practice setting do not conform to standards of hygiene.

It was also discovered that individual behaviour depends on the environment, punishment and rewards associated with engaging or not engaging in the desired IPC guidelines.

Conclusion: Results suggest how psychosocial factors influence HCWs behaviour thus compounding concerns about the risk of HCAI. Addressing psychosocial and motivation is an important step in effective infection prevention and prevention of HCAI. Although the study took place in a small developing country, it is possible that the issues raised cuts across boundaries.
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Introduction: Needle stick injuries can be a major source for blood-borne diseases among the health care workers. According to Centre for disease control, 600,000 to one million NSIs occur each year. More than 50% of these NSIs go unreported. Lack of SOPs by healthcare organizations further compound this problem.

Objectives: To assess incidence, awareness and perception regarding needle stick injuries amongst nurses of PGIMER.

Methods: Cross sectional KAP study on a sample of 164 Nurses working at PGIMER.

Using Semi structured, self administered questionnaire.

Results: 65% of nurses had correct knowledge of diseases spread by NSIs. 80% nurses were aware of procedures to be followed post NSI. 34.1% nurses practiced re-capping of needles. Only 50.6% nurses admitted to wearing gloves. 42.07% of nurses encountered NSI during their career. 84.05% nurses of those suffering NSIs enquired about the patient’s disease history. 39.1% nurses had NSIs during administering injection, 8.6% nurses during manipulation of I.V. line, 20.2% nurses during recapping, 26% nurses during discarding needle, & 10.1% nurses during clean-up. 11.5% nurses suffered NSI in the palm, 92.7% nurses in fingers & 2.8% nurses in the arm. 58.18% nurses did not report Needle Stick Injuries. 14.4% of nurses were unaware of reporting procedure post NSI. 4.3% of nurses felt they might get into administrative trouble on reporting a Needle Stick Injury. 4.3% nurses felt it was not important to report a NSI.10.1% of nurses did not report considering the prick as minor. Only 10% of those suffering NSI had taken Post Exposure Prophylaxis. Only 7% of nurses suffering NSI completed the recommended PEP course. 59.4% nurses felt that they did not get adequate psychological support from the hospital.

Conclusion: Incidence of NSIs in this study was 42%. Only 72% nurses washed their hands with water & soap after NSI. PEP was not taken by 88.2% nurses. All this indicate a lack of adequate awareness which can be achieved by rigorous Continuous Medical Education. Hospital management has to devote resources to address this problem.

Training, training and training is the mantra.
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Conclusion: Results suggest how psychosocial factors influence HCWs behaviour thus compounding concerns about the risk of HCAI. Addressing psychosocial and motivation is an important step in effective infection prevention and prevention of HCAI. Although the study took place in a small developing country, it is possible that the issues raised cuts across boundaries.
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Introduction: Patient safety is receiving attention worldwide growing and is now being considered as a human rights issue. One important indicator of patient safety is the rate of nosocomial infections (NI) among hospital patients. However the prevention of NI needs a better knowledge of the risk factors, such as the application of standard precautions defined by the "Centers for Disease Control" (CDC).

Objectives: Our study aimed to evaluate the knowledge, attitudes and practices of nurses towards the respect for Standard Precautions of Hygiene (SPH) in a Tunisian teaching hospital.

Methods: It was a cross-sectional study conducted during two months (February and March 2016), in a hospital of the center-east of Tunisia, among nurses working in 13 services deemed to have a high risk of NI because of the workload and profile of patients hospitalized in these units. We used for the collection of data, a self-administered questionnaire inspired of the Protocol of "The audit Standard Precautions" adopted by the Coordination Centers and the fight against the Nosocomial Infections of France. The statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS software 18.

Results: The response rate was 88.6%. 61.3% said that they have already received training on SPH. 32.3% of nurses thought that they are well aware of the components of the SPH. The majority of respondents knew that these precautions are intended to protect patients and caregivers. 78.1% of the paramedical personnel responded that the hygiene of the hands is the most effective measure to limit the transmission of infectious agent in a care institution and 93.5% felt that it is necessary to disinfect hands before and after contact with a patient. However, less than half believed that the hygiene of hands must be respected between two cares given for the same patient. 68.4% made a flush of physiological serum in case of projection of blood or biological fluid on the mucous membranes. 69% of respondents washed their hands or used an antiseptic in case of an accident of exposure to blood.

Conclusion: Our study has shown that there are many shortcomings which require the implementation of certain measures such as awareness and training sessions.
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Introduction: The inter- and intra-hospital outbreak of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in South Korea resulted in 38 deaths, 186 confirmed cases, and 16,693 quarantines from May to December 2015. As 39 healthcare personnel (HCP) were infected, HCP can be at high risk of contracting infectious diseases.

Objectives: For HCP safety through a correct use of personal protective equipment (PPE), this study aims to evaluate practical barriers to PPE use during- and post-MERS outbreak.

Methods: With Institutional Review Board approval, a focus group interview with infection control nurse leaders was conducted with consent and a brief survey on demographics and hospital characteristics. Participants’ narrative responses and interactive discussions were recorded and categorized by theme. A fishbone diagram on summarized outcomes was reviewed by all participants and 2 board members of the Korean Association of Infection Control Nurses.

Results: From Seoul and Chungcheongnam-do, 7 leaders participated. Their hospitals (1,122 average beds [706-1980]) had at least 3 probable MERS cases (range: 3-5,300; 0-82 confirmed) during the 2015 outbreak. Leaders reported PPE training for 50.4,095 HCP during- and post-MERS using PPE sets and fluororescent markers (6 of the 7). All reported difficulties in developing hospital-customized PPE protocols and trainings despite variations in PPE and inconsistent donning/doffing ordering in guidelines. Difficulties observed in PPE use were anxiety, unfamiliarity, confusion from unstandardized protocols, doubts about PPE quality and effectiveness, complexity in PPE combinations, and a lack of personnel and budget.

Conclusion: Evidence-based gold-standard PPE guidelines should be formulated to reduce the burdens at each hospital. Thereafter, repeated training with standardized guidelines would increase HCP competencies in PPE use.
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Introduction: Failure to comply with infection control practices by hospital staff has been observed as a major cause for increased incidence of HAI. Huge emphasis is currently being laid on educating & training health care workers, especially nurses, to reduce HAIs. The moot question that arises is how effective are these programs in meeting their intended objectives?

Objectives: This study was conducted on nurses at PGIMER to evaluate efficacy of a training module on infection control practices in immediate post intervention phase as also over a sustained period.

Methods: This was a questionnaire based interventional study conducted at PGIMER. An educational module was used to train nurses vis-à-vis infection control practices. The nurses were evaluated before training and subsequently 1 week and 1 month after training.

Results: The knowledge score of nurses on evaluation 1 week after training was significantly higher than their pre training scores (p = 0.00). Similarly the knowledge scores of nurses 1 month after training were also significantly higher than their pre training scores (p = 0.00). There was a significant decrease in knowledge scores on evaluation of nurses after a month as compared to their scores on evaluation after a week of training (p = .001). Unlike knowledge scores, the attitude of nurses towards HAI did not show a significant decrease on evaluation 1 month after training vis-a-vis their evaluation 1 week after training (p = 0.026).

Evaluation of practices of nurses vis-a-vis hospital acquired infection did not show any significant difference in pre and post training phases.

Conclusion: Results showed a significant decline in knowledge level of nurses 1 month after training. This clearly demonstrates a need of continuous training programs for knowledge improvement of this vital staff in a hospital.
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Introduction: Enhanced hand hygiene (HH) compliance bundled with other infection prevention practices reduce healthcare associated infection (HAI). Compliance can be as low as 30% but improvement can be achieved with multimodal strategies including role models, feedback, peer reminders and traditional poster messages. Sustaining improvements is difficult where staff interact with more than one patient and have limited direct contact with the supervising manager. The choice of a behaviour change theory suitable for this environment requires an understanding of the behaviour, benefits and disadvantages of applying each at patient level.

Objectives: To examined current theories used to improve HH compliance.

Results: An early behavioural model identified that HH is practiced as a mix of self protection and altruism have achieved mix responses. The Geneva HH multimodal promotion model applied in Australia without a leadership component failed to improve compliance (P = 0.204) but when leadership was included compliance improved dramatically by 56% (P < .001). The peer-centred approach of the Washington protocol applied in Australia resulted in 48% (RR 1.48; CI = 1.2 to 1.81) improvement. But neither of these protocols sustained compliance. Even daily feedback of compliance from continuous automated HH compliance surveillance did not budge the 30% compliance on the ward with poor social cohesion compared with the socially cohesive ward where HH increased from 49% to 66% and reached 80% on occasions.

Conclusion: Sustaining improvements in HH on the ward requires a new approach because (i) it is an activity that has been learnt in childhood as a self-protective action resulting in lower compliance for Moment 1 compared to Moments 3-5 (ii) poor HH do not immediately result in infection unlike medication errors. We will discuss the benefits and disadvantages of applying of the Theory of Innovation where HH of a well-liked leader is mirrored, Social Cognitive Theory where peer-identified role models are identified to lead or Social Network analysis staff with highly connected information links could assist behaviour change.
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Introduction: Infections are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in nursing homes (nh). Effective infection prevention (IP) requires expertise, continuous training, resources and local efforts as the challenges to patient safety are often organizational rather than clinical.

Objectives: We aim to contribute an understanding of individual and organizational factors of IP by exploring hindering and facilitating factors from the perspectives of staff and nursing managers.

Methods: We employed a mixed methods concurrent triangulation strategy. We surveyed nh staff about their knowledge, behavior and compliance concerning IP and interviewed nursing managers to explore their perspectives on organizational influences on IP.

Results: Quantitative strand: The majority of all survey participants (N = 165) was female (80%). Most were licensed nurses (52%) working day shifts (63%), 60% responded that IP standards were complete and clear to them. 41% of respondents reported to always apply the contents of their last IP training. 21% report wearing hand and arm jewelry always or often during patient care. Nurses reported that gloves were always available (79%) in the residential area and protective clothing was always (67%) accessible. However, 15% indicated that they cannot disinfect their hands during active care, because no hand rub is available in resident rooms. Most nurses perceive their direct supervisor as a role model for IP compliance (always = 38%).

Qualitative strand: Most interview participants (55% unit managers) were female (89%), and 37% had worked in their institution for 11-15 years. While they reported that nurses always have access to IP standards and highlighted the importance of staff empowerment concerning IP they indicated challenges educating foreign-language staff and felt that staff was not proactively seeking IP information. We found inconsistencies in role modeling behavior of nursing managers and tensions between local and institution-wide IP leadership.

Conclusion: Integrating perspectives of nursing staff and managers only allows for a deeper understanding of the perceived barriers and facilitators of IP in nh. It also highlights the challenges of consistent role-modeling and that nursing managers do not fully reflect on being a role model for IP.
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Introduction: Our recent study showed that although the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 6-step technique was significantly more effective than the 3-step technique in reducing hand bacterial load, only 65% of nurses and doctors performed the 6-steps correctly. Thus, we began a campaign with our nursing students to implement our findings, promote the 6-steps and enhance optimal uptake. Following the campaign we involved 417 students in an attempt to break the Guinness World Record (GWR) for a hand-sanitising relay. We successfully broke the GWR with all but 2 students (99.5%) performing this technique correctly.

Objectives: To analyse our GWR experience through a lens of selected theories and identified factors that could have contributed to our success.

Methods: Greyson’s Personality-profiling and Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions theories were chosen, to acknowledge the importance of the complexity of individual, social and organisational factors which shape hand hygiene behaviours as emphasised in WHO Guidelines on Hand Hygiene in Health Care.

Results: Student societies are generally characterised by a desire for entertainment and social life. Such societies reflects Hofstede’s constructs of indulgence, small power distance and cultural dimensions and are likely to achieve better learning outcomes from activities involving amusement and learner-cantered approaches. The campaign used such learner-cantered approaches. In preparation for the GWR attempt, following classroom based activities; students were provided with a series of prompts that encouraged them to practice the 6-step technique daily in a self-directed manner. The GWR attempt involved amusement and social interactions which were likely to contribute to our success. In addition, Greyson
argued that nurses achieve better outcomes as a group and are more likely to comply with the interventions that involve emotions and relationships. Thus, having a collective goal of breaking the GWR and the excitement and anticipation of being a GWR holder was likely to further influence participants’ performance and learning outcomes.

Conclusion: We learned that factors influencing the uptake of hand hygiene education are complex, but analysing experiences through a lens of relevant theories can aid deeper understanding of success determinants.
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Introduction: Lack of compliance with infection control (IC) measures in intensive care units (ICU) is significantly associated with serious infections and colonization with multidrug resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (MDR-ACB) in critically ill patients.

Objectives: To describe changes in the behavior of ICU healthcare workers through surveillance cameras using the Hawthorne effect. Improved compliance with IC practices is noted when healthcare workers (HCW) know that they are being observed or supervised.

Methods: Four Surveillance cameras were installed in the adult ICU of the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC) covering its 10 beds in October 2015. Practices are monitored by the ICU team on a daily basis and breaches were promptly corrected by calling-back ICU staff. Hand hygiene compliance was monitored through anonymous auditors before and after the installation of the cameras. MDR-ACB Colonization pressure (CP) defined as the proportion of patients colonized/infected with MDR-ACB was used to measure the burden of MDR-ACB and can estimate the probability of its transmission in ICU. CP is calculated by dividing the number of MDR-ACB patient-days by the total number of patient-days and multiplied by 1000.

Results: Hand Hygiene compliance rates increased from 56% and 67% before and after patient contact to 86% and 90% respectively. This was also associated with a decrease in the CP from 340.0 to 221.0 per 1000 patient-days in 2015 and 2016 respectively. Device associated infection (DAI) rates in ICU varied depending on the severity of illness, CP and staff compliance with IC practices.

Conclusion: Proper hand hygiene practices and decreased CP, both will ultimately lead to a decline in rates of infections and colonizations in ICU. Enhanced IC measures can be sustained using surveillance cameras combined with a comprehensive plan to protect the safety of critically ill patients. Further analysis of device associated infections is needed over prolonged period to measure the effect of surveillance cameras in ICU.
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Introduction: Infection control practitioners (ICPs) need to be responsive to health policy changes and regulatory requirements, however how this is achieved from both a practice and resource perspective is rarely investigated. In 2010 new infection control policy requirements were introduced to all Australian hospitals regarding the practice and monitoring of aseptic technique (AT).

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate ICP perspectives on implementation activities associated with this change to identify the contextual factors that influenced this process.

Methods: ICPs from three Australian states were invited to participate in four focus groups in February of 2015. Purposeful sampling provided representation from public and private, regional and metropolitan services. All participants had been involved in implementation of AT policy in their hospital. Questions were based on the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research focussing on identifying contextual factors that had influenced policy implementation. Following transcription, a thematic analysis using interpretive description was undertaken to determine key themes.

Results: Analysis identified seven common contextual factors that influenced organisation implementation. These included organisational factors such as role and responsibility allocation, leadership and culture. External contextual factors of influence included regulatory functions (such as accreditation) as well as policy content and the trigger for policy introduction. Resourcing, preparedness and sustainability were also important themes.

Conclusion: Common contextual factors affect ICPs implementing national infection control policy in a variety of hospital settings and locations. To improve the effectiveness and process of policy implementation a better understanding of these issues is important for policy makers, managers and clinicians.
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Introduction: Video-reflexive ethnography (VRE) is an innovative methodology that can be used to engage hospital staff and patients in quality improvement efforts. It begins with video-ethnography, filming live care sequences. Selected footage is then shown back to participants in a "reflective session", during which they are prompted to reflect on the care shown and to consider opportunities for improvement.

Objectives: We undertake a literature review to examine the ways in which video-reflexive ethnography has been employed to improve healthcare quality.

Methods: This systematic review was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines. Medline, PsycINFO and PsychARTICLES databases were searched using keywords related to "video-reflexive ethnography" and "healthcare" for articles published in English language up until 15.03.2017. Inclusion criteria were: study population of healthcare workers, patients, or family members; in situ filming in healthcare settings; followed by a reflexive session using video footage as a prompt.

Results: Our search strategy identified 311 studies, of which 10 met inclusion criteria and were included this review. Studies took place in acute care hospitals (surgical, medical, maternity, emergency, and intensive care wards) an outpatient clinic, and a palliative care ward. Nine studies employed VRE together with additional observations or field interviews. Reflexive sessions were made with single interviewees (3), pairs (3) or focus groups (6). Topics addressed included team communication, medication management, childbirth, end-of-life care, handovers, infection prevention, and patient safety. Authors frequently reported that the successful execution of VRE required
careful preparation, including ethics approval and participant recruitment and informing.

**Conclusion:** This review shows that VRE has been used in a variety of healthcare settings to address a broad range of quality improvement and patient safety issues. We conclude that video-reflexive ethnography appears to be a promising method for engaging healthcare workers and patients in the improvement of healthcare quality.
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**Introduction:** Onsite coaching approach of health care providers in Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) has been implemented in 14 health facilities in the district of Kindia. The process aimed at improving health care providers’ behaviour in IPC practices.

**Objectives:** Assist providers to improve their skills in IPC during health care service provision.

**Methods:** Observation of health workers while implementing IPC skills according to standards. Provide immediate feedback to providers and managers to address gaps and improve their skills.

**Results:** Among trained providers (n = 448), 6 local supervisors and 2 focal points were identified according to their performance in the application of PCI measures. The coaching visits reached 274 health care providers including support staff. 194/274 (71%) practiced competencies according to performance standards, of which 121/156 (78%) were reached in health centers, 46/85 (54%) in the regional hospital, and 27/33 (82%) support staff. The poor performance observed in the hospital is related to the lack of regular use of performance standards for self-assessments and internal evaluations.

**Conclusion:** Onsite coaching visits contribute to address poor performance; however, behaviour change in the practice of IPC measures and knowledge to prevent the risks of infection for the health care providers and health facility users are still a major challenge of the health system.

**References**
Jhpiego/Johns Hopkins Medicine, Prevention et Controle de la maladie a virus ebola dans les etablissements de sante aux ressources limitees (Manuel de reference, octobre 2014) - Jhpiego/Ministere de la Sante, Standards de Performance en Prevention et Controle de l’Infection (Octobre 2014)
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**Introduction:** Harmonisation in hand hygiene (HH) training for infection control professionals (ICPs) is lacking.

**Objectives:** To describe a standardized approach to HH training, using a “Train-the-Trainers” (TTT) concept for both national and facility-based ICPs and its impact on HH knowledge.

**Methods:** This training course based on the World Health Organization (WHO) HH multimodal strategy, consists of lectures, hands-on practice and sharing of experiences. The theoretical part addresses HH related concepts such as burden of healthcare-associated infections, multimodal improvement strategy, approaches dealing with campaign fatigue and updates on HH research. The hands-on training focus on direct monitoring of HH compliance, using visual video reviewing of clinical scenarios and role-plays encouraging participation and feedback. A pre- and post-course questionnaire assessed baseline knowledge and that acquired during the course. The Wilcoxon signed-rank and the McNemar’s statistical tests were used to compare the pre and post results from the questionnaires.

**Results:** The HH TTT course was organized in Brazil (2015), Spain (2016), and scheduled in 2017 for South Africa, Mexico, Malaysia, and Mashhad. 33 and 21 ICPs attended the course in Brazil and Spain, whilst between 30 and 40 ICPs expected to the following courses. HH knowledge of participants showed a significant increase in the rate of correct answers from 77.0% to 89.7% in Brazil (P < 0.001) and from 65.3% to 75% in Spain (P < 0.001). Positive aspects reported were: learning environment, sharing experiences, hands-on practices and networking among ICPs.

**Conclusion:** The TTT training course based on the WHO HH multimodal improvement strategy and expert experience at HUG proved to be effective in enhancing participant’s knowledge, sharing experiences and networking. Ultimately, this reference training method can be used by ICPs worldwide to further disseminate knowledge to other health care workers.
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**Introduction:** Since 2015, Jhpiego, an affiliate of Johns Hopkins University is providing technical assistance to the Ghana Health Services (GHS) under the Maternal and Child Survival Program funded by USAID.

**Objectives:** The project aims to build the capacity of healthcare workers (HCWs) to improve the quality of Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) practices at health facilities in 5 regions and thereby contribute to the reduction in healthcare associated infections and protect the HCWs from blood borne and other infections.

**Methods:** The project uses a Competency Based Training Model (CBTM) to train HCWs in IPC using onsite training approach. Jhpiego worked with GHS and other partners to conduct a competency analysis for IPC for all cadre of staff at health facilities. This was followed by updating the National IPC policy and guidelines, developing IPC facilitator’s guide and training of trainers. The approach to prepare trainers included technical updates, standardizing IPC skills and strengthening of the competency based training skills. The national and the regional trainers co-trained initial IPC courses with Jhpiego trainers and received coaching and mentoring during co-training. A trainers WhatsApp group was established to share experiences. For rolling out the training in the regions we followed decentralized strategy and supported the regional directorate of health services to implement training. This strategy comprised of the regions signing MOUs to manage grants with clear deliverables, implementation plans and submitting weekly reports. The regional trainings at hospitals were
supported by monthly supervisory monitoring and evaluation visits. The project targeted 13,975 HCWs in 56 hospitals. 

Results: In all, 24 national and 151 regional trainers were developed to provide supporting supervision and roll out of trainings in their regions. As of March 2017, 3,603 healthcare workers in 13 health facilities have been trained. Average knowledge test scores increased from a baseline of 45% to 70% post training.

Conclusion: This approach to training healthcare workers is an effective way of improving their competency in IPC. It is impactful in strengthening healthcare systems in poorly resourced countries by helping to train large number of HCW in a short time.
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Introduction: Both a graduate certificate and Master’s in Public Health (MPH) Program with Infection Control concentration have been offered together since August 2013. Evaluation of these courses and programs is essential for those interested in the education of current and future Infection Preventionists.

Objectives: The objectives of this project were to develop, implement and evaluate tools for assessing the infection control courses and programs, and use the results to modify the courses and programs as necessary and indicated.

Methods: The following tools were used to evaluate the graduate infection control programs: 1) initial course survey, 2) mid-semester survey, and 3) final course evaluation, for the four certificate/MPH courses, and 4) exit interview. The surveys used a combination of objective Likert-scale questions as well as open-ended questions regarding student expectations. Exit interviews consisted of open-ended questions about the program and experience of the student. Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate the objective questions and all subjective comments were reviewed, with common themes identified.

Results: Two-hundred fifteen (92.3%) of students completed mid-semester surveys of the courses, with 48.4% extremely satisfied and 38% very satisfied with overall knowledge gained. A total of 330 students completed the final course evaluations, with a mean overall rating of 4.67/5.0 for course instruction. Individual course ratings of the number of required readings. Exit surveys indicated that there were several different student categories with differing infection control educational needs. Extensive additional ratings categories for the four survey tools and a complete review of subjective comments resulted from the analyses.

Conclusion: Together, the evaluation tools provided invaluable information at both individual course and entire program levels. Courses were modified in existing and subsequent semesters to accommodate identified issues. Those interested in educating Infection Preventionists may find the structure and results of the individual evaluation tools useful and applicable in their educational programs.
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Introduction: Infection prevention and control is a major concern in hospitals and specialized professionals are needed to implement appropriate measures to meet these challenges. The Commission for Hospital Hygiene and Infection Prevention (KRINKO) has the official mandate to develop national recommendations for the prevention of healthcare-associated infections in Germany and published two recommendations on the requirement of specialized personnel in hospitals in the year 2009 and 2016, which had a major impact on legislation and the hospitals themselves.

Objectives: To emphasize the importance of the recommendations by the KRINKO and to detect potential possibilities for improvement, the Bavarian Health and Food Safety Authority (LGL) decided to examine the actual situation concerning infection prevention and control staff in Bavarian hospitals on a regular basis. The first survey on this behalf was conducted in the year 2011, further studies followed in 2013, 2015 and 2016.

Methods: The department of hospital hygiene and infection prevention at the LGL created a questionnaire which was sent to all local health administrations in Bavaria. The health administrations were asked to distribute the questionnaire to the hospitals in their district, to collect the completed forms after a period of two months and to return them to the LGL. The collected data were read into a data base, were validated and are currently analyzed.

Results: The present publication will show the results from the past years and demonstrate how the situation changed over the years. A comparison between the actual numbers of infection prevention and control staff and the recommended numbers from the KRINKO will be drawn to present the possibilities for further improvement.

Conclusion: The recommendations made by the KRINKO in 2009 and 2011 had an impact on legislation and the engagement of specialized staff became obligatory for hospitals and institutions, which provide care comparable to hospitals. The demand of qualified staff is still higher than the supply, but initiatives to qualify more persons in infection prevention and control have been started since the year 2010 and show positive effects.
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Introduction: In the context of Viral Hemorrhagic Fever diseases (Ebola and Lassa) outbreak in West Africa in 2014, WHO and other international partners, have initiated and supported the implementation of a voluntary program to prevent infection in all affected countries. As part of this initiative an invitation to participate to the national promotion of contact precautions was sent to all acute hospitals by the Ministry of health of Benin republic.
Objectives: We assessed the efficacy of Contact Precaution practices, including, feasibility and adaptability to the local context.

Methods: during 35 weeks from March 2016 all hospital registered (32) received hygiene equipment and materials (running water and soap; alcohol based rubs) followed by an extensive campaign among personnel for the respect of infection transmission based precautions complemented with a semi-structured interview and direct observations. Hand hygiene audits were conducted using the WHO ‘five moments for hand hygiene’ observational tool to measure hand hygiene observance and hand washing technique.

Results: only 81% of registered hospital took part in exercise. On average, through the study period, hand washing rates increased from 22% to 47% \( P = 0.0002 \). 76% of personnel preferred hand washing with soap and water. The proportion knowledgeable about hand hygiene practices was 71%. The availability of individual protective equipment and running water varied from hospital to hospital (21% to 51%). Standard precautions and practice related to avoiding cross infection were not always complied by staffs during the study period (21% to 51%). Hand hygiene was assessed with a liquid fluorescent material onto level D PPE (N95 respirator, goggles, face shield, hat, apron, and long-sleeved gloves). Contamination during removal of PPE evaluate was done by spraying a liquid fluorescent material onto level D PPE (N95 respirator, goggles, face shield, hat, apron, and long-sleeved gloves). The two N95 respirators showed a fitting rate of less than 50%. There were statistical differences in the fitting rate among the three types of the N95 respirators \( P < 0.01 \).

Conclusion: Appropriate level D PPE removal was done by a very small number of the participants. To prevent the observed exposures, additional use of face shield, hat, apron, and long-sleeved gloves would be necessary. Depending on the shape of the face, the fitting rate of each product is different, so various kinds of N95 respirator should be provided. Repeated training and expansion of the training chances for hospital staffs should be improved of appropriate PPE wearing and removal.
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Introduction: Due to the epidemic of new high-risk pathogens such as MERS-CoV, training of health-care workers to wear personal protective equipment (PPE) has become a necessity.

Objectives: We evaluated the compliance of wearing and removal of level D PPE and N95 respirator to promote appropriate PPE wearing.

Methods: We selected 120 doctors and nurses of respiratory diseases department, and evaluated 16 sessions by 7-8 persons in June of 2016. We provided videos and protocols for correct wearing before the evaluation of compliance to allow individual practice. Evaluation of the compliance was made using the checklist of protocols PPE. Contamination during removal of PPE evaluate was done by spraying a liquid fluorescent material onto level D PPE (N95 respirator, goggles, face shield, hat, apron, and long-sleeved gloves) and contaminated region was checked by using ultraviolet lighting. N95 respirator fit testing was selected among 3 products in the hospital and leakage rate was checked through the mask fit tester.

Results: The compliance rate of level D PPE wearing was 80.0% (96/120) and the compliance rate of removal was 30.8% (37/120). The compliance rate of N95 respirator donning 79.2% (95/120). During level D PPE removal, more than one site of fluorescent material contamination was 82.5% (99/120). The most predilection sites of the contamination were face (58.3%) and occipital of head (30.8%). The two N95 respirators showed a fitting rate of less than 50%. There were statistical differences in the fitting rate among the three types of the N95 respirators \( P < 0.01 \).

Conclusion: The level of contact precautions application differed importantly between health workers and between hospitals. Adherence to WHO guidelines was low despite good knowledge. The lack of qualified personnel and financial resources allocated for this program is one of the causes of weak compliance.

Keywords: Compliance, hand hygiene, Healthcare workers, standard precaution, Benin
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Introduction: Last Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak was the largest and most geographically dispersed Ebola outbreak known to date. During such large outbreaks, with pandemic potential, it is expected that medical students would be included in patient treatment. Their knowledge and awareness may influence the prompt and adequate implementation of infection control measures.

Objectives: To investigate preparedness, and the knowledge level about infection control measures of Ebola among medical faculty students.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted among fourth-year and sixth-year students at four state medical faculties in two countries: Serbia (in Belgrade and Kragujevac) and Bosnia & Herzegovina (in Banja Luka and Foča). A self-administered, standardized, anonymous questionnaire containing data about social and demographic characteristics of students, data about epidemiological characteristics of EVD, and knowledge of infection control measures, was used.

Results: A total of 1089 students (53.6% of the fourth year and 46.4% of the sixth year) were included in the study. Male to female ratio was 0.51. Most of the respondents (91.6%) correctly identified contact with blood and body fluids as the most important nosocomial mode of Ebola virus transmission, and 86.6% indicated that wearing of personal protective equipment (PPE) is the most important preventive measures in hospitals. However, out of 8 parts of PPE recommended for health care workers caring for patients with EVB, students reported 3.5 (±1.82) parts on average, the fourth year students having better knowledge (4.0 ± 1.89) \( (p = 0.001) \). Further, only 39.3% of students, statistically higher percent of the fourth year students \( (p < 0.001) \), recognized that a trained observer must supervise each step of PPE donning/doffing. Nevertheless, higher proportion of fourth year students (56.5%, \( p < 0.001) \) expressed the needs for additional education about EVD infection control measures.

Conclusion: This study indicated a gap in knowledge on infection control of EVD can be filled by education on emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases in the curricula.
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Introduction: Microbiology laboratories are unique environments in relation to the safety of those who work within them. Clinical specimens received from patients pose a hazard to personnel and sometimes their families because of infections agents they contains. In context of Lassa disease in Benin during 2015, an intensive campaign to promote good safety practices was performed throughout all specialty areas of the laboratory by motivational communication.

Objectives: to determine whether using motivational communication would improve biosecurity compliance in laboratory

Methods: this was a three months of multicenter prospective observation of variation in laboratories practices related to prevention of laboratory acquired infection. Process information about biosecurity (standards precaution, barriers used during sample collection and biosafety level) was collected from 1st Jun to 30 August.

Results: ten hospital clinical microbiology laboratory participate, 83 biotechnologists and 21 others workers were enrolled. Only 1 laboratory can be classified in biosafety level II. The first result show an improvement of practices in particular regarding standards precaution practices from baseline globally 45% to 65% (p < 0.0006), most of personnel 85% wore masks and gowns 64%, hand hygiene procedures was performed, either by washing hands with soap and water 80% or with alcohol-based formulation 12%. The IC survey was completed by 17 hospitals. In the model, number of blood cultures per 1000 patient-days, and catheter-related procedures (e.g., guidelines, check-lists) remained significant (p = 0.013 and p = 0.015, respectively). If the hospital had implemented several of protocols for laboratory-based case finding was used, and SA-BSIs adjusted by special- tices in mixed effect’s negative binomial regression model were calculated; rankings of hospitals were assessed by standardized morbidity ratio (SMR) rank method. The effects in the model were considered to be constant over selected time period. There were clear differences in crude and adjusted ranking positions of hospitals, and CIs were wide and mostly overlapped. Of the specialties, surgery seemed to increase risk for SA-BSIs (p = 0.02). The IC survey was completed by 17 hospitals. In the model, number of blood cultures per 1000 patient-days, and catheter-related procedures (e.g., guidelines, check-lists) remained significant (p = 0.013 and p = 0.015, respectively). If the hospital had implemented several of catheter-related procedures, the protective effect seemed to strengthen.

Conclusion: Adjusting by specialties may be needed when ranking SA-BSI rates. However, the rankings must be interpreted with caution.
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Introduction: Sharp injuries are major occupational health and safety issues globally. Health care workers (HCW) are on highest risk of getting blood borne pathogen including hepatitis B (HBV), hepatitis C (HCV), and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) due to contaminated needles and sharp objects.

Objectives: It has been observed that there was a sudden rise of sharp injuries from unknown source. Thus Infection Control Department (IC) aimed to:

Reduce number of exposure from sharp injuries by educational training of laboratory personnel.
Decrease exposure of sharp injuries from unknown source which will automatically decreases cost of hospital and stress of HCW.

Methods: The PDSA Plan-Do-Study-Act model, a continuous quality improvement (CQI) tool, was used to decrease the preventable exposure to sharp injuries. Plan: it was observed that number and rate of sharp injuries has drastically increased in Qtr. 1 2016 i.e. 53 to 83 from 16.7 to 12.0 respectively. Moreover it has been observed that exposure from unknown source are also increasing i.e.11 to 18 which increase risk of acquiring blood borne diseases and hospital's cost.

The data was analyzed by interviewing all exposed staff and identified the loop hole to prevent sharp injuries. Do: educational sessions were conducted, reinforcement was done to avoid recapping, flyes circulated to all patient care areas, disseminate pocket guide to HCW, fixed danger box in brackets to avoid spillage, introduce safe lancet to check blood glucose, Check: Observed staff practices and gave one to one teaching to improve practices, malpractices were notified to supervisors. Act: Increase frequency of audits to ensure safe disposal of sharps. Monthly sharing of exposure data with supervisors.

Results: A significant decline was observed in Q3 2016 the number of sharp injuries exposure decreased from 83 to 59 simultaneously rate decrease from 16.7 to 12.0. The numbers of exposure from unknown source decreased from 18 to 06.The target we set for exposure to sharp injury from unknown source below 10 and we were able to achieve 06 and the cost burden was lessened from three hundred sixty thousand (PKR 360,000) to one hundred twenty thousand (PKR 120,000) which means two times cost reduction.

Conclusion: Educational session are key component to improve staff practices as its a matter of their own occupational safety.
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Introduction: Healthcare-associated bloodstream infections (BSI), especially those caused by Staphylococcus aureus (SA-BSI) are often preventable. Rate of SA-BSI has been used as an indicator for hospital performance in infection control (IC).

Objectives: Our aim was to analyze the Finnish surveillance data in order to assess hospital rankings according to crude and adjusted rates of SA-BSI, and to investigate if IC resources and practices in the hospitals were reflected in the rankings.

Methods: 20 Finnish hospitals conducted prospective incidence surveillance for healthcare-associated BSIs in 1999-2015. A common protocol for laboratory-based case finding was used, and only BSIs with onset >48 h after admission were included. Patient-days with specialties were obtained from hospitals’ databases to calculate incidence densities (ID) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The hospitals’ crude IDs and IDs adjusted by specialties in mixed effect’s negative binomial regression model were calculated; rankings of hospitals were assessed by standardized morbidity ratio (SMR) rank method. The effects in the model were considered to be constant over selected time period. Results of a national survey on IC resources and practices in each hospital were also evaluated in the model. Analyses were performed by Stata 14.2 and WinBUGS 1.4.3.

Results: We identified 13942 BSIs, including 1966 SA-BSIs in 1999-2015. A common protocol for laboratory-based case finding was used, and only BSIs with onset >48 h after admission were included. Patient-days with specialties were obtained from hospitals’ databases to calculate incidence densities (ID) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The hospitals’ crude IDs and IDs adjusted by specialties in mixed effect’s negative binomial regression model were calculated; rankings of hospitals were assessed by standardized morbidity ratio (SMR) rank method. The effects in the model were considered to be constant over selected time period. Results of a national survey on IC resources and practices in each hospital were also evaluated in the model. Analyses were performed by Stata 14.2 and WinBUGS 1.4.3.
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Methods: Exploratory observations were carried out in three settings (intensive care, medical, emergency) by single observers, who noted the care process being observed and any potential IRM. An inventory of all observed IRM was established and systematically coded according to the source, pathway, and endpoint from, through, and to which pathogen were transferred, respectively. This formed the taxonomy for the structured observations, which were carried out using a mobile observation tool programmed with FilMaker 14 in the same three settings by two observers to ensure systematic documentation of all IRM.

Results: 129.17 hours of exploratory observations resulted in the identification of 292 unique potential IRM. IRM were categorized according to the source (e.g. medical device, mobile object, physical environment), pathway (e.g. hands, gloves, mobile objects) and endpoint (e.g. patient critical site, non-critical site) of pathogens. 53.77 hours of structured observations (31.25 hours of active care) resulted in the identification of 1’338 potential IRM, for an average density of 42.8 IRM/active care hour. The average densities of IRM/active care hour were 34.9, 36.8, and 56.3 in the intensive care, medical, and emergency wards, respectively. 566 unique moments were identified, which fell into 71 main categories.

Conclusion: Exploratory and structured observations resulted in the successful identification of IRM including, yet going beyond indications for hand hygiene to include moments involving glove use, mobile objects, medical devices, healthcare worker clothing, and invasive devices. This inventory may serve as a tool for identification and prioritization of future infection prevention efforts.
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Introduction: The practice of hand hygiene (HH) has been well studied over the last decade for its role in infection prevention, yet less knowledge exists regarding other important infection-related behaviours. We hypothesize that an important portion of infectious risks lies at “infectious risk moments” (IRM) – seemingly innocuous, yet frequently occurring care manipulations resulting in transfer of pathogens – which include and go beyond indications for hand hygiene.

Objectives: We conducted 1) exploratory observations to establish a comprehensive inventory of IRM, and 2) structured observations to quantify the frequency and nature of IRM.

Methods: Exploratory observations were carried out in three settings (intensive care, medical, emergency) by single observers, who noted the care process being observed and any potential IRM. An inventory of all observed IRM was established and systematically coded according to the source, pathway, and endpoint from, through, and to which pathogens were transferred, respectively. This formed the taxonomy for the structured observations, which were carried out using a mobile observation tool programmed with FilMaker 14 in the same three settings by two observers to ensure systematic documentation of all IRM.

Results: 129.17 hours of exploratory observations resulted in the identification of 292 unique potential IRM. IRM were categorized according to the source (e.g. medical device, mobile object, physical environment), pathway (e.g. hands, gloves, mobile objects) and endpoint (e.g. patient critical site, non-critical site) of pathogens. 53.77 hours of structured observations (31.25 hours of active care) resulted in the identification of 1’338 potential IRM, for an average density of 42.8 IRM/active care hour. The average densities of IRM/active care hour were 34.9, 36.8, and 56.3 in the intensive care, medical, and emergency wards, respectively. 566 unique moments were identified, which fell into 71 main categories.

Conclusion: Exploratory and structured observations resulted in the successful identification of IRM including, yet going beyond indications for hand hygiene to include moments involving glove use, mobile objects, medical devices, healthcare worker clothing, and invasive devices. This inventory may serve as a tool for identification and prioritization of future infection prevention efforts.
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decreased rate of isolation of S.aureus (15,16,13 & 4% respectively) over the years. 

**Conclusion:** Despite the limitations of Point prevalence survey, our study yielded valuable data on the epidemiology of HAI. The study underscore the surveillance of HAI by repeated prevalence surveys for a better understanding of trends in the epidemiology of HAI and prevention success.
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**P139 Healthcare associated infections: prevalence and risk factors**
Héla Ghali, Sihem Ben Fredj, Salwa Khefacha, Mohamed Ben Rejeb, Houyem Said Latiri
Depament of Prevention and Security of Care, Sahhoul-Sousse, Tunisia

**Introduction:** Healthcare associated infections (HAI) are the most frequent adverse event in health-care delivery worldwide. The endemic burden of HAI is also significantly higher in low- and middle-income than in high-income countries, in particular in patients admitted to intensive care units and in neonates. Tunisia is not spared from this scourge. The national surveys of prevalence HAI were held regularly in the health institutions in the framework of the strategic axis "Surveillance of HAI" of the National Strategy of the hygiene and safety of care.

**Objectives:** Our study aimed to evaluate the prevalence of HAI in the university hospital of center-east of Tunisia and to assess its risk factors.

**Methods:** A cross-sectional study of prevalence was conducted from April 11th to April 28th 2016. All services have been included in the investigation, except those of emergencies and of haemodialysis due to their very short duration of hospitalization. The collection of data was performed by the plug of the survey of national prevalence of nosocomial infections.

**Results:** Among 287 eligible patients, 28 had a HAI. The prevalence of patients infected was 9.8%. 33 HAI have been identified in these patients. The prevalence of HAI was 11.5%. This prevalence was more important in intensive care units (29.2%). The most frequent infections were respiratory infections (39.4%) and urinary tract infections (18.18%). The multivariate analysis of intrinsic and extrinsic factors has highlighted a significant association between the HAI and the presence of central venous catheter (OR = 4.11; IC 95% = [1.04 – 16.28]; p = 0.044), setting of prosthesis (OR = 28.80; IC 95% = [4.44 – 186.42]; p < 0.010), the artificial nutrition (OR = 4.34; IC 95% = [1.03 – 18.23]; p = 0.045), and the antibiotic therapy in the past 6 months (OR = 2.78; IC 95% = [1.09 – 7.09]; p = 0.032). 16 infections were microbiologically documented (57.14%). In total, 21 pathogens have been identified, which the most frequent was Klebsiella pneumoniae.

**Conclusion:** Actions of prevention of HAI have already been conducted at the hospital. The results of this survey suggest a strengthening of these actions, including: the improvement of the system of monitoring, the promotion of the hygiene of hands, the training of the health staff and the quality approach relative to the safety of care.
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**P140 Outbreak of lassa fever in a healthcare setting : epidemiologic surveillance and risk stratification for contact persons - Saki Oyo State, Nigeria 2014**
Olukemi T. Olugbade1, Oluwaseyi Israel1, Rhoda Fadahunsi1, Abiodun Ogunnyi1, Abisola Oladimeji1, Adebola Olayinka1,2
1Field Epidemiology Practice, Nigeria Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Programme, Asokoro; 2Medical Microbiology, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria

**Introduction:** Lassa Fever (LF) is an infectious viral hemorrhagic disease transmitted through contact with effluents (fetal matter and urine) of Mastomys natalensis - a multi-mammate rat species, and infected persons.LF is endemic in West Africa. Outbreaks of LF occurred in 23 of the 36 states in Nigeria with 1,656 cases and 112 deaths in 2013. Secondary transmission from person to person has been established, presenting a healthcare risk for health workers.In February 2014, a laboratory confirmed case of LF was reported in a health worker in Saki,Oyo state.

**Objectives:** We investigated the outbreak, identified and traced contacts with follow up and contained transmission

**Methods:** We conducted active case search/record review of hospitals records, contact risk stratification assessment, environmental assessment and laboratory analysis.

**Results:** Twenty contacts were classified as 13 probable and 7 suspected cases. For risk stratification we collected socio-demographic information, extent of contact, observed signs or symptoms suggestive of LF, and use or non - use of PPE; this revealed 77 contacts with 73 symptomatic LF being health workers among health workers with confirmed case during the acute phase of illness. Categorization of risk showed 18 (23.3%) were category 1 (no risk), 54(70.1%) category 2 (low risk) and 5 (6.5%) category3 (high risk). The 25 samples collected were all negative for LF. None of the 97 identified contacts developed LF after a 21 day follow up period. Environmental assessment showed bush burning, poor food handling, poor refuse disposal and rodent consumption practices. Poor infection control practices were observed in 2 of the 4(50%)health facilities where the confirmed case received care with just one facility (25%) having an isolation ward.

**Conclusion:** Epidemiologic surveillance, contact tracing and risk assessment are important elements in an outbreak response. We trained health workers on good infection control practices, prompt isolation and optimal LF case management. We conducted community based advocacy and sensitization.We recommend that active surveillance and public enlightenment should be continuous to effectively sustain LF control and prevent further outbreaks in this community and Oyo State
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**P141 Survival analysis of the incidence of health-care associated respiratory syncytial virus in selected referral hospitals in Kenya, 2009-2011**
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**Introduction:** In Sub Saharan Africa, there is severe overcrowding and frequent breakdown of essential services like water and hygiene in hospitals hence facilitating spread of infections.

**Objectives:** We sought to document the incidence of health-care associated respiratory syncytial virus in the three referral hospitals and with confirmed case in hospitals hence facilitating spread of infections.

**Methods:** We retrospectively studied acquisition of RSV 72 hours post admission among patients admitted in three hospitals in Kenya: Kenyatta National-KNH, New Nyanza and Mbegathi District hospitals. Screening was done using RT-PCR on naso/oro pharyngeal samples collected from patients who developed influenza-like illness. Cox proportional hazard model was used for analysis.Hazard ratio associated with risk factors were given as the exponent of the cox model coefficient.

**Results:** Two-hundred and fifty-five samples were analyzed from patients admitted in the hospital. Forty (16%) of the samples were RSV positive, 25 (62.5%) of them being from male. Twenty-six (65.0%) of the patients were aged below <2 years, 8 between 2-4 years and 6 patients were ≥5 years. Majority (33, 82.5%) of the patients was from pediatric wards.KNH contributed the most number of patients (24,
60.0%). Cox regression analysis showed that males had 82% chance of contracting RSV faster (aHR = 4.5; CI: 1.7-11.7; P = 0.003). Admitted patients aged >5 years had 99% chance of contracting RSV faster than those <2 years (aHR = 81.7; CI: 4.8-139.5; P = 0.001). Patients admitted at Mbagathi and New Nyanza had 92% (aHR = 11.5; CI: 3.7-35.8; P < 0.001) and 94% (aHR = 17.02; CI: 3.9-49.5; P < 0.001) chance of contracting RSV faster than those admitted in the pediatric wards (aHR = 10.1; CI: 4.0-24.9; P = 0.028).

Conclusion: Being male, aged 5 years or more, admitted in the ICU increased the chance of contracting RSV faster. Therefore, target interventions should be aimed at patients in these wards.
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Introduction: This paper serves as the research report on prevalence of Health Care Acquired Infections (HCAl) among new mothers and newborns in the Kyrgyz Republic as an indicator of the effectiveness of infection control measures.

Objectives: Objective of the study is to investigate the prevalence of Health Care Acquired Infections (HCAI) among new mothers and newborns in the Kyrgyz Republic as an indicator of the effectiveness of infection control measures.

Methods: Two point prevalence surveys of the Health Care Acquired Infections among new mothers and newborns were conducted in 10 public health hospitals. In total, 657 new mothers and 720 newborns were examined in the first study, and 552 new mothers and 623 newborns - in the second study. We used the method of active detection of infections using the CDC case standard definitions, and with the use of forms specifically designed for epidemiological surveillance. The studies were conducted by appropriately trained infection control specialists and epidemiologists.

In quantitative terms, point prevalence was defined as the ratio of the number of people who have an infection, at a particular point in time, to the total amount of people in the population, at risk, at the same point in time.

Results: Prevalence of infections among the new mothers was 6.8% in the first study, and 3.1% - in the 2nd study. Amongst the new mothers with the C-section, prevalence was 19.8% in the first study, and 8.5% - in the second study. Amongst the new mothers with natural delivery, prevalence was 3.6% at the first study, and 1.4% - in the second. Incidence of the HCAI among newborns was 8.9% in the first study, and 5.1% - in the second study. In the period between the two studies, infectious control measures were actively introduced through trainings and equipping of the clinical departments of the hospitals.

Conclusion: Introduction of the infection control measures, such as the hand hygiene, the safety standards for the medical procedures, and the appropriate use of antibiotics for the preventive purpose, enable the reduction of prevalence by a factor of 1.5-2. The point prevalence survey allows to determine the effectiveness of the measures undertaken, as well as to determine priority areas for interventions.
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Introduction: Our hospitals participated in the European HAI point prevalence survey (PPS) 2016. Real time analysis of data was undertaken by hospital and then collated for the health board.

Objectives: To describe findings from the 2016 PPS and investigate risk factors for the most common hospital acquired infections(HAIs). It was hoped that risk factor analysis would enable us to identify areas for quality improvement.

Methods: Ten hospitals were visited and 3834 patients were included in the survey. Data was collected between 1/9/16-18/11/16 by members of the infection control team trained in PPS methodology.

Results: Local analysis of the PPS data showed a decrease in the HAI rate within our hospitals from 4.7% in 2011 to 3.1% in 2016. The most common HAIs identified were pneumonia and urinary tract infections. Further analysis of patients with pneumonia revealed that only 17% had been intubated in the previous 48 hours. The majority of patients with pneumonia were >65 years (74%). Almost half (48%) were considered end of life on McCabe score. Only 35% of urinary tract infections were associated with urinary catheters. 75% of female patients with UTI were postmenopausal and 58% of UTI patients had renal impairment.

Conclusion: Overall HAI rates in our hospitals have reduced since the 2011 PPS. Pneumonia and urinary tract infection represent the two most common HAIs. The low percentages of ventilator acquired pneumonias (VAP) and CAUTI within these categories are likely a result of quality improvement programmes and implementation of care bundles. For a significant proportion of patients pneumonia was a near end of life event. Patients with UTI were more likely to be postmenopausal if female and over half had coexisting renal impairment. Further analysis of risk factors is required to ascertain whether any quality improvement measures could be implemented to reduce HAI rates further.
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Introduction: Manual monitoring of healthcare-associated infections and multi-drug-resistant organisms (MDROs) is inefficient and often patchy. Our hospital evaluated the impact of introducing an infection control management system (ICMS). The objectives were to assess the impact of ICMS on 4 parameters: time to detection, detection capability, outbreak detection and workflow impact.

Methods: Following a review, an ICMS system was selected based on a range of inbuilt system capabilities for alerting, recording and monitoring infections and target organisms, together with a data analytics system. Post-implementation, we assessed the impact of the ICMS on the operational and detection capabilities of infection control nurses (ICNs).

Results: Time to detection: With integration of patient movement and laboratory data, ICMS-enabled real-time alerting allowed immediate intervention compared to delays under the previous manual
method (0.5-4 hour delay). ICNs were now able to identify up to 20 additional patients readmitted with conditions or MDROs of interest, previously missed under the old system.

Detection capability: Average daily notifications rose from 12 (pre-ICMS) to 20 alerts (post-ICMS). Epidemiologically important organisms (e.g., Influenza A virus, RSV) were tracked for the first time. The flexible rule-based ICMS system allowed application of "tags" to patients with specific conditions or with significant contact history, allowing immediate review and action if patients with these tags were readmitted or transferred.

Outbreak detection: Contact tracing lists were efficiently generated by the ICMS by defining the patients at risk based on user-defined parameters.

Workflow improvement: Substantial time savings for ICNs were achieved for the following tasks: MRSA ward exit screening (43 hours saved/year); manual laboratory notification (104 hours); contact tracing: (230-476 hours); reports generation: (130 hours), manual laboratory notification (104 hours).

Some specific data analytics and workflow processes were not available by the ICMS, necessitating workflow changes/workarounds. ICMS implementation took significant time and effort from users. Finally, some gaps in ICMS capabilities were also identified.

Conclusion: ICMS improved efficiency and operational oversight of IC, which paradoxically increased the daily ICNs workload.
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Introduction: Despite regular regional and national point prevalence surveys (PPSs) in China, only a few have been reported in English peer-reviewed journals. Thus, there is no good estimation about the burden of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) in Mainland China.

Objectives: This study aimed to assess the burden of HAIs in Mainland China, using data published both in English and Chinese.

Methods: We searched PubMed, the China National Knowledge Infrastructure, and Wan Fang for multicentre PPSs in acute care hospitals in Mainland China in the last ten years. The weighted prevalence was estimated by applying a random effects model.

Results: A total of 1626 publications were retrieved, of which 115 were eligible for final analysis. HAI prevalence [95% confidence interval (CI)] in general hospitals, children hospitals, hospitals for maternal and child health, and oncology hospitals were 3.02% (2.79-3.26), 4.43% (3.39-5.47), 1.88% (1.47-2.29), and 3.96% (3.12-4.79), respectively. The annual incidence of healthcare-associated infection (HAI) prevention in China.
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Introduction: Hospital-wide and targeted surveillance is fundamental for healthcare-associated infection (HAI) prevention, in recent years, some automated computer-based systems were developed to improve the efficiency of the surveillance.

Objectives: Based on a real-time HAI surveillance system, we monitored all types of HAI to determine the annual incidence of HAI in a tertiary hospital in Beijing, China.

Methods: We defined HAI with the Healthcare-associated Infection Diagnosis Criteria (2001) of National Health and Family Planning Commission of China (NHFPC), infections occurred after admission 48 hours were included. The data from January 1st 2015 to December 31st 2015 was exported from the real-time surveillance system, which included demographic information, microbiological reports, and antibiotic usage, etc.

Results: Of 162,335 unique inpatient admissions, 3,934 had 1 or more HAI, the number of HAI cases was 4,922, the incidence rate was 3.03%. The most common type HAI were respiratory tract infections (2122, 43.11%), bloodstream infections (787, 15.99%), urinary tract infections (650, 13.21%), surgery site infections (604, 12.27%), gastrointestinal tract infections (333, 6.77%), 4916 bacteria were reported, of which gram-negative bacteria (2653, 53.97%), gram-positive bacteria (1230, 25.02%), fungi (1026, 20.87%) accounted the major proportion, and the top five pathogens were Escherichia coli (463, 9.42%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (410, 8.34%), Klebsiella pneumonia (384, 7.81%), Acinetobacter baumannii (333, 6.77%), Candida albicans (291, 5.92%). 36.10% of the inpatients received one or more antibiotics.

Conclusion: Compared to the international studies, the HAI incidence of the hospital is similar to developed countries; however, the respiratory tract infection should be the priority for the HAI prevention in China.
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Introduction: Health care associated infections (HAIs) have a large burden on the quality of medical examination and treatment in health facilities. Recognizing the current incidence of HAIs and related factors will help managers develop effective measures to reduce the risk of HAIs. Selected surveillance of HAIs in hospitals has been conducted in Vietnam since the 1990s, although a standardized surveillance approach has not yet been implemented in all health care facilities nationally and evidence on the results of this surveillance remains limited. To support the development of a representative and systematic national HAI surveillance system, training was recently conducted for facilities and supported by international partners.
Objectives: We assessed the current situation of HAIIs based on the data in selected central and provincial hospitals in Vietnam.

Methods: We analysed HAI surveillance data from selected implementing hospitals in Vietnam from 2013-2016. We calculated the risk of HAIIs overall and according to type of infection, setting in the hospital and risk factor.

Results: The risk of HAIIs was 3.4% from 2013-2016, including respiratory infections which accounted for the highest estimates of 48.8%, blood infections at 13.9%, wound infections at 8.8%, urinary tract infections at 6.4%, and gastrointestinal infections at 4.5%. Settings with the highest risk of HAIIs included intensive care units (ICUs) at 16.8%, surgical departments (including orthopedics, obstetrics and gynecology) at 6.1%, infectious disease department at 5.4% and pediatrics department at 3.4%. The following patient factors had a higher risk of HAIIs: Patients >55 years, with long-term hospitalization, undergoing surgery, and with invasive procedures.

Conclusion: We demonstrated the risk of HAI present in selected hospitals in Vietnam implementing HAI surveillance although it may not reflect the true risk of this public health problem. It is the first step in demonstrating the problem and highlighting the need for improved surveillance efforts moving forward.
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Introduction: Hospital acquired infection (HAI) is a major public health problem globally. Increasing antibiotic resistance of microorganism with HAI leads potential problem during the treatment.

Objectives: The objectives of the present study are to assess HAI, antibiotic use pattern and determine antibacterial drug resistance in bacterial pathogens causing HAI.

Methods: Point prevalence survey method was followed, monthly repeated, systematically to assess HAI prevalence and antimicrobial use in patients. A cross sectional study was conducted among the post-operative patients between January and December 2016 and followed for progression of clinical signs and symptoms at surgical site and bacteremia upto discharge of the patient. Socio demographic characters were collected using structured questionnaire. Wound swab and venous blood samples were collected and analysed for bacteria isolates and antimicrobial susceptibility testing following standard bacteriological techniques.

Results: Among 1495 patients enrolled, the HAI prevalence was 32% (150 missing). 386 bacterial isolates were cultured from 500 HAIs, most frequently Candida species (33.5%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (23.4%), Escherichia coli (20.7%), Staphylococcus aureus (12.1%) and Klebsiella pneumoniae (10.3%). Carbapenem resistant P. aeruginosa (46.1%), cefotaxime resistant E. coli (29.5%) and cefotaxime-resistant K. pneumoniae (24.4%) were observed among patients. Antimicrobials were prescribed for 100% patients, with 75% of patients receiving more than 2 antimicrobials. The most common antimicrobial groups were carbapenems, third generation cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones (31.8%, 21.5% and 16.7% of total antimicrobials, respectively).

Conclusion: A high prevalence of HAI was observed, mainly caused by fungal and both Gram-positive and negative bacteria with high carbapenem resistance rates. The study does not accounted the other causes involved in HAI like socio demographic characters. Even then the use of high rate of antimicrobial shows that need to improve appropriate use of antimicrobials and effective infection control programmes.
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Introduction: Health care associated infections (HAI) are the most frequent adverse events in the health care delivery worldwide. Limited data are available from African countries. In addition there is no antimicrobial resistance program

Objectives: We aimed to estimate the prevalence of HAI and antimicrobial use at Ignace Deen Teaching hospital(IDTH) after the end of Ebola outbreak in the country

Methods: A point prevalence survey was conducted 14-15 July 2016 in the IDTH(473 bed) according to French National Survey Protocol (2012) using clinical or radiological criteria. Infection prevalence rate and proportion of infected patients and exposure to antimicrobial drug were assessed

Results: Among 299 hospitalised patients, HAI occurred in 57 (19.1%). The average time of acquisition of HAI was 7.8 days. The highest prevalence was observed in Intensive care unit (75%). The most common type of HAI was surgical site infection (SSI) (16 cases: 28% of all HAI) These SSI affected 19.2% patients from the department of obstetric/gynecology and 8.6% of patients from other surgical services. The remaining sites were lower respiratory tract (12 cases: 21% of HAI), urinary tract (8 cases:14%), skin (8 cases: 14%), blood stream (7 cases: 12.5%).

Urinary catheterization, peripheral intravenous catheterization and intubation were associated with the occurrence of HAI (p<0.05) 79% of patients surveyed were treated with antibiotics and Ceftriazone was the most frequent drug used (27%).

Conclusion: The prevalence rate of HAI is very high at IDTH. These baseline results are the foundation for the SSI surveillance program underway. Measures for improvement in antibiotic prescription are implementing
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Abstract video clip: Introduction: Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs): In USA up to 2 million healthcare-associated infections per year are reported, of which 80,000 are lethal. In Europe 5 million HAI cases per year is reported, of which 50,000 (1%) are lethal. Objectives: To find out the trends and pattern of health care associated infection (HAI). Methodology: In the present study data was analyzed from 2012 to 2016 about their trends of occurrence, most common organism, site of infection and major contributing area in
P152 Increasing incidence of candidemia and emerging role of candida parapsilosis in a large teaching hospital in Northern Italy: a 9-year retrospective study

Andrea Orsi1,2, Federico Tassinari1,2, Alessio Mesini2,3, Antonella Talamini1,2

Introduction: Candida species are currently one of the most common cause of bloodstream infections in hospitals, with increasing numbers of these healthcare associated infections occurring in high risk settings.

Objectives: The aims of the study were to investigate the epidemiology of candidemia in a large teaching hospital in Northern Italy and to describe the etiologic fraction sustained by different candida species.

Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis in IRCCS AOU San Martino – IST, a 1,300-beds tertiary adult acute-care teaching hospital in Genoa, Italy. Numbers of the first episode of candidemia and numbers of hospital patient-days were obtained for the period 1 January 2008 - 31 December 2016. Annual incidences of candidemia by candida species were calculated as the number of events per 10,000 patient-days and per 1000 admissions.

Results: Between January 2008 and December 2016, we identified 1240 candidemia, 600 of which were caused by Candida albicans (48.4%), 352 (28.4%) by Candida parapsilosis, 122 (9.8%) by Candida glabrata and 166 (13.4%) by other species of Candida. During the study period, incidence of Candida albicans bloodstream infection significantly increases from 1.09 to 2.28 episodes per 10,000 patient-days (p-value < 0.05). Interestingly a marked increase in the incidence of Candida parapsilosis bloodstream infection was registered between 2014 and 2016 when this species became the most common cause of candidaemia. Incidences of candidemia sustained by Candida glabrata and other species of candida remained constant during the study period. The highest incidence of candidae mia was registered in intensive care units (17.06 episodes per 10,000 patient-days) followed by rehabilitation wards (3.47 episodes per 10,000 patient-days).

Conclusion: During the study period, we observed a marked increase in the incidence of candidaemia sustained by Candida albicans and parapsilosis in our hospital. More infection-control efforts are needed to contain this alarming diffusion.
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Introduction: Measles is one of the leading causes of death in children though it is vaccine-preventable. In 2015, over 134,200 deaths were recorded globally. Measles infection is endemic in Nigeria with outbreaks recorded all year round. In Africa, measles surveillance is active and it involves case reporting and feedback.

Objectives: The objectives of measles surveillance include predicting outbreaks by identifying geographic locations and age groups at risk and evaluating vaccination strategies. We described the surveillance system, assessed the system attributes and performance indicators.

Methods: We engaged and interviewed 20 stakeholders using CDC 2001 guidelines for evaluating public health surveillance system and Guidelines for Measles Surveillance and Outbreak response in Nigeria to assess the system’s attributes and performance indicators. We obtained measles surveillance data from Edo State Ministry of Health. Data was analyzed using Epi Info 7.0

Results: Out of 142 suspected cases, seven (4.9%) were laboratory confirmed (Measles IgM+). Only one (5.5%) Local Government Areas (LGA) reported at least 2 cases a year (Target ≥80%). Annual rate of investigation of suspected measles case was 4.4/100,000 (Target ≥2/100,000). Proportion of samples that arrived at laboratory within 48 hours was 8% (Target ≥80%). Proportion of test results received within a week was 62% (Target ≥80%). Proportion of samples arriving at laboratory in good condition was 72% (Target ≥90%).

Conclusion: The system was flexible; useful and representative. The surveillance system is not Conference its objectives of detecting and predicting outbreaks. Timeliness of sample arrival at the laboratory and feedback need to be improved.
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Introduction: Healthcare-Associated Infection (HCAI) is associated with increased mortality, longer hospital stay and increased costs.

Objectives: We analyzed mortality of patients with/without HCAI and created predictive models based on risk factors to identify patients with HCAI.

Methods: Data from 22 cross-sectional surveys of HCAI conducted 2008-2015 in Västerbotten County, Sweden were used. The survey protocol included HCAI (yes/no), several previously described risk factors and deaths. A cohort of patients were identified. Logistic regression modeling was used to generate models. Model validation was performed using the bootstrap technique.

Results: 2,340 surveys were included in the analysis. 2,183 surveys were included in the training set and 157 surveys in the test set. The prevalence of HCAI was 9% in the training set and 9.7% in the test set. The proportions of patients who died were 20% and 25% respectively. The model with the lowest C-statistic was the simplest and included sex, age, and race as risk factors. The second model included sex and age. The third model included sex, age, and race and the fourth model included sex, age, race, and a select few additional risk factors.

Conclusion: We created predictive models for HCAI based on risk factors to identify patients with HCAI. The models were validated and showed good performance.
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Introduction: Surveillance-data for healthcare-associated infections (HAI) must be communicated in a way that is easy to interpret to give leaders important decision support.

Objectives: We present a method for showing point prevalence surveillance (PPS) results over time by using the statistic process control (SPC) module in EpiData®Analysis. This tool shows whether a process is stable (normal variation) or unstable (special variation). An unstable process is defined as trends, shifts in level, or observations too far from mean.

Methods: We collected PPS-data for HAI quarterly from 2011 to 2016 in Vestre Viken, a Norwegian four hospital trust with 240,000 annual bed days. The registrations were national and the Norwegian Institute of Public Health picked four days annually for these registrations which were based upon criteria from ECDC. The following HAIs were included: urinary tract infection, pneumonia, surgical site infection (three categories) and bloodstream infection. Data collection was done in cooperation between infection control personnel and clinical staff. The results were plotted as a percent (denominator: number of in-patients & o’clock a.m., numerator: numbers of infections) versus time in Excel and exported to EpiData®Analysis where we selected a suitable chart. We chose p-chart which shows i) percent ii) mean iii) upper and lower control limits (3 sigma) for observations. We used the same method for registration and quality assurance throughout the period.

Results: EpiData®Analysis elegantly demonstrated that the PPS results in Vestre Viken hospital trust shifted towards a lower mean in 2014. This shift in process was seen as eight successive data points below the mean, i.e. one of the rules for special variation. The new mean of 3.7% replaced the old one of 4.9%. Especially one of our hospitals (our biggest hospital, 350 beds) contributed to this improvement (data not shown) which was the result of a long term systematic improvement work in Vestre Viken hospital trust.

Conclusion: The shift of the process towards a lower mean showed that PPS-results had improved. We found that EpiData®Analysis was a suitable tool for presenting PPS results. EpiData®Analysis is a free web-based statistic tool and it is easy to use.
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Introduction: Healthcare-associated infections in the intensive care unit (ICU) is a matter of serious concern. Identification and antimicrobial resistance pattern of infectious agents in the ICU are crucial for successful treatment, recovery and safety of patients. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has recently emerged as a suitable tool for presenting PPS results. EpiData®Analysis is a free web-based statistic tool and it is easy to use.
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cost-effective and convenient approach for clinical microbiology and infection prevention.

Objectives: This work aims to evaluate the applicability of NGS for rapid identification and antimicrobial resistance pattern of pathogens directly from clinical samples.

Methods: Clinical samples (n = 12) from patients with suspected infections were examined using culture-based conventional microbiology tests and NGS sequencing directly from samples. Clinical samples (urine, blood and sputum) from patients in the ICU at Imam- dade of Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Carlos were collected in sterile tubes and DNA was then isolated by using the ZymoBIOMICS DNA Sample Preparation kit. DNA libraries were prepared using the Nextera XT DNA Sample Preparation kit and sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq using paired-end runs with 2X150 bp read length. The data-analyses was performed with KmerFinder 2.0 method, MetaPh IAn and Kraken Metagenomics computational tools for species identification and ResFinder 2.1 for acquired antibiotic resistance genes identification.

Results: The NGS and conventional microbiology tests resulted in the same prevalent micro-organism species and antimicrobial resistance profile. The NGS sequencing identified additional bacterial species related to co-infection and bacteria originating from the natural human microbiota. Compared to conventional microbiology, where the time needed for identification and susceptibility testing would be 72 hours to weeks before this information is available to the clinician, NGS sequencing directly from clinical samples could yield results in less than 48 h.

Conclusion: With the use of NGS is possible to obtain a fast and reliable infection diagnosis, allowing rational and effective treatment decisions.
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Introduction: Device – associated hospital - acquired infections (DA-HAI) are a major problem in pediatric hospitals with principal threat to patient safety. DA-HAIs are the leading cause of morbidity & mortality among hospitalized children. However, limited data exist on the burden of DA-HAI in the pediatric hospitals from the developing world.

Objectives: The objective of the study was to determine the DA-HAI rates in a pediatric hospital in South India.

Methods: A prospective DA-HAI surveillance study was conducted in an 80 bed tertiary care referral pediatric hospital in Chennai over 6 year period between January 2011 and December 2016. We applied Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) definitions to determine the rates of Ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP), catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CA-UTI) and central line associated bloodstream infections (CLABSI).

Results: We documented 38757 device days (mechanical ventilator, urinary catheter & central line) during the study period. The VAP rate was 4.68/1000 mechanical ventilator days, the CA-UTI rate was 1.01 /1000 urinary catheter days and the CLABSI rate was 2.23/1000 central line days. The individual device days and DA-HAI numbers are shown in table 1 below

Table-1 Device days and DA-HAIs numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Device days</th>
<th>No of DA-HAIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Ventilator</td>
<td>7982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction: Healthcare associated infection (HAI) is the most frequent adverse event in health-care delivery worldwide leading to significant mortality and financial losses for health systems. The endemic burden of health care-associated infection is significantly higher in low- and middle-income than in high-income countries, in particular in patients admitted to intensive care units (ICU).

Objectives: This study was conducted to assess the structure and to estimate device related infections in an ICU of a Teaching Hospital in Sudan.

Methods: A cross sectional descriptive hospital based study conducted in the ICU for a period of one month. All patients admitted in the ICU with an inserted device were included in the study. First a checklist was used to assess the structure of the ICU. Then an ICU surveillance form was used to collect the data about the patients.

Results: 1. Assessment of the structure revealed the following weaknesses
In term of governing document: no policies and procedures
In term of infrastructure :
- No isolation room
- There was one sink
- The room was ventilated with split units and fan
In term of staff :
- Lack of IPC organization structure
- Doctors were not trained on IPC
In term of supplies :
- Plain bar soap was used for hand washing
- Hand drying materials were not available
- Alcohol based hand rub was not available
- Environmental cleaning /disinfectant agents were not available.

The survey of device related infections revealed the following:
- Overall Infection Rate in ICU/1000 bed days was 6.1 for every 1000 bed days.
- Urinary Tract Infection Rate/1000 Catheter days was zero
- Blood Stream Infection /1000 Central Catheter days was zero
- Ventilator Associated Pneumonia /1000 ventilator days was 83.3 for every 1000 ventilator days

Conclusion: Despite the lack of an effective infection prevention and control program, the detected rates of the device related infection were lower than expected. This result may be due to two reasons. The first being health care provider practices that was not observed in this study and the second being the short duration of the study. Therefore we recommended to conduct an observation of healthcare
providers practices and to establish a Surveillance system that would enable an ongoing data collection for more accurate results.
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**Introduction:** Healthcare-associated infections remain a major cause of mortality and morbidity in critically ill patients.

**Objectives:** The objective of this study was to identify the epidemiology of healthcare-associated multidrug-resistant organisms (MDRO) infections in intensive care unit (ICU) patients.

**Methods:** We conducted a retrospective study of isolated microorganisms from the patients admitted to the ICU of Uijeongbu St. Mary’s Hospital from 2014 January to 2016 June. Microorganisms isolated within 48 hours of admission were excluded.

**Results:** Among 46,019 patient-days, total 5669 positive cultures from 1376 ICU patients were obtained. In the ICU patient group, Acinetobacter baumannii (22.9%), Staphylococcus aureus (19.0%), Klebsiella pneumoniae (5.2%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (5.2%), and Enterococcus faecium (5.1%) were the most commonly isolated pathogens. However, in the non-ICU patient group, Staphylococcus aureus (13.0%), Acinetobacter baumannii (8.8%), Enterococcus faecium (7.9%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (7.3%), and Escherichia coli (7.1%) were isolated in order. The proportions of carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (CRAB; 91.5% vs. 72.0%, p < 0.001), methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA; 83.5% vs. 76.0%, p < 0.001) and carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa (CRPA; 34.0% vs. 27.5%, p = 0.039), were higher in the ICU patient group than those of non-ICU patients. The proportions of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase producing Enterobacteriaceae (ESBL-E), and vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus faecium (VRE) were not significantly different. CRAB rate per 1,000 patients-days in ICU showed significant trends toward decreasing (OR = 0.95; 95% CI = 0.91-0.99; p = 0.011). However, there was no significant trend in MRSA, CRPA, ESBL-E and VRE rates.

**Conclusion:** ICU patients had high rates of CRAB, CRPA, and MRSA. No trend toward decreasing rates were observed for MDRO except CRAB. This study suggests the need for constant attentions to healthcare-associated MDRO infection control in ICU patients.
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**Introduction:** Long term stay increase ICU acquired infection with multidrug resistant pathogens, and also risk of cross transmission. In low-middle income countries, because of limited resources, all patients are cared in a same acute-care ICU that posses multiple risks.

**Objectives:** The aim of this study was to show the incidence of ICU-acquired infections and resistant pathogens in long-term stayed patients in an acute care ICU in a middle income country.

**Methods:** Prospective study enrolling all ICU patients, stayed more than 48 h, from January 2015 to December 2015. Patient demographics, comorbidities, Charlson comorbidity index, APACHE II score, expected mortality, previous stay in hospital in one year, stay in another hospital before ICU, infection and colonisation at admission, invasive devices, ICU-acquired infection and mortality were recorded. The study end point was ICU discharge. Patients were grouped as short-term (<8 days) and long-term (≥8 days). Outcomes.

**Results:** During the study period, 534 patients (median age 63 yr) were included. 262 (49%) stayed <8 days and 272 (51%) stayed ≥8 days. One hundred seventy four (32.6%) patients had ICU-acquired infection. The incidence was 54% in long-term stayed patients, whereas it was 11% in short-term stayed patients (p = 0.001) and the median time for infection was 8.5 days. Infection and colonisation with multidrug resistant (MDR) pathogens were more common in long-term stayed patients. In multivariate analysis, patients on mechanical ventilation, with tracheostomy, central venous line, chest tube and steroid use are long-term stayed patients, whereas patients after operation and transferred from the hospital clinic are short-term patients.

**Conclusion:** In low-middle income countries, ICUs have infrastructure and workforce limitations that are closely related with ICU-acquired infections. Mechanical ventilated patients with multiple invasive devices should be cared separately from postoperative patients and patients transferred from the hospital clinic for intensive care support to prevent ICU-acquired infections and cross-transmission of MDR pathogens.
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**Introduction:** Hospital-acquired infections (HAI) control following neurosurgery is a dramatic challenge in neurointensive care unit (NICU).

**Objectives:** We report the incidence trends and sound risk factors for common HAI associated with neurointensive care following the introduction of prospective surveillance at our clinic.

**Methods:** A data-driven infection control approach was implemented at Burdenko Neurosurgery Center in 2010. The prospective HAI surveillance data on 2106 patients stayed for 48+ hours collected in 2011-2016 via electronic data capture were thoroughly analyzed to test the effectiveness of our infection control strategies in terms of HAI incidence decrease and antimicrobial resistance control.

**Results:** The overall incidence of nosocomial meningitis in the last 6 months of surveillance (2016) decreased significantly compared to the first 6 months (2011) from 17.0 to 8.0 per 100 surveyed cases [SC] (p = 0.01) with external ventricular drainage and cerebral spinal fluid leakage being the main risk factors (p < 0.05). Incidence of nosocomial pneumonia was also reduced from 38.2 to 22.2 per 100 SC in the same time frame (p = 0.001), while ventilator-associated pneumonia rate descended non-significantly (from 19.2 to 12.4 per 1,000 ventilator days, p = 0.2). Bloodstream infections decreased 2.4 times without reaching statistical significance (from 7.9 to 3.3 per 100 SC, p = 0.06). The average 6-month incidence density of catheter-associated bloodstream infections didn’t alter significantly by the end of study period (from 4.1 to 2.7 per 1000 line days, p = 0.4). Urinary tract infections incidence changed non-significantly (from 27.3 to 23.6 per 100 SC, p = 0.5). Understanding epidemiological data...
snapshots and trends led us to design and deploy the site-specific bundles of care into clinical practice and dynamically optimize the antimicrobial stewardship at our Center.

**Conclusion:** Prospective surveillance and data-driven approach to infection control at NICU proved to be effective, leading to significant reduction of most common HAI in neurosurgery and evidence-based understanding of their risk factors.
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**Introduction:** In 2014 an outbreak of multiresistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa occurred in CCM at the Sutherland Hospital. This arose in the context of high Vancomycin Resistant Enterococci (VRE) acquisition rates. In response a multimodal strategy named “Say no to MRO” was initiated and outcomes measured.

**Objectives:** To reduce the transmission of MROs within CCM.

**Methods:** The “say no to MRO” strategy comprised a series of interventions over a study period of 28 months. The interventions were: Universal adoption of contact precautions including gloves and impervious gowns regardless of MRO status, increased hand hygiene education, enhanced environmental cleaning including Deprox®, mapping of MRO acquisition with targeted cleaning, limited patient bed movement, and increased antimicrobial stewardship activities.

MRO acquisition rate per 1000 occupied bed days (OBD), length of stay (LOS) in CCM and hand hygiene compliance rates were the measured outcomes of the study.

**Results:** Individual interventions had incremental effect on outcome measures. An overall reduction in MRO acquisitions from 15.8/1000 OBD to 1.3/1000 OBD was observed over the study period. This resulted in a reduction in the average LOS by 25 hours correlating to a projected cost saving of approximately two million Australian Dollars per annum. Audited hand hygiene compliance rates increased by over ten percent during the study period.

**Conclusion:** This multimodal intervention was effective in reducing the transmission of MROs within CCM and had the additional benefit of reducing length of stay. This intervention resulted in a substantial projected cost saving.
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**Introduction:** End stage Renal Disease (ESRD) patients are at a high risk for bacteremia as the process of hemodialysis requires frequent use of catheters and needles to access the bloodstream. CDC has recently introduced dialysis auditing checklist as part of preventive initiatives.

**Objectives:** Hemodialysis bundle aims to prevent bloodstream infections (BSIs) in hemodialysis patients, and increase the use and visibility evidence based practices. The bundle can be used by facility staff themselves to help guide their practices.

**Methods:** The following items of dialysis bundle have been monitored; Arteriovenous (AV) fistula/catheter connection and disconnection, exit site care, and dialysis station routine disinfection. The monitoring was done in out-patient dialysis in KAMC between April and June 2017 and was preceded by intensive education and training of the local staff regarding the bundle implementation. To assure the validation of the collected data, an Infection Control Practitioner (ICP) did observe the bundle components at the same patient. Non-compliance of one or more of the CDC checklist items was considered non-compliance of that component.

**Results:** A total of 348 observations have been monitored by ICPs while using the HD bundle audit, the compliance with different components were as follows; 17% for catheter connection, 16% for catheter disconnection, 2% AV cannulation, 56% for AV de-cannulation, 91% for exit site care and 83% compliance for dialysis station routine disinfection. For the purpose of validation a total of 29 observations have been monitored by both ICPs and HD staff. The findings showed excellent bundle validation with 94% agreement between the validator and the dialysis staff.

**Conclusion:** There was acceptable compliance for exit site care and dialysis station routine disinfection but limited or less than expected compliance for other components. Ongoing program is in place to better enforce preventive practices. Monitoring of HD bundle is possible at out-patient dialysis setting, as local staff are capable of collecting valid data. Further studies are required to assess the impact of such bundle on HD related infections and events.
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**Introduction:** Assisted self-care dialysis centres (ADC) are outpatient settings with potentially high-risk for healthcare associated infections. To improve the quality and safety of care in ADC of Paris area, we used an approach of risk management focused on infectious diseases risk.

**Objectives:** Highlight critical points which would need a common corrective action

**Methods:** All ADC in Paris area were invited to perform an infectious safety walkround, using a standardized method developed by the regional infection control reference center. The visit included interviews with patients and all staff present, observations of arteriovenous fistula cannulation, facility visit and documentary census. All data were collected on a standardized form and a qualitative rating was assigned for each setting.

**Results:** Overall, 37 of the 62 ADC performed the safety walkround (59.2%), of which 32 with data available for analysis. For 5/32 ADC, staff resources were considered as moderately critical because nurse legal ratio was respected but there was an overworked due to
patient with many comorbidities. Patient education for hygiene was semi-critical in 22/32 ADC and for vascular access management in 6/34 ADC. The communication of the information was difficult due to a lack of written support or because of language barrier. For 11/32 ADC, the wearing of jewellery was moderately critical with rings often present. Hand hygiene was critical for 1/32 and semi-critical for 12/32 centers. Plain soap was still preferred to alcohol-based handrub. Flu vaccination was critical for 3/32 and semi-critical for 21/32 ADC. In spite of information campaign, health care workers were still refractory to the vaccination. Environmental cleaning was semi-critical by 14/32 ADC as not always performed between two sessions. Fistula antisepsis was critical for 4/32 and semi-critical for 8/32 ADC related with a lack of skin cleansing before applying antiseptic. Personal protective equipment was critical for 6/32 and moderately critical for 8/32 ADC especially at cannulation time.

**Conclusion:** Cross-transmission risk remains not fully controlled in these high-risk settings. Risk analysis methods should be promoted to improve empowerment of patients and awareness of healthcare staff.
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**Introduction:** To continually improve infection prevention policy and practice we need to provide good quality, relevant evidence for decision makers. One strategy to improve the quality, utility and implementation of evidence is to build capacity for targeted, policy-driven health services research.

**Objectives:** To improve evidence for infection prevention policy and practice through establishment of a capacity building health services research centre.

**Methods:** Through a large, competitive, national capacity building grant we established the Centre of Research Excellence in Reducing Healthcare Associated Infection (CRE-RHAI) in Brisbane, Australia. Over 6 years we trained 10 PhD students, and 5 post docs in health services research, with projects relevant to infection prevention and control. Research topics were driven by gaps in the infection prevention literature and stakeholder priorities on topics such as antimicrobial stewardship, surveillance, environmental cleaning, decision-making, and cost-effectiveness of infection prevention strategies. A key focus was on the integrated use of diverse range of methods including epidemiology, health economics, qualitative research and mathematical modelling. A cohort model of student development was established, enabling peer-to-peer feedback and collaboration along with a structured set of activities to develop generic, transferable, research skills.

**Results:** The CRE-RHAI successfully generated a large amount of contemporary, useful evidence for infection prevention and control alongside training the next generation of health services researchers. A number of the projects are already influencing policy, and several have provided the groundwork for larger research studies. We propose that the combined output and impact of the CRE-RHAI far exceeds what would have resulted from these researchers working in isolation.

**Conclusion:** Focused investment of research funds by major funding agencies into targeted, capacity building schemes is a valuable use of resources. Aligning research capacity building centres with stakeholder priorities can facilitate the development of useful and relevant research, and aid translation of evidence into improved policy and practice.
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**Introduction:** Guidelines on the core components (CCs) for infection prevention and control (IPC) programmes were recently issued by the World Health Organization. Uptake of the guidelines in low-resource settings is critical but effective implementation may require adaptation and prioritization.

**Objectives:** We assessed predetermined ease of implementation criteria in low-resource settings for each CC at the national and facility level.

**Methods:** Based on existing models and expert consensus, criteria included financial and human resources; equipment, materials and infrastructure; capacity for communication and local adaptation; and interconnectedness with other priorities. Focus group discussions were held with international experts using a semi-structured questionnaire. The results were validated by a follow-up survey with individual participants. We summarized common implementation gaps (defined as average availability of criteria rating less than perceived need) and opportunities (defined as average availability of criteria rating greater than perceived need).

**Results:** Four focus groups were held and 26 (84%) experts responded to the survey. The first CC recommends that an IPC programme should be established at the national and facility level. Experts commonly reported that interconnectedness with other priorities, human resources, and communication capacity present large gaps in the implementation of this component, whereas capacity for local adaption and equipment availability present opportunities. Similar findings were reported for CCs on evidence-based guidelines, education and training, multimodal strategies, and monitoring, audit and feedback. Financial resources were reported as a large gap for the implementation of CCs on healthcare-associated infection surveillance and adequate workload, staffing and bed occupancy. Equipment, materials and infrastructure were reported as a large gap for the CC on built environment.

**Conclusion:** These findings suggest common patterns concerning the perceived ease of implementation of each IPC CC in low-resource settings. The results could be useful for implementers at the national and facility level when considering the necessary adaptation and prioritization of WHO IPC CCs.
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**Introduction:** Robust evidence on the implementation of infection prevention and control (IPC) interventions in low-resource settings is limited.

**Objectives:** We aimed to qualitatively identify examples of IPC implementation in these settings and summarize key learned lessons.

**Methods:** From December 2016–March 2017, we conducted semi-structured interviews with IPC professionals from low-resource settings and analysed the results using a qualitative inductive thematic
Implementation of infection prevention and control program at national level in Brazil: a systematic approach.

**Objectives:** To describe the implementation process of the national infection prevention and control program, in Manaus City, Amazonas State, Brazil.

**Methods:** A first evaluation was performed in 2012 by using the infection prevention and control core components assessment tools (IPCAT) according to the World Health Organization (WHO). Members of the National Committee for Prevention and Control of Healthcare-Associated Infection (NCPC-HAI) performed an individual preliminary assessment of the conformity of IPCP at national level. Individual data were compiled to identify the level of agreement among NCPC-HAI members. A face-to-face meeting was carried out to achieve a consensus and to identify the main gaps to be addressed in the first IPCP (2013 to 2015). On January 2016 another cycle of IPCAT application and further development of national IPCP (2016 to 2020) was performed.

**Results:** The first national IPCP included detailed objectives and strategies to achieve the following objectives: a) reduction of primary blood stream and surgical site infections; b) establish mechanisms of control of antimicrobial resistance in healthcare settings; c) improve the conformity of national IPCP. From 2012 to 2015 the conformity to the core components at national level raised from, respectively: organization of IPCP- 19% to 67%; technical guidelines- 23% to 50%; surveillance of HAI- 59% to 77%; microbiology laboratory support-7% to 43%; environment-13% to 50%; monitoring and evaluation- 0 to 67%; and links with public health and other services- 0 to 5%; but no change in the human resources conformity (16%) in the studied period. The next IPCP was supported by these results and included periodic assessment to monitor the progress of the national IPCP.

**Conclusion:** The use of IPCAT favored a systematic assessment and implementation of national IPCP and allowed to address relevant gaps to promote improvements.
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**Introduction:** The occurrences of Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAI) can be reduced by an effective Program of Prevention and Control (PPCHAI). However, small hospitals may lack resources to establish a full-compliant PPCHAI.

**Objectives:** To describe the structure for HAI prevention and to evaluate PPCHAI of small hospitals in a coastal region of the state of São Paulo, Brazil.

**Methods:** Prospective cross-sectional study, performed between 2015 and 2016 in 14 small hospitals (52.0% of the eligible institutions). An evaluation tool previously validated was applied through direct observation, documental analysis and interviews. The Conformity Index (CI) of the PPCHAI included elements of both structure and process regarding four indicators: 1) Technical-Operational-TO; 2) Guidelines-GD; 3) Surveillance System-SS; 4) Prevention Activities-PA.

**Results:** The overall CI of PPCHAI was 69.5% (DP = 12.3). This result was lower than other studies that included larger hospitals in others regions of Brazil. The mean values of each indicator were: TO = 61.0%(DP = 20.3); GD = 84.5%(DP = 18.7); SS = 57.9%(DP = 39.5); PA = 74.5%(DP = 24.1). Only three hospitals evaluated had an Intensive Care Unit. Availability of specific isolation rooms were found in four hospitals; only one with Negative Pressure and High Efficiency Particulate Air System. Hand hygiene resources and sharps disposal were available in all hospitals; however, in three hospitals the sharps disposal was inappropriate.

**Conclusion:** These small hospitals showed low CI regarding PPCHAI and insufficient resources to isolation precautions, which may affect the patient safety. These findings point out to the need of public policies addressed to this type of healthcare settings in the Brazilian healthcare system.
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**Introduction:** Performance of programs for prevention of healthcare-associated infection (PPCHAI) are not well recognized in North Region...
of Brazil. **Objective:** The scope was to evaluate these programs in hospitals of Manaus City, Brazilian North Region. **Method:** Assessment transversal study in 2015 with 25 hospitals, 89.3% of the totality, above 50 beds. Four indicators were applied for the data collection: Technical-Operational-TO; Guidelines-GD; Surveillance System-SS; Prevention Activities-PA. **Results:** The overall performance was 69%. This result was similar than other with small hospitals in a Brazilian coastal region. The mean values of each indicator were: TO = 81.9%; SS = 73.2%; GD = 72.3%; PA = 48.6%. There were associations between hospital characteristics and IPC performance. The better evaluation was related to private, accredited/certified hospitals; IPCCH comprised of nurses and physicians; nurse and physician labor entailment duly institutionalized; exclusive hour charge for the nurses (over 6 hours) and physicians (over 4 hours); the skill period of the nurses acting is as of five years and that of the physicians lies between five and ten years; control and prevention cultivation in the admission (excluding the SS). **Conclusion:** The study allowed recognize the weaknesses and opportunities of these programs at North Region, aimed to increasing the possibility of improvement in the quality, of the 21% services provided to that population. The application of these indicators is an important tool for the knowledge of IRMCPC throughout the Brazilian territory. 

**Descriptors:** Health Assessment; Hospital Infection; Health Care Indicators
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**Introduction:** The Ministry of Health and Child Care (MoHCC) in Zimbabwe has strengthened the National IPC programme through the five-year Zimbabwe Infection Prevention and Control Project (ZIP-COP). The programme operates in an environment with a high burden of infectious diseases including Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Tuberculosis (TB). 

**Objectives:** This study sought to assess the successes and challenges in the implementation of a MoHCC run IPC programme in a rural province in Zimbabwe.

**Methods:** A provincial team of National Certified IPC trainers conducted Site Support Visits (SSVs) to 14 health facilities in the province. The team used a colour-coded checklist to assess IPC from 2015 to 2016, followed by feedback at each site. IPC practices were scored as: 2.appropriate intervention in place; 1.intervention in progress; 0.intervention not in place; or N/A if the domain is not applicable. The final score was categorized into four classes, S1: ≥75%; S2: 65-74%; S3: 50-64%; S4: <50%.

**Results:** Seventy-nine percent of sites (11/14) showed progress from baseline with 54.3% (6/11) improving by two classes, 45.5% (5/11) improving to the next class, while 21% (3/14) maintained their S1 and S2 baseline classes resulting in six S1, six S2, two S3 sites. Strengths were consistently noted in the following domains: collection and submission of blood and body fluids exposure statistics (14/14, 100%), having a trained IPC focal person (13/14, 92.9%), conducting IPC surveillance (12/14, 85.7%) and administrative TB controls in place (12/14, 85.6%). Weaknesses were noted in TB healthcare-worker (HW) screening (6/14, 42.9%), having personal protective equipment policy (6/14, 42.9%) and functional incinerators (7/14, 50%).

**Conclusion:** Site support and mentoring by the MoHCC Provincial IPC team, building on gains made by ZIP-COP, has resulted in a marked improvement in IPC practices in the sites in Mashonaland Central Province, Zimbabwe. This approach has yielded success in low-cost interventions such as administrative TB infection controls and IPC surveillance. The domains that posed a challenge include TB HW screening and incinerators. The study demonstrated the value of SSVs and the colour-coded checklist in improving IPC programmes.
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**Introduction:** For many years the infection prevention and control (IPC) programme in Georgia was based on punitive administrative measures. **Objectives:** Assessment of evaluation IPC programme in Georgia. **Methods:** Descriptive study about the improvements of IPC programme in Georgia overtime. **Results:** From the Soviet period and up to the 20th century, spite of case definitions of healthcare associated infections (HCAIs) were available and reporting of HCAIs was considered mandatory, only passive surveillance of HCAIs was conducted in hospitals. For decades the national prevalence of HCAIs was never higher than 1%, and data describing antimicrobial resistance (AMR) rates in hospitals was unavailable. Later in 2005, the Georgian National Medical Center in collaboration with Minnesota Department of Health and University of Minnesota, USA, implemented the first successful IPC programme. The National IPC guideline was then developed and published for the first time in 2009. During the past few years, a number of projects aiming to further improve and strength Georgia national IPC and AMR capacities were implemented in collaboration with WHO and other international partners. Among those projects, a national strategy to combat AMR was approved, the national AMR committee was created and empowered, legislation on IPC renewed, an IPC post-graduation training curricula developed, awareness on HCAIs and AMR increased and knowledge on IPC among healthcare workers improved. Georgia joined the Central Asian and Eastern European Surveillance of AMR network, established the National Microbiology laboratory network, EUCAST standards were implemented in laboratories, and more recently the pilot proof-of-principle study was carried out. The following activities are planned for next years: strengthening IPC programmes in hospitals, surveillance of the antibiotic use, promotion of antibiotic stewardship, update National IPC guideline and development of IPC standard operation procedures. **Conclusion:** Mandatory notification of HCAIs is not an indicator of effective IPC programme. Political commitment, international support and availability of technical expertise at national level were crucial to instigate a fundamental change in the Georgian IPC programme.
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**Abstract video clip:** ACCELERATING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IPC POLICY IN KENYA

**Introduction**
The importance of maintaining high standards of infection prevention and control (IPC) practices in health care facilities is a matter of national concern for the Ministry of Health (MoH) in Kenya. In 2010, the MoH developed its first IPC Policy that recommended the establishment of a cohesive, comprehensive IPC program in the Department of Health Services. This paper describes the achievements of the IPC program since 2013.

**Achievements**

Following the establishment of the IPC unit, the National IPC Advisory Committee was appointed and its first task was to conduct a rapid situation assessment of IPC practices in Kenya to support the development of the national IPC strategic plan (2014-2018). The recommendations from this situation assessment were revised and circulated in August 2015. IPC training modules were also developed and are being used for training healthcare workers. An antimicrobial resistance (AMR) focal point was appointed to supervise the antimicrobial stewardship activities in the IPC strategic plan. Also, the National Antimicrobial Stewardship Committee was appointed. The committee has supported the revision of the AMR situation analysis, the development of the National Policy, National Action Plan and the Surveillance Strategy for AMR. Counties have been supported to develop IPC structures and work-plans. However, training for most hospital IPC committees and healthcare workers have not been done due to inadequate resources. However, resources for IPC/AMR have been increasing over the last 4 years. Currently 15 counties and 10 hospitals have trained TOTs on infection prevention and control.

**Conclusion**

Although a considerable number of IPC program achievements have been made mainly in the development of policies, guidelines, strategic plans as well as the establishment of IPC structures, there is need to strengthen them through capacity building at all levels. The IPC program should further take advantage of the programs dealing with quality of health care services, to facilitate change of IPC practices at health facilities.
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**Introduction**

The Ebola virus outbreak that affected the West African sub-region, highlighted weaknesses in the health systems of all three affected countries including Liberia. It particularly revealed a gap in the area of infection prevention and control (IPC) and in quality health service delivery in the health sector. By the end of the outbreak in 2015, there were 10,885 suspected, probably, and confirmed EVD cases. There were 4,841 cumulative deaths. There were 378 confirmed cases among health workers and 192 deaths. The Ministry of Health in an effort to address the gaps highlighted during the outbreak, introduced several IPC strategies and approaches at all levels of the health system. A Quality Management Unit was established with oversight for IPC at the end of the outbreak. The strategies addressed IPC training, supervision, supply chain, risk assessment of exposed health workers, mentoring and infrastructural improvement.

**Objectives**

The objective of the abstract is:

- To show the use of data to track performance of IPC practices in health facilities.

**Methods**

Through a regional approach, the ministry worked with WHO to develop a set of indicators for IPC and WASH that focuses on IPC practices. The target population included 770 health facilities in the public and private sector. The monitoring tool used had eleven (11) indicators. The process of monitoring the indicators began in July 2016 and analysis of the indicators were done from September to December 2016.

**Results**

The results over the period showed a national average IPC compliance of 41%. The best performing indicators were that of a dedicated IPC/WASH person (71%) and water supply availability (70%). The indicators performing poorly were that of water storage – safe use of water tanks (2%), occupational health – health worker exposure (4%) and in-service training (12%).

**Conclusion**

The ministry however believes that keeping a visible focus on the IPC practices through a monitoring mechanism will ensure that IPC continues to be a priority in the health system. In a low resource setting a system of tracking progress can assist the health sector in setting its priorities and aligning its resources to those defined priorities. This monitoring system has contributed significantly to ensuring that patient safety and quality improvement continues to be a priority in the Liberia health system.
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**Introduction:** In modern conditions, prevention of healthcare-associated infections (HAI) is one of the global problems. In the Russian Federation, according to official statistics, about 25-30 thousand cases of HAI (less than 0.1% of hospitalized patients number) are recorded each year, which does not reflect a real epidemiological situation with HAI, their social and economic consequences. According to research results, HAI affect on average about 10% of patients amounting to at least 2.5-3 million cases annually. The total annual economic damage caused by HAI in Russia could reach 300 billion rubles.

**Objectives:** The problem of HAI is closely associated with the formation and spread of hospital strains of HAI pathogens with total resistance to antibiotics and disinfectants, which negatively affect quality of patient care and effectiveness of preventive measures. A main objective of the presented study is to evaluate the problem on a government level and to propose its solution.

**Methods:** Taking into account the extremely high social and economic importance of the problem, the Government of the Russian Federation decided to conduct a large-scale 5-year project to study a real state of issues of registration and prevention of HAI in Russian hospitals. It is planned to involve 7 large regions of the Russian Federation, about 30 large medical institutions, 10 specialized scientific research institutes, and more than 50 well-known medical experts.

**Results:** The results of the project implementation include ensuring a full detection and registration of HAI cases in medical organizations; creation of standard protocols for the diagnosis and treatment of HAI based on monitoring data on the species composition of pathogens, their resistance to antibiotics and disinfectants; introduction of modern innovative epidemiologically effective methods and technologies for HAI prevention in public health care; ensuring compliance with the rules of hand hygiene by medical personnel; regulation of the market for the consumption of antibiotics, disinfectants and antiseptics.

**Conclusion:** The project implementation leads to better understanding of current HAI situation and to reduction of socio-economic damage level from HAI in Russian Federation.
Introduction: The socio-economic impact of the international health crisis linked to Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak between 2014 and 2016 justified the urgent need for the establishment of national programmes for Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) in African countries. Objectives: Analyze the relevance and the conditions of success of the implementation of the IPC national action plan adopted for Benin in July 2016. Methods: Semi-guided interviews with the key contributors to the IPC national plan development, technical and financial partners and other relevant authorities from health system. Observation in 22 hospitals and review of activities reports of the Unit for Patient Safety and risk management at Ministry of Health between March 2016 and February 2017. Results: Three strategic axis including 08 components adopted by consensus at a national workshop with 24 priority actions split into 95 activities. Selection, planning and budgeting of activities based on evaluation data of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the health system. Taken into account of recommendations resulting from the missions of different IPC expert groups sent by WHO and CDC in the context of preparing for the response to possible EVD outbreak. Involvement of public and private sector healthcare professionals, patient associations and consumer advocacy groups. Revitalization of the Committees of fighting against Nosocomial infections and installation in 13 pilot hospitals, of an IPC operational team with clearly goals. Renewal of the government’s commitment to reforming the health system by taking as high priority the improving of quality of care and patient safety. Conclusion: Implementation of Benin IPC national action plan needs to be supported in its three axis: Improvement of standard precautions observance in all care situations; organization of HAI surveillance and fighting against antimicrobial resistance; health worker Protection and community involvement. Disclosure of Interest None Declared
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Introduction: The last three editions of the International Conference on Prevention and Infection Control (ICPIC) have each been attended by some representatives of Benin.

Objectives: Analyze the effect of ICPIC on improving the health policy in Benin specifically in the field of patient safety.
Methods: Retrospective study based on documentary review and semi-directed interviews of the actors who participated in at least one edition of ICPIC or who have knowing the existence of ICPIC at the Ministry of Health. Data were collected from January to February 2017 and analyzed manually.
Results: At ICPIC 2011, three officials of Health Ministry and one university teacher presented papers. Their participation favored the choice of Benin as organization country of the 1st International Conference of Health Ministers of Africa on Patient Safety (CIMSEF 2012) thanks to the support from RIPAQS and HUG. This Conference led to increase awareness of many Health system decision-maker. In 2013, ICPIC was attended by ten representatives from Benin. Those latter, upon their return, called for the adoption of a national patient safety policy whose conception was entrusted to an unit created by ministerial decree. The actions of this unit focused on promotion of standard precautions, especially the observance of hand hygiene in health care establishments. Following ICPIC 2015, in a context where Ebola and Lassa haemorrhagic fever outbreaks continued to threaten the country, participants representing Benin strengthened their advocacy until obtaining the support from WHO to develop a National Actions Plan for Prevention and Control of healthcare-associated infections. This plan contains a special component for the health workers protection following the healthwise approach and the patient’s involvement in the fight against infections.
Conclusion: The Ministry of Health needs to be supported to continue the implementation of IPC actions in hospitals. IPC is a source of opportunities for the improvement of Patient Safety for Benin and other African countries.
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Introduction: Infections that originate within health care facilities have always presented a major problem in delivering health care. Ebola outbreak in West Africa has shown that weaknesses in IPC practices and programs have led to the spread of the Ebola virus in healthcare workers and the community. In order to understand how IPC measures are implemented to prevent Healthcare Associated Infections a survey was conducted in 10 countries.
Objectives: The aim of the survey was to try to understand how IPC programs are designed and implemented in the national health systems.
Methods: A survey was conducted using an ad hoc questionnaire that was administered to officials in the Ministry of health and collected by WHO country offices colleagues. The Data collected was qualitatively analyzed and calculations manually done.
Results: Nine of 10 countries (90%) contacted completed the survey form. 8 of the 9 countries (88.8%) have neither national IPC Policy and guidelines nor IPC program and therefore provide no supervision and monitoring of professional practices in the country’s health services. 2 countries out of 9 (22.2%) that have established a national IPC program and validated their national guidelines don’t track their implementation in health facilities. These countries were Chad and Congo. The reasons given for this were the lack of human and material resources allocated to the programs. Surveillance of Healthcare associated Infections (HAI) is nonexistent in the 10 (100%) countries.
and is not perceived as a national public health priority despite the pledge to tackle HAIs signed by most of these countries in 2008. However, like many of African countries, in the context of Ebola outbreak, all the 10 countries (100%) undertook, with the WHO support, activities related to preparedness and response to the detection and management of Ebola cases at least in the national referral hospitals. Most countries have curricula that provide training professional on IPC components but there is generally no mechanism to monitor the professional practices regarding IPC at facility level.

Conclusion: National IPC programs need to be implemented in most African countries in order to ensure better quality of healthcare and improve patient safety. High level advocacy is still needed to create a national mechanism or program to oversee IPC activities in the country.
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Introduction: Safe water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) are fundamental to infection prevention and control (IPC) and thus to the provision of quality healthcare. However, staff at healthcare facilities (HCF) in low-income settings often are inadequately trained on WASH.

Objectives: To address gaps in WASH knowledge and practices, the Center for Global Safe WASH at Emory University developed, conducted, and evaluated a training for clinicians and cleaners in Cambodia.

Methods: The training occurred in 10 hospitals and focused on four topics where WASH and IPC intersect: hand hygiene, equipment processing, environmental cleaning and waste management. A needs assessment, including observation and survey, was conducted prior to curriculum development. During the training, participants completed a pre- and post-training assessment. An evaluation was administered three months after the training, including survey, observation, and demonstrations. The evaluation is currently being repeated six months post-training.

Results: The needs assessment included 250 clinicians and 40 cleaners. Clinicians’ knowledge of waste management was highest (90%), while equipment processing was lowest (68%). Certain attitudes drew particular concern; for example, 25% of cleaners believed it was unnecessary for delivery rooms to be cleaned between patients. Hand hygiene compliance was poor (36%). Thirty-six percent of clinicians and 86% of cleaners reported never receiving WASH or IPC training. An expert panel concluded that staff had insufficient knowledge and practice on all topics and recommended a comprehensive WASH training. Separate trainings were held for doctors, nurses and midwives, and cleaners. From pre- to post-training assessments, correct responses increased by an average of 25% for doctors, 22% for nurses and midwives, and 17% for cleaners. At the three-month evaluation, hospitals scored an average of 71% and hygiene compliance increased to 51%.

Conclusion: In Cambodia, an alarming number of clinicians have received suboptimal IPC training, while cleaners are often overlooked altogether. By addressing gaps, WASH training has made strides in raising awareness of IPC which has translated into improved hygiene practices.
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Introduction: There is a dearth of knowledge of water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) and infection prevention and control (IPC) conditions in developing countries. Poor (WASH) and IPC conditions are associated with healthcare associated infections that disproportionately burden neonates and their mothers. A 2015 WHO/UNICEF report states that about 38% of healthcare facilities (HCF) in lower and middle income countries do not have safe supply of water and 19% lack adequate toilets.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to conduct an assessment of (WASH) and (IPC) conditions in 52 healthcare facilities in Hoima District of Uganda to identify priority areas for improvement, guide plans for interventions and advocate for action.

Methods: In November 2016, the WASH in HCF tool was deployed in 52 healthcare facilities in 10 sub counties of Hoima District. The WASH in HCF conditions tool consist of a) Interviews with HCF directors and administrative staff b) Observation of key wards c) water quality sampling and analysis of maternity, outpatient or inpatient wards. The data was collected on a mobile device and analyzed in SAS. A score card for each facility was produced based on whether the facility provides a basic, improved or unimproved or no service.

Results: Overall, only about 15.4% of the HCF met basic standards for managing waste, about 7.7% met the basic standards for sanitation, 9.6% had basic water supply systems and 11.5% had handwashing with soap and water facilities at the time of visit. In addition, 28.8% carried out cleaning routines. Approximately 60% and 4% of the sampled water met the Ugandan national standards for drinking water for Escherichia coli and free chlorine respectively.

Conclusion: This assessment is a first of such survey carried out in Hoima District. The study shows that most of the (HCF) in Hoima District do not provide basic basic WASH services that has implications for infection prevention and control and healthcare associated infections. The results from this research is being used to inform interventions and advocate for action.
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Introduction: Patients colonized or infected with antibiotic-resistant bacteria are increasing in health care facilities. There is great uncertainty how to manage these patients and frequently they are excluded from important therapies, because transmission of these bacteria is feared.
Objectives: During some therapies like hydrotherapy a large release of bacteria to the environment may occur. There are only limited data available on the possibility of bacterial contamination of such pools and their environment. Therefore a study was carried out in hospital pools in order to be able to better estimate the distribution and the associated risk of transmission. Methods: Eleven hydrotherapy pools in Bavaria were sampled repeatedly for antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Samples were taken from different locations in the swimming pool system as well as from the pool environment. Results: Antibiotic-resistant bacteria, mainly *Pseudomonas* spp., were found in the pool system as well as in the pool environment. Most of the positive pool samples were detected in the balance water and the filtrate, the pool water itself was contaminated seldom. In the environment of the pool most positive samples were found on the cleaning equipment and in the barefoot area. Conclusion: Patients with antibiotic-resistant bacteria may spread the bacteria to the environment, but adequate pool water treatment and controlling the environment can prevent transmission. Special care has to be taken, however, if patients harbor biofilm-producing bacteria like *Pseudomonas* or *Acinetobacter* spp. If the pool water treatment system or the pool hydraulics is faulty or unknown, patients with these bacteria should refrain from participating in hydrotherapy.
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Introduction: Contamination of water supplies to new buildings with *Legionella pneumophila* has been described previously.

Objectives: To describe surveillance and intervention of a contaminated water supply in a new building.

Methods: Building: A new temporary building in five stores. Water supply: Were taken from 20 different taps and showers in patient rooms, kitchens and waiting rooms. During the interventions, samples were taken from 10 representative taps. Two water samples from each tap were taken and filtered for total germ count and *Legionella* germ count.

Interventions: First continuous chlorination with 4 ppm Cl- of the system was done for three month. Second intervention was high dose chlorine with 400 ppm Cl- and ensuring that all taps were open until the smell of chlorine was clear. The third intervention was to set up a central sterile filter at the water entrance to the building.

Results: The building was taken in use before water samples were collected. The first 20 samples showed high total germ count and *Legionella* germ counts up to 10^8 *Legionella*/L. Thereafter interventions were initiated with low dose chlorine after three month there were no effect of low dose chlorine. The high dose chlorine was done during one day and dramatically decrease in *Legionella* germ count was seen to less than 10^3 *Legionella*/L. Shortly after a central sterile filter was mounted and in two years follow up the *Legionella* germ count has been below 10^3 *Legionella*/L. In addition all taps were automatically opened for at least 1 min each day.

Conclusion: First of all the water should have been controlled before the building was taken in use. The time from testing the water supply until the building was taken in use was several month without any precautions was taken. All pipes were made of PEC which increases the risk biofilm formation compared to stainless steel. All taps were electronic which reduces the water flow in the system. Many taps were used very little especially on the hot water site and thus acted as “dead-ends”. Microbiological surveillance of water systems in new buildings is essential to prevent infections with *Legionella* spp. and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*.
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little success being achieved due to reinfection and problem of drug resistance.

**Objectives:** The aim of this study was to assess the influence of health education, treatment and water supply on schistosomiasis transmission. **Methods:** A longitudinal study was conducted on a cohort of 77 individuals living in a typical Nigerian village endemic for schistosomiasis. Mid-stream urine samples collected from the subjects were screened for urogenital schistosomiasis. The village dwellers were educated on the risk factors of schistosomiasis transmission and individuals infected with *Schistosoma haematobium* were treated with a single dose of 40 mg/kg praziquantel. Shortly after the baseline survey, a bore-hole was provided for the people as source of water supply. Then a post-intervention assessment of schistosomiasis transmission was conducted after one year.

**Results:** The baseline prevalence of schistosomiasis in the village was 20.8% while the intensity of infection was 19.3 eggs/10 mL urine. The post-intervention assessment of prevalence and intensity of *S. haematobium* was 2.6% and 1.4 eggs/10 mL urine respectively. The reduction rate in prevalence and intensity of infection was 87.5 and 92.2% respectively.

**Conclusion:** The study confirmed that the efficacy of QAC was interfered by incompatibility of formulation and wipe materials. The wet wipe product which QAC efficacy was not affected and was compatible with the wipe materials, satisfied the requirements of EN 16615.
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Disinfection of environment and devices

**Introduction:** Quaternary ammonium compounds (QAC) are common disinfecting agents used for environmental disinfection of healthcare facilities in Japan. Recently, some commercially wet wipe available products contain both QAC and cleaning agent, possessing disinfecting and detergent properties. However, it has been reported that the efficacy of QAC was interfered by incompatibility of formulation and wipe materials, failing to perform the required efficacy.

**Objectives:** This study evaluated formulations and their compatibility with wet wipe materials to obtain the optimum combination that will not interfere with the efficacy of QAC.

**Methods:** QAC - impregnated sample wipes for environmental disinfection were used. The wet wipe product which QAC efficacy was not affected and was compatible with the wipe materials, satisfied the requirements of EN 16615.

**Results:** It was confirmed that the efficacy of QAC was influenced by formulation and wipe materials. The wet wipe product which QAC efficacy was not affected and was compatible with the wipe materials, satisfied the requirements of EN 16615.

**Conclusion:** It is desirable to use wet wipe products which QAC efficacy will not be affected by formulation or wipe materials, for environmental disinfection in healthcare facilities.
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Disinfectant efficacy testing: how updates to current methodology and new method developments impact use concentrations

**Introduction:** It is the responsibility of disinfectant suppliers to substantiate the efficacy claims of their products through adequate efficacy tests in order for healthcare institutions to choose the appropriate disinfectants for any prescribed hygiene regime.

**Objectives:** This investigation assesses how recent updates in testing methodology will affect the use levels required for disinfectants to meet the required efficacy criteria.

**Methods:** A selection of widely-used healthcare hard surface disinfectant chemistries were tested according to recently introduced and newly updated European efficacy standard to assess the impact of new methodologies on pass levels and hence use recommendations for users' hygiene plans.

1. Non-mechanical surface test (EN13697:2015) with increased bacterial load and harmonised *Aspergillus brasiliensis* spore preparation (High and low ratios of mature: immature spores)

**Results:** 1) The increase in bacterial load in the EN13697:2015 test norm showed a positive correlation with small increases in use concentration required to meet the pass criteria for all disinfectant chemistries. 2) All disinfectant chemistries showed varying magnitudes of increased concentrations required to meet EN13697 pass criteria against mature *A. brasiliensis* spores when compared to immature spores. 3) The difference in pass concentrations identified for the same product in EN13697 and EN16616 varied between 0 and 50%. 4) The most significant impact on pass concentrations was demonstrated by the substrate composition in the EN 16615 method. QAC-based disinfectants synthetic (PP/PE) wipe substrate gave much lower pass concentrations compared to viscose substrates.

**Conclusion:** It is clear that updates to efficacy methodology and new method developments can impact the concentrations required for products to achieve certain pass criteria. Healthcare institutions should make certain their suppliers routinely assess their products against the most recent methods and method versions to verify that use levels are still effective. This will assist hospitals in using efficacious levels of disinfectants in their hygiene regimes for the benefit of their patients and staff.
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Biofilms in healthcare settings and the mro transmission risk

**Introduction:** The presence of multi resistant organisms (MRO) located within biofilms on dry surfaces within hospital settings has been demonstrated. MRO and other microbial species demonstrate enhanced survival characteristics consistent with hydrated biofilms. Traditional methods of treatment including cleaning, disinfecting and sterilisation have been shown to have limited capacity against the defensive features of these biofilms and new treatments and approaches will be required.

**Objectives:** 1. To understand the role of dry surface and other biofilms in survival of pathogenic bacteria within hospital settings; 2. To investigate the frequency of presence and distribution of these biofilms within hospital settings.

**Methods:** Destructive sampling from a range of hospital surfaces and objects, medical devices and in addition a revised sampling method was used to identify biofilm and presence of MRO. Samples were collected in situ from a number of different hospitals and various...
locations within each hospital. Bacterial recovery methods included selective media, extended recovery times and stored samples were subjected to extended recovery times. Bacteria were regrown using a dry surface biofilm method (Almatroudi 2015) and subjected to disinfectants and sterilisation processes including autoclaving and dry heat. Bacterial survivors were identified using traditional enumeration and live/dead stains.

Results: Samples obtained from hospital surfaces and devices frequently showed biofilm visible under SEM. Sustained storage of samples revealed that MRO located within biofilms from dry surfaces have unexpectedly long survival and recovery characteristics. Exposure to a variety of disinfectants and Sterillant processes including chlorine and autoclaving were unable to guarantee inactivation of sessile bacteria located within the dry surface biofilms.

Conclusion: MRO located with biofilms on dry surfaces exhibit enhanced survival and transmission characteristics. Standard approaches to disinfection and sterilisation may be compromised where biofilms are present on hospital surfaces and reusable medical devices. A more aggressive approach to cleaning and hygienic treatments such as terminal room cleaning may be required.
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Introduction: Transfer of etiological factors of nosocomial infections through contact route is still very frequent. The problem becomes particularly important in the case of multiresistant bacteria in a hospital environment such as methicillin resistant CoNS (MRCoNS). Objectives: The aim of the study was to characterize the CoNS strains isolated from the touch surfaces in hospital wards for their drug resistance and the ability of biofilm formation. Methods: The research material consisted of 92 strains from 13 wards in 3 hospitals. Identification of the species was carried out using an API-Staph and MALDI-TOF MS. Antibiotics used in this study included erythromycin, clindamycin, gentamycin, ciprofloxacin, trimethoprim/sulphametoxazole, mupirocin. MRSA phenotype was confirmed by detection of the mecA gene in PCR. Erythromycin resistance genes (ermA, ermB, ermC, and msrA/B) and the mup gene was performed by PCR. Biofilm formation was screened using the method with Congo red agar. For an accurate assessment an six-colour scale was used.

Results: There were 8 different species of CoNS found, most frequently S.epidermidis (34.8%) S.haemolyticus (30.4%) and S.hominis (15.2%) were isolated. Above 68% of the strains were MRCoNS. The mecA gene was confirmed in 69.5%. Among other antibiotics highest resistance was observed to erythromycin (71.7%) and to clindamycin (53.2%). The mechanism MLSB was detected in 51.6% isolates (including cMLSB 35.9% and IMLSB 16.3%) and MSB was confirmed in 17 isolates (18.5%). The gene ermB was detected in only one strain and the msrA gene in 27 isolates. Resistance to mupirocin was demonstrated in 14 strains and gene mup was found in 18 strains. Biofilm-producing strains (very-black, black and almost-black) were 31 (33.7%), and the strains that do not produce biofilm (bordeaux, very red and red) were 66 (66.3%).

Conclusion: MRCoNS are not dangerous for people with properly functioning immune systems but they are a risk for patients seriously ill, the elderly, immunocompromised, hospitalized in the ICU. Cleaning and disinfecting of touch surfaces is an obvious action relevant for the MRCoNS control. The project was financially supported by The Polish National Center for Research and Development - decision PBS3/A9/32/2015
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Introduction: Monash Health began cleaning without chemicals in 2011. All patient environments are now cleaned using this method, including intensive care units, operating rooms and neonatal and special care nurseries.

Objectives: To demonstrate the benefits of this cleaning method To provide the cleaning assessment demonstrating cleaning compliance

Methods: Across 2150 inpatient beds at Monash Health, microfibre cloths of 0.3 decitex and microfibre mops are dampened with water only. Steam is used intermittently to assist with the cleaning of stubborn stains, for difficult to reach areas such as bed rails, joints of equipment, cavities in equipment and areas where visible soil can accumulate. Six monthly point prevalence screening for carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) occurs in intensive care units (adult and neonatal), haematology unit and renal transplant unit. Ultraviolet markers (UVM) are used to demonstrate cleaning compliance.

Results: This cleaning method is used consistently regardless of a patients perceived or known carriage of disease or multidrug resistant organism, including CPE. When UVM demonstrates cleaning compliance, sporadic gastroenteritis outbreaks are eliminated and clostridium difficile transmission does not occur. Where CPE carriage has been identified, transmission has been limited to 1 person, prior to the introduction of transmission based precautions. This cleaning system saves time and water, reduces risk of falls and back injury, eliminates chemical exposure, limits cost and protects equipment from chemical damage.

Conclusion: Cleaning without chemicals using the cleaning system described, is as effective as using a 2-step cleaning method of detergent followed by disinfectant. However, it is safer, as significant risks are eliminated or reduced. Used for all patient environmental cleaning, this system provides a level of protection not able to be demonstrated using chemical methods.
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Introduction: Environmental cleaning is a fundamental principle of infection prevention in hospitals, but its role in reducing transmission of healthcare-acquired pathogens has been difficult to prove experimentally.

Objectives: The aim of the present short study was to evaluate whether adenosine triphosphate (ATP) presence, measured by
bioluminescence methods (surrogate marker for dirt), can predict microbiological contamination of hospital surfaces, measured by colony forming units (CFU)/100 cm².

Methods: In four patient rooms we took Rodac plates from different places before and after cleaning. Simultaneously, we determined ATP testing (expressed as relative light units or RLU) from the same surfaces. The different places which we analysed were: floor under the patient’s table, patient’s table, armrest chair, bedside table, paper roll dispenser, flush tank button, toilet seat, floor at the entrance, door handle.

Results: A total 142 samples were taken, 72 Rodac plates and 70 ATP (2 missing data). All samples were positive for coagulase-negative Staphylococcus, Micrococcus spp. Bacillus and Corynebacterium species. Before cleaning, Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA) was found in 27.8% of the samples (10/36). After cleaning, MSSA was found in 22.2% (8/36) and in 2.7% (1/36) meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) was found. Analysis of the MRSA strain by PFGE provides strong evidence that the strain originated from a patient of a room at the same ward, but 36.5 meters apart, who had been put on contact isolation before and after cleaning, both dirt measured by ATP (p < 0.04) as well as microbiological contamination measured by (CFU)/100 cm² (p < 0.02), resulted in a significant reduction. To our surprise, dirt removal and microbiological reduction were highly correlated (p < 0.001).

Conclusion: ATP reliably detects residual dirt and can be used for a surveillance of the quality of cleaning. However, detection of S. aureus and even MRSA requires microbiological analyses, as these microorganisms are not detectable by ATP. In conclusion, ATP and microbiological sampling provide supplementary information, although ATP predicts to some degree the level of microbiological contamination.
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Introduction: Improvement of environmental cleaning in hospitals has been shown to decrease cross-transmission of pathogens. Several objective methods, including aerobic colony counts (ACCs), adenosine triphosphate (ATP) bioluminescence assay and fluorescent marker were developed for cleanliness evaluation. However, few information regarding the correlation of each test and the interpretation of fluorescent marker are lacking.

Objectives: Our study aim was to monitor the cleaning efficacy in hospitals, and compare the results of targeting surfaces with fluorescent markers with those obtained by quantitative ATP method and ACC method.

Methods: This study was conducted a prospective survey of a stratified sampling of 47 wards in 6 hospitals. The same 10 to 12 high-touch surfaces at each room were tested after terminal cleaning (TC), using fluorescent markers, ATP method and ACC method. The aggregate outcome of tested surfaces at each room was calculated TC score. In fluorescence marker, 10 scores meant less than 1/4 residual gel, 5 meant 1/4 to 3/4 residual gel, 0 meant more than 3/4 residual gel. The ACC benchmark was < 2.5 colony forming units (CFU)/cm². An ATP benchmark was < 500 relative light units (RLU) in general wards, and 250 RLU in ICU.

Results: In total, 830 ACC tests, 1390 ATP tests, and 1668 fluorescence markers from 139 beds were performed. The mean ± SD TC score of fluorescence marker, ATP method and ACC method were 46.0 ± 25.1, 64.2 ± 20.8 and 96.3 ± 6.2. The TC score of 3 methods had significant correlation each other (fluorescence marker v. ATP method, r = 0.33, p < 0.001; fluorescence marker v. ACC method, r = 0.42, p < 0.001; ATP method v. ACC method, r = 0.25, p = 0.025).

Conclusion: Fluorescent marker, as well as ATP bioluminescence methods, could offer objective standards for hospital cleanliness. Simplify the cleaning procedures and strengthen the cleaning of high-touch surfaces can improve the cleaning quality. Further studies are necessary to establish the association of cleanliness and microbial transmission and healthcare-associated infections.
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Introduction: The monitoring of cleanliness levels on reusable medical devices (RMD) and environmental surfaces (ES) within healthcare settings is a potential cornerstone of infection prevention strategies. Recontamination of RMD and ES is a constant and heightens transmission risks of Multi Resistance Organisms (MRO). This study examined a combination of monitoring methods including ATP testing and environmental swabbing to establish the cleanliness of RMD and ES within healthcare settings.

Objectives: 1. To improve the validation of surface cleanliness monitoring
2. To improve the reliability of ATP testing data
3. To improve the efficiency of environmental surface microbiology

Methods: RMD and ES were subjected to ATP testing using commercially available devices and consumables. A new sampling algorithm was used to reduce the risks of inherent variability arising from the ATP testing. The algorithm uses a duplicate sampling approach combined with an intervention step. Microbiological methods used an aggressive swabbing technique intended to reveal both transient and resident microbes of interest. Bacterial elucidation applied extended recovery periods in selective media and identification using MALDITOF.

Results: Use of the ATP testing algorithm improved the reliability of ATP testing data (P = 0.001) and suggests new lower ATP levels for cleanliness acceptance. Aggressive swabbing technique demonstrated a surface contamination rate for MRO/biofilms as high as 17.65% of high touch objects located within the Intensive Care Unit.

Conclusion: The use of ATP testing has been contentious due to issues including variability and lack of correlation with relevant microbial contamination. The new sampling algorithm improves reliability to better than 99.9% through the mitigation of inherent variability, and suggests more severe standards for cleanliness standard setting (< 25RLU – brand specific). The use of aggressive swabbing more reliably indicates MRO presence, even when located within dry surface biofilms. These new methods offer improved cleanliness monitoring for use within healthcare settings.
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Introduction: Hospitals must implement control for environmental surface cleaning and disinfection, especially “high touch” area, to ensure that surfaces are appropriately clean and disinfected, so that there is no cross transmission to patient as well as healthcare worker. However, the usual control method, by using visual checklist, is not precise enough. Therefore, we carried out this study, using fluorescent marker, to evaluate the effectiveness of routine cleaning processes.

Objectives: Determine the rate of unsatisfactory cleaning by using fluorescent marker, at “high touch” areas in patient/procedure/ICU room at HCMC UMC.

Methods: “High touch” areas related to injection vehicle, ventilator, toilet, patient room/procedure room/ICU rooms were marked for surveillance.
We evaluated cleaning result using “visual checklist” as usual; using “fluorescent marker” and calculating TDC Score following CDC guideline in a manner of single-blind design.

Results: From 1/2016 to 6/2016, we collected a total of 883 “high touch” areas, evaluated 100% well using visual checklist; followed were their TDC Scores:
1. Medical equipment
Patient room: TV power button ~ 66.67%
ICU room: ventilator surface ~ 89.47%
2. Toilet
Patient room: toilet paper container surface ~ 85.71%, hand sink faucet ~ 86.67%, handrails ~ 92.86%, door-knobs ~ 93.33%
Procedure room: hand sink faucet, toilet faucet, handrails ~ 90.91%
ICU room: handrails ~ 68.42%, toilet tap ~ 85%, hand sink faucet ~ 94.74%
3. Other high touch points
Patient room: hanging table records ~ 60%, crank/bed height adjustment button ~ 78.57%, mattress side ~ 86.67%, nurse call button ~ 50%, wall light switch ~ 73.33%
Procedure room: crank/bed height adjustment button ~ 42.86%, mattress side ~ 81.82%, bed side rails ~ 90.91%, pressure regulator knob suction phlegm ~ 81.82%, wall light switch ~ 54.55%
ICU room: trunk of IV pole ~ 66.67%, crank/bed height adjustment button ~ 68.42%, panel hanging profile ~ 68.75%

Conclusion: By using fluorescent marker, we found significant rates of high-touch points in patient/procedure/ICU rooms which were not clean adequately although they were evaluated well cleaned using visual checklist.
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Introduction: Microbiological contamination of the hospital environment is a source for hospital acquired infections. We aimed to improve the quality of environmental cleaning and disinfecting through the introduction of an educational intervention (EI).

Objectives: Aim of the present study was to evaluate the impact of an educational intervention on the improvement of knowledge and the outcome of cleaning and disinfecting.

Methods: A before-after EI study was conducted on the cardiac ward of a 600-bed academic hospital from May to October 2016. Before intervention, cardiac health care workers responsible for cleaning after discharge were interviewed and observed during cleaning. An application was developed to register these scores. The target was an overall increase of correct measured elements (ME) and a decrease of (semi) wrong ME up to 0%. Cleanliness of high-touch surfaces was measured by adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The cut-off for cleanliness after disinfection was set at 100 relative light units (RLU). A total of 60 ATP measurements of three predefined high-touch room surfaces were conducted before and after cleaning. After EI, the “before” procedure was repeated. Per discharge environment (n = 10), the three high-touch surfaces were pooled, and the geometric mean was log transformed.

Results: The knowledge of cleaning and disinfecting improved. Before EI the correct ME were 46% and after EI 63%. ATP data expressed in relative light units (RLU) after cleaning before EI (311.1 RLU) were significant reduced after EI (158.8 RLU; P ≤0.028).

Conclusion: EI improved the level of knowledge, although the objective was not fully achieved. After EI a significant decrease in environmental contamination was measured, however it still exceeded the pre-set cut-off of 100 RLU.
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Introduction: Reusable medical devices (RMDs) vary significantly in material construction and geometric configuration; ISO 17665-3 provides information to group RMDs into families fit for a steam sterilization process. This underpins the need to establish penetration time at equilibrium throughout the RMD surfaces based on delegated product families, a data necessary to ensure sufficient exposure to steam sterilization process is delivered throughout the RMD.

Objectives: This study aims to provide an investigation on the credibility of ISO 17665-3 requirements. Is it really necessary to comply with standards to meet lethality of steam sterilization process?
Methods: All RMD item/s is grouped according to designation of product family based on ISO 17665-3. Specific attributes are tabulated presenting products that can be grouped together as product family identified for a particular steam sterilization process. The most difficult to sterilize item/s in each product is chosen as a master product. This master product is then used as part of the reference load during performance requalification (PQ) of the steam sterilizer. The most challenging item with identified resistance (based on ISO 17665-3) in the master product is chosen for the study of penetration time. A thermometric measuring device attached to a software reader will be strategically located on the chosen RMD. This method provides live information of penetration time until equilibrium with the time lapse to attain plateau of identified lethal temperature.

Results: Based on data gathered, the material construction and complexity of RMD surface is directly related to resistance of heat transfer. This means RMDs with complex configuration and/or mixed material construction provided a longer time to reach the innermost parts and render the RMD surface exposed to lethal temperature. This confirms the ISO 17665-3 approach of grouping RMDs into family of similar penetration resistance in order to attain lethality of process.

Conclusion: In conclusion it is beneficial establish penetration time of RMDs during annual PQ. This will address the reprocessing requirements to ensure sterilization lethality is achieved.
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Introduction: Preventing post-operative infections through the proper sterilization of medical devices is a challenge in low to middle income countries (LMICs) due to inadequate equipment and unsterile technique, compounded by a lack of training in instrument reprocessing practices.

Objectives: A mixed methods study utilizing surveys, interviews, and sterilization equipment testing was conducted from September 2016 to May 2017, to identify the impact mentorship and education had on medical device reprocessing (MDR) staff knowledge and the processing of medical devices in three hospitals in Cotonou, Benin, West Africa.

Methods: Participants received 40 hours of classroom training in MDR as well as mentoring in their work setting. A hospital assessment tool was used prior to education sessions and six weeks following the mentoring timeframe. Participants also participated in a 20-30 minute semi-structured interview and completed a survey prior to and following education sessions. Quantitative and qualitative data was analysed using the Dedoose data analysis system.

Results: Initial findings identify the value added component education and training have on MDR personnel. Participants self identified how their practice had changed due to a greater understanding of infectious processes as related to instrument sterilization. They also noted that education had changed how they approached their work, identifying spending more time ensuring instruments were thoroughly cleaned. While comparisons of survey results indicate retention of knowledge and improved understanding of MDR practices comparisons of hospitals assessments did not reflect the same level of process change that participants identified.

Conclusion: Findings from this study highlight the value education and mentoring have on both participants’ knowledge and understanding of how to do their work and the value they placed on MDR practices. Implications for clinical practice are that formal education on MDR needs to be mandatory for all MDR staff if risks of surgical site infections are to be reduced. However, analysis of MDR processes before and after training suggest that while training and mentorship produce positive changes in individuals, the organization and culture they work in produce barriers to improvements that need to be addressed by others with authority.
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Introduction: Through cleaning of medical devices is essential in infection control and prevention during medical device (MD) reprocessing. The use of washer disinfectors plays a vital role in effective
reprocessing as they ensure validated reprocessing cycles and, as a closed system, reduce human exposure to process chemistries. Excessive foaming is often a problem for WDs as it can affect machine performance, decelerate jet pressure and spray arms, impede detergent performance, and therefore, compromise the quality of the cleaning process. Among the commonly used detergents, alkaline detergents especially, react with organic soil and cause excessive foaming.

**Objectives:** This study explored the impact of surfactant in an alkaline detergent to control excessive foam formation in WDs for steady cleaning efficiency towards medical devices in the presence of organic soil.

**Methods:** The foam formation of an alkaline detergent, with and without surfactant, was compared with a representative washer disinfectant WD-32 (Saraya Co., Ltd.), in the presence of heparinized sheep blood. The detersity was then compared using soiled SUS test piece model that mimic simple and complex MDs.

**Results:** In the presence of heparinized sheep blood, the alkaline detergent sans surfactant showed excessive formation of foam, halting the machine in mid-process, whereas with the surfactant-containing detergent, foam formation was suppressed, enabling complete and successful reprocessing. In terms of detersity, the surfactant-containing alkaline detergent not only exhibited higher detersity, but was also able to minimize the difference in detersity between simple and complex test device model in the presence of heparinized sheep blood, as well. With this, steady detersity performance was shown achievable regardless of the type of MDs used even in the presence of organic soil.

**Conclusion:** The synergistic action of surfactant with alkaline detergent not only prevented machine failure and ineffective cleaning from excessive foaming, but was also able to deliver steady detergent action in reprocessing simple to complex MDs, increasing the quality of cleaning performance during medical device reprocessing.

**References**

(1) ESGE-EGENA Guideline: Cleaning and disinfection in gastrointestinal endoscopy (Update 2008)
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**Introduction:** Test strips are normally used in disinfection process of medical devices to monitor the effective concentration of high level disinfectants such as peracetic acid. Currently, the peracetic acid test strips available in the market exhibit different color shades that require 20 seconds to 2 minutes reaction time for evaluation. At times when the color judgment falls between two color shades, it will be difficult for users to judge the results. If strips interpretation will be wrong, there is a risk for ineffective disinfection process of medical devices. With the development of sharp colored strips, such incidents can be avoided, and will make users monitor the concentration of peracetic acid more easily and effectively.

**Objectives:** To obtain sharp color of rapid and accurate peracetic acid test strips by comprising advanced indicator solution

**Methods:**

1. **Preparation of Indicator solutions**
   The base indicator solution A was prepared with combination of iodide-starch solution. The advanced indicator solution B was prepared with the combination of iodide-starch and water soluble additives.

2. **Test methods**
   The test strips were comprised with solutions A and B respectively. Each strip was soaked into peracetic acid solutions for few seconds and strip color was monitored after suitable reaction time. The obtained strip colors of solution A and B were compared.

**Results:**

1. The strip comprised with base indicator solution obtained the different color shades.
2. The strip comprised with improved indicator solution obtained sharp color for PASS and FAIL criteria within 15 seconds.

**PASS evaluation - complete black color at effective concentration of peracetic acid solution**

FAIL evaluation - incomplete color with white spots at ineffective concentration of peracetic acid solution

**Conclusion:** The rapid and accurate test strips obtained distinguishable sharp color with improved indicator solution. Due to shorter reaction time and easy judgment with PASS and FAIL criteria, these strips are very convenient, user friendly and time-saving for monitoring the concentration of peracetic acid effectively in disinfection process of medical devices.
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Abstract video clip: An educational short animation made to advocate hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette to the general public, especially those who visit healthcare facilities for any reason (seeking treatment, accompanying a family member, visiting an inpatient, etc.). The first part of the video briefly touches related topics such as pathogens, the discovery of penicillin and the subsequent development of more antibiotics, and antimicrobial resistance. The educational aspect of the video emphasizes on the everyday preventive measures that can be taken by anyone: hand hygiene and wearing surgical masks. This part details the proper ways to: 1. Wash your hands using soap and water. 2. Sanitize your hands using alcohol hand sanitizer. 3. Put on a surgical mask. For fun factor, pathogens are portrayed as cartoon monsters, and the preventive measures advocates as a Power Rangers-styled superhero team.
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Abstract video clip: HANDS TO YOURSELF is a short clip recorded at Hospital Beatriz Angelo, a 425-bed, JCI-accredited, general hospital, during the annual presentation of anual data on infection control and antibiotics. Attendants, mainly physicians and nurses, received pens previously powdered with special UV visible light powder. When the lights switched for UV light, infection control nurse asks them to look at each other's faces. Messages about bacteria (namely multidrug-resistant bacteria) in hands of professionals, and about the 5 moments of hand hygiene are displayed. A free instrumental version of "Hands to my self" (Selena Gomez) was chosen and is synchronized with images. The clip is now a part of every session about hand hygiene in the hospital. Clip is directed by Pedro Pereira, from IADE-Laureate International Universities, an international reference school of design.
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Abstract video clip: Hands are likely to play a significant role in microorganism cross-transmission. Hand hygiene is one of the primary modes of reducing health-care-associated infection (HCAI) and of enhancing patient safety. In 2009, the WHO Guidelines on Hand Hygiene in Health Care has encouraged partnership between patients, their families, and HCW to promote hand hygiene in health-care settings. The French national infection control program released in 2015, aims to include HCAI prevention in a lonely program both around patient and shared on the 3 sectors of care delivery. Patients are expected to play a major role of actor in their own health. In Franche-Comté (a region located in eastern France), since 2012, a regional organization based on a team of 10 hygienist nurses coordinated by the regional unit for nosocomial infection control, has been implemented in order to enhance HCAI prevention in nursing home. As patient empowerment is an evolving concept in health care that has now been expanded to the domain of patient safety, to create tools to engage them in improving their hand hygiene was our priority. In 2015, a fun and educational tool to teach residents the several indications for hand hygiene was developed.

The aim of this new project was to provide another tool to support residents’ awareness focusing on the technique for hand hygiene. A choreography taking into account the different steps of the hand hygiene technique was built and a music chosen. Duties to the Sacem organization have been paid. A few number of nursing homes were asked to take part. Nursing home participation was on a voluntary basis. Six of them agreed to participate. In each of them, the hand hygiene technique was learned to a dozen of residents after they have expressed their consent concerning the right to one’s image. Choreography was taught to the residents in partnership with the animation team of each nursing home. In each place, several rushes featuring residents rubbing their hands have been set up and analyzed by the working group to provide the movie entitled “love tes mains”. This movie will be used to support residents hand hygiene awareness sessions in nursing home.
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Abstract video clip: Since 2009, when the well-known 5 dancers in the black dress (O les mains! – Geneva University Hospitals) taught us the basic hand hygiene rules according to the WHO, thousands of similar videos and clips have flooded the Internet. There is no doubt that hand hygiene is the leading measure to prevent healthcare associated infections, therefore performing best practice hand hygiene is fundamental in health-care facilities. These educational videos transfer essential information in minutes while entertain the recipient. Lecturers have preferences for using these audiovisual tools in their presentations to make them more attractive, thus the need for new awareness rising videos have increased. The aim of this clip was to demonstrate hand hygiene by a novel way. Hand hygiene scenes were cut out from movies and cartoons, then were edited into a 3 minutes long educational video. It shows how to wash and rub hands and when it should be performed. Also the clip represents the five moments for hand hygiene. With the help of this clip health-care workers who have insufficient hand hygiene compliance could improve their technique and attitude and become a pro in hand hygiene. For those health-care workers who are already hand hygiene masters, this clip will provide them the opportunity to see the gorgeous Anne Hathaway or the naked Brad Pitt.
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Abstract video clip: eXDR... What does this term mean? To find out more with fun, watch our little video! It talks about eXDR, emerging extensively drug-resistant bacteria: carbapenemase-producing enterobacteriaceae (CPE) and glycopeptide-resistant enterococci (GRE). eXDR is a priority theme in French Program for prevention of healthcare-associated infection. So, with this vlog, French southwestern Centre for Healthcare Associated Infections prevention & Control wants to explain in a fun way what eXDR are. It describes the French epidemiology of eXDR and the problems encountered with these germs: their wide diffusion and the therapeutic dead-end. It presents two solutions to fight eXDR. The first is to avoid their emergence by the appropriate use of antibiotics. The second solution is to prevent their dissemination, first by being able to identify it, then to avoid the transmission of eXDR by hands, excreta, or equipment by implementing the specific measures.
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Abstract video clip: Hand Hygiene Painting Festival Mashhad-Iran
Introduction:Health-care associated infections are a major public health problem especially in child care centers and schools. The best way for prevention of these infections is hand hygiene. Methods:We encouraged performing hand hygiene in child care centers and schools of Mashhad-Iran by participating in a painting festival. The subject for competition was “clean hands; save lives”. Many organs such as Education and Training Office,welfare Office,Municipality,Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults and Mashhad University of Medical Sciences cooperated in this festival.
Results:More than 14000 paintings participated in this festival in 2014-2015. More than 800 awards including 30 bicycles were delivered to winners.
Conclusion: Hand hygiene can be promoted by different tools including painting festival.
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Introduction: Pauls Stradins University Intensive care unit (ICU) staff has a hand hygiene intervention study and CVC bundle intervention study. The organization of infection control at the hospital ICU was changed by updating and implementing patient treatment procedures.

Methods: A time-series prospective study about bacteraemias was carried out in ICU. One of the major aims of the study was to define and to summarise different indicators, perform interventions, and reduce the NI incidence rate. The duration of the study was 4.5 years (from 20 August 2008 until the end of June 2013). Throughout the study, bacteraemia results for ICU patients were collected and the result of the performed interventions was constantly evaluated, in addition also hand hygiene monitoring was performed. A special procedure for CVC usage (insertion, treatment and removal) was implemented in PSCUH in 2009. For hand hygiene (HH) monitoring, the WHO Hand Hygiene Monitoring Tool was used.

Results: From 20 August 2008 to 28 June 2013, 5739 hand hygiene observations were performed. Higher ratio of the hand hygiene compliance was seen when the feedback with the medical staff concerning the acquired results and their changes was established. The average hand hygiene compliance within the study was 36.7%. From January 2011 to June 2013, 1066 adult patients with CVC enrolled (12 485 CVC days). The incidence of CRBSI during pre-intervention period was high (10.1 per 1000 CVC days, Cl = 7.9-12.8) but after …
bundle" implementation CRBSI rate decreased (3.8 per 1000 CVC days, CI = 2.5-5.8).

Conclusion: Implementation of infection control has proved its efficiency, by carrying out intensive training programme related to hand hygiene, CVC usage and treatment for nurses and doctors; it was possible to reduce CRB more than seven times. Although the results obtained during the hand hygiene intervention are not long-lasting, it is possible to improve those by repeating the intervention.
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Introduction: Amongst HAL CLABSI are the most important cause of morbidity and mortality especially in critically ill patients. Due to many factors in low resource countries, CLABSI are either underreported, meaning that the impact of CLABSI may be much higher than what is reported.

Objectives: To determine the frequency, characteristics and microorganism profile of CLABSI from our NICU.

Methods: We retrospectively analysed our prospectively collected infection control surveillance data base from 2011-2015. All cases who were classified by our hospital's infection control team as CLABSI using the CDC NSHN definition were enrolled. Microorganisms that caused CLABSI were identified. Basic demographic and anthropometric data along with outcomes were recorded. Catheter type and its dwell time was recorded. Amongst risk factors, TPN days, Line days and line day at which CLABS confirmed were recorded. CLABSI rates/1000 central line days and Device utilization ratio were calculated.

Results: 2046 babies were admitted in our NICU during the study period with a total of 17881 patient days and 6467 device days.Average yearly central line utilization ratio was 0.36/ year. A total of 183 patients had 245 blood stream infection out of which 57(31%) were labelled CLABSI. Our cumulative CLABSI rates were 8.9/1000 CL days.Amongst CLABSI,37(65%)babies were male. Median weight was 1.68 kg (IQR 1.25, 2.64) whereas median gestational age was 33 weeks(IQR 29, 37). Median time from line insertion to CLABSI was 10 days(IQR 5 to 18 day-s).Combination of UA and UV constituted 17(30%) CLABSI episodes followed by PICC line 15(26%).Gram-ve organisms were most common followed by CONS and candida. Klebsiella and Acinetobacter constituted 45% of the total infections.Distribution of microorganisms amongst different central lines were similar except for acinetobacter in which 9 out of 10 CLABSI were associated with UA/UV lines. 28 (49%) of our CLABSI patients died.In adjusted multivariate analysis only duration of central line >30 days was found as independent predictor for CLABSI(IRR 2.5, 95%CI 1.24-5.06)

Conclusion: We report a high CLABSI rate with substantial CLABSI related mortality. Higher CLABSI rates translating into eventual morbidity and mortality in developing countries projects the poor state of affairs and highlights the importance and need of investment in health care infrastructure.
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Introduction: CLABSI have been associated with significant morbidity and attributable mortality in patients admitted to Intensive Care Units (ICU).

Objectives: The study was conducted to determine CLABSI rates in ICU at the American University of Beirut Medical Center; and to describe the most frequently found causative microorganisms in bloodstream isolates and their resistance profiles.

Methods: Infection Control (IC) Preventionists conducted an active and prospective surveillance between January 2007 and February 2017 in a 10-beds ICU using the National Health Safety Network (NHSN) methodology. The CLABSI standardized rates were compared to the international reports of NHSN and the International Nosocomial Infection Control Consortium (INICC). The distribution of microorganisms associated with CLABSI was also analyzed.

Results: A total of 96 CLABSI were identified during a 10 years period covering 15765 central line (CL) days. The overall CLABSI rate was 6.1 per 1000 CL days. CLABSI rates were higher than the pooled NHSN rates reflecting hospitals from developed countries and higher than the benchmark from developing countries participating in INICC. Multidrug Resistant Acinetobacter baumannii was most commonly recovered (23.0%) followed by coagulase negative staphylococci (21.0%).

Conclusion: The risk of acquiring CLABSI associated with MDR-ACB in ICU patients is high and is strongly correlated with MDR-ACB colonization pressure. Multidisciplinary efforts were adopted throughout the study period to minimize this risk by applying an evidence based CL bundle in addition to introducing active surveillance for MDR-ACB on each patient admitted to ICU. The CLABSI rates were decreasing overtime until a sustained Zero CLABSI rate was reached over the last 8 months of the study period proving the success of the IC interventions.
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Introduction: Hospital leadership need knowledge of nosocomial infection rates for implementing optimum measures. We established incidence registration for central line associated blood stream infection (CLABSI) and catheter-associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI) in chosen units of a Norwegian hospital trust with ca. 250,000 annual bed days. The registration was based on data collected on paper.
Objectives: We wanted to know whether prospective incidence registration of CLABSI and CAUTI was possible despite lack of tailored electronic registration tools.

Methods: We used CDC criteria and Windows software (Excel). Clinical staff (CS) collected daily data on number of patients with central lines and urinary catheters and emailed scanned copies of results monthly to infection control personnel (ICP). The lists also included necessity for urinary catheter, number of admitted patients (catheter utilization rate) and CAUTI incidents. ICP updated incidence results for CLABSI and CAUTI, forwarded the results to CS monthly, and copied leaders into the email loops. ICP also collected CLABSI incident data. CS and ICP met regularly for data quality control.

Results: During one calendar year (2015-2016) we collected data for 1755 central lines in one infection disease unit. Only one CLABSI was found, i.e. an incidence of 0.57 per 1000 central line days. Corresponding numbers registered in an intensive care unit were 488 line days (21 weeks), no CLABSIs observed. In one urology unit we collected data for 652 urinary catheter days (47 weeks) and found 5 CAUTIs, an incidence of 7.7 per 1000 catheter days. Clinical staff in each unit spent 15 – 30 min daily for collection of data, while ICP used about 60 min monthly for collection of CLABSI incidents. ICP spent some hours monthly to update results for CLABSI and CAUTI. 30 min monthly was used for quality control of data from each unit. Before kickoff we spent several hours for project planning and design.

Conclusion: We experienced that incidence registration of CLABSI and CAUTI was easier than assumed. Careful planning and sharing of responsibilities between involved personnel was essential. The registrations ran smoothly when CS handled denominator data and numerator data for CLABSI were collected by ICP and CS took care of numerator data for CAUTI. We experienced that our work was vital for patient safety in our hospital trust.
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such structures as patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). PDA results in many complications that could compromise the health and survival of the neonates. In some of them it is necessary to use surgical methods to surgically close the PDA.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to see how many VLBW neonates treated in the participating wards needed surgical correction of PDA and also to analyse the incidence risk of various types of post-surgical infections together with their etiological factors.

Methods: Continuous prospective monitoring of infections was done in the years 2009-2013 in 6 neonatology departments. The studied group was made up of VLBW neonates that needed surgical correction of PDA. Infections were detected based on criteria according to Gastmeier.

Results: 2039 VLBW neonates were included in this study. PDA that needed surgical intervention was confirmed in 103 newborns (5.1%), significantly more frequently in children from multiple pregnancy and labour complicated by amnionitis. The surgical PDA correction was performed on average in the 19th day of life of the newborns. Infection was registered in 48.5% (n = 50) of neonates: 27 developed sepsis (incidence 6.2%) and 23 pneumonia (incidence 22.3%). A correlation was observed between the day the procedure was performed and the time of infection: the earlier the newborn was operated on, the earlier was the infection manifested (p = 0.032). High CRIB score and amnionitis in the mother were significant risk factors for the infection.

Conclusion: Infections incidence after surgical correction of PDA in VLBW neonates is reported at a similar level to infections in all hospitalized VLBW neonates. The later the PDA surgery was done, the later the infections manifested.
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Objectives: This study sought to identify the source of this outbreak and to contain the nosocomial spread.

Methods: An investigation was launched in response to the isolation of klebsiella oxytoca in the 8 bed (NICU), with one death. An Infection Control Nurse Team conducted a document review and collected demographics, birth weight, clinical manifestations, diagnoses, antibiotic use, date of admission and reports of initial blood cultures. The NICU staff was interviewed using an unstructured questionnaire. Infection prevention and control practices were monitored with emphasis on hand hygiene, cleaning, disinfection and maintenance of the liquid soap dispenser. An environmental assessment was later conducted. Swabs were taken from the hands of five nurses and three doctors, reconstituted intravenous antibiotics, water for injection, liquid antimiocrobial soap, stethoscopes, cotton swabs, linen and incubators. The Clinical Microbiology Laboratory database was searched for additional cases of klebsiella oxytoca blood stream infections. Staff on the Paediatric ward (NICU) participated in educational sessions on the prevention of infections. Adherence to previously issued guidelines was reinforced and a cleaning schedule was outlined.

Results: Admission blood cultures showed no bacterial growth. Klebsiella oxytoca was isolated from blood cultures of four neonates taken between January 6th and 26th, 2015 with two resultant deaths. The Microbiology Laboratory database revealed two additional cases of Klebsiella oxytoca. Klebsiella oxytoca was isolated from a liquid soap dispenser. This contaminated dispenser was discarded and replaced with single-use Chlorhexidine Gluconate 4% Antiseptic Solution. Follow-up observation indicated compliance with practices. Repeat blood cultures showed no bacterial growth.

Conclusion: The outbreak of klebsiella oxytoca bloodstream infections was associated with insufficient cleaning and disinfection practices of the liquid soap dispenser. Health care workers must understand how practices and procedures can contribute to infections. Knowledge and adherence to guidelines can avert similar outbreaks.
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Introduction: Coagulase negative staphylococci (CNS) are the main pathogens isolated from central lines blood cultures and are responsible for most catheter-related infections.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to determine the clinical significance of CNS isolated from central line blood cultures.

Methods: CNS positive central lines blood cultures were prospectively collected over a 5-month period in a university hospital. Peripheral blood cultures, clinical and biological data were gathered. Using these data, 4 groups were defined: bacteraemia, probable bacteræmia, catheter colonization (CC) and blood culture contamination (BCC). Each group was described by Charlson score, antibiotic therapy and complications.

Results: From 680 positive central line blood cultures, 129 were positive with CNS. CNS was responsible for 28 bacteraemia, 9 probable bacteræmia and 92 CC or BCC. Our criteria did not allow us to differentiate CC or BCC. Most CNS positive central lines were sampled in haematology ward (n = 58) and ICU (n = 30). CC or BCC were more common in haematology (n = 43) than in ICU (n = 24).

Mean length of stay for patients with bacteraemia, probable bacteræmia and CC/BCC was 24, 30 and 21 days respectively. Mean Charlson score was 4.3, 1.75 and 3.1 respectively. 95% of central lines were removed for bacteræmia or probable bacteræmia and 62% for CC or BCC. The rate of complication was low (n = 4) with localized abscess (n = 1), severe sepsis (n = 1), admission in ICU (n = 1) and death (n = 1). Empiric antibiotic therapy was prescribed in 17 bacteræmia, 9 probable bacteræmia and 11 CC or BCC.

Conclusion: Most of the positive CNS central line blood cultures were CC or BCC, and have been mainly found in the haematology ward. These results could be affected by the blood culture sampling technique, in particular asepsis. Audit of practices will be necessary to confirm this hypothesis. Improving the blood culture technique may decrease the contamination rate and unnecessary antibiotic therapy.
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Introduction: As an International organization that accredited by Joint Commission International (JCI) Accreditation, Premier Jatinegara Hospital always perform a risk management approach to improve quality of care that focused in reducing and preventing the Health Care Associated Infections (HAIs). The approach in order to reduce HAIs is by implementing Aseptic Non Touch Technique (ANTT) that focus on specific clinical procedure such as IV cannulation, IV preparation and administration and blood sampling as a pilot project.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to standardize and implementing practice base on the steps of aseptic non touch techniques for specific procedure and prevent the occurrence of phlebitis and Bloodstream infections (BSI) due to the inconsistency of the implementation proper aseptic technique.

Methods: Observation and audit cycle at selected clinical care as a pilot project. Process implementation divided into 3 they are Pre ANTT, Audit Cycle and Post ANTT.

Results: There was increase compliance practice of ANTT for IV cannulation 96%, IV preparation and administration 96% and blood sampling 94%, also zero incidence of phlebitis and decrease incidence of BSI 0.002%. There was increase compliance practice of ANTT for IV cannulation 96%, IV preparation and administration 96% and blood sampling 94%, also zero incidence of phlebitis and decrease incidence of BSI 0.002%.

Conclusion: Increasing compliance of ANTT practice for specific clinical procedures, also decreasing incidence of BSI and zero phlebitis during period study.
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Introduction: Biliary plastic stents are a landmark achievement in the field of endoscopic retrograde choangiopancreateography (ERC) for the relief of obstructed biliary system by a non-surgical approach. The limiting factors for these plastic stents are their diameter and the tendency to get occluded. Factors involved in the formation of biofilms are not well studied.

Objectives: We quantified the biofilm mass and its principal constituents in biliary stents, investigated the bacteria in biofilm formation and analyzed its relation to the predisposing factors.

Methods: Demographic and clinical details of 81 patients with biliary stent retrieval were noted. Stents were processed for biofilm mass quantification, protein and polysaccharide estimation and molecular identification of bacteria involved. Correlation of biofilm formation to predisposing factors was also analyzed.

Results: The underlying causes for stent insertion were benign stricture (35.8%), bile duct stones (56.8%) and malignancy (7.4%) with cholangitis in 61.7% patients. The retrieved stent size was 7 Fr (76.5%) and 10 Fr (23.5%) with 65 days median insertion duration. Polysaccharide consortia were isolated in 82.5% of the stents. The mean biofilm mass was 0.187 ± 0.18 OD, protein 0.50 ± 0.25 mg/mL and polysaccharide 0.051 ± 0.018 mg/mL and were higher in stents of patients with cholangitis. Protein was significantly lower in the 10 Fr stents compared to 7 Fr ones. Biofilm mass was higher (p = 0.04) in stents with indwelling time of ≥3 months and >6 months. Factors such as etiology of stenting and presence of single versus multiple microorganisms were insignificant.

Conclusion: Our study quantified biofilm mass, protein and polysaccharide in occluded biliary stents and demonstrated polybacterial profile. Cholangitis and smaller diameter stents depicted higher protein concentration in the biofilms predisposing to early biofilm formation. Longer stent indwelling time was associated with higher biofilm mass and protein concentration elucidating the time-dependent biofilm formation process.
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Introduction: Blood stream infection (BSI) leads to morbidity and mortality. Most data regarding hospital-acquired BSI are from device-associated modules in intensive care units (ICU). Data on hospital wide acquisition is lacking.

Objectives: Our intervention aimed to assess the magnitude of the problem hospital-wide and to increase awareness of the healthcare teams in the wards through guided self-investigation.

Methods: Meir Medical Center is a 740-bed secondary hospital with about 66,000 admissions annually. Beginning January 2016, acquired BSI events were sent to the relevant departments daily with requests to investigate the event using a structured questionnaire. BSI was defined as hospital-acquired if blood culture was drawn on or after the third day of admission, if the patient was discharged within 7 days of the current BSI, or if BSI was related to a procedure in the last 30 days. Results were returned to the infection control team for analysis. Immediate feedback regarding quality of data and investigation results was given as needed. BSI clusters or events related to specific procedures initiated immediate investigation and intervention by the infection control team. A summary of the results was sent to the wards and to hospital management quarterly.

Results: A total of 970 BSI events occurred in 2016; 247 (24.5%) were hospital-acquired (3.72/1000 admissions), of these, 210 (85%) originated out of ICU. The wards completed 60% of the investigations. The most common sources were urinary tract infection (33%), central and peripheral IV lines (29%), and pneumonia (14%). Twenty-nine (19.5%) patients were transferred to ICU and 53 died in hospital (35.6%). Following investigation results, procedures such as peripheral IV insertion and indications for urinary catheter were reviewed by the wards. Two clusters related to specific procedures (prostate biopsy and cardiac device implants) were identified and led to immediate intervention.
Conclusion: Hospital Acquired BSI is common. Self-investigation by the wards led to increased awareness and efforts to reduce high-risk processes by wards and by hospital management. Ongoing investigations led to timely identification of clusters. Longer follow-up is required to assess decrease in BSI acquisition.
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Introduction: In cardiovascular surgery, bacterial colonization of the central venous catheter (CVC) line has been incriminated as a cause of endocarditis.

Objectives: In order to reduce this colonization, after a 5 years observational prospective study(2006-2010), we implemented in a prospective study two new measures consisting in the implication of all the practitioners of the department (surgeons, anesthesiologists and cardiologists) to reduce CVC exposure time and the implantation of silver chloride oxidized sulfadiazine coated catheter.

Methods: From January 2011 to December 2016, all patients hospitalized in our department with CVC were included and compared to the first period (2006-2010). The following data were collected: sign of systemic infection, microbiology, demography and adverse effects of therapy. The statistical data were processed using Systat 11.

Results: 5019 catheters were implanted between 2006 and 2016; 128 catheters were colonized. The implantation rate was similar between the 2 periods: 557 by year +/-5 vs 550 by year +/-7 (p = 0.1). The patients were older during the second period 71+/−10 vs 69+/−10 p = 0.03. The others demographics data were similar between the two periods. The average rate of CVC colonization was reduced from 3.9+/−0.5% per year to 0.99+/−0.2% (p < 0.01). The level of catheter-related bacteremia (CLABSI) was similar 4.38+/−0.3‰ Vs 4.08+/−0.2‰ or 0.87 / 1000 catheter days Vs 0.89/ 1000 catheter days (p = 0.4). Catheter's dwell time was reduced: 5+/−7 days Vs 4+/−4 days (p = 0.032). The extra cost of coated catheter was 2864 euros/year but we reduced additional days of hospitalization from 88 days/year to 4/year.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that the implication of all medical staff reduced the catheter dwell time. Both measures divided by 4.5 the rate of catheter colonization. Reducing catheter colonization rate did not reduce CLABSI probably due to a low CLABSI rate during observational period.
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Introduction: A high prevalence of MRSA bacteraemia was identified in dialysis patients attending the Renal Unit of Mater Dei Hospital, Malta. In 2010, this was estimated at 6 cases/100 patients/year. Root cause analyses (RCA) showed they occurred primarily in haemodialysis (HD) patients with non-tunneled haemodialysis catheters (NTHC).

Objectives: To reduce the MRSA bacteraemia in HD patients.

Methods: The need for improvement was evident but most healthcare professionals (HCPs) were passive and their self efficacy perception was low. An incremental approach was adopted using Kubler-Ross stages of grief. Initially some HCPs were shocked and claimed various reasons why their HD population is more prone to infection. The first recommendation implemented was the monthly MRSA screening for all HD patients. 11.7% of patients were found to be colonized and decolonization attempted. Change was facilitated by appointing a link nurse while the infection control unit (ICU) was crucial in facilitating communication with vascular surgery and medical imaging to change work processes. Anger was expressed through outpouring of bottled up frustrations. Throughout the bargaining stage, standard operating procedures (SOPs) were drafted, new products procured and educational material prepared. Gradually more HCPs accepted and supported the changes as the MRSA bacteraemias reduced. Kubler-Ross refers to this passive stage as the depression phase during which change is intergrated. Care bundles for insertion and maintenance of HD lines were introduced. Educational events and integration of these practices marked the acceptance phase and ownership of infection prevention in the HD population that these HCPs care for.

Results: Despite an increase in the haemodialysis population, MRSA incidence reduced significantly and most HCPs at renal unit are now promoting infection prevention measures.

Conclusion: Understanding the Kubler-Ross change cycle and the journey these HCPs were going through enabled the ICU to accompany them and keep them focused. A new CEO and nursing director have also impacted this change process. The key factor in this success was providing a strategy, supporting different HCPs and empowering key frontline staff who together with motivated vascular surgeons and radiologists drove the improvement.
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Introduction: Illustrate the implementation of a Sicily’s Risk Management program called ‘CATETHER RELATED BLOOD STREAM INFECTIONS -TARGETING ZERO’. In many Hospitals both culture and compliance to international guidelines were missing. The main goal of the Program was to lead the health care Professional teams to a new promotional approach: the plan was to reach a higher target with the intent of developing a new culture and prevention protocols: not only nurses and clinicians but Regional Institutions, Risk Managers, Hospital General Managers, and also Caregivers.

Objectives: Some clinicians in a specific centers where adopting Bundle to prevent infections as Catheter Related Blood Stream Infections (CR-BSI) but most were not, and there was no mandatory reason for them to. The final goal was to facilitate networking within the Region decision makers in order to define a common protocol for prevention and make it applicable everywhere in compliance with the International Guidelines.

Methods: The Regional Institution took action and decided for the first time to make prevention protocol mandatory. A Specific Regional Decree was formalized (June 2016) where the Hospital General Managers are told to be responsible for their hospital’s alignment to international guidelines through the adoption of the Insertion and Exit-site management Vascular Access Bundles. After 6 month from the Regional Decree (Spring 2017) we expect a Regional HAI (Healthcare Associated Infections) prevalence survey data on prevention impact.

Results: all the Hospitals (public and private) decided to have a VASCULAR ACCESS TEAM, dedicated Educational Programs to increase knowledge, delineation of “privileges” for all personnel involved in the insertion and maintenance of intravascular catheters, adopting a
Regional Vascular data Sheet, Periodic Audit to assess adherence to guidelines. They are aligned at John Hopkins’s Quality and Safety Research model to implement a Good Practices Called “4E” ENGAGE, EDUCATE, EXECUTE, EVALUATE.

Conclusion: The results suggests that “Targeting Zero” is an ambitious goal but it can be achieved through a specific and dedicated policy providing for the implementation of a multifaceted program and the involvement of all actors at different institutional levels of the system (regional administrators, CEOs of healthcare organizations and frontline professionals).
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Introduction: Catheter-related bloodstream infection (CRBSI) case definition requires at least one positive blood culture not related to infection in another body site. There are 3 main situations when central line contamination can occur: during insertion, at daily manipulation or by contamination of administered fluids.

Objectives: To describe the microbiology of the central line infections in the intensive care Units of the “Hospital Nacional de Niños, Dr. Carlos Sáenz Herrera” (HNN), the only pediatric referral center of Costa Rica.

Methods: Descriptive study of blood cultures of patients under 13 years old, hospitalized at the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit at HNN, who had a central line and developed a bloodstream infection between January 1st, 2013 and December 31st, 2015.

Results: We analyzed 113 positive blood cultures, 104 with only one germ and seven with 2 or more, for a total of 123 identifications. 46% were Gram-negative bacteria, 43% Gram-positive and 11% fungi. Main pathogens were E.coli, K. pneumoniae and S. epidermidis, as well as Candida spp. 20% were extensively drug-resistant bacteria and 2% were pandrug-resistant. In children who had more than one CRBSI, 33% were with the same pathogen. Median time from central line insertion to positive blood culture was 20.3 days.

Conclusion: Unlike this study, most report Gram-positive bacteria as the main pathogen in CRBSI, secondary to skin colonization during central line insertion. The predominance of Gram-negative bacteria and the time elapsed between insertion and sepsis manifestation suggest catheter manipulation as the possible source. The high proportion of extensive-resistant bacteria and yeast infections alerts about the increase of multidrug-resistant organisms and the need to improve the rational use antibiotics.
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Introduction: Public reporting has been a feature of the New Zealand Surgical Site Infection Program (SSII) Programme since 2013. The SSII Programme focuses on reducing SSI following hip and knee arthroplasty and cardiac procedures through a bundle of interventions (clipping not shaving the surgical site, alcohol-based skin prep, and timely administration of the appropriate antibiotics in the right dose). Quality and Safety Markers (QSM) were developed to monitor improvement in the process.

Objectives: The aim of the SSII Programme is to improve the standard of care by measuring compliance with these interventions. Public reporting of the QSM performance was seen as a driver for practice change and supported continuous quality improvement initiatives at the local level.

Methods: Standardised process and outcome data is recorded on all hip and knee arthroplasty and cardiac procedures funded by District Health Boards (DHB) which equate to approximately 12,500 procedures annually. The QSM process measures focus on the correct use of surgical antimicrobial prophylaxis (SAP) and use of alcohol-based skin prep and the outcome measure is the SSI rate. QSM targets were established to set the expected levels of performance. Reporting of each DHB performance against the QSM targets occurs quarterly and is available on a public-facing website.

Results: There has been a significant aggregated improvement in QSM performance between July 2013 and September 2016.

Conclusion: Transparent public reporting of each DHB performance against the QSM targets supported alignment and coordination of quality improvement activities nationally. Multidisciplinary teams with strong clinical engagement from individual DHBs implemented quality improvement initiatives based on their specific opportunities and systems. The initiatives and key learnings were then shared at regional and national meetings so other DHB SSII Programme teams could also benefit. The SSII Programme has resulted in significant improvement in QSM performance and most procedures now comply with recommended best practice.
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Introduction: Surgical site infections (SSI), are seen as a reflection of the healthcare quality in hospitals.

Objectives: To study the SSI at Saint John of God Hospital Tanguicta (SJGHT) as a prelude to the implementation of a permanent monitoring system.

Methods: It was a descriptive and prospective study in the Department of General Surgery of SJGHT from 1st July 2016 to 31 January 2017. It admits patients 15 years of age or older. The SJGHT haven’t a microbiology unit. The study population consisted of all patients admitted in it, after a surgical operation from July to December 2016. For each patient surgical wound was monitored for one month. The diagnostic criteria used are those for the monitoring of the SSIs (WHO/2002.12, Prévention des infections nosocomiales 2nd edition). Data was recorded and analyzed using Epi info 7. Statistical tests were used accordingly, p less than 0.05 considered as statistically significant.

Results: For 343 patients operated, 105 (30.6%) had SSI. The mean age of the patients with SSI was 40.3 years. The sex ratio was 4. Emergency surgery resulted in a 50.0% rate of SSI (p = 0.00). The most common surgical intervention was laparotomy (26.7%). American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score was good (1 or 2) in 77 patients out of 301 and poor (3 or more) in 30 out of 42; p = 0.00. 112 were operated on clean or clean-contaminated surgery and 6.1% presented SSI; 231 patients had been operated on infected contaminated or contaminated surgery, of whom 81.3% presented SSI (p = 0.00). For 35 patients the
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Point prevalence and surveillance of healthcare associated infections in surgical wards of a University-Affiliated Hospital in Mashhad, Iran
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Introduction: Healthcare- associated infections (HAIs) are a major problem for patient safety.

Objectives: Its surveillance and prevention must be the first priority in each hospital.

Methods: The study was a point prevalence survey measured at two points (16Dec2012 and 8 Jan 2014) in Imam Reza hospital; Mashhad, Iran. All patients were followed by call till one month for surgical site infections, we could follow 191 patients. The data was entered and evaluated using Epi info6 software.

Results: Eighteen germs were isolated, predominantly monomicrobial (88.9%), 65% were Gram-positive cocci: staphylococcus aureus accounted for 45% of the isolated germs including MRSA followed by Streptococcus agalactiae in 20%, no strain of staphylococcus coagulase has been found. Gram-negative bacilli represent 35%; 71.4% are enterobacteriaceae, 40% of which are extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL), Escherichia coli was isolated in 10%, the same for pseudomonas aeruginosa (without any resistance).

Conclusion: The endogenous flora is responsible for the majority of documented SSI, whether through poor skin preparation or aseptic error, but the emergence of ESBL is linked to the use of broad-spectrum antibiotics. This requires clinical, microbiological and therapeutical vigilance in view of their specific resistance profile to antibiotics.
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Introduction: Surgical Site Infections (SSIs) are among the most harmful complications that occur after surgery. It has been generally found that developed nations tend to have lower incidence of SSIs
when compared with developing nations. Therefore, reducing SSI occurrence is a public health priority and it requires the implementation of infection control programs which need a thorough knowledge of the SSI rate and risk factors of this complication. In fact, effective surveillance systems have been described as a preventive measure for reducing SSI.

**Objectives:** to determine the SSI incidence and epidemiology among surgical patients in a tertiary care setting in Sousse, Tunisia.

**Methods:** A prospective observational study was carried out from January 2015 to May 2015 in the General Surgery Department at the University Hospital of Sahloul in Sousse, Tunisia. During that period, all patients who underwent general surgical procedures and matching the inclusion criteria were included. Patient data were collected using a form built on the French national protocol for the SSI surveillance of ISO-RAISAN and on data from the literature. Regular follow-up was maintained until at least 30 days postoperatively.

**Results:** A total number of 365 patients were included. The mean age was 54.6 ± 20.7 years. The majority of patients (96.1%) had a ASA score I-II. Interventions duration was greater than the 75th percentile in 39 cases (10.7%). Among the 349 cases (96%) followed to 30 days after operation, 30 SSI have been diagnosed, with an incidence rate of 8.6%. The incidence density was 12.9 cases for 1000 days of hospitalization. Nearly 40% of patients developed a SSI during the first week and 90% before the end of the 3rd week after the surgery. Furthermore, the global cost caused by SSI was estimated to 42709.96 Tunisian dinars.

**Conclusion:** The incidence of SSIs was found to be within the upper international limits. Therefore, more efficient programs are needed to decrease the SSIs rate since this complication increases hospitalization costs and length of stay, and impairs patient's quality of life. Hence, among means of prevention, aside from identification and control of known risk factors, ongoing surveillance has proven to be an independent factor for long term reduction of SSI rates.
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**Introduction:** Sepsis is the leading cause of maternal death in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), a region that sees some of the highest rates of maternal mortality and morbidity in the world. As one of the most commonly performed surgical procedures in SSA and a proven risk factor for surgical site infection (SSI), cesarean section (CS) is an important operation to target due to its massive impact on maternal and neonatal health. There is currently insufficient published data available on the patient and facility based context around SSI following CS to establish a true and clear understanding of this infectious category.

**Objectives:** The objective of this study was to collect accurate and valid data on the incidence of SSI following CS and the circumstances around SSI in two Kenyan hospitals. Our primary focus was on the consequences of timing of perioperative antimicrobial prophylaxis.

**Methods:** This was an IRB-approved observational study of six hundred and nine women who had CS operations at two Kenyan hospitals from September to December 2015. Hospital A provided antimicrobial prophylaxis prior to incision for all patients and Hospital B provided only post-operative prophylaxis to all patients.

**Results:** The median age was 26 ± 6 (18, 43) at Hospital A and 26 ± 5 (18, 44) at Hospital B. Median parity was 1 ± 1 (0, 7) at Hospital A and 1 ± 1 (0, 10). Patients also went through a comparable number of antenatal care visits (median = 4 ± 1 at both hospitals). The number of patients with prolonged rupture of membranes was 103 (34.4%) at Hospital A and 99 (32.9%) at Hospital B. There were a slightly higher number of patients with meconium stained liquor at Hospital B (115) than Hospital A (74). The SSI rate was 4.0% (12/299; 11 superficial SSI, 1 deep SSI) at Hospital A and 9.3% (28/301; 18 superficial SSI, 7 deep SSI, 3 organ/space SSI) at Hospital B.

**Conclusion:** The data shows a striking difference between SSI rates in patients who were given properly timed pre-operative antibiotics and patients who were only given post-operative antibiotics. Administration of post-operative antibiotics is currently the norm in much of SSA and there is strong evidence that many of the infectious problems encountered in this population would be reduced by the provision of antibiotic prophylaxis prior to the incision.
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**Introduction:** This study evaluated the usefulness of targeted surveillance in monitoring surgical site infections in patients hospitalized in thoracic surgery department. SSI surveillance allowed to identify areas of care demanding modifications, which are organization of post-discharge and microbiological diagnostics of infection cases.
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Introduction: Surgical site infections (SSI) after neurosurgery have serious clinical consequences and increase costs. Surveillance of SSI with feedback of appropriate data to surgeons has been known to be an important component of strategies to reduce SSI risk.

Objectives: This study conducted to examine the effect for 8 year surveillance and feedback program of neuro surgery in a tertiary hospital in Korea.

Methods: Patients who underwent craniotomy (included “CRAN” category from CDC/NHSN) from 2009 to 2016 were prospectively monitored for SSI up to 30 days after surgery or 90 days after implant insertion. SSIs were defined according to CDC/NHSN surveillance definition.

A confirmed case of SSI was notified to the surgeon and periodically feedback was given to the neuro surgery department. SSI rates over the 8 year were analyzed using the basic linear regression.

Results: A total of 6,572 CRAN category procedures performed on 6,137 patients were monitored. SSIs occurred in 138 cases, giving an overall incidence of SSI of 2.1%. The majority (67.4% [93/138]) of SSIs was operated on and 62 SSIs (45.6% of SSI cases) were superficial-incisional and 21.0% were superficial-incisional and deep-incisional SSIs, respectively.

The incidence of SSI (crude rate) were significantly reduced over the 8 years (from 3.65% in 2009 to 0.70% in 2016, \(P = 0.004\)). The duration cut point (75 percentile of the duration of surgery in minutes) also significantly decreased over the 8 years (from 335 min in 2009 to 227 min in 2016, \(P = 0.002\)).

Conclusion: The prospective surveillance and subsequent feedback program were effective for reducing the rates of SSIs after Neuro surgery.
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Introduction: Several studies have shown that a good preoperative cutaneous preparation (PCP) significantly reduced the cutaneous microbial flora.

Objectives: To describe the PCP practices, measure the gap with recognized recommendations, and propose a tool to put in place the necessary corrective measures.

Methods: Internal audit by observation of the nursing staff and interview of patients, related to the practices of the PCP in the services of general surgery (GS), ophthalmology (OPHT) and infantile surgery (IS) from 22 January to 2 February 2017 (3 working days per service). Data entry and analysis were carried out on Epi-Data.

Results: The audit involved 39 patients who underwent cold surgery. PCP information was given to 43.6% (17/39) patients; 79.5% (31) performed preoperative shower at home within 24 hours (77.4% the day before, 25.8% on surgery day and 3.2% both days). Among them 66.7% (16) received the prescription for antiseptic soap. The PCP checks weren’t performed in the operating room (OR) in 94.8% of cases. The cleaning phase was not carried out (100%) by non-availability of the product, mucosal disinfection was done in the OR in all cases. Polyvinylidone iodine (PVI) was used for disinfection in 92.1%. In the OPHT service, the 10% PVI is diluted with saline solution before being applied to the ophthalmic mucosa in 87.5%, the unidose presentation is nonexistent. There are no protocols displayed for the surgical field and no traceability of the PCO in the patient record.

Conclusion: Oral and written information about the PCP must be provided preoperatively by the surgeon or anesthesiologist. The availability of appropriate products for detersion and single-dose presentation for the ophthalmology department, will reduce the risk of infection associated with care. The surgical fields must be the subject of a written protocol and validated by the CLIN.
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Introduction: Surveillance of surgical site infections (SSI) is a priority in our facility. In the ENT (ORL) service, the SSI incidence has significantly decreased since it joined the active surveillance network in 2006.
**Introduction:** Extraintestinal pathogenic *E. coli* (ExPEC) causes prominent of urinary tract infection (UTI). *Escherichia coli* (E. coli) may progress further via the ureters to the kidneys and cause pyelonephritis. Also, the bacteria damage kidney mucosa epitcel to enter lymphatic system and cause bacteremia. Virulence factors making ExPEC different from other *E. coli* strains are the host cell adhesion, invasion, and two important factors/toxin, Cytotoxic Necrotizing Factor (CNF) and Cyto-lethal Distending Toxin (CDT) that are responsible for cell death.

**Objectives:** Detection of factors/toxin genotypes are taught to have predictive value for surveillance and the prognosis of infections. The aim of the present study was to detect the prevalences of urovirulence agents in *E. coli* strains that cause UTI in women and men and to compare in women-men urovirulence agents.

**Methods:** Samples were provided from the regional hospital in Adana province and identified by phenotypically IMVIC, genotypically for presence of the gene encoding the enzyme β-glucuronidase (uidA) and investigated by PCR to identify CNF1-CNF3 and CDT1-CDT4 and hemolysis (HlyA) genes by using specific, primers.

**Results:** In 2 years period, 522 *E. coli* strains were recovered from urine from men (n = 80) patients and women (n = 442) patients with urinary tract complaints in different units. At least one virulence gene identified for *E. coli* was found in 108 (16.7%) of 522 *E. coli* strains. Respectively, 70, 14, 13 of ExPEC strains contained cnf1, cnf2, cnf3. Genes cdt1, cdt2, cdt3, cdt4 detected were 4, 2, 3, 2. These 108 strains were found hemolysis expression. Strains from women patients were more often displayed expression with urovirulence agents %72 than from men (%28).

**Conclusion:** Urovirulence agents and UTI are seen more frequently in women patients because of shorter urethra than men and that CNF gene family is believed to enhance colonization of *E. coli* in the urinary system and these genes of the *E. coli* gene pool are gained in the ability to survive in new environment, such as the human urinary tract. The widespread diffusion of the cnf1 gene in *E. coli* help to distinguish ExPEC from commensal strains and these genes may be use specific marker for noncommensal *E. coli*. It is thought that CNF anti-toxin can be used in vaccination studies to prevent *E. coli* which causing UTI.
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**Introduction:** The study was conducted at Intermediate Hospital Katutura which has a bed capacity of 896 and is located in Windhoek, Namibia. The hospital has a total of 9 major operating rooms which covers general surgery, orthopedics, obstetrics and gynecology.

**Methods:** Files of patients who underwent general surgical operations between January 2006 and December 2014 were retrospectively reviewed to determine the incidence of surgical site infections (SSI). Random sampling was used to identify patient files for review. The criteria used to determine SSI was temperature >39°C, pus on surgical site, positive culture results.

**Results:** A total of 79,385 patients underwent surgical operations in the defined period. Of these 52.7% were males (n = 41,815). A random sample of 800 files (1%) was retrieved to assess whether the patients had SSI or not. A total of 100 files were found to have had SSI which gives the incidence of 12.5%. The commonest procedure that was associated with SSI was laparotomy Organisms isolated according to NNIS interventions 0 to 8% for NNIS interventions >1 (p < 0.001).

**Conclusion:** The monitoring of SSI in ENT has highlighted risk factors that should be taken into account in order to improve the management and prevention of risks related to surgical care. However, the improvement of preventive measures must be pursued by influencing extrinsic risk factors.
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**Introduction:** To calculate the incidence rate of SSI- To identify the risk factors associated with the occurrence of SSI

**Methods:** Descriptive longitudinal study for analytical purposes. Data collection was carried out from 1st February to the 30th May 2014 with a follow-up up to 30 days. The SSI diagnosis was based on the CDC (Atlanta) criteria. The analysis of the data was carried out on the EPI-INF06.04 software.

**Results:** A total of 326 interventions were included. The sex ratio was 0.93, the mean age was 34.9 +/- 18 years. 85.1% had an ASA score = 1, the average length of stay was 4.4 +/- 0.2 days. The percentage of patients reviewed on D30 was 95.3%. Two thirds of the interventions were clean-contaminated interventions, and half had a NNIS score = 0 score.; no emergency intervention was performed, 14 patients developed SSI an average of 4 +/- 0.4 days following surgery. The overall SSI incidence was 4.3% (95% CI = [2.1 - 6.5 ]); mean age of infected patients was 44+/-17.2 years.The incidence rate was 41.7% for the ASA score 2 versus 2.9% for the ASA 1 score, and the incidence of infections was significantly greater when the Altemeier class was contaminated (8.5% versus 2.6%, p <0.01). Stratified according to NNIS, the incidence rate varies from 3% for NNIS interventions 0 to 8% for NNIS interventions >1 (p < 0.001).

**Conclusion:** The monitoring of SSI in ENT has highlighted risk factors that should be taken into account in order to improve the management and prevention of risks related to surgical care. However, the improvement of preventive measures must be pursued by influencing extrinsic risk factors.
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**Introduction:** CAUTI account for 40% of all healthcare associated infections. A multidisciplinary team formulate and implement urinary catheter bundle checklist, as Data were obtained then compliance is analyzed and compared to the reduction in CAUTI incidence rate,1000 catheter days

**Objectives:** decrease the CAUTI incidence rate among ICU patient

**Methods:** Applied in26beds of ICU patients as14AICU,3PICU,and7- NICU beds;CAUTI surveillance was performed every month according to CDC-NHSN criteria with interpretation;It was noticed that there is increase in the CAUTI incidence rate compared to the international NHSN benchmark which is ranging from (5-5.5)per 1000 catheter days

**Pilot phase:** CAUTI bundle checklist initiated as 8 items1-documented indication2-hand wash and wear gloves when handling urinary catheter3-treatment peripheral care4-maintain catheter securement5-urinary bag less than2/3full and emptied prior to transport6-closed system that maintained7-drainage bag attached to the side of bed and below bladder level and8-notch the floor then started to educate ICU staff for one month on how to implement.The list is completed for every cathetered patient allow the week for data validation then compliance calculation;Implementation started by June-2016 as the CAUTI incidence rate was 3.9, then 6.2,1000
catheter days in July, but it was noticed increase in the incidence rate to 12.6 in August so,IPC team start to initiate the bundle checklist and did training/orientation during September, then measuring the compliance compared to the drop of CAUTI incidence rate to 4.8 when the compliance was 95% at the end of September then starts to increase again to 7.7 with drop in the compliance to 89% in October, then the better compliance was in November 97% with decrease in CAUTI incidence rate to 4.5 (accepted range)

Results: There was a reduction in the rate of CAUTI in ICU, from 12.6 per 1,000 catheter-days before the intervention to 4.5 per 1,000 catheter-days after the intervention

Conclusion: CAUTI bundle implementation is effective in reduction of CAUTI incidence/1000 catheter days of Acutely ill patients
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Introduction: Urinary infections are among the most common nosocomial infections, accounting for 23.2% of them. In 80% of cases, these infections are catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI). The pathogens attach themselves to the catheter walls within a biofilm. Long-term use of urinary catheters is therefore a risk factor for developing a CAUTI. Changing the catheters more frequently would remove the biofilm, but is unpleasant for the patient and timeconsuming for personnel. Regular rinsing of the catheter can be a useful way to remove the emerging biofilm, and to prevent the creation of biofilm in the first place and potential subsequent blockages of the catheter. However, this is not yet standard clinical practice.

Objectives: The influence of rinsing the catheters should be tested in vitro in order to examine its operating principle.

Methods: In a practice-like in vitro test method the catheters were contaminated with Escherichia coli, Proteus mirabilis or methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus for 72 hours. Afterwards, the catheters were rinsed with 0.02% Polihexanide (PHMB), 0.9% NaCl or were not treated (positive control) and the viable cell count was determined. The biofilm mass was quantified in a staining assay. In addition, fluorescence microscopy assays were performed in a flow cell to visualize the vitality of the cells after rinsing with PHMB or NaCl.

Results: Rinsing the catheters with Polihexanide significantly reduced the cell count (p = 0.012). The reduction factor compared to “non-treatment” was 2.56 ± 0.67 log. In comparison to NaCl, rinsing with Polihexanide results in significantly lower cell counts (p = 0.034), higher reduction rates in biofilm mass and is able to kill off the cells at the surface of the biofilm.

Conclusion: Rinsing the catheters reduces colonization of catheters by microorganisms. Polihexanide-rinsing is more effective compared to rinsing with saline solution. A reduction in biomass of the biofilm was demonstrated both by fluorescence microscopy and via the in vitro-model. Further studies need to investigate whether the presented results can be transferred into practice and actually lead to a reduction in urinary tract infections.
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Introduction: In last decade implementation of care bundles became gradually generalized in several health units around the world. As many reports conclude, these set of four or five processes, when performed together for every patient every time, have the potential to improve patient outcome and in prevention of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs).

Objectives: To describe the implementation and monitoring of a bundle in an acute care hospital.

Methods: In 2015, a collaboration between Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and Institute for Healthcare Improvement, established a challenge to Portuguese hospitals: to reduce in 50% the HAIs over a period of 3 years. A methodology based on quality collaborative was implemented, emphasizing mutual learning, motivating and empowering teams using measurable and achievable targets, as well as planning sustainable improvements, with the involvement of management. Pedro Hispano Hospital, a 370 bed acute care unit, was one of the 12 Portuguese hospitals to be selected for this project.

Results: For this project the following steps were put in place: (1) problem definition (e.g. many urinary infections in catheterized patients); (2) baseline measurement (e.g. incidence study to determine the proportion of catheter urinary tract infection - CAUTI); (3) determination of objectives to achieve (e.g. process measure: bundle of urinary catheter insertion/maintenance fulfilled > 95%; outcome measure: reduction of 50% of number of CAUTI per 1000 patients catheterized); (4) design/adaptation of the bundles using the Deming cycle methodology (e.g. poor registry of urinary catheter indication of use, following changes in software to remind professionals to do this) and (5) monitoring through run charts (e.g. improvement of fulfillment of bundle and reduction in CAUTI rate). Difficulties detected: work overload of health professionals with little time for training or meetings; non-adequacy of some clinical material (e.g. amount of gel of urinary catheter kits, quality of urinary collectors).

Conclusion: Implementation of care bundles can be an important driver for the health professionals to deliver evidence-based care. They should be part of an organizational cultural change, with focus on sustainable improvements.
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**Introduction:** Enterococci are increasing in resistance to various antimicrobial agents and effective treatment represents a major health concern. The aim of this study was to determine the antimicrobial resistance pattern of enterococci and the frequency of vancomycin and high-level aminoglycoside resistance among them.

**Objectives:** to determine the antimicrobial resistance pattern of enterococci and to determine the frequency of vancomycin and high-level aminoglycoside resistance.

**Methods:** Methods: A total of 80 isolates of enterococci, (73 Enterococcus faecalis, 7 Enterococcus faecium) were collected from patients with hospital-acquired urinary tract infections in Mansoura University hospitals. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was done by disc diffusion method. Identification of species and detection of vancomycin and aminoglycoside-modifying enzymes genes were done by PCR.

**Results:** All isolates were sensitive to vancomycin and linezolid. Fifty-three isolates were high-level aminoglycoside resistance (HLAR). aac(6′)-le-aph(2′)-la gene was associated with aph(3′)-IIla and ant(6′)-la genes in 69% of HLAR isolates.

**Conclusion:** Our results show increasing frequency of HLAR among hospital-acquired Enterococci and revealed that aph(3′)-IIla and ant(6′)-la were the most common aminoglycoside modifying enzymes genes detected.
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**Introduction:** Vancomycin-resistant enterococci are nosocomial pathogens, and transmission within health-care institutions is well-documented. Increasing acquisition of VRE was seen in our institution since Jan 2014.

**Objectives:** This observational study monitored VRE acquisition and clinical infections following sequential implementation of control measures, and describes the impact on laboratory costs and clinical infections.

**Methods:** Increased hospital-acquired VRE (HO-VRE) colonisation was detected in early 2014. Increased VRE surveillance was implemented which included VRE contacts, patients with length of stay > 7 days, patients with a recent history of hospitalisation in other hospitals, and renal dialysis patients. The following interventions were implemented sequentially: (1) cohorting of VRE patients on individual wards (2) creation of a VRE-specific cohort ward (3) emphasis on hand hygiene and contact precautions (4) enhanced environmental and equipment cleaning (5) weekly feedback on ward-level VRE acquisition. The numbers of VRE screening tests was derived from the laboratory, and the number of clinical infections was tracked by infection control nurses.

**Results:** HO-VRE colonisation rate was 13.7/10,000 patient days in 2014, reached a nadir of 2.8 in 2015, and plateaued at 7.6 for 2016. During the 3 year period, there were at least 4 clusters of VRE cross-transmission. The number of VRE screening tests performed was 37,368, and 9 clinical infections were reported for the three years, respectively. The cost of VRE screening was 1.8 million Singapore dollars for three years. The annual aggregated hospital-wide hand hygiene compliance for the three years was 54%, 60% and 65% respectively.

**Conclusion:** Control of VRE remains extremely challenging in hospital setting with multi-bedded open ward environment. The implementation of a multiple intervention program showed reduction in VRE acquisition, but continuing clusters of transmission. There was a significant increase in laboratory costs. Despite ongoing HO-VRE transmission, clinical infections remain low.
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**Introduction:** Antimicrobial resistance is a growing threat to public health and motivates to improve prevention and control programs. Despite their low pathogenicity, vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) are nosocomial pathogens in several countries. The high potential for transmission of VRE between patients justify strict control measures. Indeed, VRE represents the second cause of urinary tract and wound infections and the third cause of nosocomial bacteremia in the United States.

**Objectives:** An epidemic of VRE has affected our hospital and the objective of this work is to describe the measures put in place.

**Methods:** Following the alert given by the service of plastic surgery concerning a patient carrier of VRE, a team of the prevention and healthcare service made an investigation. A review of files was conducted to draw the synoptic table and the table of cases.

**Results:** By contacting the microbiology laboratory, we have identified four other cases of VRE and who were hospitalized in Medical resuscitation department (2 cases, one of them was transferred to the Physical rehabilitation department), and Nephrology department (2 cases). The visit has allowed to detect several malfunctions in professional practice. A crisis cell has allowed to validate, coordinate and implement control measures following the recommendations of the Technical Center of nosocomial infections. In fact, the process was to technically isolate cases in their sector of hospitalization, to restrict the use of antibiotics, to strengthen measures of basic hygiene, and to make a screening by rectal swab for both cases and contacts (other patients and health staff). These measures have helped to control the situation and no other case has been reported.

However, these are short-term strategies, and other measures in the medium and long term should be taken into account in order to face similar outbreaks.

**Conclusion:** The efforts to control the outbreak were efficient since no new cases have been reported. However, a continuous monitoring in order to detect new cases earlier is crucial to minimize the dissemination of VRE.
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Introduction: Despite low incidence of vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus (VRE) in Switzerland (0.3-2%), the Lausanne University Hospital experienced several VRE epidemic events in medical and surgical units since 2011.

Objectives: We used prospective whole genome sequencing (WGS) to investigate the last VRE outbreak (E. faecium vanA) that occurred in a 60-beds surgical ward.

Methods: Systematic screening for VRE (rectal swabs) was performed in all patients hospitalized in the epidemic ward on a weekly basis. Selective culture plates were used to isolate VRE. One isolate per patient was generally further analysed by whole genome sequencing (WGS) using MiSeq (Illumina). Isolates’ sequence type (ST) was assigned from short reads data. Genome alignment of all isolates was acquired with Snippy by mapping against a reference. A maximum likelihood tree was constructed based on the number of “core genome single nucleotide polymorphisms” (SNPs). Contact precautions in isolation zones were applied in VRE cases and contacts, and environment disinfection was reinforced.

Results: Following the identification of the first case, the weekly screening revealed 41 additional VRE positive patients between October 2016 and January 2017. Isolates from 35/42 (83%) patients harboured vanA gene cluster. Among the latter, 29 belonged to ST80 (26 highly related), five to ST117 (four with a low genetic diversity suggesting transmission), and one strain was not sequenced. All the seven vanB isolates belonged to ST117 and WGS revealed that four were highly related. Thus, one major and two minor VRE lineages circulated in the same ward over the same period of time.

Conclusion: This study highlights the co-circulation of different VRE lineages inside the same ward. Combining epidemiological investigations with WGS analysis of the isolates enables to differentiate clusters of cases and allows better understanding and management of this kind of nosocomial outbreaks.
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Introduction: Isolation of linezolid resistant enterococci (LRE) in urine samples has increased in our hospital recently. This is alarming as treatment options are limited.

Objectives: We tried to identify the risk factors associated with linezolid resistance, correlate linezolid consumption with increased isolation and evaluate fosfomycin as a therapeutic option.

Methods: This was a prospective observational study for 6 months. Cases were defined as inpatients growing LRE in urine culture. Controls were inpatients whose urine culture grew linezolid sensitive enterococcus (LSE). The specimen were plated onto culture media and incubated at 37 °C for 24-48 hrs. Identification of the isolates was done by both phenotypic and automated method. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was determined by using the Vitek-2 automated system. Linezolid resistant strains were tested for fosfomycin sensitivity. Clinical details of the cases and controls were recorded including history of catheterisation, prior exposure to linezolid and colonisation with multidrug resistant organisms.

Results: A total of 25 cases and controls were enrolled in our study. The risk factors identified in the case group were diabetes, urinary catheterisation, increased duration of hospitalisation, past exposure to linezolid and immunocompromised state. Demographically the cases and control patients did not differ significantly, but cases were hospitalised significantly longer than controls. Urinary catheterisation was significantly higher in cases then in controls. Prior isolation of vancomycin resistant enterococcus (VRE) was more common in cases than controls and 60% of the cases were colonised with LRE at the time of isolation of the urinary isolates. All the enterococcus isolates were sensitive to fosfomycin.

Conclusion: Fosfomycin may be considered for treating LRE urinary tract infections. Although the overall linezolid consumption in the hospital showed an increasing trend, there was no prior exposure to linezolid in 92% of the cases. We suggest identifying the mechanism for linezolid resistance as resistance may not only emerge during treatment, but a possibility for horizontal transmission may also be looked into. Sequencing of our isolates would throw some light in identifying the mechanism of resistance.
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Introduction: Standard and transmission-based precautions are essential to control and to prevent the nosocomial spread of multidrug resistant organisms (MDROs) in the hospitals. A lack of knowledge regarding transmission based precautions among health care workers (HCW) reduces compliance with these practices.

Objectives: The objective of the study was to assess the knowledge of transmission based precautions among health care workers (HCW) in South India.

Methods: This cross sectional study was conducted among HCW working in different hospitals across South India selected through purposive sampling using a structured questionnaire regarding their knowledge about transmission based precautions. Content validity of the questionnaire was established via the feedback of 10 infection control personnel working in the accredited hospitals in South India. The questionnaire contains details regarding transmission based precautions for common MDROs like methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin resistant Enterococci (VRE), carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae and Clostridium difficile (CDI). Survey questionnaire completed by consenting respondents through face-to-face interaction were taken for analysis. Data were compiled using descriptive statistics.

Results: Totally 125 HCWs participated in the survey. Only 28% (35/125) HCWs know correctly the all three (contact, droplet and airborne) transmission based precautions. The other parameters surveyed were shown below in table 1.

Table 1 Transmission based precautions Knowledge among HCWs in South India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>No of HCW with correct answer/ Total HCW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRSA</td>
<td>73/125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRE</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>8/125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDI</td>
<td>34/125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73/125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion: The majority of South Indian HCWs lack knowledge on transmission based precautions. Among the MDROs, the HCWs had better knowledge for MRSA transmission prevention. More structured educational programs are needed for HCWs to improve their knowledge on transmission based precautions in South India.
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Introduction: Staphylococcus aureus (SA) is a common cause of bacteraemia (SAB) in patients with chronic haemodialysis. These patients are at risk of intermittent or persistent colonisation which increases the risk of vascular access infection and bacteraemia.

Objectives: Reducing colonisation and vascular access infection is the key to prevent SAB and we present our strategies to minimise these.

Methods: The Heart of England Foundation Trust has 4 haemodialysis units and a home dialysis programme serving a total of 406 patients dialysing via; graft 2.7%, intravascular catheter (IVC) 12% and an arterio-venous fistula (AVF) 85.2%.

Since 2007 there has been a SA screening programme for all chronic haemodialysis patients and following mandatory surveillance of meticillin-sensitive SA (MSSA) in 2011 a Root Cause Analysis (RCA) has been performed for every SAB.

Results: The focus of infection was identified, common themes monitored and actions prioritised with the aim to reduce future SAB. Since monitoring in 2011 there has been a sustained reduction of SAB until this year.

Defined focus of infection and common themes were:
- Patients with grafts or pacemakers in-situ
- IVC related infections
- Patients who had recurring SAB
- Patients who were SA positive on either line insertion or routine surveillance
- Patients allergic to the routine skin preparation
- Management of patients following SAB result.

Conclusion: Specific actions were identified and prioritised. An IVC insertion checklist was developed to ensure patients who were SA positive received the correct decolonisation treatment prior to line insertion.

A Patient Group Directive (PGD) sticker was developed which allows nursing staff to promptly dispense decolonisation treatment for SA positive patients.

‘High risk’ patients were identified and antibiotic prophylaxis was agreed. Persistent colonisers with SA were offered an antimicrobial wash for use at home.

A SA blood culture (StAB) sticker highlighting specific detail details was developed to standardise the management of patients and prevent recurrence.
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Introduction: MRSA is one of the predominant pathogens in healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) with significant morbidity and mortality.

Objectives: Our institution implemented infection prevention and control strategies for the identification, management and control of MRSA to reduce the risk of transmission and acquiring MRSA HAI.

Methods: MRSA surveillance program was part of the Infection Control Unit activity at our 880-bed tertiary teaching hospital. All positive MRSA culture results upon validation were placed in a designated box in the Microbiology Laboratory. Daily laboratory data were collected and entered into the MRSA line listing by infection control nurse (ICN). All affected MRSA patients were visited by ICN to ensure adherence to recommended precautions including isolating or cohorting patients; emphasizing on the 5-moments of hand hygiene; contact precautions; cleaning and disinfection of equipment; and visitor policies. The ICN ward round also determined whether patients had active MRSA infection or colonization. Decolonization of MRSA colonizers was done with daily chlorhexidine baths and intranasal mupirocin. Infected MRSA cases were treated with vancomycin. Staff education regarding MRSA was emphasized. Active surveillance test for MRSA screening in ICU and NICU upon admission and weekly was also conducted. Outcome of MRSA HAI rates and total MRSA (infection plus colonization) rates were monitored and reported to relevant stakeholders. Data analysis was based on excluding duplicate MRSA isolates from the same patient.
Results: The total MRSA rates were 0.98, 1.19, 1.53 and 1.48 per 1000-patient days in year 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 respectively. However, a declining trend of MRSA HAI rates were observed with 0.17, 0.14, 0.10, and 0.08 per 1000-patient days for those respective years. Nonetheless our MRSA HAI rates were also far below the national MRSA HAI rates. These encouraging results might be attributed to the proactive implementation of recommended practices.

Conclusion: Proactive implementation of recommended practices will help in preventing and controlling the spread of MRSA as decreasing MRSA HAI rates were observed throughout the years.
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Introduction: Staphylococcus aureus infections are a common concern worldwide due to the increasing number of bacterial strains with multi-resistant properties to existing antibiotics, incrementing the need for novel molecules and therapy approaches for their treatment.

Objectives: In this study we evaluated the antimicrobial activity against reference and clinical isolated multiresistant strains of S. aureus and the immunomodulatory potential of new antimicrobial peptides.

Methods: The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 8 peptides individually and in combination was determined with a microdilution technique against an ATCC strain and 4 clinically isolated Methicillin-Resistant S. aureus (MRSA). Additionally, cytotoxicity was measured with MTT assays in vitro in a Vero cell line. Finally, immunomodulatory potential of the peptides was evaluated predicting potential binding affinity to receptors of the immune system with SYFFPEITHI database and the Immune Epitope Database and Analysis Resource (IEDB).

Results: Individually, 5 of the peptides tested inhibited significantly the bacterial growth of the reference strain of S. aureus, but only 3 of them demonstrated antimicrobial activity against clinical isolated bacteria. In combination, the peptides had significantly inhibitory effect in the bacterial growth of reference and multiresistant S. aureus strains. In addition, peptides individually and in combination did not present cytotoxicity, not even in the highest concentrations tested. Regarding the immunomodulatory potential, 5 peptides were predicted to have affinity with immune receptors.

Conclusion: Taken together, these results demonstrate the potential of using these peptides in combination to be used as novel antimicrobial molecules against S. aureus, with the possibility of having immunomodulatory capacities. Furthermore, this study remarks the importance of testing novel antimicrobial molecules not only against reference strains, but also against multiresistant bacteria, as well as a possible approach using combinations of different molecules for the treatment for multiresistant bacteria in clinical practice.
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Introduction: MRSA is an important cause of nosocomial infections with a high rate of morbidity and mortality worldwide. The ability of certain isolates to form biofilms is an important aspect of the pathogenesis in Staphylococcus aureus infections. 

Objectives: The goal of our study was to evaluate the extent to which the formation of biofilms and the specific strength of virulence patterns influenced the epidemiological spread and the persistence of distinct clones and lineages in the hospital setting.

Methods: We analyzed 347 MRSA isolates, collected between 2015 and 2017 at the Heidelberg University Hospital, a large German 2,200 bed university teaching hospital. The epidemiological background of each collected isolate was analyzed by using Spa-typing and BURP-clustering. Native and induced biofilm formation properties of the MRSA isolates were analyzed by crystal violet technique. The presence of most relevant virulence factors (Panton-Valentine Leukocidin: PVl, Toxic shock syndrom toxin: TSST, and Enterotoxine A and B) were analyzed by PCR.

Results: The strongest native, as well as induced biofilm forming properties were associated to Spa-type t535 (mean 0.93 ± 0.093) and clonal complex cc008 (0.40 ± 0.19). PVl was detected in 41 (11.8%), TSST in 31 (9.9%), SEA in 53 (15.2%) and SEB 27 (7.8%) in 347 MRSA isolates. While presence of SEA was associated to elevated native biofilm formation as well as induced biofilm formation, the presence of lircPV and TSST was associated to elevated inducibility of biofilm formation (p < 0.05). The tested clinical MRSA isolates showed a broad range of biofilm formation potential. The mean native biofilm formation was 0.32 ± 0.15, while the mean glucose induced biofilm formation was 0.46 ± 0.17. Addition of 2% glucose resulted in an average increase of 1.74 compared to the native formation. However, S4(15.6%) MRSA isolates showed no inducibility or even decreased biofilm formation.

Conclusion: Clinical MRSA isolates show a broad range of biofilm formation. Distinct MRSA types and clonal lineages with outstanding ability to form biofilms under native as well as induced conditions might therefore cause serious problems in treatment and infection control measures especially if linked to additional virulence patterns.
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Introduction: In France, direct milk donation from the mother to her preterm babies <34 weeks of amenorrhea is possible; bacteriological quality of breast milk samples was assessed according to national recommendations.
Objectives: The objective of our study was to analyze the bacteriological quality of breast milk samples destined to direct milk donation in a French university hospital.

Methods: All the samples from the milk destined to direct milk donation in the neonatology and neonatal intensive care units at the Gre- noble teaching hospital from March 2007 to April 2015 were included. A sample was considered to be correct if its total flora was less than $10^6$ CFU/mL and in the absence of Staphylococcus aureus and other pathogens (Enterobacteriaceae,…). In case of incorrect result, another sample was analysed. The non-compliance rate was analysed between 2008 and 2014.

Results: Six hundred and two breast milk samples were taken from the milk of 500 mothers. The overall non-compliance rate for the 1st sample was 20.2%; 55 (54.5%) had a total flora $\geq 10^6$ CFU/mL, 46 (45.5%) were contaminated with $S. aureus$ and 7 (6.9%) by other pathogens. A statistically significant increase of the non-compliance rate was observed between 2008 and 2014 (10.2% to 29.6%) explained by a statistically significant increase in the rate of samples with a total flora $\geq 10^6$ CFU/mL. No statistically significant increase of the rate of $S. aureus$ contamination and other pathogens was observed. The overall non-compliance rate was 45.6% for the 1st controlled samples and 28.6% for the 2nd controlled samples.

Conclusion: The absence of any increase in contamination by $S. aureus$ or other pathogens is reassuring. The increase of the non-compliance rate, due to an increase of samples with a total flora $\geq 10^6$ CFU/mL, could be explained by a decrease of good practices in milk collection. The education of mothers about milk collection should be strengthened.
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Abstract video clip: In this study, we used data from literature on methicillin-resistant \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} (MRSA) and developed a stochastic mathematical model to study how contact heterogeneity on different types of hospital environmental surfaces, when noncompliance of daily surface hygiene happened, may lead to different exposure to the susceptible patients via contact route in a hypothetical 6-bed intensive-care unit. The susceptible patients are divided into two types, these who are cared by the same nurse as the index patient (Type 1) and those who are not (Type 2). The results showed that for both types susceptible patients, the patient nearby high-touch surfaces (HTSs) had the most impact. If the HTSs were not cleaned, the pathogen exposure to Type 1 and 2 susceptible patients would increase 56% (95% confidence interval (CI): 54% > 58%) and 106% (95% CI: 100% > 112%) respectively. The communal surfaces (CSs) had the least impact, which could only lead a less than 10% increase of the pathogen exposure to two types susceptible respectively if they were not cleaned. The impact of clinical equipment (CE) differed largely for two types of susceptible patients. If the CE was not cleaned, the exposure to Type 1 patients would only increase 5% (95% CI: 5% > 6%), while for Type 2 patients, it can increase 74% (95% CI: 68% > 79%). This study quantitatively showed the importance of cleaning patient nearby surfaces, especially the HTSs, and the CE, on controlling the nosocomial infection transmission via contact route.
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Introduction: The tenacity of \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} as a pathogen can be attributed to its arsenal of virulence factors among which is the pan- ton–valentine leukocidin (PVL) a leukocytolytic toxin that has been epidemiologically associated with severe cutaneous and necrotizing infections as well as bone and joint infections. Traditionally the toxin has been associated with community-acquired MRSA infections but Sub-Saharan Af- rica is considered to be a PVL endemic region showing PVL prevalence among $S. aureus$, particularly methicillin susceptible isolates.

Objectives: The study was carried out to detect the presence of the PVL gene as well as the expression of the toxin and antibiotic resis- tance in methicillin susceptible $S. aureus$ strains isolated from soft tis- sue infections (SSTIs) and wounds.

Methods: A total of 97 $S. aureus$ isolates were obtained from SSTIs (49) and wounds (48). The presence of the PVL gene ($lukS-PV$) was detected by polymerase chain reaction. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing of $S. aureus$ was carried out using the Vitek 2 automated systems. Extracellular expression of PVL by $lukS-PV$–positive strains was evaluated by a Western blot.

Results: The PVL gene was detected in 76% of SSTI isolates and 77% of wound isolates. Rabbit anti-$lukS-PV$ detected a band of MW 32 kD corresponding to $lukS-PV$. The level of PVL produced by $lukS-PV$–positive $S. aureus$ isolates varied from strain to strain. The expression of PVL was observed in 75% of SSTI isolates and 62% of wound iso- lates. Resistance was highest to penicillin (100% in SSTI isolates and 94% in wound isolates); followed by trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (84% in SSTI isolates and 83% in wound isolates); and tetracycline (8% in SSTI isolates and 10% in wound isolates).

Conclusion: A qualitative expression of the protein has been found to correlate with severity for specific clinical manifestation, most es- pecially skin and soft tissue infections. Prevalence of antibiotic resist- ant PVL-positive methicillin susceptible $S. aureus$ strains is of great concern as this could promote the emergence of more virulent strains with severe implications on PVL mediated infections.
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Introduction: \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} is a dangerous human pathogen which causes a diverse range of superficial and invasive diseases in hospital and community-acquired infections with a higher morbidity and mortality. Biofilm formed by $S. aureus$ anchored on medical de- vices; host tissue that restricts penetration of antibiotics and signifi- cantly contribute in drug resistance. It is a serious concern to find out a new approach or antimicrobials to eradicate such infections. Repurposing already-approved drugs with well-characterized toxicol- ogy and pharmacology is a novel way to reduce the time, cost, and risk associated with antibiotic innovation.
Extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)
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Introduction: Carriage of multidrug resistant and ESBL producing bacteria in the human gastrointestinal tract is a major factor for infection with antibiotic resistant bacteria.

Objectives: The objective of the study was to determine the incidence of ESBL producing enterobacterial strains colonizing the intestinal tract of apparently healthy adults in Kathmandu, Nepal. Predominant fecal commensal isolates were isolated, identified, and the antimicrobial susceptibility test was performed according to the standard microbiological methods. Multidrug resistant isolates were selected for ESBL confirmation by combined disk test and E-test methods. Molecular characterization of plasmid borne ESBL genes was performed by using specific primers of CTX-M, SHV and TEM by polymerase chain reaction.

Results: Among five hundred and ten fecal commensal bacteria recovered from participants; Escherichia coli (432, 84.71%) was the predominant organism followed by Klebsiella oxytoca (48, 9.41%) and Klebsiella pneumoniae (30, 5.88%). ESBLs were isolated in 9.8% of the total isolates including Klebsiella oxytoca (29.17%), Escherichia coli (7.87%) and Klebsiella pneumoniae (6.67%). Among ESBLs, bla-TEM was the predominant type (92%) followed by bla-CTX-M (60%) and bla-SHV (4%).

Conclusion: Multidrug resistant and ESBL producing enterobacterial commensal strains among healthy individuals is of serious concern. Carriage of ESBL organisms in healthy individuals suggest the possibility of sustained ESBL carriage among the diseased and hospitalized patients. Similar type of epidemiological survey in larger community and hospital setting is recommended.
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Introduction: From November 2015 to February 2016 ESBL Klebsiella pneumoniae and other MDROs were isolated from urine and wound cultures of 14 patients. An outbreak investigation was launched and containment measures were implemented, the investigation revealed that the common causative factor among the patients was treatment abroad.

Objectives: To prevent and control the spread of MDROs within the healthcare setting and regulate the use of antibiotics.

Methods: The investigation was conducted from November 2015 until February 2016. Data was collected to characterize the suspected infections using a categorization tool with a range of categories including organism, diagnosis, surgical procedure, treatment abroad country and date. The IPC department initiated measures in collaboration with other departments within the hospital as follows to prevent spread of the organism in the facility:

1. Development of a specific panel to identify specific MDROs
2. Microbial culture swabs routinely taken for patients pre and post treatment abroad
3. Periodic swabbing of staff and hospital environment for colonization of MDROs

Results:
A total of 14 patients were identified with infections with MDROs after treatment abroad including 1 fatality. There were 23 swabs from attending staff and 46 hospital environmental swabs across both sites analyzed, none was tested positive for MDROs. Lab microbial surveillance from January to December 2016 identified 108 MRSA isolates, 35 ESBL E. coli, 26 ESBL Klebsiella pneumonia, 3 Multi drug resistant Acinetobacter species and 6 cases of Clostridium difficile. These isolates were identified among both in and out patients who were treated in the hospital as well as some of whom had no treatment abroad.

Conclusion:
The active surveillance of all positive culture results in the Turks and Caicos Islands hospital led to the identification of new MDROs in the community. This highlighted the importance of the implementation of infection control measures to prevent the spread and colonization of these organisms within the hospital. It has also been instrumental in the development of the Antimicrobial stewardship program which is currently being implemented in the hospital.
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Introduction:
Medical tourism is an emerging approach for supplying medical care for patients lacking sufficient medical services in their home countries. Such transfer of patients may also impose the transfer of resistant pathogens across the globe. Hadassah Medical Center serves as a referral center for global medical tourists as well as residents of the Palestinian authority.

Objectives:
We sought to assess whether patients of both these groups are more likely to harbor multi-drug resistant bacteria (MDR) and thus necessitate pre-emptive isolation.

Methods:
We reviewed all patient admissions to our institution between 2009 and 2014, from whom at least one microbiological sample was collected. We examined patient sex, age, nationality, previous hospitalization and time from arrival to MDR detection.

Results:
During the 5 years of the study there were 942,702 referrals of 471,106 patients; 111,577 patients had at least one microbiological specimen taken during hospitalization. Overall, there were 3,985 (3.5%) patients with at least one MDR-positive culture. MDR positivity rates were highest among patients from the Palestinian authority (12.2%) followed by other foreign tourists (5.4%). Compared to Israeli patients, controlling for sex, age and previous hospitalization, patients from the Palestinian authority and tourists were had increased rates of MDR positivity (OR, 95%CI): 8.0 (6.3 to 10.1) and 2.3 (1.6 to 2.3), respectively.

Conclusion:
Foreign patients seeking advanced medical care are more likely to carry MDR bacteria than the local patients. Strategies to minimize the spread of such bacteria may include pre-admission screening or pre-emptive isolation until MDR carriage status is verified.
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Introduction: Emergency Units (EU) can contribute to prevent healthcare-acquired infections and outbreaks. In a pilot survey at our EU, healthcare workers’ (HCWs) compliance with admission screening of AS) of patients colonized by multidrug-resistant organisms (MDROs) was 35% and compliance with additional precautions (AP) was 48%. We conducted a cross-sectional survey to better understand HCWs’ perceptions of MDRO control procedures and evaluated to impact of an educational intervention to improve HCWs’ compliance with infection control (IC) procedures.

Objectives: To explore HCWs’ perceptions and knowledge of MDRO procedures and to improve compliance with AS procedures.

Methods: This study was conducted at the EU of the University Hospitals of Geneva, Switzerland. Before the intervention, two data collections were performed in 2016. Compliance audits and a cross-sectional survey exploring knowledge and perceptions toward AS of MDRO carriers were conducted. Audit targeted AS and compliance with AP including bed/environment signage, protective equipment, and compliance during care. An educational intervention was conducted; it included two components: a) training sessions based on the results of the survey carried out among HCWs; b) a new computerized support tool (“Order set”) was implemented to simplify AS and prescription of AP. After the intervention, compliance audits were conducted among a total of 100 HCWs.

Results: 136 (57%) EU HCWs answered the survey. 11% knew the probability of being a MDRO carrier and 7% correctly identified MDROs. 31% reported that AS was a high priority. During the educational intervention, almost all EU HCWs (n = 180) were trained. Compliance to AS for MDROs improved from 35% [95% CI 25.2-44.8] before the intervention to 76% [95% CI 67.6- 84.4] after (p = 0.003). Compliance with the adequate AP improved from 48% [95% CI 38.1-57.9] before the intervention to 65% [95% CI 55.7-74.3] after (p = 0.058).

Conclusion: Results indicated that knowledge about emerging MDROs and related risk factors of carriage was poor among EU staff. After the educational intervention, EU staff compliance with AS of high-risk patients improved. This quality improvement project is an excellent example of collaboration between EU and infection control staff.
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Introduction: Outbreaks due to multidrug-resistant microorganisms in rehabilitation centers have rarely been reported.

Objectives: To describe an outbreak of ESBL-producing Klebsiella pneumoniae (ESBL-K. pneumoniae) at a single ward in a rehabilitation center in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
Methods: In October 2016, two patients were found to be colonized by the same ESBL-K. pneumoniae strain. Contact tracing suggested transmission to seven other patients. Additional infection control measures were taken, which included weekly screening of patients for ESBL colonization. Also, environmental cultures were taken (n = 163). Swabs were directly plated on Brilliance ESBL agar (Oxoid). ESBL was confirmed phenotypically. Isolates were genotyped using multilocus variable number tandem repeat analysis (MLVA).

Results: During the outbreak period (October 2016 until December 2016), 14 patients were colonized with an ESBL-K. pneumoniae, of which 11 patients had an isolate with an identical genotype. Contact precautions were applied for all 14 patients, but adapted in such a way that the rehabilitation process could be continued. A household washing machine used for washing mats, linen, but also patient clothes contaminated with faeces was identified as a likely source. Several sites of the machine were repeatedly found to be contaminated with the outbreak strain. In an experimental setting, clothes that were contaminated with ESBL-K. pneumonia prior to washing remained positive after washing at a temperature of 30 °C, but became negative after washing at a temperature of 90 °C. The outbreak was eventually controlled by several measures including the implementation of new protocols on the use of the washing machine.

Conclusion: In this outbreak, a household washing machine was identified as an unusual link in the chain of transmission. We hypothesize that the route of transmission of the outbreak strain was via the washing machine that led to contamination of clothes. We stress the need for specific infection prevention guidelines for rehabilitation centers.
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Introduction: The increasing prevalence of ESBL-E in the community is a cause of concern for hospitals. Early detection of ESBL-E carriers could allow timely implementation of control measures, appropriate selection of antimicrobials and eventually decrease hospital-acquired infections.

Objectives: To describe the prevalence upon admission, and the acquisition rate of ESBL-E on 2 geriatric wards, during 2 periods, applying only Standard Precautions (SP) versus implementation of Contact Precautions (CP) for ESBL carriers, in the context of a multicenter trial (R-Gnosis WP5).

Methods: From Jan 2014 to Feb 2016, anal swabs were collected (on admission and weekly) from patients (pts) admitted to 2 wards. All ESBL-positive pts were put under CP from Jan 2014 to Jan 2015; and under SP only, from Feb 2015 to Feb 2016. Compliance with hand hygiene (HH) was measured during both periods.

Results: During SP and CP periods, respectively, median age (y) was 84.8 (±8.5) and 84.5 (±7.8); 31.5% and 33.8% were male. Median length of stay (d) was 26.3 (±2.9) and 24.01 (±1.6). A total of 2022 and 1652 anal swabs were performed, with a mean of 4.8 (±3.5) and 4.2 (±2.3) swabs per patient; and with 95.6% (392/410) and 95.4% (375/393) pts screened on admission. 13.5% (53/392) and 10.9% (41/375) of pts were found to be ESBL-E carriers on admission, mostly ESBL-E. coli (35/35 and 27/41), and K. pneumoniae (7/35 and 3/41); and a previously known ESBL carriage of 7.9% (31/392) and 5.6% (19/375). During hospitalization, 25 and 27 new ESBL-E cases were detected: E. coli (12/25 and 13/27); K. pneumoniae (4/25 & 4/27) and other ESBL-E (9/25 & 10/27); with an attack rate (AR) of 2.29 and 2.8 new cases/1000 pt-days (p = 0.06). 7 and 2 patients acquired ESBL-E infections with an AR of 0.64 and 0.2 cases/1000 pt-days (p = 0.85). HH compliance was 78% and 80%, with 497 and 409 opportunities observed.

Conclusion: On admission carriage of ESBL-E increased during the study.

There were no significant differences in ESBL-E acquisition or infection rates between SP and CP periods.
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Introduction: Data about the burden of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing microorganisms in Africa are limited. The prevalence of human faecal ESBL carriage in the community of an informal urban settlement in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania is estimated by using environmental contamination of household latrines with ESBL as a surrogate marker.

Methods: Within the context of a large survey in February 2014 assessing 636 randomly selected household latrines for faecal contamination by the detection of growth of E. coli and total faecal coliform bacteria, a subset of the samples were screened for ESBL.

Results: Seventy latrines were randomly selected for ESBL screening. An average of 11.4 persons (SD ±6.5) were sharing one latrine. Three (4.3%) latrines had hand-washing facilities and 50 showed faeces on the floor. ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae were confirmed in 17 (24.3%) of the 70 latrine samples: 16 E. coli and 1 Klebsiella pneumoniae. Five ESBL E. coli strains were detected on door handles. The most prevalent ESBL type was CTX-M-1 group (76.5%). Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis typing of a subset of ESBL-producing E. coli isolates revealed both diverse singular types and a cluster of 3 identical isolates.

Conclusion: Almost a quarter of private and shared latrines in an informal urban settlement in Tanzania are contaminated with extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing microorganisms, suggesting a high prevalence of human ESBL faecal carriage in the community. Shared latrines may serve as a reservoir for transmission in urban community settings in Tanzania.
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Introduction: E. cloacae is a natural chromosomal producer of AmpC. Resistance to 3rd generation cephalosporin (3GC) may occur when AmpC is hyperproduced. This phenomenon is well established after selective pressure by 3GC. Nevertheless, only one case reports the association of piperacillin/tazobactam (PT) exposure.

Objectives: Description of a case report of induction of AmpC hyperproduction after selective pressure by PT.

Methods: The AmpC hyperproduction was investigated on the second isolate of E. cloacae using: test disk assay with MAST disks AmpC Detection Set D69C and AmpC multiplex PCR according to FJ Pérez-Pérez et al (1). PCR amplification products were analysed in an agarose gel 1% stained with ethidium bromide and UV visualized. Positive control strains containing the plasmid-mediated genes DHA, EBCM and FOX were used.

Results: A 24 years-old man was admitted to hospital due to severe trauma with degloving of the lower limb. On day 7, PT was started due to fever, leukocytosis, C reactive protein elevation and purulent exudate from the wounds. In a surgical biopsy of the wounds, E. cloacae was identified with resistance to ampicillin, amoxicillin/clavulanic acid and 2nd generation cephalosporin. In the next 25 days, he was on PT and several surgical debridements were performed. On day 32, E. cloacae was again identified from a surgical biopsy with new resistance to 3GC and ertapenem (sensitive to cefepime, imipenem and meropenem). The antibiotic was changed to cefepime and the patient had good evolution. The phenotypic assay showed positive results for the production of AmpC β-lactamases. However, in the multiplex PCR no target gene amplification occurred, conversely to the positive controls, so no plasmidic AmpC is present.

Conclusion: This case report illustrates the possible induction of AmpC hyperproduction not plasmid-mediated but, chromosomal AmpC group due to selective pressure with PT, raising concerns about the use of PT to treat E. cloacae infections.
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Introduction: Extensive use of antimicrobials in livestock production has often been investigated and linked to the spread of antimicrobial resistance. This has led to the regulation and ban of antimicrobial growth promoters (AGPs) in many countries. However in most South-East Asian countries, AGPs are still being used. In the Philippines, the switch to country-of-origin specifications to the largest volume of livestock production. Penicillins, in particular, are one of the most commonly used AGP in swine production.

Objectives: In the present study, we aimed to screen Salmonella spp. isolates for transmissible β-lactamase-encoding genes.

Methods: A total of 191 Salmonella spp. cultures isolated from slaughtered swine were revived. The isolates were collected from freshly slaughtered swine from six different abattoirs in Metro Manila, Philippines during 2013-2014. Multiplex PCR was used to screen for the three most common bla genes, blaCTX-M, blaSHV and blaTEM. Isolates harboring the blaCTX-M gene were further subtyped using multiplex PCR.

Results: Out of 191 Salmonella spp. isolates, 129 and 9 carried blaTEM (62.8%) and blaCTX-M (4.7%), respectively. Of the latter, six were classified under subtype CTX-M-1 and three were under subtype CTX-M-2. Co-carriage of the blaCTX-M and blaTEM genes was observed in 14 (7.3%) isolates. The gene blaSHV was not found in any of the isolates.

Conclusion: We report here the incidence of the most common bla genes in Salmonella spp. isolated from slaughtered Philippine swine. To our knowledge, this is the first report of blaCTX-M-carrying Salmonella spp. from non-clinical samples in the Philippines.
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Introduction: The actual burden of typhoid fever is underestimated especially in developing countries where most of the cases go undiagnosed. Resurgence of typhoid fever in Zimbabwe was reported in January 2010, mainly affecting two densely populated suburbs of Harare: Mabvuku and Tafara. The official cumulative figures between January 2012 and 22 March 2017, were 13769 suspected cases, 396 confirmed cases and 40 deaths.

Objectives: The objectives of the study were to determine the susceptibility of Salmonella Typhi isolates to antimicrobial agents presently used in the treatment of typhoid fever and to perform molecular sub-typing of ciprofloxacin-resistant Salmonella Typhi strains.

Methods: A total of 285 Salmonella Typhi strains isolated from blood and stool cultures of typhoid fever patients between 2012 and 2017 were confirmed as Salmonella Typhi serologically and by Polymerase Chain reaction of the STY 0201 gene. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing of these 285 isolates was performed and molecular epidemiological analysis using Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis was performed.

Results: A total of 252 isolates (88. 4%) were resistant to two or more drugs including ciprofloxacin, chloramphenicol and ampicillin. Eleven multi-drug resistance patterns were observed and the most common pattern, resistotype A (resistance to ampicillin-chloramphenicol) was occupied by 181 (63.5%) isolates. An increase in ciprofloxacin resistance from 4.2% (2014) to 21.4% (2016) was observed. Salmonella Typhi isolates were 100% susceptible to ceftriaxone and azithromycin. It was also observed that the ciprofloxacin-resistant isolates circulating in Harare showed a common PFGE pulstype.

Conclusion: There is emerging antimicrobial resistance to ciprofloxacin in Zimbabwe. A better understanding of how the molecular epidemiology relates to the geographic distribution of typhoid fever may greatly contribute to the prevention and control of outbreaks through comprehensive and integrated strategies based on scientific evidence.
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Introduction: The prevalence of Enterobacteriaceae with Extended-spectrum β-lactamases (ESBL) and other forms of resistance is increasing worldwide but little information is available from African countries. Previous work in Zimbabwe identified a very high ESBL resistance carriage rate amongst paediatric hospital admissions in Harare.

Objectives: We aimed to identify risk factors associated with faecal carriage of ESBL-production in enteric bacteria in this population.

Methods: A case-control study was conducted in children being admitted into three paediatric wards at a tertiary-referral hospital in Harare, Zimbabwe, between June and August 2016. Rectal swabs or faecal samples were collected within 24 hours of admission. CLSI disc-based methods were used to detect and confirm carriage of ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae. Risk factors were assessed using a standardized questionnaire.

Results: One hundred and twenty-nine children were recruited, of whom 73% were less than 5 years old. Faecal carriage of ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae was confirmed in 52 (40%) of the children. Sixty-seven (52%) children had been treated with antibiotics during the past 12 weeks and this was found to be associated with faecal carriage of ESBL (Odds Ratio 2.65, 95% CI 1.21 - 5.79). There was an increased risk of ESBL carriage in the 1-4-year-old age group (OR 2.59, 95% CI 1.08 – 6.23), in comparison with the baseline group of those less than 1 year. No significant association was found between ESBL resistance colonization and recent hospitalization.

Conclusion: Use of antibiotics prior to hospitalization was common and this was a risk factor for colonization with this clinically-relevant form of antibiotic resistance. The frequency of colonization with ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae in this paediatric population in Zimbabwe is of concern. Underlying reasons for this remain poorly understood and further investigation is urgently needed in order to inform preventive measures against further development or spread of ESBL resistance.
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Introduction: Evolution and spreading of multidrug-resistant strains lead to the outbreaks of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) with a high case fatality rate; hence, the search for efficient predictors of these outbreaks is rapidly ongoing.

Objectives: To determine predictors of outbreaks caused by hospital strain-based bacteria.

Methods: Having performed a cohort study of 152 HAI outbreaks in 38 Russian hospitals from 1983 to 2016, we isolated 7,352 pathogens following evaluation of antimicrobial resistance and pathogenicity and sequence typing.

Results: Using cluster analysis, we stratified all pathogens to four clusters. Among all pathogens, Salmonella typhimurium, Salmonella infantis, Enterococcus spp. and Pseudomonas aeruginosa demonstrated the highest epidemic potential, evolving to hospital strain as early as 7-28 days before the beginning of the outbreak. Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, Acinetobacter spp. and Serratia marcescens evolved to hospital strain 67, 93, 112 and 129 days before the beginning of the outbreak, respectively. Pathogen species, length of hospital stay, antimicrobial resistance at baseline, proportion of patients with purulent infections, heterogeneity of diseases within the hospital unit, type of the hospital unit, and contact between the patients were the main factors affecting evolution of hospital strains. Colonization of the gut preceded HAIs in all cases. Strikingly, diversity index ≤ 0.4 was the ultimate predictor of the outbreaks.

Conclusion: Monitoring of bacterial diversity demonstrated a high efficiency in control HAIs.
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Introduction: This six-year study represents a premiere in the Romanian medical system - the results of the first study concerning the prevalence of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and extended spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBL) gram-negative rods colonization among patients, using an active surveillance culturing. We studied, in the same time, the influencing factors of MRSA and ESBL colonization and the efficiency of the strategies for controlling the MRSA, ESBL spread.

Objectives: The final aim of the study was to correctly identify and manage the nosocomial infections, in particular those related to the colonizers.

Methods: The study was conducted in St.Constantin Hospital, a private medical establishment with surgical and oncological ward (91 beds), between April 2011- March 2017. All the patients were screened for this colonization prior to admission or, in case of emergency hospitalization, at the admission. We applied the epidemiological strategies for controlling the multidrug resistant bacteria spread, focusing first the patients’ isolation and barrier precautions, in parallel with complementary hand hygiene methods and rules, environmental cleaning and disinfection, education of the patients and continuous medical training of the medical staff and observational studies.

Results: Among 14 519 patients screened both for MRSA and ESBL, the rate of prevalence for the colonization was 8,29% for MRSA, 7,14% for ESBL and 1,06% had a double colonisation. The main risk factors vary for surgical and oncological ward. Applying the infection control measures, starting from the colonisation, we noticed a statistically seminificant improvement on the prevalence of nosocomial infections.

Conclusion: Taking into account every link of the nosocomial infections chain of transmission (active screening, hand hygiene, hospital hygiene, infection control precautions, a strong antibiotic stewardship policy, training of the medical staff, patients, and visitors) will provide a better medical act, decreasing the rate of NI and other complications involving the medical care, including the improvement of morbidity and mortality index.
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Introduction: New technologies and information systems facilitates MDRO reporting. Sharing MRDO information increases the effectiveness of epidemiological surveillance and promotes the control of its dissemination. Our facility is constituted by an acute hospital with 370 beds and serves a population of 174931 inhabitants (primary (PC) and other ambulatory care (OAC). Using multimedia information network improves notification during hospitalization and post-discharge (PC, OAC, home care facility (HCF) or hospital, in our geographic area or neighbors).

Objectives: To highlight the importance of new information technologies in the communication of MDRO at various healthcare levels, enabling the beginning of infection control measures timely.

Methods: Design an information circuit for MDRO positive patient:1. Issuance of alert from Microbiology laboratory (centralized) to Infection Control Team and result availability in alert in the clinic process; 2. If PC or OAC, we inform the Health Unit that assists the patient (family doctor and nurse); 3. If patient has been transferred, we inform this unit (hospital, HCF). Some MDRO are notified to the Regional Coordination Group.

Results: The data on notifications were collected from an internal database that enables the network (started in 2012). The number of registrations had increase in 2012 to 2016; were 125 notifications (76 PC, 12 HCF, 4 H, 33 OAC) and 180 (59 PC, 11 HCF, 12 hospital, 98 OAC) in 2012 and 2016 respectively. In 2012 the most frequently reported MRDO were Enterobacteriaceae ESBL+ (66%) and MRSA (15%); in 2016 Enterobacteriaceae ESBL+ (68%), carbapenem-producing Enterobacteriaceae (23%) and MRSA (5.5%).

Conclusion: The implementation of MDRO alert system is essential in Infection Control and contributes to more effective measures, which can reduce healthcare(HCI) associated infection and the spread of antimicrobial resistance (AR). Access to data in real time, sending the alert to health professionals, articulation with the various levels of care are essential factors for the success of this type of surveillance system. The influence of this circuit in HCl and AR is under evaluation.
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Introduction: Pseudomonas aeruginosa is important cause of serious infections in newborns and young children that are associated with higher mortality.

Objectives: We aimed to determine dynamic of resistance rate of P.aeruginosa strains isolated from patients in pediatric intensive care unit.

Methods: A total of 264 strains of P.aeruginosa isolated from clinical samples (blood, respiratory tract, wound samples and others) of 877 patients of pediatric cardiac ICU (infants and children the first three years) after cardiac surgery (surgery on the heart and major blood vessels) from January 2014 to December 2016 were included to the prospective microbiologic study. Identification and susceptibility testing were performed using the Vitek 2 automated system.

Results: During the study period the frequency of detection of P.aeruginosa strains from clinical samples increased from 5.7% in 2014 to 9.2% (p < 0.05) in 2016 (from total number of isolates). The most isolates were allocated from respiratory tract (96.5%). Resistance rate increased to meropenem from 37.7% in 2014 to 76.7% in 2016 (p < 0.001), to ceftazidime from 40.8% to 61.4% (p < 0.02), to cefepime from 29.3% to 61.4% (p < 0.001), to ticarcillin/clavulanic acid from 22.2% to 51.2% (p < 0.01), to gentamicin from 25% to 60.5% (p < 0.001), to ciprofloxacin from 10.4% to 50% (p < 0.001) respectively. The lowest resistance rate were to cefoperazone/sulbactam ~ 42.9%; 95% CI 25.1-62.6

Conclusion: The results presented in this study have shown increasing resistance rates of P. aeruginosa to all antibiotics, especially to carbapenems. These suggest appropriate a strong antibiotic policy. Rapid and accurate reporting of antibiotic resistance is essential in therapeutic decisions.
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Introduction: This study describes an outbreak investigation and the infection control measures in an attempt to identify the potential source and stop transmission.

Objectives: Methods: A combination of descriptive epidemiology, microbiological sampling of the environment and molecular strain typing

Results: In August 2016 a two year-old immunocompromised boy developed a bacteremia with a multidrug resistant (MDR) Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) at the pediatric hemato-oncology ward. Investigation of patient data revealed that 2 other patients, hospitalized before in the same room, had positive cultures (1 bacteremia, 1 rectal colonization) with a phenotypically identical PA. Since then two other patients were colonized with this PA strain. All patients had the same room as an epidemiological link. Therefore a microbiological sampling of this room was executed. The same PA strain was found in the aerator of the tap and in the bathtub drain. Molecular typing of the MDR PA strains demonstrated the presence of a Verona integron metallobetalactamase (VIM), the strains were also shown to be genetically identical. Additional environmental investigation of the entire department revealed the contamination with (sensitive) PA of 23% of taps and 82% of drains. Multiple remedial actions were taken, such as replacing the plumbing and taps, installing point-of-use filters, disinfecting the drains with acetic acid and washing immunocompromised patients without water. Cultures of rectal samples are performed on a weekly basis and no additional patient cases have occurred. Control cultures of the environment revealed however that the drain remains a persistent reservoir of (MDR) PA. A ‘PA management plan’ has been initiated to investigate the source of PA in the tap water and to evaluate the most efficient strategy to decontaminate the drains in patient rooms.

Conclusion: A recent outbreak with MDR VIM PA in our pediatric hemato-oncology unit revealed that taps and drains can be the source of infection with waterborne pathogens, such as PA. Despite remedial actions, the drains remain an important reservoir of PA. Additional investigations are ongoing and in the meanwhile measures are taken to limit the exposure of this highly vulnerable population to PA.
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Introduction: ARS (Antibiotika-Resistenz-Surveillance) is a German laboratory-based voluntary surveillance system for AMR, which contains susceptibility data on all clinically relevant bacterial pathogens from any patient material (1).

Objectives: To analyze the proportion of non-susceptibility (I + R) in P. aeruginosa regarding both carbapenem- (CARPEN) and multi-drug-resistance (MDR) from ARS-data from 2010-2015 within in- and outpatient care in Germany.

Method: All first-isolated-data, which were regularly collected from 2010-2015, were included. An MDR-isolate was defined as non-susceptible to ≥1 agent of ≤3 antibiotic groups out of the following 5: penicillin(piperacillin/tazobactam), cephalosphorins (cefepime, cefazidime), fluoroquinolones (ciprofloxacin, levofloxacin), aminoglycosides (amikacin, gentamicin, tobramycin) and carbapenems (imipenem, meropenem). Logistic regression was used to estimate the proportion, which was adjusted for age, care type, gender, materials, regions and time.

Results: 63,701 isolates were registered (16% non-susceptible to CARPEN and 12% MDR). The proportion increased yearly 8% for CARPEN and over a six year period reversal of MDR has been observed. Lower proportions were found in female and outpatient care patients. High proportions were found in western region of Germany and respiratory tract specimens.

Conclusion: The non-susceptibility proportion to carbapenems has increased whereas the MDR reduced over a six year period. Lower proportions were found in female and outpatient care patients. Highiest proportions were found in western region of Germany and respiratory tract specimens.

References
(1) https://ars.rki.de/
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Introduction: In January 2014 a previously healthy 61yo female was transferred from CCM at The Sutherland Hospital (TSH) to a referral centre for treatment of Acute Myeloid Leukaemia. Three weeks later, and despite multiple anti-infectives, she developed overwhelming sepsis and succumbed. Two sets of ante-mortem blood cultures were positive for a multiresistant P. aeruginosa susceptible to amikacin, aztreonam and polymixin B, but resistant to gentamicin and all beta-lactams including carbapenems - a resistance phenotype not previously seen at that centre.

Objectives: To assess whether an outbreak of multiresistant P. aeruginosa had occurred in CCM and terminate it.

Methods: Interrogation of the laboratory database for isolates with similar antibiogram. Utilization of molecular methods to characterize resistance mechanisms.

Active screening of patients and the environment in CCM. Multiple interventions to ensure termination of any outbreak.

Results: Testing of the initial isolate by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) revealed the presence of a GES-2 gene. 7 additional patients from TSH over an 8 month period had clinical samples positive for a P. aeruginosa with identical resistance phenotype - found to harbour the GES-2 gene - strongly suggestive of an outbreak. All patients had been admitted to CCM at TSH - the only epidemiological link.

Conclusion: Earlier outbreak recognition could have led to earlier intervention and may have prevented the associated fatality. Recognition was delayed by ad hoc laboratory reporting and limited epidemiological oversight. Use of molecular methods to characterise resistance mechanisms was beneficial. Clear lines of reporting and improved data collation are essential in response to an outbreak.
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Introduction: Appearance antimicrobial resistance is one of the global challenging problems in health care systems. Carbapenem is one of the last lines of antibiotic therapy in multi-drug resistance bacteria. So, emergence of resistance to carbapenem can lead to considerable problem.

Objectives: The aim of this study was detection of the metallo-beta-lactamase in the isolated Acinetobacter baumannii strains of serious bacterial infection.

Methods: In this cross sectional study 28 Acinetobacter baumannii isolated from clinical samples in a teaching hospital in Tabriz from July to September 2016 were surveyed and after identification tests their Antibiotic susceptibility testing was prepared according to CLSI guide line. As most common metallo-beta-lactamase genes in A. baumannii (blaNDM-1, blaOXA-23, blaOXA-14, blaOXA-58, blaOXA-1, and blaOXA-24) were detected by PCR assay and confirmed by sequencing.

Results: All of 28 isolated A. baumannii confirmed as a carbapenem resistant A. baumannii strains were detected according to conventional biochemical and microbiological tests in this study. The most of resistance has been observed to imipenem in collected strains and the most effective antibiotic was colistin. blaNDM-1 was observed in 3 (%11) isolated A. baumannii. Other tested metallo-beta-lactamase genes have been not observed.

Conclusion: Regarding that this manuscript is the first report of NDM-1 producer A. baumannii in Iran. We found NDM-1 as a responsible gene for producing carbapenem resistance in these strains.Unfortunately, NDM-1 producing gram-negative bacteria can be resistance to all beta-lactam antibiotics and make important
complications in health care systems. So, detection of NDM-1 producing strains is the alarming sign for health care system in Iran. 
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Introduction: Acinetobacter baumannii represents a major concern in intensive care units (ICU). Since the occurrence of a multidrug resist- ant A. baumannii outbreak in our burn unit in 2002-2004 (Zanetti et al. Infect Control Hosp Epidem. 2007), we implemented a systematic screening of high risk patients: sanitary repatriation from abroad, hospitalization abroad during the previous year or visit of the Indian subcontinent the previous year. However, we sometimes face pa- tients presenting with A. baumannii in clinical samples, despite negative screening on admission. 

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the performance of our screening program. 

Methods: All high risk patients screened for A. baumannii on admission into the ICU of the Lausanne University Hospital were in- cluded. Screening consisted in rectal swab, throat swab, urine, bronchial sampling and wound swab if any. Cultures were per- formed using a selective broth containing sodium acetate as the only carbon source. To determine the performance of our screening strategy, we further classified patients according to the pres- ence or absence of A. baumannii in clinical sample during their stay in ICU. 

Results: From 2010 to 2016, 76 patients were screened on admission, 13 (17.1%) of whom were colonized with A. baumannii. Clinical sam- ples during hospitalisation revealed A. Baumannii in three (4.8%) other patients 1, 6 and 20 days after admission. This interval may suggest the need of repeating screening in high risk patients.

Despite local guidelines, the number of screened sites was inconstant. Overall, in the 16 infected or colonised patients the perform- ance of the screening was different among sites: respiratory samples (60%, 3/5), throat (53%, 8/15), rectum (62%, 8/13) and urines (39%, 2/ 6).

Conclusion: Our results showed that no clinical site is preferentially colonized with A. Baumannii, emphasizing the need to screen multiple sites (including respiratory tract). One may also consider repeating sampling in high risk patients. 
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Introduction: Multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria has become a major public health concern, and carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter bau- mannii is an emergent MDR microorganism in the healthcare setting, associated with a high risk of fatal outcome. To date, it is not com- pletely understood which are the main risk factors for death among patients infected by this pathogen.

Objectives: To evaluate potential risk factors for death among hospi- talized patients with bloodstream infections caused by carbapenem- resistant A. baumannii. 

Methods: Prospective cohort study conducted in a tertiary-care university hospital, from January 2015 to July 2016. We included all patients who presented a blood culture positive to carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii along with clinical symptoms of systemic infection, during the study period. Selected clinical and demographic characteristics were evaluated as possible risk factors on the patients’ medical records. We used the Two- tailed Fisher’s exact and the Mann Whitney tests to analyze the data. 

Results: We included 31 patients during the study period, 21 (67.7%) of them suffering in-hospital death, and 10 of them being discharged alive from the hospital. The following variables yielded similar values among those who survived and those who died, respectively: median age (52 vs. 52 years, p = 0.685), length of stay prior to the infection (16.5 vs. 16.0 days, p = 0.543); time between the onset of symptoms and introduction of adequate treat- ment (1 vs. 3 days, p = 0.246), intensive care unit admission (25.0% vs. 57.9%, p = 0.077); submitted to surgical procedure (52.6% vs. 52.6%, p = 0.525), use of immunosuppressive drugs (41.7% vs. 52.6%, p = 0.716), and use of combined antimicrobial therapy (88.9% vs. 85.7%, p = 1.000). The only factor marginally associated with the outcome in-hospital death was the time to blood culture become positive, after sampling (633 vs. 450 min., p = 0.057), which may be related to the level of bacterial load in the bloodstream. 

Conclusion: A lower time to blood culture become positive may be a potential marker of poor prognosis among patients with bloodstream infections caused by A. baumannii. 
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Introduction: During the past decades, extensive drug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii has emerged as an important opportunistic nosocomial pathogen but the virulence of this strain has remained controversial. 

Objectives: To determine mortality rates and sepsis scores of pa- tients with extensive drug-resistant A. baumannii bacteremia. 

Methods: A retrospective study was conducted in adult patients (age > 15 years) admitted to Songklanagarind hospital during 2009 and 2015 with blood culture positive for A. baumannii after 3 days of admission. Antimicrobial resistance was categorized into four levels comprising: non-multidrug resistance (nonMDR), multidrug-resistant (MDR), extensively drug-resistant (XDR), and possible pandrug- resistant (possiblePDR). Severity of underlying disease of the patients immediately before onset of bacteremia was determined by sequen- tial organ failure (SOFA) score and American Association of Anesthesia (ASA) score. Virulence of A. baumannii was assessed in term of sepsis score and in hospital mortality rate. 

Results: The study identified 38, 110, 168, and 14 cases of bacteremia caused by nonMDR, MDR, XDR, and possiblePDR respectively. After adjusting for confounding effect by using Cox proportional hazard model, mortality rates attributable to A. bau- mannii was significantly associated to levels of drug resistance. Using nonMDR as a reference, the incidence rate ratios and cor- responding 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) of MDR, XDR, and possiblePDR were 2.3 (95%CI = 0.9-4.9), 3.1 (95%CI = 1.4-7.0), and 1.9 (95%CI = 0.6-5.5) respectively. 

Conclusion: Mortality rate severity of sepsis increase significantly in XDR A. baumannii bacteremia. 
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Abstract video clip: Abstract

**Background:** Urinary tract infection is one of the most commonly encountered diseases in human population next to respiratory and gastrointestinal infections. It affects different parts of urinary tract system in which females are more prone to the infection. Urinary tract infection is caused by various ranges of bacterial pathogens. Antibiotics resistances due to these pathogens are constantly evolving.

**Objective:** To determine the etiological Bacterial pathogens of the UTI and their antibiotic resistance pattern.

**Methods:** It was retrospective study undertaken over two years (from January 2014-December 2015) at Ethiopian public health institute, clinical Bacteriology and Mycology National referral laboratory, using the laboratory record book of test results and patient bio-data. Pathogens were identified using standard microbiological methods and disc diffusion techniques were used for antibiotics susceptibility testing. The laboratory data was compiled and analyzed using Microsoft Excel.

**Results:** Among a total of 882 samples analyzed, the overall prevalence of urinary tract infection was 30.5%(269). Of patients with culture positive, females were accounted for 68%(183) while male patients were 32%(266), Escherichia coli was the most predominant bacterial pathogens isolated 48.3%(130) (followed by Klebsella spp 13%(35), Coagulase negative staphylococcus 33%(12.8%), Staphylococcus aureus 28%(10.4%), Gram negative bacteria pathogens showed extreme resistance to ampicillin (92.3%) and less resistance to Amikacin (6.4%) while the resistance rate of Gram positive bacteria isolated in this study was range between 0% for vancomycin and 85.7% for cotrimoxazole.

**Conclusion:** The study profiled high prevalence of urinary tract infection causing bacteria pathogens and showed increasing antibiotic resistance pattern among the isolates. This leaves the clinicians with very few alternative options of drugs for the treatment of UTI. Periodic evaluation of predominant pathogens and their resistance pattern as it changes on with time.

**Key words:** Urinary tract Infection, Bacterial profile, Antibiotic resistance
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**Introduction:** Integrons are mobile DNA elements that capture and express genes found in their environment as part of small mobile elements, termed gene cassettes. Class 1 integrons was found to be more prevalent as compared to other classes of integrons. Mutations causing quinolone resistance occur primarily in a highly conserved region of the quinolone resistance-determining region [QRDR] of DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV.

**Objectives:** To gain insight on the distribution of genes encoding class 1, 2 and 3 integrons among diarrheagenic E.coli isolates and gene cassettes associated with them. To determine antibiotic resistant genes and to determine the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in gyrA and parC in quinolone resistance determining regions from children up to five years of age from Delhi, India. An attempt was also made to create a 3D model and find a suitable inhibitor using an in silico study.

**Methods:** A total of 120 E.coli isolates including 80 diarrheagenic E.coli (cases) and 40 healthy isolates (controls) were recruited in this study. Fresh stool samples were collected and identified as E.coli using biochemical tests. Antibiotic susceptibility testing was performed according to CLSI guidelines. Extracted DNA was used for conventional PCR for identification of genes associated with virulence, class 1, 2 and 3 integron, gene cassettes, antibiotic resistance genes and SNP detection. DNA sequence analysis was performed and sequences were deposited in NCBI’s Bankit submission database.

**Results:** Class 1 integron was identified in 43 and 9 isolates while 12 and 7 isolates harbored class 2 integron in diarrheagenic cases and healthy controls respectively and no class 3 integrons were detected in any of the isolate. 9 and 3 isolates showed co existence of class 1 and class 2 integrons in diarrheagenic cases and healthy controls.

**Conclusion:** PCR sequence analysis of the quinolone resistance-determining region (gyrA/B, parC) revealed mutations. Cipofloxacin was found to be suitable inhibitor of DHFR. Comparative modeling is a useful tool in bioinformatics to predict the three dimensional (3D) structure of an unknown protein.
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**Introduction:** Gonococcus is a major public health challenge due to the high frequency of infections accompanied by inadequate treatment options. This study focuses on determining of prevalence and antimicrobial resistance of gonococcal isolates referred to the Ethiopia Public Health Institute.

**Objectives:** To determine the gonococcal ciprofloxacine resistance pattern

**Methods:** Seven hundred thirty five gonococcal isolates were obtained from patients referred to Ethiopian Public Health Institute for genital culture and sensitivity test between 2008 and 2014. All suspected gonococcal isolates identification and antimicrobial resistance tests were confirmed using standard microbiology techniques.

**Results:** Five hundred eight gonococcal isolates 508/735 (69%) were resistant for ciprofloxacin, which is the current choice of antibiotics used for syndromic management of urethral discharge syndrome. The resistance pattern of gonococcal isolates for other candidate antibiotics, were spectromycin 3.2%, ceftoxin 0%, and ceftriaxone 4%. Ciprofloxacin resistance above acceptable range and not recommended to use alternative candidate antibiotics for syndromic management
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**Introduction:** Finding the missing TB patients is of paramount importance to help the world achieve its target of ending the TB epidemic by 2030.

**Objectives:** The objective of the study was to find the impact on detection rates of TB patients with the use of technology

**Methods:** Hence Operation ASHA has developed and piloted an android-based software application - edetection, that improves detection by identifying patients early, enrolling them in treatment and reducing chances of infection to other individuals. This application is loaded on a standard handheld android tablet through google play and eliminates the need for expensive hardware. The health workers, during their routine work, ask community members a basic questionnaire, which is algorithm based. Depending on the results of the questionnaire, the application directs the next step, which could be: get sputum tested, visit a physician etc. Once the suspect’s details are saved, the system keeps track of the suspect through each stage of diagnosis namely – Sputum Result Pending, Antibiotics Medica
tion, Repeat Sputum Result Pending, X-ray Result Pending. The diagnosis of a suspect is termed as 'Completed', if the diagnostic results are indicative of TB. If diagnostic results are negative, the suspect is ‘Archived’ into the system.

**Results:** This was piloted for 4 months in Cambodia and results compared during the same months in the previous year. The detection has gone up by 20%, whereas detection in the contiguous areas had actually gone down by 48%. So there is a clear difference of 63% in detection rate with and without edetection application.

**Conclusion:** It also helped in improving the staff productivity by 20% and reducing the treatment costs by 20%. Thus it helps in cost savings of $197 per detection resulting in a saving of $650 million in detection of all the missing 3.3 million TB patients.
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**Introduction:** There is little evidence about the prevention of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) in outpatient care and no systematic review has been performed on this subject.

**Objectives:** To assess the scope and impact of reported HAIPrevention strategies in outpatient care.

**Methods:** A systematic review was performed based on the PRISMA guidelines. Studies referring directly or indirectly to the prevention of HAI or transmission of pathogens, reporting prevalence or incidence outcome data in any patient undergoing medical care in an outpatient setting or at home were eligible for analysis. Medline, Embase, the Cochrance database and the outbreak database were searched for reports published between January 1996 to July 2016 without age restriction. Study quality was assessed using the “Integrated quality Criteria for the Review of Multiple Study designs” (ICROMS) tool. The selected studies were grouped into the topics haemodialysis, endoscopy, oncology, and dental care.

**Results:** Of a total of 7830 identified titles and abstracts, 52 reports fulfilled the inclusion criteria. A total of 35 intervention studies were quality-assessed, the other 17 were outbreak reports or laboratory studies. Only two studies fulfilled the minimal ICROMS quality criteria. Ten studies were randomized controlled trials, all testing medical products, mostly in the prevention of BSI in haemodialysis and home parenteral nutrition. The majority were small trials with poor reporting on sequence generation and allocation to the study groups. Seven studies applied a multimodal quality improvement strategy, five measuring vascular access-related BSI or catheter-related BSI in haemodialysis, one measuring hand hygiene, and one measuring HCV transmission in haemodialysis. All other intervention studies looked mainly at technology.

**Conclusion:** The identified studies were heterogeneous and generally of low quality. Multimodal strategies aiming at behaviour change work similarly in outpatient care as well as in inpatient care. The conclusions of studies testing the effectiveness of...
technology are uncertain. HAI surveillance and prevention should be made available also for outpatient care both in clinics and homecare.
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Introduction: Primary Health Centres (PHC) found at various Local Government Areas (LGAs) cannot really be called care centres [1]. Multidrug Resistant Tuberculosis (MDR-TB) has been established to develop in cases where patients do not adhere due to lack of transport fare, fear of stigmatization and long duration of therapy. Objectives: This study seeks to determine another salient contributor to development of MDR-TB in patients; use of PHCs run by non-Pharmacists as DOTS centres.

Methods: Twelve (12) Pharmacists and one lab scientist comprising of three females and ten males from the thirteen (13) LGAs in the State were randomly selected. These participants were questioned during a focus group discussion.

Results: The focus group discussion arrived at the following: Primary health centres had no Pharmacist at their DOTS centres which results at TB drugs being managed by non-Pharmacists. During stock-out, TB drugs are rationed by reducing the required dose given to patients.

Conclusion: Primary Health Care Centres without Pharmacists contribute to development of multidrug resistant tuberculosis in Nasarawa State because the healthcare workers currently handling TB therapy at such PHCs do not understand the effects of under-dosing, non-adherence, improper drug management and storage on development of MDR-TB.
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Introduction: Cesarean delivery is free for the patients in Benin since 2009 and therefore, this practice is increasing. Good practice of anti-bioprophylaxis for cesarean delivery has been shown to reduce the incidence of postoperative infectious morbidity.

Objectives: To assess the quality of antibioprophylaxis in cesarean section according to the “five conventional criteria of antibioprophylaxis” (i.e.: right indication, molecule, dose, timing, duration).

Methods: We conducted a prospective observational study in four hospitals in the south of Benin over a period of 1 month. Data was collected by trained survey teams and was analyzed using SPSS v. 24 software.

Results: 141 cesareans (81.56% emergency cases, n = 115) were observed. 99.29% (n = 140) of women undergoing cesarean intervention received an antibiotic in the hour before the incision or after the cord clamping. The antibiotics used in the hospitals (metronidazole, ampicillin, gentamicin, ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, amoxicillin + clavulanic acid, ceftriaxone + sulbactam) were not those recommended by the guidelines (cefazolin). In the same hospital, three to sixteen different regimen were prescribed. Patients received up to five antibiotics, Only 50.71% (n = 71) of them received the recommended dose of antibiotic for the first administration. Moreover, the antibioprophylaxis period was continued for more than the recommended 48 hours in 31.42% patients.

Conclusion: In the four hospitals, the practices of antibioprophylaxis in cesarean intervention were not uniform and the use of the antibiotics was not as recommended. Broad-spectrum antibiotics were used in prophylaxis, increasing the risk of selection antibiotic resistance, which is an important threat to public health. Further investigations are needed to understand the reasons of this practice and to develop solutions to improve antibioprophylaxis in cesarean section and other interventions in Benin.
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Introduction: Healthcare associated infections (HAI) occurring outside of health establishments are characterized by absence of controlled and organized prevention strategy with lack of structured epidemiological surveillance system which contributed to their underestimate.

Objectives: The objective was to specify degree of good hygiene practices (GHP)1 application among practitioners at their medical offices in a coastal town of Tunisia (second large Tunisian town after the capital Tunis).

Methods: A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in 2016 using a self-administered and pre-tested questionnaire to all physicians in private practice of a coastal town in the Tunisian center.

Results: Response rate was 93.1%. Majority of respondents (75.92%) have an updated vaccination status. Hydro-alcoolique solution is adopted by 53.7% of respondents for hands hygiene. “Autoclaving” for equipment sterilization is reported in 12.12% of cases. 98.14% wear gloves while acts of invasive care. The waste arising from involving infectious risks’ care activities are classified with the regular waste in 87.96% of cases.

Doctors of less than 50 years are significantly more sorters of waste arising from their care activities, moreover, they have also a more updated vaccination status than those older than 50 years (respectively 36.61% versus 16.21%; p = 0.027 and 83.09% versus 62.16%; p = 0.016).

Conclusion: HAI are likely to rise with the healthcare increasing in liberal sector and specificities of the medicine in the current city. Knowledge of the professional practices specificities and care organization in medical office with identification of obstacles to achieve better observance of GHP application allows choice’s adaptation of the precautions to be taken in this sector. To be able to fill in the gap of training, information and awareness, and to organize the fight and the prevention of structured HAI in liberal sector, willingness to improvement of care’s quality and safety in this sector is required with concrete involvement of several stakeholders.
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Introduction: After antibiotic therapy of an initial diabetic foot infection (DFI), pathogens isolated from subsequent episodes might become more resistant to commonly prescribed antibiotics. If so, this might require modifying current recommendations for the selection of empiric antibiotic therapy.

Objectives: We investigated whether the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) DFI guideline recommendations should be modified based on the number of past DFI episodes.

Methods: Single-center retrospective cohort survey of patients hospitalized for DFI.

Results: We found 1018 DFI episodes in 482 adult patients, who were followed-up for a median of 3.3 years after the first DFI episode. The total number of episodes was 2257; the median interval between recurrent episodes was 7.6 months. Among the recurrent DFIs, the causative pathogens were the same as in the previous episodes in only 43% of cases (158/365). Staphylococcus aureus was the predominant pathogen in all episodes (range, 1 to 13 episodes) and was not more prevalent with the increasing number of episodes. DFI were treated with systemic antibiotics for a median duration of 20 days (interquartile range, 11-35 days). Overall, the pathogens of recurrent episodes were not more resistant compared to the prior ones. The resistance pattern to key antibiotics such as methicillin, nafcillin, clindamycin or ciprofloxacin lacked significant increase over the episodes (Pearson-χ²-tests 0.76, 1.00, 0.06 and 0.46; corresponding p-for-trend values were 0.21, 0.27, 0.38, and 0.08, respectively)

Conclusion: Recurrent episodes of DFI are frequent following the successful treatment of a first episode. A history of prior DFI episode were not more resistant compared to the prior ones. The resistance pattern to key antibiotics such as methicillin, nafcillin, clindamycin or ciprofloxacin lacked significant increase over the episodes (Pearson-χ²-tests 0.76, 1.00, 0.06 and 0.46; corresponding p-for-trend values were 0.21, 0.27, 0.38, and 0.08, respectively)
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Introduction: In our institution, over the last 12 years, about 60% of S. aureus infections were methicillin-resistant (MRSA), and this proportion has not changed significantly, whereas vancomycin consumption has increased more than twofold, from 18 defined daily doses (DDD) per 1,000 patient-days to 40.0 DDDs per 1,000 patient-days. Our previous analysis showed that a quarter of total vancomycin use represented inappropriately continued empirical use.

Objectives: To evaluated the effect of an antimicrobial stewardship intervention targeting for inappropriate continued empirical vancomycin use.

Methods: This was a quasi-experimental study comparing vancomycin use in a 6-month pre-intervention and 6-month intervention period in a single tertiary hospital. If empirical vancomycin was continued for more than 96 hours without documentation of beta-lactam-resistant gram-positive microorganisms it was considered inappropriate continued empirical vancomycin use. The intervention consisted of the monitoring of appropriateness by a pharmacist and direct discussion with the prescribing physicians by infectious diseases specialists when empirical vancomycin was continued inappropriately. An interrupted time series analysis was used to compare vancomycin use before and during the intervention.

Results: During the intervention period, we identified 272 cases of inappropriate continued empirical vancomycin use. The infectious diseases specialist intervened in 223 (82.0%) of these cases, and 148 (66.4%) of these 223 cases were discontinued within 24 hours of the intervention.

Following implementation of the intervention, overall vancomycin consumption decreased by 14.6%, from 37.6 DDDs/1,000 patient-days in the pre-intervention period to 32.1 DDDs/1,000 patient-days in the intervention period (P < 0.001). The inappropriate consumption of vancomycin also declined from 8.0 DDDs/1,000 patient-days to 5.8 DDDs/1,000 patient-days (P = 0.009).

Conclusion: Intervention involving direct discussion between infectious diseases specialists with prescribing physicians significantly reduces the amount of inappropriate continued empirical vancomycin use.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial stewardship programs in hospitals intend to rationalize the use of antimicrobials to improve patient care, reduce drug resistance and to curtail the hospital costs.

Objectives: To implement an electronic based antimicrobial stewardship program in a cancer hospital.

Methods: Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre is a 187-bed cancer hospital in Lahore, Pakistan. An antimicrobial stewardship program was in place from 1995 to 2010 using a paper approval system which became increasingly difficult to implement due to increasing work volume and increasing resistance of micro-organisms and limited ability to restrict. The in house development of a hospital information system provided the opportunity to create an electronically driven antibiotic stewardship program. This was implemented in 2011/12 and orders for a list of restricted antibiotics generate an approvals cascade. The system allows for automated approval for specific indications as well as initiating an approval queue for unlisted indications. The infectious diseases service receives the electronic approval request, along with indications which are able to review from complete patient data, directly from the approval screens. They have the option accept, reject or modify the request, which then allows the pharmacy to dispense accordingly. Restricted antimicrobials include Carbapenems, Glycopeptides, antifungals, Linezolid, Colistin etc. Some agents, especially those used in sepsis are dispensed in limited number of doses to allow timely administration while the approvals are processed. This is the first such system that we are aware of in the developing world. We reviewed the defined daily doses (DDD) of four antibiotics (Meropenem, Imipenem, Vancomycin and Teicoplanin) used in adults, 6 months before and after implementing electronically driven antimicrobial stewardship program.

Results: Implementing electronic based antimicrobial stewardship program in our hospital fulfills the requirements of an effective antimicrobial stewardship program. There was 29% reduction in DDD of Meropenem, followed by 91% reduction in Vancomycin, 37% and 22% reduction in Teicoplanin and Imipenem, respectively.

Conclusion: In specialized hospitals with limited numbers of ID trained people a strong electronic based ASP is a viable option to manage maximum numbers of antibiotic prescriptions.
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Introduction: Emergence of resistant-bacterial strains is a serious challenge in treatment of infections these days. One of the major causes is inappropriate use of antibiotics. Prompt and coordinated actions like antibiotic stewardship program (ASP) and promotion of standard guidelines are required to prevent our journey to pre-antibiotic era.

Objectives: The objective was to measure the effectiveness of ASP at SKMCH & RC.

Methods: Retrospective cross-sectional DUR for antibiotics were conducted before and after the implementation of ASP. Comparison of the two DURs was done in a retrospective cohort fashion. Adult and pediatric patients who completed their antibiotic course in chemo-bay of SKMCH & RC were selected. Laboratory results regarding fever, absolute neutrophil count (ANC) and culture susceptibility were reviewed for proper identification of infection. Culture results, ANC and temperature were evaluated throughout antibiotic use. Dosage, route and frequency were checked for appropriateness. Rationality of antibiotic use was decided using antimicrobial guidelines of IDSA. Hospital information system (HIS) was used to retrieve the data.

Results: Drug utilization review (DUR) for chemo-bay antibiotics was carried out before and after implementation of ASP. The first DUR was carried out in the mid of 2011 for two months. A second DUR, after ASP implementation was carried out in the mid of 2013. Results of pre and post ASP DUR were compared using antimicrobial guidelines of Infectious disease society of America (IDSA). It was observed that 32.3% of the cases received antimicrobials according to the guidelines at chemo-bay in 2011, whereas in 2013 it was 72.4%. These results illustrated that DUR if tagged with standard guidelines is an effective tool to measure the implementation of ASP and will encourage judicious use of antibiotics in the Hospital.
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Introduction: Clinical use of antimicrobials in maternity hospitals, serving major women healthcare in China, was conducted by the Chinese special clinical antimicrobial appropriate use (CAAU) program (2011 ~ 2013), without subsequent evaluation.

Objectives: To investigate the effectiveness of the CAAU program in a maternity hospital.

Methods: Multi-modal strategy following local and national guidelines for the appropriate use of antimicrobials, including antimicrobial prescribing target settings, surveillance of prophylactic use of antimicrobials for C-section surgery and prevention of surgical site infections, as well as performance feedback, were introduced in a district maternity hospital in 2010. WHO Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classifications of antimicrobials was used to calculate defined daily doses (DDDs). Annual antimicrobial consumption data from Jan 2009 to Dec 2015 were obtained and converted to DDDs per 100 patient-days.

Results: The annual antimicrobial consumption by DDDs per 100 patient-days decreased nearly by a half among inpatients (93.79 ± 18.23 in 2009, 44.78 ± 13.43 in 2010 ~ 2012); it remained however stable in the hospital (147.49 ± 48.71 in 2009, 154.56 ± 32.78 in 2010 ~ 2012). Following a targeted workshop intervention (2013-2014), we observed a significant decrease in annual antimicrobial consumption among inpatients (22.20 ± 4.80 in 2013, 16.61 ± 7.55 in 2014), and more than 30% reduction in the hospital (101.32 ± 9.54 in 2013, 90.94 ± 18.02 in 2014). After the targeted workshop intervention (2013-2014), annual antimicrobial consumption in inpatients in 2015 was quite similar (23.33 ± 5.60 in 2015) as in 2013; in the hospital it was similar (180.16 ± 62.68 in 2015) as that observed before the intervention.

Conclusion: Systematic and comprehensive interventions are necessary to keep sustained the reasonable use of antimicrobials.
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Abstract video clip: Carbapenem stewardship programmes (CSP) can reduce antibiotic use but clinical outcome of such measures needs further evaluation. We examined this in a prospective manner using feedback mechanism.

Methods: Our single-center prospective cohort study involved all carbapenem prescriptions across the medical wards in a tertiary university hospital (N = 144). The impact of such stewardship was analysed according to the accepted and the rejected groups. The primary endpoint was safety. Safety measure applied in this study was the death at 1 month. Secondary endpoints included length of hospitalisation and readmission.

Results: Over the 19 months’ period, input from 144 carbapenem prescriptions was analysed on the basis of acceptance of our CSP recommendations on the use of carbapenems. Recommendations made were as follows: de-escalation of carbapenem; stopping the carbapenem; use for a short duration of 5-7 days; required prolonged duration in the case of carbapenem-sensitive Extended Spectrum Beta-Lactamases bacteremia; dose adjustment; and surgical intervention for removal of septic foci. De-escalation, shorten duration of carbapenem and carbapenem cessation comprised 79% of the recommendations. Acceptance rate was 57%. Those who accepted CSP recommendations had no increase in mortality (p = 0.92), had a shorter length of hospital stay (LOS) and had cost-saving. Infection-related deaths were found to be higher among those in the rejected group. Lastly, Pitt’s bacteremia score appeared to be a key element affecting the carbapenem prescription’s behaviour in this trial.

Conclusions: Carbapenem stewardship program in the medical wards not only saves money, but most importantly it is safe and does not harm the patients with added benefits of reducing the length of hospital stay. However, more time is needed to engage the primary clinical teams by formal clinical presentation and immediate personal feedback by senior Infectious Disease (ID) personnel to increase its acceptance.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial resistance continues to increase and has become a serious public health issue in China, which has initiated a nationwide antimicrobial management program since June 2011.

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate the effectiveness of the antimicrobial management program on antimicrobial resistance and inpatient outcomes in West China Hospital, a tertiary hospital with over 5,000 beds.

Methods: Numbers of hospitalized patients, their length of hospital stay (LOS), all-cause mortality rates, the antibiotics use density were counted and the results of antimicrobial resistance in bacteria were compared before and after nationwide antimicrobial management program in 2011 (i.e., 2009 to 2010 vs. 2012 to 2015). Poisson distribution, Pearson correlation analysis and Chi-Square test were used in data analysis.

Results: The number of discharged patients was 155,609 and 182,116 for year 2009 and 2015, respectively, representing a 17% increase. The antibiotics use density (AUD) decreased from 60.96 (2009-2010) to 41.19 (2012-2015, P = 0.0002). Noticeably, AUD sharply dropped to 36.49 in 2015, evidencing the increasingly prudent prescription of antibiotics. At the same time, the all-cause in-hospital mortality rate decreased significantly (P = 0.02) with little change in the average LOS. In addition, unrestricted use, restrictions on the use and special use of antimicrobial drugs have declined. However, it is necessary to point out that the change of the bacteria resistance rate was heterogeneous. For Gram-positive bacteria, MRSA decreased from 37.1% to 29.1% (P = 0.00) while E. faecium increased from 4.9% to 10.9% (P < 0.05). For Gram-negative bacteria, the non-susceptible rates to carbapenems in A. baumannii, P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae increased after the antimicrobial stewardship (51.5% vs. 58.5%, 26.6% vs. 23.9% vs. 26.6%, and 2.1% vs. 3.2%, P < 0.05).

Conclusion: The antimicrobial stewardship has been effective to promote proper use of antimicrobial drugs, resulting in significant decrease of antimicrobial drug overuse. Although AUD decreased, the finding of significant increase in multiple drug-resistant bacteria, particularly carbapenem-non-susceptible Gram-negative bacilli, needs to be closely examined.
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Introduction: A uniform and standardized method for surveillance of antimicrobial use in hospitals was used to assess the variation in antimicrobial prescribing in University Hospital Shefqet Ndroqi, Tirana, Albania. bioMérieux provided unrestricted funding support for the survey.

Objectives: To gain a first insight into the patterns of antibiotic consumption and detect targets for antibiotic prescribing improvement in our hospital.

Methods: PPS was conducted in four separate days over a one month period between March 17 and April 16, 2015. The survey included all inpatients receiving an antimicrobial on the day of PPS. Data collected included age, gender, weight, antimicrobial agents, doses, reasons and indications for treatment, microbiological data, compliance to guidelines, documentation of reasons and stop/review date of prescription. Denominators included the total number of inpatients. A web-based application is used for data-entry, validation and reporting as designed by the University of Antwerp (http://www.global-pps.com).

Results: Of 127 patients admitted in a total of five wards surveyed, 117 patients (92.9%) received one or more antimicrobials. AM prevalence ranged from 93.3% to 97.6% in Pneumology Adult Medical Wards, 76.2% in Surgery Ward and 100% in ICU. The indications were therapeutic in 74.4% of antimicrobials prescribed and prophylactic in 24.6%. Out of 191 antimicrobial treatments, 110 (57.6%) were administered parenterally and 81(42.4%) orally.

Top 3 indications for AM use were pneumonia (47%), bronchitis (36.1%) and tuberculosis (13.3%).

Top 3 antibiotics used were ceftriaxone 64 treatments (33.5%), ciprofloxacin 25 treatments (13.1%) and azithromycin 20 treatments (10.5%).
Most therapeutic antimicrobials were for a community acquired infection (99.3%). Duration of surgical prophylaxis was > than 1 day for all cases.

Conclusion: There exists an urgent need for quality improvement of antimicrobials use in our hospital. This PPS evidenced a clearly excessive use of third generation cephalosporins for medical and prophylactic indication. It also evidenced higher multiple ATB diagnosis than other countries in Europe. The carbapenems use is still low.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial stewardship (AMS) is recognised as a program to optimize antimicrobial prescribing, improve patient outcomes and minimise adverse events including antimicrobial resistance (AMR). Effective clinical governance is fundamental to the implementation and sustainability of AMS programs.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to describe key stakeholders’ perspectives of the appropriateness of AMS governance in a university hospital in Thailand. Recognised gaps and recommendations for more effective governance were identified.

Methods: A case study approach was used. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 15 key multidisciplinary clinicians, heads of department and healthcare administrators involved in AMS programs in a 1,000-bed university hospital in Bangkok. The exploration was informed and framed by the core elements of hospital AMS programs, Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations. Key themes were identified through qualitative descriptive analyses.

Results: The presence of an influential, clinical leader to champion AMS and the introduction of a number of quality projects targeting antimicrobial prescribing such as the Antibiotic Smart Use campaign in outpatient department, the Carbapenem control program, infectious diseases specialist consultations and the antibiogram application for smartphones, were perceived as strengths of the AMS initiatives in the study hospital. Identified gaps were lack of a multidisciplinary team approach, insufficient staff education and training, low doctor engagement, and inadequate IT resources to support monitoring of antimicrobial use.

Conclusion: Although there is leadership support for organisation-wide implementation of AMS, these initiatives are hampered by suboptimal information management, and have not reached clinicians of differing disciplines to the extent necessary for their engagement and consistent enactment of the principles of AMS.
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Introduction: In India, with its increasing diabetes population and growing transplant programs, non-albicans Candida and invasive aspergillus have gained importance. Judicious use of anti-fungals is thus essential to ensure appropriate antifungal therapy. On this background, we studied the prevailing practice of anti-fungal prescriptions for invasive fungal infections - Invasive Candidiasis (IC) and Invasive Aspergillosis (IA) in our 350-bed center.

Objectives: To review the prescribing practices for antifungals for invasive fungal infections with respect to the appropriateness of prescription - whether indicated as per standard criteria/scores, and the choice with dose of the antifungal is appropriate to the clinical situation.

Methods: For a period of 2 months (January & February 2017), all inpatients prescribed anti-fungals were reviewed prospectively for whether indicated (Candida Score for IC and EORTC criteria for IA), the appropriateness of choice and dose of antifungal for the suspected pathogen, and the final outcome in terms of mortality. The risk factors were assessed for relation with mortality using 2X 2 table and Fischer’s Exact Test (2 tailed).

Results: There were 45 in-patients in whom antifungal drugs were prescribed for suspected IC (24 patients) or IA (21 patients). Of these, 36 patients (80%) met the criteria for empirical antifungal therapy with respects to Candida Score for more than/equal to 3 for IC and EORTC criteria for probable/possible IA. The choice of antifungal was appropriate in all the patients as per suspected syndrome, but the dose was inadequate in 6 patients (13.3%). Mortality was 42.2% (19 patients).

Conclusion: There is a gap in the assessment of patients for IC and IA as per the standard risk scores and criteria – 20% in our study received antifungals without Conference definitive criteria/scores. There is also a tendency to avoid dosing anti-fungals as per body weight – around 13% of our patients were under dosed. Thus there is a definite role for antifungal stewardship. Invasive fungal infections are associated with high mortality – around 42% in our study. However, the inadequate dosing did not achieve statistical significance in association with mortality (p = 0.054).
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Introduction: Integrated Information Systems have proven to be useful in Antibiotic Stewardship Programs (ASP) since it increases availability of information for healthcare professionals and have been described as effective in reducing antimicrobial consumption without compromising healthcare quality, reducing antibiotic resistance and costs. However, an important amount of ASP information are results from Microbiology Laboratory. In fact, a successful ASP largely depends on the active involvement of the Microbiology Laboratory and on its capacity to deliver information.

Objectives: To describe the importance of the Microbiology Laboratory in ASP, and how integrated information systems can leverage it.

Methods: A review of literature was done based on the following keywords: Microbiology Laboratory, Antibiotic Stewardship Program, Microbiology, Antibiotics, and Information systems.

Results: The role of the Microbiology Laboratory in an ASP covers microbiological isolation and identification, determination of antimicrobial susceptibility patterns, epidemiological surveillance and outbreak detection, education, and report of results. Despite being resources consuming, it can be leveraged by integrated information systems. Report of results – Making microbiology results accessible through an integrated information system is an advantage by ensuring that all results have been described as effective in reducing antimicrobial consumption without compromising healthcare quality, reducing antibiotic resistance and costs. However, an important amount of ASP information are results from Microbiology Laboratory. In fact, a successful ASP largely depends on the active involvement of the Microbiology Laboratory and on its capacity to deliver information.

Objectives: To describe the importance of the Microbiology Laboratory in ASP, and how integrated information systems can leverage it.

Methods: A review of literature was done based on the following keywords: Microbiology Laboratory, Antibiotic Stewardship Program, Microbiology, Antibiotics, and Information systems.

Results: The role of the Microbiology Laboratory in an ASP covers microbiological isolation and identification, determination of antimicrobial susceptibility patterns, epidemiological surveillance and outbreak detection, education, and report of results. Despite being resources consuming, it can be leveraged by integrated information systems. Report of results – Making microbiology results accessible through an integrated information system is an advantage by ensuring that all results have been described as effective in reducing antimicrobial consumption without compromising healthcare quality, reducing antibiotic resistance and costs. However, an important amount of ASP information are results from Microbiology Laboratory. In fact, a successful ASP largely depends on the active involvement of the Microbiology Laboratory and on its capacity to deliver information.
are available in an organized, easily accessible, and timely manner. Adequately integrated information systems facilitate the exchange of clinical and microbiological data between clinicians and laboratory. Epidemiological surveillance and outbreak detection - Information systems that incorporate information about the patient, disease, infectious agent and antimicrobial susceptibility are optimal to build up antimicrobial resistance surveillance networks, turning outbreaks detection easier and facilitating the retrospective report of results.

Conclusion: The Microbiology Laboratory can enhance its work by using integrated information systems for surveillance, report of results and timely communication.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial stewardship programs (ASP) improve quality of prescriptions (inappropriately in 30 to 50% of cases) with high impact on selection, duration of therapy, emergence of multidrug-resistant bacteria, length of stay and costs. E-health, defined as the use of information and communication technologies in health, plays a major role in ASP. Hospital Beatriz Ângelo is a 425 bed, paper-free, JCI accredited, general hospital, opened in 2012. Infection Control and Antibiotics Committee (ICAC) developed an ASP starting at e-prescription. A new prescription template was created, generating real-time e-mail alerts to ICAC and pharmacy whenever an agent is conditioned (e.g. carbapenems, quinolones, anti-MRSA agents) or is selected outside the right context. This allows real-time interventions, in a back-to-front way. Case-sensitive stop orders are also associated with prescriptions. On the 1st trimester of 2015, the ASP was fully implemented for those antimicrobials, joined by ceftriaxone on January 2016.

Objectives: To evaluate the impact of a 2-year full implementation of an e-health based ASP in hospital antibiotic profile and associated costs.

Methods: Antibiotic consumptions, as Defined Daily Doses (DDD), were compared for the 4 trimesters of 2014 (pre-intervention), 2015 and 2016. Associated costs were also compared on an annual basis.

Results: After 2 years of ASP, DDD variations were as follows: ertapenem -60%; ciprofloxacin -55%; ceftriaxone -54%; meropenem -50%; levofloxacin -47%; linezolide -26%; vancomycin -22%; amoxiclavula- nate -19% (the most prescribed antimicrobial); colistin +173%; doxy- cyclin +151%; fosfomycin +99%; amikacin +32%; piperacillin- tazobactam +2,0%. Quick changes occurred on the 1st year, remaining afterwards. Results were in line with guidelines, objectives (including returning of “old” antibiotics) and do reflect Carbapenem Resistant Klebsiella emergence, as well a significant MRSA reduction. Costs dropped 62.000€ in the 1st year.

Conclusion: This innovative e-health based ASP is a major tool in order to improve antimicrobial use, through improvements on prescription and real-time antimicrobial stewardship. Antibiotic prescription should be a team decision, requiring dedicated and differentiated human resources. e-health ASP plays a major role: the road is ahead!
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Introduction: Antibiotic Stewardship Programs (ASP) are designed to prevent and control antibiotic resistance. However, ASP implementation could be challenging, since, to be effective, it must be done in collaboration with healthcare workers to benefit from their involvement and inputs.

Objectives: To co-design and implement, with healthcare workers, an effective ASP.

Methods: The study was conducted in three Portuguese Hospitals using Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) as a collaborative approach joining researchers from several healthcare areas such as medicine, pharmacy, microbiology, management and information systems, and healthcare workers in the same team.

Results: To help healthcare workers dealing with antimicrobial resistance, DSRM stages were followed: (i) problem identification – identification of antibiotic management processes already in place; (ii) solution definition – an integrated information system (HAITool) to support ASP implementation; (iii) design - in collaboration with healthcare workers, HAITool was designed to assist physicians and infection control teams to monitor/control antibiotic use and antibiotic resistance; (iv) HAITool implementation; and (v) evaluation of HAITool in ASP implementation. HAITool aggregates all patient related data (vital signs, microbiology and pharmacy data) in a single information system and enables integrated views of all information. HAITool, has two big modules: (i) Monitoring, which enables real-time monitoring of patient’s clinical situation, antibiotic consumption, and rates of infection by antibiotic resistant bacteria; and (ii) Antibiotic Prescription Decision Support System, which informs physicians about the accuracy of antibiotic prescription, providing timely and appropriate information on antibiotic use.

Conclusion: The collaborative process between healthcare workers and researchers enables the co-design and implementation in line with organizational processes, of an information system which facilitates local epidemiological surveillance, allows the implementation of interventions to improve antibiotics, improves a timely and adequate antibiotic prescription, and facilitates the assessment of situation, surveillance and reporting of results, establishing itself as an essential tool for ASP implementation.
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Introduction: Antimicrobial resistance is one major worldwide problem frequently associated with antibiotics overuse and incorrect prescription. In Portugal, antibiotic consumption is still higher than European average, (45.6% vs 35.8% of hospitalized patients received antibiotics). Since physicians play an important role on antibiotic use, understand their antibiotic prescribing habits is fundamental.

Objectives: To identify barriers in antibiotic prescription process, in two Portuguese hospitals, in order to design and implement effective antibiotic stewardship interventions.

Methods: The study was conducted under the scope of HAITool project - A Toolkit to Prevent, Manage and Control Healthcare-Associated Infections in Portugal. A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 30 physicians in two Portuguese hospitals in 2016. Results: Participant physicians described the "lack of (or delayed) microbiology results" (30.0%), "no access to antibiotic susceptibility patterns" (16.7%), "lack of antimicrobial prescribing guidelines adapted to hospital epidemiology" (13.3%), and "quality of clinical data" (13.3%) as the major barriers on antibiotic prescription process. Moreover, when asked to suggest effective strategies to improve antibiotic prescription, "Education and training" was mentioned by 43.3% of respondents, followed by "easy access to local epidemiological data" and "development of antimicrobial prescribing guidelines adapted to hospital epidemiology" (16.7% each).

Conclusion: In order to reduce the barriers, felt by participant physicians on antibiotic prescription process, we suggest antibiotic stewardship interventions based on: (i) education on the antibiotic resistance problem, (ii) an easier access to microbiology results and local epidemiological data (e.g. information system) (ii) development of easy and accessible antimicrobial prescribing guidelines adapted to hospital epidemiology.
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Introduction: Antibiotic stewardship promotes adequate use antibiotics use, and can reduce the costs in these drugs by 10-30%. We present a multimodal strategy applied in an acute care hospital, with impact on reduction and cost after 2 year.

Objectives: To infer the cost effectiveness of an antibiotic stewardship program (ASP) by 2 years.

Methods: Multimodal strategy: 1. ASP implementation, strategy back end with prospective audit in 96 h; validation of all carbapenems and quinolones prescriptions, promoting its correct use. 2. Protocols and computer parameterization for surgical prophylaxis. 3. Antibiotic therapy computer parameterization for 8 days, if there’s no clinical schedule. 4. Availability of the ASP Group for proactive consultation/case talk. Consumption data were taken from the Integrated Management System Medicinal Product (Glintt HS) and the ATC and DDD system were used for data analysis. Antibiotic adequacy and audit data are collected by local ASP data base.

Results: After 2 years: 93% of total quinolones and carbapenems prescriptions were audited, 60% and 70% considered adequate in 1st and 2th year of ASP, respectively. Comparing the 2 years of ASP with the previous period (2014), there was a decrease in the consumption of quinolones of 45% (2015) and 11% (2016) DDD/1000 patient days and carbapenems 17% and 3.5%, respectively. The economic impact was a reduction of 110 390€ in costs of total antimicrobials and 11826/1000 patients day.

Conclusion: This strategy allowed to reduce direct costs in antibiotic consumption. Although the audit is directed only to 2 antibiotics classes, the back end model allowed educate prescribers for judicious use, with impact on the global antibiotics prescribing. Other costs, such as reduction of morbimortality, hospital stay, reduction of resistance, should be considered for an overall evaluation of the ASP cost effectiveness.
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Introduction: In 2013 Ministry of Health issued a law to infection control/antimicrobial resistance (AR) coordinating teams in health-care facilities (Hospital, primary care (PC), long term care facilities (LTCF)), namely, antibiotic stewardship program (ASP) and quinolones and carbapenems prescription monitoring. Three years later PPCIRA audited institutions compliance.

Objectives: To audit ASP with data analysis of antibiotic consumption (AC) and antimicrobial resistance (AR).

Methods: 1. Audit ASP with institutions voluntary response. 2. Data analysis with AC and AR. Audit data were obtained by online questionnaire, collected by PPCIRA, AC through the national drug authority (INFARMED) and AR through national surveillance laboratory (NSA).

Results: The sample was satisfactory for the H and PC and not valuable for LTCF, with 91%, 77% and 18% of institutions respectively responding. Results: H: 66% with ASP, 66% with physician in charge, 85% with back end strategy, 61% use guidelines, 60% registered in clinical process; In the PC: 14.3% with ASP, 28.6% with physician in charge, 59% use national guidelines, 25.7% registered in clinical process. Overall AC in Portugal decreased. In H: AC 1.6 DHD in 2015, decreased 1% in 1st half 2016; carbapenems reduced 0.146 in 2013 to 0.133 DHD in 2015 (less 4.3% in 2015 and 6.3% in 1st half 2016); quinolones reduced 0.18 DHD in 2013 to 0.15 in 2015. PC: AC 21.3 DHD in 2015, decrease 3.1% in 1st half 2016; quinolones reduced 2.18 DHD in 2013 to 2.05 in 2015. AR: comparing 2013 and 2015, there was a decrease in resistance to quinolones in E. coli, P. aeruginosa, A. baumannii and to carbapenems in P. aeruginosa, A. baumannii; stabil in methicillin resistance in S. aureus; although low, resistance of K. pneumoniae to carbapenems increase.

Conclusion: A regulatory law on ASP, has forced its implementation, which is already reflected in AC reduction. The majority of H has already established ASP, in PC this activity is still small, but quinolones decrease in community is favourable. In LTCF we must use an adapted survey to infer ASP. The reduction in AC seems contributed to decrease AR.
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Introduction: The Unit for Infection Control and Prevention of Canton Vaud (Switzerland) gives a high priority to preventing healthcare associated infections. Several studies have demonstrated that hand hygiene can significantly reduce the cross transmission of pathogens.
Unfortunately, caregiver’s observance to guidelines remains limited. In 2012-2014, a first successful hand hygiene campaign was conducted in nursing homes (NH) of the Canton Vaud. In order to sustain achievements, a second campaign was planned in 2016.

**Objectives:** The purpose of this campaign was to assess hand hygiene compliance amongst the NH staff in 2016 and to determine the evolution over time, comparing the findings to previous campaign.

**Methods:** First, hand hygiene and gloves workshops were organized in NH. Then, direct observations were performed according to the WHO moments for hand hygiene. NH were very disparate in size and mission. In order to make the results comparable, we determined a percentage of observations by type of care (hygiene, technical, mobilization) according to the NH size. A percentage of observations needed was allocated to each type of care considering their frequency and the ability to observe nurses and nursing assistants. We used an online data collection tool developed by Swissnoso (Cleanhands).

**Results:** In total, 115/160 (71%) NH took part in this campaign. A total of 13,226 hand hygiene opportunities was recorded over 8 months (1’425 hours of observations). Globally, hand hygiene compliance significantly improved from 75% to 80% (p < 0.001) compared to the 2012-2014 campaign. Compliance is lower for the indication "after contact" with the patient than for the indication "after contact", although compliance for both indications increased uniformly (-2% and +3% respectively). Compliance was identical for the two categories of observed caregivers. Nursing assistants showed the greatest improvement (+9%).

**Conclusion:** This campaign was successful in light of high participation rates and significant increase in global compliance rate reaching 80%. This accomplishment can be explained by the multimodal methodology of the awareness campaign, the repetition of the campaign over time. However, a global lower compliance rate “before patient” gives hints for developing future strategy to optimize hand hygiene compliance.
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**Introduction:** Hand hygiene (HH) is important to prevent healthcare associated infections. Research, however, shows that HH compliance, both in hospitals and LTCFs, is low. To improve HH, the choice of interventions should be informed by the barriers and facilitators that influence current HH behaviour.

**Objectives:** This study aims to explore the barriers and facilitators by LTCF nurses.

**Methods:** We organized focus group discussions with 30 nurses from 5 LTCFs. We started each group with explaining the WHO five moments of HH. Our topic guide was based on a compiled list of 57 potential determinants grouped into 7 domains: guideline factors; individual health professional factors; patient factors; professional interactions; incentives and resources; capacity for organisational change; and social, political, and legal factors. New themes that emerged during the focus groups were added to the interview guide and verified in the next focus group. New focus groups were planned until no new concepts or themes emerged and saturation occurred. The focus group discussions were transcribed verbatim and thematic analysis was independently conducted by 2 investigators. Each focus group lasted about 1.5 hour.

**Results:** Our focus group discussions provided 33 potential determinants from 6 domains (guideline factors; individual health professional factors; patient factors; professional interactions; incentives and resources; capacity for organisational change). Within this variety of determinants, we identified barriers that were specifically related to the context of LTCFs and their vulnerable residents.

**Conclusion:** Nurses from LTCFs experienced many barriers to hand hygiene, partly similar to those experienced by their colleagues in the hospital settings. The presence of these barriers will be confirmed by questionnaire in all nurses of 27 LTCF teams, from 14 LTCFs who participate in our study. The next step is to develop a tailored intervention to overcome these barriers. To assess whether our intervention is effective we will observe HH compliance in a stepped wedge cluster randomized design.
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**Introduction:** Although hand hygiene is a corner stone for preventing healthcare associated infections, compliance with this simple procedure by healthcare workers (HCW) remains suboptimal in most of settings. Among the 5 components of the World Health Organization (WHO) Multimodal Strategy for Hand Hygiene Improvement, Training and Education is one of the most challenging.

**Objectives:** To evaluate the impact of using simulation-based learning on hand hygiene compliance among HCW from a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).

**Methods:** This was a matched clinical trial, carried out from June to November 2016 on a tertiary-care hospital. The study population consisted of 20 HCW located on the NICU. Hand hygiene compliance was estimated through direct observation in the periods just before and after the training, following WHO standards. Simulation-based learning consisted of exposing HCW in a single session to a practical scenario with different opportunities for hand hygiene in which the professional should provide care to a patient manikin. We also evaluated the quality of the hand hygiene practice as a binary outcome (adequate or not), comparing observations with the WHO “How to handrub” and “How to handwash” techniques. We compared the results before and after the training by applying the Wilcoxon test for paired samples.

**Results:** In the pre-intervention period, the pooled mean hand hygiene compliance was 19.1% (67/347), and most of the actions were hand washings with soap and water (62.7%). After the training, the pooled mean compliance raised to 25.6% (91/355; p < 0.001), and most of the actions were handrubbing with alcohol-based hand gel (59.3%). Regarding the quality of the technique, in the pre-intervention period, 83.6% (56/67) of the hand hygiene actions were considered inadequate, while in the post-training period this fell to 19.8% (18/91; p < 0.001).

**Conclusion:** In the studied conditions, simulation-based learning was demonstrated useful for improving the quality of the hand hygiene action and the use of alcohol-based hand gel, but was only marginally effective for improving hand hygiene compliance amongst HCW.
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**Introduction:** Hand hygiene compliance (HHC) among healthcare workers in Emergency Departments (EDs) in Australia is substantially lower than other patient areas. EDs represent a unique setting with distinct environment, staff and patient factors compared with inpatient wards.

**Objectives:** The aim of this study was to develop a draft ED-specific hand hygiene (HH) self-assessment framework (SAF) that will support the identification and improvement of key issues for HH behaviour in the ED setting.

**Methods:** A draft ED HH SAF based on the validated WHO Hand Hygiene SAF was developed in October, 2016. In January, 2017 a working party was formed to review the tool, with representation from key clinicians, stakeholders and expert groups, including representatives from Hand Hygiene Australia, The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care, the Australasian College of Emergency Medicine and the Australasian College of Infection Prevention and Control. Modifications to the draft tool were finalised in February for testing in Australian hospitals in May, 2017.

**Results:** The draft SAF includes 43 questions organised according to the five components of the WHO Multimodal Hand Hygiene Improvement Strategy. Modifications were made in response to feedback from Working Party to ensure acceptability in the ED setting and completion by ED clinicians. Coordinated pilot testing of the ED Self-Assessment Framework will commence in May 2017 by a sample of hospitals of different size, jurisdictions, and locations across Australia. Testing will include completion of the tool and a feedback survey regarding usability and utility of the tool. Final results and modifications will be compiled before release of the ED SAF for use in all EDs across Australia.

**Conclusion:** The ED setting presents unique and challenging factors for HH improvement programs. The development and introduction of an ED specific SAF based on the WHO SAF provides EDs with a standardised method of identifying and improving key barriers to HH behaviour within this setting.
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**Introduction:** Hand hygiene is considered the single most important procedure for prevention of hospital acquired infection (HAI) in patients and health care providers. Hand hygiene compliance in anesthesia providers has been poorly studied in Palestine. In the absence of standard protocols for hand hygiene in the Palestinian health care system, compliance may be poor.

**Objectives:** To evaluate compliance of anesthesiologists with hand hygiene practice inside the operating room (OR).

**Methods:** A multi-centre, cross-sectional, descriptive study, using a self-administered questionnaire, was conducted in January-March 2015. Participants’ compliance regarding IC practices and availability of training material and programs policies were examined using 48 items questionnaire. SPSS was used for data analysis.

**Results:** Fifty-seven anesthesia doctors from nine governmental and private hospitals in West Bank responded to our survey. Most participants were male (93%) of them 66.7% were residents, and 29.8% were specialists. 61.4% had a postgraduate degree (master, diploma, PhD). Only one third of the respondents begin their day at the OR with hand washing while only half of them always wash their hands between cases. 36.4% reported that they rarely wash their hands before inducing general anesthesia, one third of them specialists. 20.4% rarely wash their hands in neuroaxial blocks, 35.1% in peripheral blocks, 41.7% in venous cannulation. Surprisingly, 24% or participants reported the absence of alcohol inside the operating room.

**Conclusion:** Anesthesia providers adherence to hand hygiene practice and guidelines is extremely low. This exposes patients and healthcare providers to serious nosocomial infections. Further research is required to know why they do not comply the infection control (IC) practices. Hand hygiene improvement programs should be prioritized and addressed to help anesthesiologists to employ safe hand hygiene.
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**Introduction:** Hand hygiene (HH) is the cornerstone of infection control (IC) in hospitals. Surveys on resources targeted at IC in Finnish hospitals were previously conducted in 2000 and 2008, and repeated in 2015.

**Objectives:** In addition to assessing current IC resources, we aimed at finding appropriate IC indicators for future public reporting.

**Methods:** HH procedures were investigated as a part of a web-based survey on IC activities in Finnish acute care hospitals. A link to the questionnaire was distributed by e-mail to all acute care hospitals’ IC teams in May 2015. Questions on handrub consumption, observation policies regarding HH compliance, existing guidelines and training available on HH were asked, illustrating the hospitals’ situation in 2014. Means, medians and ranges were used for comparisons. No individualised results of hospitals were reported. Hospitals were asked which components of the survey would be useful to repeat annually, and which could be used for public reporting.

**Results:** Of the hospitals invited, 43 (93%) answered: 5 tertiary care, 15 secondary care, and 23 other hospitals. Intensive care was provided by 33 hospitals. The median of handrub consumption hospital-wide was 38 l/1000 patient-days (range, 20-200), and for intensive care units 65 l/1000 patient-days (range, 20-280). Observation of HH compliance was reported in 36 (84%) of the hospitals, and 34 (79%) of the hospitals had investigated the availability of HH opportunities. Written HH guidelines for nursing staff were available in all participating hospitals, and all of them provided training for healthcare workers including nurses, medical doctors and other staff. Written HH instructions for patients were available in 36, and for visitors in 37 hospitals. Questions on annual surveys and public reporting were answered by 26 and 27 hospitals, respectively. Vast majority (24/26) supported the idea of annual surveys on handrub consumption, and 20/27 considered public reporting of handrub consumption appropriate.

**Conclusion:** Compared to earlier surveys, handrub consumption increased both hospital-wide and in intensive care units. Annual handrub consumption on hospital level might be one of the publicly reported IC indicators in the future.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene (HH) is considered one of the most important measures to prevent healthcare-associated infections (HAI) and to limit the spread of antimicrobial-resistant pathogens. So far, most studies focused on HH compliance within the hospital setting, whereas little is known for the outpatient setting.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate compliance with the recommendations on HH in general practices (GP), based on the professional international and national guidelines.

Methods: An observational study was conducted at five Dutch GP offices in September, 2016. We measured HH compliance through direct observation using WHO’s ‘five moments of hand hygiene’ observation tool. All observations were done by one trained professional.

Results: Hereby we present the preliminary data of our study. 28% of observed HCWs were men (n = 5) and 72% were women (n = 13). The age of the healthcare providers ranged from 21 to 64 years (mean 41.4 ± 13.02). The preferred method of HH was soap and water (56%) versus 44% for alcohol-based hand rub (ABHR). We monitored a total of 153 hand hygiene opportunities in 18 HCWs. The overall compliance was 34%. HH compliance per profession was 30%, 48% and 17% for the general practitioners, practice assistants, and nurses, respectively. HH compliance varied depending on which of the five moments HCWs were undertaking. Compliance was 6% before patient care; 49% after patient care; 52% after body fluid exposure; 29% prior to executing aseptic tasks; and 0% after contact to moment 5, after contact with the direct patient environment.

Conclusion: Capacitating health workers in their messaging and communications, in addition to enhancing health worker understanding has the potential to support realistic and reliable application of WHO’s My 5 Five Moments for Hand Hygiene in conjunction with a multimodal approach. As hand hygiene compliance rates are still not optimal, a refreshed approach in the context of real-life clinical workflow is important for safer patient care.
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Introduction: A multimodal approach to hand hygiene improvement, grounded in application of the ‘My Five Moments for Hand Hygiene’ at the point of care was implemented by the World Health Organisation (WHO). To build on current achievements and stimulate a refreshed approach in the context of real-life clinical workflow, a description of the ‘bubble of life’ was created to present a novel approach to engagement, enhanced compliance rates and support for behaviour change in the long term.

Objectives: To stimulate infection prevention leaders to think differently about hand hygiene improvement within clinical workflow, aiming to overcome known barriers and challengesTo encourage infection prevention leaders to strengthening their messages and the words used when talking about the importance of hand hygiene at the right times in practice, using the ‘bubble of life’ concept

Methods: An analysis of existing language used to describe WHO’s My Five Moments for Hand Hygiene was undertaken. A novel, progressive approach to simplify the language was then used to re-describe the patient zone and health care interactions within it, informed by expert input from the field of communication. The new description has undergone rudimentary testing in two countries and was part of a larger exploratory exercise to assess the feelings evoked by words commonly used in a hand hygiene context.

Results: Using the ‘bubble of life’ to describe the patient zone has enhanced engagement with the My Five Moments for Hand Hygiene in selected countries. It has provided the opportunity to simplify complex germ transmission theories and aid visualisation of germ transfer and methods to reduce risks to patients during routine clinical workflow interactions.

Conclusion: Assigning ownership and responsibility to every staff who delivers care to the patient to ensure Hand Hygiene compliance. All staff are encouraged to be Hand Hygiene Champions practicing the ‘5 Moments of Hand Hygiene’ consistently. The CCTV in the rooms were utilized to monitor staff practices in patients’ rooms. Reminders to attending staff were sent to patient’s room via phone calls, cabbells and intercom when needed.

Results: Hand Hygiene Compliance increased from 72% to 90% and results were shown to staff monthly during Roll Calls and reminders for compliance. Staff felt motivated and were challenged to maintain compliance which Improved staff satisfaction, pride of achievement and teamwork, as staff rise to the challenge for better compliance. This improvement was sustained from April to December 2015

Conclusion: Assigning ownership and responsibility to every staff puts onus on the staff to monitor, advise and remind colleagues to promote Hand Hygiene compliance. Staff takes the responsibility for colleagues and patient safety seriously as it is within their control. Hand Hygiene equipment and reminders are visual and accessible within the area. To sustain Hand Hygiene compliance, all staff are empowered to remind colleagues during handover, via intercom and phone to comply with practices. Encouragement, peer pressure and challenge to be the Hand Hygiene Role Model promote compliance. Support and Role Modeling from Consultants increase junior Drs’ Hand Hygiene practice. Celebrate small successes, to motivate, praise and encourage compliant behaviour as monthly results are released by Infection Control.
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Introduction: Anecdotal evidence from the observation of student nurses in a clinical simulation environment suggested that those wearing fake tan had difficulty removing hand hygiene training lotion from their hands.

Objectives: A pilot study was performed to assess the uptake of fake tan in student nurses, and test the feasibility and acceptability of a study to evaluate the impact of wearing fake tan on the removal of hand hygiene training lotion during hand washing.

Methods: A voluntary sample of student nurses was asked to apply hand hygiene training lotion and then wash their hands. Following application of the training lotion and hand washing, the percentage of the hands covered with training lotion was measured by direct observation of the hands in an ultraviolet light box. Differences in the percentage of training lotion removed, in those wearing fake tan and those not, were explored using Fisher’s exact tests.

Results: Of the 217 participants recruited, 46 (21%) wore fake tan. Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between fake tan and non-fake tan wearers (Fisher’s exact test 4.152, n = 217, p = 0.243). Fake tan did not impede the removal of hand hygiene training lotion from student nurses’ hands during hand washing. However, the pilot study was designed to test the feasibility and acceptability of such a study and a number of lessons learnt can inform further research. There was initial concern that, given the popularity of wearing fake tan, student nurses would not participate in the study. The study showed this not to be the case as recruitment was successful. We were aware that there were a number of potential confounding variables including, type of fake tan used, length of time since the tan was applied, technique used by participants to apply it and whether moisturiser as well as fake tan had been used. Our study collected data on these variables but the number of possible variations and combinations made it impractical to take account of these in the analysis and highlighted the need to use an experimental design to control for these variables.

Conclusion: Whilst the merits of fake tan, in terms of the prevention of sun damage through sun protection behaviours are promoted, its application of the training lotion and hand washing, the percentage total of 47488 observations in which hand hygiene was recommended were analyzed. The DCHHR was 66.3% (9803/14778) when PAS was available, and 46.2% (15114/32710) when PAS was not available. The magnitude of the association of the different explanatory variables with the DCHHR was: AS in PF (Yes), ORa = 2.1(2.0-2.2); Years (2009-2012), ORa = 1.5(1.4-1.5); Years (2013-2016), ORa = 1.2(1.2-1.3); Age (<35 years), ORa = 0.8(0.8-0.9); Sex (Male), ORa = 0.8(0.7-0.8); Nursing, ORa = 1.2(1.1-1.3); Station (Nursing Assistant), ORa = 1.0(1.0-1.1); (Other), ORa = 0.6(0.6-0.7); Assistance Area (Medical-Surgical), ORa = 0.7(0.6-0.7).

Conclusion: The use of pocket size alcohol-based hand rub solution for the accomplishment of HH should be an absolute priority in all health centers.
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Introduction: Healthcare worker compliance with hand hygiene (HH) continues being a great challenge, which may improve with the availability of pocket size alcohol-based hand rub solutions (PAS), the only format that guarantees its availability in the place and time in which it’s needed.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to evaluate the influence of the use of PAS in the Degree of Compliance of Hand Hygiene Recommendations (DCHHR).

Methods: Observational cross-sectional study of a surveillance program by direct observation of the DCHHR during the daily active number of healthcare workers at the study centers.

Results: A total of 47488 observations in which hand hygiene was recommended were analyzed. The DCHHR was 66.3% (9803/14778) when PAS was available, and 46.2% (15114/32710) when PAS was not available. The magnitude of the association of the different explanatory variables with the DCHHR was: AS in PF (Yes), ORa = 2.1(2.0-2.2); Years (2009-2012), ORa = 1.5(1.4-1.5); Years (2013-2016), ORa = 1.2(1.2-1.3); Age (<35 years), ORa = 0.8(0.8-0.9); Sex (Male), ORa = 0.8(0.7-0.8); Nursing, ORa = 1.2(1.1-1.3); Station (Nursing Assistant), ORa = 1.0(1.0-1.1); (Other), ORa = 0.6(0.6-0.7); Assistance Area (Medical-Surgical), ORa = 0.7(0.6-0.7).

Conclusion: The use of pocket size alcohol-based hand rub solution for the accomplishment of HH should be an absolute priority in all health centers.
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Introduction: Strategies to improve compliance with hand hygiene practices should be multimodal and multidisciplinary. Empowering patients and consumers to take an active role in encouraging health care workers to practice hand hygiene has been seen as one of the component of such strategies. A global consumer survey was commissioned by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and undertaken to determine knowledge, perceptions, and information sources for hand hygiene compliance in healthcare settings and describe considerations for connecting with consumers as positive influencers in the promotion of hand hygiene.

Objectives: To understand perceptions and knowledge of consumers in relation to hand hygiene and healthcare-associated infections in a range of countries.

Methods: An organisation experienced in measuring consumer awareness and engagement with infection prevention programs was commissioned by WHO to survey a sample of 1,001 respondents, 18 years of age and older living in Ireland (n = 250), India (n = 251), Mexico (n = 251) and Hong Kong (n = 249) in 2014.

Results: The majority of respondents surveyed believe that health workers clean their hands at the right times when treating or caring for patients. Responses to questions about health workers cleaning their hands at the right time were based on respondents’ own personal experience for at least seven out of ten. Significantly fewer responses were based on information from friends and relatives, and few were based on media. Those in Mexico are most likely to not go into a hospital if they thought health worker hands were not clean. Those in India are more likely to not go into a hospital than would those in Hong Kong and Ireland.

Conclusion: Understanding consumers’ perceptions is important in knowing how to use the consumer/patient influence to further improve hand hygiene compliance in health care as part of a multimodal strategy. The results of this survey are further endorsed by similar surveys conducted in the USA.
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Introduction: Health care worker (HCW) adherence with hand hygiene (HH) is important to prevent healthcare-associated infections. Objectives: We aimed to assess the impact of influenza season on HH adherence.

Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis comparing HH adherence at a Swiss tertiary care hospital during non-influenza periods with adherence during influenza seasons defined according to surveillance reports of the Federal Office of Public Health. HH adherence was monitored by direct observation according to "my five moments" (WHO) using the mobile application CleanHands. The data covered the period from December 20th 2010 until November 24th 2016. The X2-test was used to compare the differences in adherence between non-influenza and influenza seasons stratified for the respective years, professional groups, settings, departments and HH indications. Multivariable logistic regression was used to analyse the relationship between influenza season and HH adherence while controlling for the above mentioned covariates.

Results: A total of 12'740 HH opportunities were observed. Overall adherence was 77%. During influenza seasons HH adherence was higher compared to non-influenza periods with 80% vs. 76% (p < 0.001). The effect was most pronounced in the 2010/2011 season (87% vs. 80%, p = 0.001), among doctors (82% vs. 75%, p < 0.001) and in inpatient settings (81% vs. 78%, p = 0.004). In multivariable analysis influenza season was an independent predictor of increased HH adherence (OR = 1.17, 95% CI 1.05-1.30). Independent factors associated with lower HH adherence were non-nurse/non-physician compared to nurses (OR = 0.48, 95% CI 0.36-0.62), surgical theatre compared to medical wards (OR = 0.53, 95% CI 0.44-0.64), and outpatient compared to inpatient setting (OR = 0.43, 95% CI 0.35-0.53).

Conclusion: We identified influenza season as potential determinant that positively affects HH adherence of HCW, especially in physicians. Further systematic study is needed to verify this association and evaluate the clinical impact on transmission of nosocomial infection and implications for HCW education in a prospective setting.
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Introduction: According to WHO the golden standard for hand hygiene is direct observation. However, usage of that method is laborious in real life in healthcare settings.

Objectives: To describe an online web service (SaaS) method for improving the observation and reporting of hand hygiene moments in university hospital, which allows monitoring of hand hygiene practices both in staff and administrative levels.

Methods: In Oulu University hospital (OUH) health care workers have been observed by linknurses since 2013. OYTestLab, Flowmedik and OUH infection control unit have developed online system (eRub), which included following possibilities: ward, occupation, time and type of disinfection (5 moments). These findings are coded straight by smartphone. Real-time feedback is directly available in OUH’s intranet. Database obtained from 2013 to 2016 has now transferred to this eRub – system. Since February 2017 hand hygiene observations have made by this eRub.

Results: During 2016 handrubtime (≥20 s) was reached in 31% among doctors (n = 2247) and in 68% among nurses (n = 8023). Handrub was not used in 37% by doctors and by nurses in 10%. During the whole year 2016 the median handrubtimes of 5 moments of nurses (number of observations) vs. doctors (number of observations); before touching a patient; 24 s. (n = 1991) vs. 6 s. (n = 725), after touching a patient; 25 s. (n = 2173) vs. 12 s. (n = 699), before clean/aseptic procedure; 27 s. (n = 1371) vs. 15 s. (n = 259), after body fluid exposure risk; 26 s. (n = 1008) vs. 10 s. (n = 284), after touching patient surroundings; 22 s. (n = 1480) vs. 10 s. (n = 280).

Conclusion: The median handrubtime of nurses exceed 20 s. in all 5 moments while corresponding figures of doctors were always below 20 s. Next months will show whether hand hygiene practices of doctors will improve in this novel online eRub – system.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene is the most important intervention to reduce nosocomial infections.

Objectives: Its promotion by direct observation and feedback as well as educational campaigns is recommended in the literature and widely performed. However, little is known about the long-term impact of these measures on HH compliance (HHC). We analyzed the effects of hospital-wide interventions in a tertiary care hospital from 2007-2015.

Methods: HHC according to the WHO 5 moments was monitored yearly. We evaluated HHC dynamics by profession, ward and indication as well as the effect of specific interventions.

Results: A total of 12'459 HH indications were observed on 37 individual wards. Between 2007 and 2015, HHC for nurses improved from 59.0% to 78.8% (OR 1.12 per year, 95% CI 1.07-1.17), HHC for physicians from 63.1% to 68.0% (OR 1.02, 0.97-1.07). Thereby, hand disinfections without indication, measured between 2013 and 2015, significantly increased in physicians, but not in nurses. The HH indication least respected was "before invasive". Hospital-wide campaigns significantly improved HHC of nurses (OR 1.33, 1.08-1.65) and physicians (OR 1.30, 1.04-1.63). Due to substantial year-to-year variations, the HHC performance of nurses on an individual ward was not predictive for the subsequent year. Only few wards with consistently superior and inferior HHC could be identified with a trend for lower HHC of nurses in larger wards (OR per 10 beds 0.95, 0.90–1.00). Additional team instructions of wards with HHC <65% significantly improved their rates in the following year, but were not more effective than simple feedback of HHC results. For a reliable comparison of HHC between wards in a given year and between years on a given ward, a high number of observations is needed: For a presumptive HHC of 60%, 70% and 80%, respectively, 369, 323 and 246 observations per ward and year are required to achieve a CI +/-5%.

Conclusion: Yearly monitoring and individual feedback for every ward together with educational campaigns significantly improved HHC. The increasing rate of hand disinfections without indication in physicians underlines growing awareness, but also lacking knowledge, calling for targeted interventions. The reliable comparison of wards is strongly limited by the high number of observations needed.
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**Introduction:** An increasingly interconnected world, urbanization and population growths are factors that contribute to an increase in pathogens that cross species barriers or appear in locations not previously seen. The question is how to prevent and respond quickly to emerging viruses?

**Objectives:** When facing an emerging infectious disease outbreak, the reaction time to control the spread is crucial. Antivirals and vaccines will take time to be developed. On the other hand, appropriate hand hygiene can be adopted almost immediately to limit the spread by reducing the transmission. However, it is it is imperative to use antiseptic products and disinfectants with proven efficacy against the virus identified or suspected to cause the disease/outbreak.

**Methods:** Therefore, disinfectants have to pass a virucidal activity test performed in compliance with good laboratory practice or similar quality assurance systems and European standards. By identifying a marker viral strain which is representative of a group of viruses this would facilitate rapid testing resulting in a rapid response to recommendations and guidelines during infectious disease outbreaks.

**Results:** Recent outbreaks of emerging and endemic viruses such as norovirus have resulted in the three European virus claims for hand hygiene:
- **Virucidal active (against all viruses including enterovirus 71 and enterovirus D68) covered by the marker viruses poliovirus, adenovirus and murine norovirus**
- **Limited spectrum of virucidal activity (against endemic viruses) covered by the marker viruses adenovirus and murine norovirus**
- **Activity against enveloped viruses (including new Avian Influenza and others) covered by the marker virus vacciniavirus**

**Conclusion:** By testing against these marker viruses means that in case of norovirus pandemic, products with the claim-limited spectrum of virucidal activity can be chosen. And in case of an outbreak with a very stable virus such as the enterovirus D68 epidemic in USA, France and Norway in 2014 a virucidal active product must be applied.
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**Introduction:** To prevent viral transmission, hand hygiene is the most important measurement to reduce the spread of infections. The World Health Organization (WHO) published two alcohol-based formulations to be used in healthcare settings and outbreak situations. Inactivation efficacies of these products have not been determined against (re-) emerging viruses.

**Objectives:** In this study, we evaluated the virucidal activity of the WHO products in a comparative analysis against enveloped viruses.

**Methods:** Virucidal activity studies were performed with a quantitative suspension test with 30 seconds exposure time. One part by volume of test virus suspension and one part by volume of the organic load were mixed with eight parts by volume of one of the two WHO formulations at different concentrations.

**Results:** Zika virus (ZIKV), Ebola virus (EBOV), Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), bovine coronavirus (BCoV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), influenza virus (H1N1) and Modified Vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) served as test viruses. All viruses tested were highly sensitive to WHO formulations. Isopropanol-based WHO formulation II demonstrated a superior virucidal effect compared to ethanol-containing WHO formulation I. Coronaviruses and ZIKV showed the highest susceptibility to both WHO formulations. Higher concentrations were required for complete inactivation of EBOV and HCV, H1N1 and MVA displayed the highest stability.

**Conclusion:** WHO alcohol-based formulations show a strong virucidal effect against emerging pathogens including ZIKV, EBOV, SARS- and MERS-CoV could be demonstrated implicating the usability of these WHO formulations in healthcare and outbreak-associated viral infections.
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Conclusion: 3 M Avagard has demonstrated superior persistent activity compared to two ethanol-only products (80% and 70% w/w Ethanol) after 6 hours of glove wear but was never compared to n-propanol containing ABHRs. Chlorhexidine has reduced efficacy against Gram-negative bacteria, is slow-acting and a known allergen. Highly efficacious n-propanol based chlorhexidine-free ABHRs can have superior efficacy compared to chlorhexidine-containing ABHRs, even after 6 hours. Modern ABHRs for surgical hand antisepsis do not require chlorhexidine.
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Methods: The e-learning course was performed by 3893 HCWs employed at HPG23. All the Units answered to the online questionnaire for the WHO Framework. Fifty-three of 75 reached the intermediate or consolidated level and 17 achieved the advanced or consolidated level and 17 achieved the advanced or consolidated level.

Results: The e-learning course was performed by 3893 HCWs employed at HPG23. All the Units answered to the online questionnaire for the WHO Framework. Fifty-three of 75 reached the intermediate or consolidated level and 17 achieved the advanced or consolidated level and 17 achieved the advanced or consolidated level.

Conclusion: The role of infection control nurse-directed patient empowerment program in hand hygiene in a Chinese population
Shuk Ching Wong1, Winnie Li1, Judy Fung1, Joseph Yeung2, Anders Yuan3, WK Lo3, KY Yuen3, Vincent Cheng2

Methods: Patients’ willingness in participation in a hand hygiene empowerment program was assessed in an extended-care hospital of 550-beds between May and June 2016 using a standard questionnaire. Patients’ acceptance in the empowerment program before and after a 15-minutes face-to-face education by ICNs was reported.

Results: Of the 130 recruited hospitalized patients with a mean age of 65.4 years, 63 (48.5%) were of primary education level or below. Majority of patients (120, 92.3%) realized that healthcare workers (HCWs) should clean their hands before touching patients, despite that 124 (95.4%) patients had not asked healthcare workers to perform hand hygiene. Seventy (56.5%) of 124 patients trusted HCWs would have already cleaned their hands, 41 (33.1%) considered it should be the responsibility of HCWs to clean hands, whereas 21 (16.9%) did not want to challenge HCWs by questioning their professional ability.

Conclusion: ICNs play an active role to facilitate the implementation of patient empowerment in hand hygiene program in a Chinese healthcare setting.
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Methods: From August 2016 to January 2017, a complex hand hygiene monitoring program took place at the Albert Szent-Györgyi Health Center (Szeged, Hungary). As part of the program, volunteer health-care workers (HCW) and also visitors had a chance to monitor their own hand hygiene performance with a software-based hand hygiene control device (Semmelweis Scanner, produced by HandInScan). During the monitoring period, 1648 hand hygiene events were recorded, and analyzed retrospectively.
Results: In the study, three pass–fail criteria were analyzed: a hand hygiene event was considered sufficient if at least 90, 95 or 97% of the hands’ surface was covered with the handrub (VisiRub, produced by Paul Hartmann). The increasing standard resulted in dramatic drop in success rate. On the palmar side, which is considered to be the most critical, 7.83%, 13.54% and 20.81% of the participants failed to achieve sufficient coverage, according to the 90, 95 and 97% pass ration, respectively. The number were significantly higher on the dorsal side. In total, only 259 people achieved a complete 100.00% coverage.

Conclusion: Based on the findings, it becomes clear that setting a goal for total quality hand hygiene may be overambitious in a hospital environment, since numerous failure on the trials may make the HCW disappointed and undermotivated. Future hand hygiene campaigns should also focus on how to disinfect the back of the hands more effectively.
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Introduction: Hand hygiene is the most efficient tool in fighting nosocomial infections. Besides compliance, special attention should be paid to technique. Fluorescent trial (when hand hygiene is performed with an UV-dye containing handrub) is the most common way to examine the hand hygiene technique.

Objectives: Our study investigated whether the qualifying fluorescent regions on the hands are disinfected in fact.

Methods: Artificial hand phantoms were fabricated from plastic and covered with cow skin to fit into regular-size Petri dishes. The phantoms were soaked into 0.5 McF Staphylococcus epidermidis suspension. Selected regions were treated with fluorescent handrub (VisiRub from Paul Hartmann AG, Heidenheim, DE), then images of the samples were recorded under 360 nm UV-A light (where the dye shines the most). Right afterwards, the phantoms were stained onto blood agar. Plates were incubated at 37 °C for 48 hours. After culturing, image of S. epidermidis colonies were also recorded. Corresponding pairs of pictures (n = 25) were fed to a robust software image registration algorithm, thus obtaining pixel-to-pixel mapping between the two images (under UV and after-cultivation). This mapping enabled us to statistically evaluate the extent to which pathogen-free regions matched the disinfected areas of the hand phantom.

Results: All samples were evaluated successfully. Coverage areas were counted and matched against each other. Average sensitivity and average specificity values were 0.95 ± 0.03 and 0.98 ± 0.02, respectively. This high sensitivity and specificity means that pictures recorded in UV-light are technically show same same coverage than of the results of the agar plates after culturing.

Conclusion: We were able to prove that regions on the hand treated sufficiently with the UV-dye containing handrub are in fact disinfected; not developing colonies after a regular blood agar culturing. This finding confirms that the fluorescent trial is indeed a reliable method for verifying individual hand hygiene technique.
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Introduction: Healthcare workers were the highest risk group for contracting Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) during the West African outbreak, due to the lack of Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) practices within healthcare facilities. The Safe Quality Services Package (SQS) was implemented in Liberia in 2015/2016 and sought to address these IPC gaps and promote better practices, specifically hand hygiene (HH) compliance. HH has proven to be the best way to prevent healthcare associated infections, protecting healthcare workers, patients and community members.

Objectives: To assess if HH compliance at public Liberian hospitals was 80% or higher, after implementation of SQS to all healthcare workers.

Methods: Hand Hygiene audits were conducted at 24 public hospitals in Liberia from October 2016 - January 2017. Data collection was done through direct observation of healthcare worker hand hygiene practice before and after patient contact. Observation was done for 20 minutes duration, on different hospital wards at different times of the day to ensure representation of all cadre’s of healthcare workers were observed. Average HH compliance was calculated for each hospital as well as across all facilities.

Results: A total of 507 healthcare worker hand hygiene practices were observed across 24 hospitals. Average HH compliance across all facilities was 46% with individual facility results ranging from 11% - 86%. One out of 24 hospitals achieved HH compliance above 80%. Analysis by cadre showed a range of compliance from 20% - 61%.

Conclusion: Healthcare worker HH compliance is paramount in preventing the spread of infections. Despite SQS focus on this key concept, overall HH compliance was found to be low, with some cadres performing better than others. This highlights that training and education, although essential, are not enough to encourage behavior change in Liberian public hospital healthcare workers. Further support via mentorship and hand hygiene tool kits is needed to achieve a compliance of 80% or better.
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Introduction: Previous studies on hand hygiene (HH) performance after E. coli contamination showed that handrubbing for 15 seconds (s) was non-inferior to 30s and that the volume of alcohol-based handrub (ABHR) used should be customized to hand size.

Objectives: We tested the combination of these two parameters on bacterial reduction on healthcare workers’ (HCWs) hands according to the type of bacteria and contamination levels.
Methods: Using the EN 1500 experimental study design, 15 HCWs with extensive experience in HH rubbed their hands with a volume of isopropanol 60% v/v customized to their hand size and calculated to obtain 2 log₁₀ bacterial reduction. The following sequence was repeated: hand contamination (E. coli or S. aureus, 10⁷ or 10⁶ cfu/mL), baseline fingertip sampling, handrubbing (15 s or 30s) and resampling. For each bacterium and concentration, two sequential fingertip samplings were also performed to check bacterial reduction due to sampling (control condition). A generalized linear mixed model was used, with random intercept for subject, to assess the log₁₀ bacterial reduction (from baseline to resampling, subtracting the control), adjusting for handrubbing duration, bacterium and baseline contamination. The interactions between duration/bacterium and duration/baseline contamination were assessed.

Results: A mean bacterial reduction of 2.27 log₁₀ (SD ± 1.2) and 2.02 log₁₀ (SD ± 1.05) were obtained after handrubbing for 30s or 15 s, respectively. After fitting the model, the difference in reduction achieved after 30s or 15 s was not significant (-0.23 log₁₀, 95% confidence interval (CI): -0.63 - 0.16; P = 0.246). No significant association was found between baseline contamination and bacterial reduction (P = 0.065). The reduction achieved with E. coli was significantly lower than with S. aureus (-1.04 log₁₀, 95% CI -1.47 -0.60; P < 0.001). The tested interactions were not significant.

Conclusion: Handrubbing for 15 s vs. 30s with a hand size-customized volume of ABHR yielded no significantly different bacterial reduction, irrespective of bacterium or contamination levels. Bacterial reduction was associated with bacterium type: E. coli seems to be more resilient. The clinical significance of these results require further research.
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**Objectives:**

To ascertain the extent of microbial contamination of water used for handwashing in healthcare facilities in Tanzania.

**Methods:**

Water samples were collected, analysed and tested for bacteria.

**Results:**

From the water samples collected, Escherichia coli was prevalent in 46.5% whereas Proteus spp., Pseudomonas spp. and Klebsiella spp. were detected in 96% of the water samples from handwashing facilities and hand washes from healthcare workers and clients were collected, analysed and tested for bacteria.

**Conclusion:**

High levels of microbial contamination were found in the water used for handwashing, posing a risk for the transmission of infections.
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**Introduction:**

The most common cause of healthcare-associated infections is person-to-person transmission of nosocomial pathogens via the hands of healthcare personnel. Hand hygiene is one of the most important measures to prevent nosocomial infections in the healthcare setting but healthcare workers’ compliance cannot be ascertained.

**Objectives:**

This study was carried out to evaluate the efficacy of hand hygiene in reducing the burden of bacterial hand contamination in 200 healthcare workers in four selected hospitals in Ota, Ogun State, Nigeria.

**Methods:**

A total of 400 swab samples were collected from the hands of healthcare workers before and after hand washing with soap or administering an alcohol based rub. Bacterial isolates were identified by established microbiological methods. Antimicrobial susceptibility profile of the bacterial isolates was tested by disc diffusion method. A significant reduction in bacterial load was observed with the alcohol based hand rub compared to hand washing with soap.

**Results:**

A significant reduction in bacterial load was observed with the alcohol based hand rub compared to hand washing with soap. **Staphylococcus aureus** was the most prevalent isolate (53.20%), followed by **Escherichia coli** (29.80%) and **Pseudomonas aeruginosa** (17.10%). The results of the antimicrobial susceptibility testing showed varied resistance to the antibiotics tested. Among **S. aureus** isolates, 84% of the isolates were resistant to penicillin, 84% to trimethoprim/sulphamethoxazole and 8% were methicillin resistant. Most of **Escherichia coli** and **Pseudomonas aeruginosa** isolates were susceptible to the tested antibiotics.

**Conclusion:**

This study has highlighted the importance of promoting hand hygiene practices within the hospital environment to reduce infections caused by multidrug resistant pathogens.
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**Introduction:**

We analyzed application regimes of skin antiseptics that underwent pre-registration studies in various testing laboratories of European Union countries and in Russia over the past 15 years. It is established that in the European Union skin antiseptic efficacy evaluation studies have less criteria compared to efficacy evaluations adopted in Russia. Thus, in accordance with European standards, skin antiseptics efficacy is studied in relation to skin contaminated with **E. coli**. Russian recommendations include evaluation of antiseptic efficacy both with respect to skin contaminated with **E. coli** and with respect to skin with general microbial contamination.

**Objectives:**

In this regard, Scientific Research Disinfectology Institute specialists objective was a comparative evaluation of skin antiseptics examination methods and application recommendations in a view of their mutual harmonization at the international level.

**Methods:**

In the course of the scientific experiment, a parallel study of efficacy and safety of more than 30 different skin antiseptics was carried out according to methods adopted in the Russian Federation (Guideline R 4.2.2643-10 “Methods for laboratory testing and testing of disinfectants to assess their effectiveness and safety”) and methods established in the EU (EN 1500: 1997 “Chemical disinfection and antiseptics - hand hygiene products - test method and requirements”).

**Results:**

It is established that, despite the difference in applied evaluation methods and criteria for assessing efficacy of skin antiseptics adopted in the countries of the European Union and in Russia, both approaches can be used to obtain required information on parameters of tested antiseptics.

**Conclusion:**

The obtained results serve as a basis for the use of test data, which was obtained in accordance with European standards, in Russia for evaluation of skin antiseptics of European manufacturers. Further studies of Scientific Research Disinfectology Institute specialists are being carried out with respect to scientific justification of a possibility to harmonize and improve methods of skin antiseptics examination in order to develop a single document regulating efficacy and safety evaluation procedure.
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Introduction: The poor adherence to hand hygiene by healthcare personnel sparked mass production of alcoholic solutions usually stored in vials or providers. Depending on their frequency of use, these solutions may remain in these bottles for a long time. This is a factor that can influence their effectiveness.

Objectives: This therefore required to assess the impact of the duration of use of these solutions on the conservation of their antiseptic properties. This is the purpose of this study.

Methods: To do this, two alcoholic solutions, one commercial and the other prepared and used in a daily basis of the Benin health center, were tested on three reference strains: Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 43300, Escherichia coli ATCC 27853 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 35218. The effectiveness of each gel was then monitored over a period of 30 days.

Results: At the end of the study, only the commercial solution was found active against the three reference strains tested with respective inhibition diameters of 53,5 mm for Staphylococcus aureus, 28 mm for Escherichia coli and 21 mm for Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The effective dose was 50 μl. For a dose of 100 μl, respective inhibition zones of 71; 49 and 41 mm were obtained for the three strains. The effectiveness over time for each gel reveals that after 30 days, regardless of the dose used, the effectiveness of the commercial solution remains constant. All these results show that not all hydroalcoholic solutions used in our health centers are systematically effective.

Conclusion: It is therefore urgent that actions evaluating the antibacterial performance of these products should be carried out by the authorities before they are placed on the market. Support from development partners is essential. This would guarantee the health protection of the populations.
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Introduction: Emerging evidence indicates frequent transmission of antibiotic resistant Gram-negative bacteria in hospital settings in African countries. However, there is limited information on low-cost approaches to detection of such bacteria, either in the near-patient hospital environment or on the hands of healthcare workers (HCW). We explored methods for the detection and measurement of Gram-negative bacterial load relevant to an African hospital setting.

Objectives: To identify low-cost approach to detect gram negative bacteria

Methods: We performed environmental swabs quantifying Gram-negative contamination and ATPase bioluminescence measurements in paediatric wards in two tertiary hospitals in Harare, Zimbabwe. We used hand-print and hand-rinse methods to examine the hands of adults in the same wards. Samples were plated onto MacConkeys agar for enumeration of colony forming units (cfus). Antibiotic susceptibility testing was performed for a randomly-selected sub-set of isolates by standard methods.

Results: In May 2015, we performed 991 environmental swabs, from beds and room surfaces. Gram-negative bacteria were detected in 15% (149/991 of samples) over 100 cfus were enumerated in 6% (61/991) of samples. In 474 samples paired with ATPase bioluminescence readings, these correlated well with Gram-negative bacterial counts (coefficient of association 2.21, 95%CI: 1.29-3.12, p < 0.001). One hundred and fifty-two samples were collected from hands of HCW and parents/guardians. Hand contamination with Gram-negative bacteria was found in 91% of adults (hand-rinse method mean = 14.6 cfu; IQR 3-65). Amongst 92 Enterobacteriaceae recovered from the hospital environment (n=43) and hands (n=49), the prevalence of resistance to gentamicin and cephalosporins were very high (62% and 76% respectively).

Conclusion: Contamination of the near-patient hospital environment and the hands of adults with multi-drug resistant Gram-negative Enterobacteriaceae was common in these wards, representing a substantial risk to patients. Methods used in these evaluations could form objective markers of progress when attempting to reduce the risk of nosocomial infections in an African hospital setting.
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Introduction: Introduction: Improving hand hygiene compliance in hospitals is difficult[1] and surface cleanliness has been shown to relate directly to infection risk[2].

Objectives: This research presents a mathematical model that shows that a equilibrium point exists between investing more into hand disinfection and improving surface cleaning.

Methods: Methodology: This research presents a mathematical model for predicting hand colonisation of healthcare workers and investigates the likelihood of infection transmission from environmental sources. A multi-objective optimisation genetic algorithm is used to investigate the trade-off between improving surface cleaning and hand hygiene compliance with the view of minimising current infection risk.

Results: Results and Discussion: The study suggests that investing in surface cleanliness has a stronger effect on infection rates than improving current levels of hand hygiene. In addition, the current system[2] performs optimally only 11% of the time. 2.5 cfu/cm² is an optimal point for high touch surface cleanliness levels. The model predicts that a 10% reduction of surface contamination equates to an 8% decrease in infection risk. After 75% hand hygiene compliance, returns on infection risk reduction become increasingly smaller.

Conclusion: Conclusions: A framework to reduce infection risk in hospital rooms by optimising the effort put into surface cleaning and hand hygiene is introduced. The mathematical model provides a tool to quantitatively evaluate in terms of cost, the influence of hospital room design on infection risk.
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**Introduction:** Collection and analysis of surveillance data is time consuming and laborious if done manually. Using checklists while doing audit helps in uniform collection of data but it is time consuming and inconvenient. Automation can help in easy capture, analysis, interpretation and dissemination of data. In our hospital we have designed an automated tool which helps in easy capture of data through predefined digital checklists ready to be used on tablets by the infection control nurses during their regular audits.

**Objectives:** This study aims at exploring the impact of automation in effectiveness of infection control surveillance process.

**Methods:** The process of automation was done in the following steps:

1. The content of the checklist was finalised by infection control practitioners.
2. The digital checklists were created as tablet-ready web-based forms using easily available software.
3. The checklist portal was hosted on a server on existing hospital IT infrastructure and made available on tablets via Wiﬁ to infection preventionists.
4. The data entry done in digital checklists was conﬁgured to be stored in the hospital’s database.
5. A business intelligence tool was used to design live dashboards to give the output in the form of auto populated charts and reports ready for review and interpretation.

**Results:**

- Automation of 15 infection control surveillance checklists for a 1200 bedded hospital, there was a total saving of 215 man hours (26 man days) in a month. This helped in cutting down the non value added activities such as physical form ﬁlling, transcribing to a computer, data cleaning, compilation and chart making.
- The PPS Portal was ﬁrst online in May 2016. The data entry for the participating hospitals was from May to October 2016. The users entered data for 230 hospitals, 3255 wards and 20761 patients. Validation was processed from September to November 2016. More than 100 validation rules were applied.
- 177 of 291 users answered the user feedback survey. The mean SUS score is 68.5 (IQR: 57.5; 70.80).

**Conclusion:**

The SUS shows an acceptable to good user acceptance of the PPS Portal. To optimize speciﬁc functions in the user interface closer examinations are needed. Overall the experience shows that the PPS Portal is stable and easy to use. Its capability to manage multiple countries and networks at one time and its multilingual features allow the usage in different countries at the same time. It will be used in summer 2017 in Switzerland in two different languages.
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**Introduction:** The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) has organized a European point prevalence survey (PPS) of healthcare-associated infections (HAI) and antibiotic usage (AU) in German hospitals. The plan was to collect data across the country.

**Objectives:** To develop a web-based software tool (PPS Portal) to simplify the data entry and data analysis process. To measure the usability of the tool.

**Methods:** We implemented the PPS Portal based on the ECDC speciﬁcations for a light and full protocol. It represents the ECDC data forms in a hierarchical tree structure. The target users of the portal are mostly Infection Control Practitioners. Additional functionalities like automatic user registration, validation of the data, import and export of the data in ECDC-compatible formats are provided. To measure the usability of the software, we implemented a system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire. The SUS includes 10 speciﬁc questions. Every question has an answer score range from 1 to 5. A master score (in the range from 0 to 100) was calculated out of all answer scores. This master value allows an interpretation of the usability of the software. All registered participants were invited to answer the SUS questionnaire.

**Results:** The PPS Portal was ﬁrst online in May 2016. The data entry period for the participating hospitals was from May to October 2016. The users entered data for 230 hospitals, 3255 wards and 20761 patients. Validation was processed from September to November 2016. More than 100 validation rules were applied.

**Conclusion:**

177 of 291 users answered the user feedback survey. The mean SUS score is 68.5 (IQR: 57.5; 70.80).
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**Introduction:** Cross transmission of Multi Drug Resistance Organism (MDRO) has become a challenge for hospitals among these MDRO a super bug i.e. CRE (Carbapenem Resistant Enterobacteriaceae) is increasing worldwide. These patients remained without isolation for couple of hours as there was no trigger or alert system to identify readmitted infected patient with CRE.

**Objectives:**

1. To develop a computerized system to generate isolation alerts when CRE patients are readmitted.
2. To reduce the time to isolation of patients readmitted with CRE from 38 hours per patient per month.

**Methods:** The Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) model, a continuous quality improvement (CQI) tool, was used to improve the isolation rates. Plan: In 2016 it was observed that number of CRE patients were increasing from 33 (Jan) to 72 (Aug) and Number of readmitted CRE patients were also increasing 08 (Jan) to 24 (Aug). It took an average of 38 hours per patient to initiate isolation. Problem identiﬁcation was done through brain storming activity and identiﬁed that no computerized system alerts, lack of collaboration of infection control department with bed management ofﬁce and admission ofﬁce, lack of knowledge of health care workers about its transmission. Do: involved Information Technology (IT) department to put Isolation Alerts in system and automatic emails were generated. Education sessions were conducted for healthcare workers and monitoring isolation alerts on daily basis. To calculate the hour’s patients were not isolated with the reasons. Act: all the gaps were identiﬁed and rectiﬁed and ﬂyers were developed and placed at admission ofﬁce and bed management ofﬁce, email receipt list was revised and alerts also displayed at time of bookings.

**Results:**

After the intervention drastic improvement was seen and we were able to achieve our targets and more than 75% patients were isolated at time of admission. The average hours per patient not isolated also improved from 38 hours to 0.8 hours for all CRE.
readmitted patients and when we continued monitoring this data for subsequent month we were able to achieve Zero hours

Conclusion: The burden of MDRO is increasing day by day in hospitals thus a computerized alert system plays a significant role in timely identification of infected patients
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Introduction: Hospital Beatriz Ângelo (HBA) is a JCI-accredited, 425-bed, paper-free, general hospital, opened in 2012. E-health, defined as the use of communication and information technologies in the health field, is optimized in order to improve infection control and antibiotic stewardship, allowing real-time interventions at all levels.

Objectives: OBJECTIVE: Evaluation of one day e-health based infection control and antimicrobial stewardship activities in a secondary hospital.

Methods: A global e-health approach was implemented since opening. Antimicrobial stewardship (AS) is started mainly after real-time e-mail alerts generated by the prescription of conditioned antimicrobials or whenever there’s an inadequate reason. AS can also be started whenever alerts are issued by positive microbiology results for blood cultures or epidemiologically important microorganisms (EIM). Bed management for colonized/infected patients is based on an infection control dashboard, integrating several isolation symbols and e-mail alerts automatically generated by Electronic Epidemiologic Questionnaire on Admission (EEQA), a risk assessment tool filled by physicians at patient’s admission) or manually inserted whenever new isolation is implemented. Epidemiologic surveillance is based on automatically generated alerts for catheter-associated urinary tract infections, surgical site infections and microbiologic results (bloodstream infection).

Results: In one sample day, of 372 inpatient patients, 39 (10.5%) were isolated because of infection/colonization with EIM, while 29 (7.7%) were on contact precautions, awaiting for results of admission screening. Implementation of isolation was done in 2 patients and contact precautions were stopped in 8. Micro alerts where generated for 6 blood cultures, 3 urine cultures and 2 EIM. EEQA isolation procedure alerts were generated in 10 cases. AS interventions were done in 10 situations.

Conclusion: E-health is a major tool for infection prevention and control, as well for antibiotic stewardship. Full data integration allows real-time interventions which are especially important for colonization/infection risk assessment, bed management and antibiotic stewardship, improving quality and safety.
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Introduction: Hospital infections are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in hospitals, as well as being responsible for an increase in hospitalization time and an increase in additional costs with the patient, becoming a public health problem.

Objectives: To evaluate the infection rates of a Hospital for Palliative Care and to verify the incidence of death related to hospital infection.

Methods: Retrospective, descriptive study with quantitative approach. The research was conducted in a private hospital in São Paulo, Brazil, from January 2015 to December 2016. Data collection was performed by the Hospital Infection Control Service and data analysis was performed according to the diagnostic criteria for infection related to the health care of the Long Stay or Psychiatric Hospital Manual of the State Health Department of Health of São Paulo 2016.

Results: In 2015 the incidence densities were 3.27 for urinary tract infection, 1.84 for pneumonia, 0.16 for gastrointestinal infection and 0.57 for integument per 1000 day-patients and in 2016 were 3.07 of urinary tract infection, 1.10 pneumonia, 0.20 gastrointestinal infection, and 0.63 tegumentary infection per 1000 patient-days. The overall infection incidence was 5.85 in 2015 and 4.99 in 2016 of infections per 1000 patient-days. The incidence of death in 2015 was 0.61 and in 2016, 0.23 deaths per 1000 patient-days. The results found in this hospital corroborated with the international data of Long Stay Institutions. In the United States, the incidence of global infection ranges from 1.8 to 13.5 infections per 1000 patient-days and the incidence of death 0.04 to 0.71 per 1000 patient-days.

Conclusion: This research shows the importance of a Hospital Infection Control Service within a Hospital of Care for infection control, including surveillance, isolation precautions, outbreak control, patient care, and employee.
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Introduction: Unconscious patients’ survival in resuscitation has increased thanks to the intensive care and also to the artificial feeding. Although this last one is generally coordinated jointly with the health institutions’ pharmacies, we must take into consideration its qualification.

Objectives: Our objectives were to evaluate application conformity degree of good hygiene practices (GPH) throughout the process of artificial feeding, at a Tunisian university hospital, in order to better control its defects.

Methods: We conducted an audit of artificial feeding process during three months (June, July and August 2016), from the product’s reception up to its administration to patients. We used an evaluation grid
accessing the GPH standards’ level of application and the respect of health rules by direct and repeated observations but also by interviewing the staff of both intensive care and pharmacy.

**Results:** A total of 86 observations and discussions with healthcare staff have been conducted. The overall hygiene standards compliance rate applied to the whole process was 65%. The most non compliant step was the storage at hospital central pharmacy (52.5%). On the other hand, despite shortcomings, the highest average compliance rate was patients’ administration of the products (75%). Failures’ causes have been analyzed by Ichikawa diagram of causes-effect and the SWOT (Strength-Weakness /Opportunities-Threats) analysis.

**Conclusion:** Our study has revealed defects along artificial feeding process, in our hospital, which can be remedied by GPH’s application. In order to strengthen food security’s systems, all establishment stakeholders must federate their effort and assume their responsibilities.
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**Introduction:** Umbilical cord care is a cause of concern for mothers’ right from birth until its separation. Good cord care practices reduces incidence of neonatal morbidity and mortality while cord care practices vary from place to place, some can be harmful to a newborn

**Objectives:** 1. The aim was to establish various cord care practices and the health related implications among newborns in Milgoma 3.

**Methods:** A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted among 110 mothers using systematic random sampling. Data was collected using semi-structured interviewer administered questionnaire, on socio-demographic characteristics, cord care practices and health related implications among newborns. Data was analyzed using SPSS version 20.0 and results were presented using Chi square tables and charts

**Results:** Majority of the respondents were within the age group 20-29 years, Hausa, Muslims. Thirty eight percent of respondents used hot compress, while 30% use of methylated spirit, herbs (15%), toothpaste (10%), use of garlic and ginger (4%) and only 1.5% knew about use of cow dung. 31.8% of respondents children have had complication of poor cord practices. Localized infection was the most common poor cord care complication (33.2%), bleeding (25.3%), sepsis (21.8%) burns (9.6%), neonatal tetanus 5.2% and neonatal jaundice has the least (4.8%)

There was a significant statistical relationship between educational status of respondents and knowledge of scores (P =0.000)

**Conclusion:** Respondents demonstrated a fair knowledge towards cord care, however majority of them practiced harmful cord care practices and majority of the cord-related complications developed were cord infections. Thus the need for enlightenment of mothers by local health authorities to stop harmful traditional practices and adopt beneficial ones.
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**Introduction:** In order to monitor IPC activities in the 5 CMC of Conakry following the training of the providers, periodic evaluations are carried out to measure the level of implementation of IPC performance standards.

**Objectives:** Assess IPC practices in health care facility using IPC performance standards

**Methods:** The evaluation is done through direct observation, an interview and a documentary review by a team of 2 evaluators in 2 days per facility, A summary sheet is used to summarize the results asked by standards.

**Results:** From December 2014 to October 2016, 5 IPC performance evaluation visits were conducted in the 5 CMC of Conakry, with an average of 5 months interval. Analysis of findings from 8 out of 32 IPC standards showed median performances ranging from 38% to 80%, 100% of CMC reached the required performance threshold (75%) at the 5th assessment.

**Conclusion:** The use of IPC standards for self-assessments improves the performance of health workers. The best performance is linked to the regular use of performance standards for self-assessments to address identified and persistence gaps
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**Introduction:** Infection control (IC) requires adequate human resources and activities.

**Objectives:** A nation survey was conducted to describe the coverage and characteristics of these issues in Finland and to evaluate progress during recent years.

**Methods:** Web-based survey was provided via E-mail and mail to all Finnish acute care hospitals. The questionnaire covered information on hospital characteristics, IC staff and activities in 2014. We also asked which information is feasible to update annually and which could be reported publicly.

**Results:** A total of 43 (94%) hospitals responded (5 tertiary and 23 primary care hospitals); 33 provided intensive care and 38 performed surgery. Of the hospitals, 77% had infectious disease specialists and 36% clinical microbiologists participating in IC activities. They used a median of 26% (range by region, 21–33%) and 9% (range, 0–30%) of their work time on IC activities, respectively.
hospitals had trained infection control nurses (ICN), who used a median of 59% (range, 33–68%) of their work time on IC activities of their own hospitals. The median of hospital beds per full-time equivalent ICN was 204 (range, 175–274). All but one hospital had a link nurse system. The written prevention and control guidelines for urinary tract infection, surgical site infection, bloodstream infection, and pneumonia were available in 37–84% of the hospitals and were variously implemented in practice by training (range by infection type, 37–63%), check list (5–23%), auditing (0–2%), surveillance (56–79%) and feedback (42–60%). Of the hospitals, 15/38 surveyed timing of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. Influenza vaccine coverage among staff varied regionally between 31–74%. The latter information was favored for public reporting beside the ICN to bed ratio and hand rub consumption.

Conclusion: In comparison with the results from our previous survey in 2008, the ICN to bed ratio has improved (2008: 257 vs. 2014: 204). However, the doctors’ input in IC is still limited. The unavailability of infection prevention guidelines for the most common infections and lack of surveillance systems in the majority of ICNs. National guidelines with implementation tools could improve this issue.
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Introduction: The reporting of nosocomial infections (NI) has become mandatory since 26/07/2001. However, although the data show a trend towards increased reporting, many institutions still report too little.

Objectives: Make an inventory of the reports in a region and then to try to understand the obstacles to this report.

Methods: Longitudinal observational retrospective study of the reports of the identified region from 01/01/12 to 02/05/16 from the e-sin database. Qualitative variables will be described in terms of enrollment and percentage. The quantitative variables, as a mean and their standard deviation. To identify the factors favoring NI reporting, logistic regression analysis will be performed, with the dependent variable being the reporting of at least one report versus more than one report.

Results: 902 reports were issued over the study period (164 different institutions). We notice a gradual increase in the number of reports. Public institutions report the most. Infections related to the nature, characteristics or profile of resistance to anti-infectives of the pathogen involved as well as epidemic cases are the most common. After adjustment, 2 variables seem to influence the reporting: NI of a rare or particular character, in relation to local, regional or national epidemiological data, as a result of the pathogen in question and having an infection versus colonization. It should be noted that the large size of the institution which appeared significant in univariate no longer appears after adjustment.

Conclusion: In order to try to improve the reporting, it would be useful to have a permanent referral officer in each establishment since it has been shown that the absence of a hygienist practitioner was an obstacle to the validation of an external report. On the other hand, the notions of colonization and infection, even if they represent a difference from a clinical point of view, represent the same risk in terms of hygiene measures. One must not lose sight of the usefulness of reporting which is to rapidly detect unusual infections and take measures for the management of serious and/or elevated nosocomial infectious risk situations.
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Introduction: Liberal medical practice, outside health establishments, may supply healthcare associated infections. Good application degree of hygienic practice depends on doctors’ perception and training (academic and continuous).

Objectives: Our objectives were to specify good hygienic practice (GHP)’s observance degree according to physicians in private practice and to compare two groups’ answers relatively to the practitioners age (more or less than 50 years).

Methods: A descriptive cross-sectional study was realized in 2016 by means of a pre-tested and auto-administered questionnaire with all the general practitioners of private practice in a coastal city of the Tunisian central east region

Results: Participation’s rate is 93,1% with a sex-ratio of 1,7. Sixty-two per cent of the general practitioners are less than 50-years-old. A significant difference in favor of people under 50 was reported for the GHP’s observance relatively to healthcare activities’ waste management (87,3% versus 45,6%; p = 10^-4). Respondents of less than 50 years formulate significantly more their wishes to do a training course in BPH (91,5% versus 54%; p = 10^-4). The victims of blood exposure accidents (BEA) are significantly more prevailing among people over 50 years (62,2% versus 21,1%; p = 10^-4)

Conclusion: Our study reveals importance of in-service training’s strengthening for general physicians, especially the oldest at medical exercise with incentive reminders of the updated recommendations to improve the healthcare associated infections (HAI) risks awareness and their daily optimal management.

Withs to organize HAI’ fight and prevention in liberal medical practice are essential. These initiatives require from professionals to seize HAI problem and to launch evaluation process. It is justifiable to develop motivational and compensatory measures to favor work between peers.
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Introduction: Health alert including medical device vigilance (MDV) contribute to care safety in health institutions. Evaluation of MDV systems in different environments of medical practice represents an essential step to support improvement of healthcare’s quality.

Objectives: The objective is to estimate the knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) of physicians relating to the MDV and to compare it between medical and surgical specialties, in the various hospital services of a Tunisian Central East University-Hospital.

Methods: A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in 2016 including 183 incumbent physicians performing in 24 hospital services, using a pre-established, prestested and self-administered questionnaire, Seizure and Analysis of the data were made by SPSS software 20.0.

Results: Response rate was 81.9%. Practicing physicians in medical services accounted for 81.1% of the participants. The doctors who recognize the existence of a standard form of reporting was
significantly greater in the medical services than surgical ones (51.9% versus 27.8%; p = 0.04). In addition, physicians who are convinced by the importance of reporting under the MDV was significantly more frequent in surgical services (66.7% versus 32.5%; p = 0.007). The importance of efficient and organized MDV's management was more frequently reported by physicians of surgical services than medical ones (83.3% versus 14.3%; p < 0.001).

Conclusion: The institutional strategies for the development of safety culture of care relating to the MDV must take account of the speciality of medical practice in order to better manage healthcare risks and to improve its quality and safety. Adaptation of doctors’ KAP about MDV with training-information programs is crucial since they are influenced by the environment of medical practice.
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Introduction: Available reports of the financial burden incurred by healthcare-acquired infection (HAI) are dependent on local reimbursement contracts and costs limiting the applicability for generation of valid financial schemes.

Objectives: We sought to generate a detailed and valid report of the differences in resource consumption between patients who acquired infections during hospital care and severity-status-matched controls.

Methods: Matched cohort study; Patients with Central Line Associated Blood Stream Infection (CLABSI), Surgical Site infections (SSI) and Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) were identified between 2014 and 2015. We matched three control per patient according to accepted severity indices (SAPS II, ASA and Charlson, respectively), age, sex, hospital unit, time since admission and surgery type (for SSI). All resources used during patient care were identified, as were length of stay and mortality.

Results: We identified 62 CLABSI events, with 179 control; 76 SSI, 213 controls; 92 CDI cases, 276 controls. Respective in-hospital mortality rates were 63% vs. 47% (p = 0.03), 4% vs. 1% (p = 0.11) and 27% vs. 12% (p < 0.001). There was an average increase of 28 (CLABSI), 11 (SSI), and 12 (CDI) antibiotic treatment days. CLABSI led to an average increase of 58 blood tests, 11 imaging tests, and 12 more cultures. The respective SSI estimates are 16, 3 and 3 and the CDI estimates are 17, 2 and 4 (all p < 0.001). There were similar average hospital stays between cases and controls: early mortality among cases evened other longer stays. Results were stable under sensitivity analysis examining the control group results’ maximum and minimum consumption records. Various other additional resources (TPN, dialysis, repeat surgery etc.) were required for patient care and differed between cases and controls.

Conclusion: Our study provides a detailed report of the resource consumption associated with HAI. Unlike previous financial analyses, institutions, administrative bodies and healthcare policy leaders can adapt our findings to identify the local financial implications of HAI and devise incentive/disincentive reimbursement schemes to augment infection control initiatives and reduce HAI.
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Introduction: In the sub-urban slums of Nigeria fraught with poor sewage disposal practices, sewage spills, lack of sanitation and low socio-economic status, prevalence of infectious diseases is high especially amongst immune-compromised patients. Immune-compromised patients are often vulnerable to opportunistic infections including gastroenteric infections. Such opportunistic infections present with severe clinical symptoms which are more difficult to treat in this group of patients compared to infections in otherwise healthy people.

Objectives: To examine the impact of poor sanitation practices on prevalence of gastro-enteric infections amongst HIV patients living in sub-urban slums.

Methods: Stool specimens from 202 HIV patients accessing care and treatment services at two sub-urban clinics, were collected and examined through direct observation in saline (0.85% NaCl solution). Lugol's iodine method was used for the detection of ova, larvae, trophozoites and cysts of intestinal parasites using light microscopy. Smears of direct and concentrated specimens were examined by modified acid fast staining for Cryptosporidium parvum, Isospora belli and Cyclospora spp. CD4 T-lymphocyte count of each patient was estimated using the Becton Dickenson FACSCount system.

Results: Enteric parasites were detected in 91 (45%) stool samples, of which 54 (59.3%) were opportunistic and 37 (40.7%) were non-opportunistic. Opportunistic parasites isolated include C. parvum, I. belli and Cyclospora spp. C. parvum (30.8%) was the most frequently encountered pathogen followed by I. belli (24.2%) and Entamoeba histolytica (23.1%). Opportunistic parasites were isolated in all 42 (20.8%) patients with CD4 count <200 cells/ul. Overall, C. parvum and E. histolytica were the most frequently occurring parasites. Opportunistic parasites were undetectable at CD4 count >500 cells/ul while non-opportunistic parasites were detectable only in 3 patients with CD4 count >500 cells/ul.

Conclusion: Infection prevention and control strategies in immune-compromised patients living in sub-urban slums of Nigeria should not only focus on the administration of drugs for opportunistic infections but also on the provision of basic sanitary facilities, health education campaigns and resuscitation of the public sanitary inspector’s act.
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Introduction: Infections due to multi-drug resistant bacteria is a major contributor to morbidity and mortality in oncology setting and...
is particularly true in hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) patients who have profound underlying immunosuppression. Patients’ endogenous flora from the bowel, mouth and skin may be responsible for many of the serious bacterial infections. Surveillance cultures for drug resistant organisms may have a role in alerting the clinician to the possible etiology of subsequently developing infections.

Objectives: 1. To conduct bacterial surveillance culture and to understand multi drug resistance pattern of organism from HSCT patient sample 2. To provide evidence based antibiotic choice for empirical treatment during HSCT

Methods: 66 patients who underwent hematopoietic stem transplant were included in the study. Swabs for surveillance culture were collected from the anterior nares and axilla to look for the presence of Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Faeces cultures were performed to screen for multi-drug resistant Gram negative bacilli including resistance to third and fourth generation cephalosporins, beta-lactam –beta lactamase inhibitor combinations (BLBLIs), vancomycin resistant enterococci and carbapenems.

Results: Escherichia coli (66) was the commonest organism isolated followed by Klebsiella pneumoniae (17) in the faecal surveillance cultures. Resistance to 3rd and 4th generation cephalosporins was > 50% in E. coli, resistance to meropenem was 13.67% and piperacillin-tazobactam was at 30%. Among K. pneumoniae, resistance to cefotaxime and cefepime was at 35.29%, however all strains were susceptible to the carbapenems. There were 27 isolates of enterococci, of which 18.52% were vancomycin resistant. Five nasal swabs grew Staphylococcus aureus, of which one was methicillin resistant (MRSA)

Conclusion: There is a high level of antibiotic resistance to cephalosporins and BLBLIs in the endogenous Gram negative organisms of our HSCT patients as evident from surveillance faecal cultures. This information can be useful in empirical treatment of subsequently developing infections.
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Introduction: Central venous catheters (CVCs) are essential in the care of patients with severe processes treated in surgical units, intensive care units and hemat-oncological units. In our hospital since 2014, echocardiographic peripherally inserted CVCs have been introduced as an alternative to traditional CVCs

Objectives: Describe the characteristics of infectious complications (IC) that occurred during the use of venous catheters central peripheral insertion (PICC) guided eco technology

Methods: A prospective, observational, analytical, and unicentric study of all oncohaematological patients who had a PICC inserted. Study period from March 2014 to September 2016. All socio-demographic variables, mechanical and infectious complications were collected during PICC use. Statistical analysis with SPSS Statistic 23

Results: During the study period, 591 PICCs were inserted, of which 344 were oncohaematologic patients, of whom 54.9% were women and 45.1% were men. The average number of days of implantation was 124.31. The inherent oncological pathology was mainly solid tumor (81.1%), followed by lymphoma (12.25) and leukemia (5.8%). The main reason for requesting the PICC was chemotherapy (84.6%), the complications during catheter use were: suspected infection (3.5%), microbiologically confirmed bacteremia 2 (1.4%), accidental removal of catheter (5.7%), local infection and obstruction of PICC (6.4%), rest by termination of treatment or by patient’s exitus (not related to infectious complications). The incidence density of PICC-related bacteremia was 0.6‰. The main reason for catheter removal was completion of treatment (56%) followed by exitus 32 (22.7%) (not related to infectious complication), suspicion of infection 5 (3.5%), bacteremia confirmed microbiologically -2 (1.4%), Accidental withdrawal of catheter 8 (5.7), the rest were mechanical complications

Conclusion: The incidence density of PICC-related bacteremias was lower than those published in the national registry (Envin) and a study conducted in our Hematology Unit in 2012. It seems reasonable to assume that the use of CCIPs is associated with a lower Incidence of serious complications, related not only to their insertion, but during their use (fewer infectious or thrombotic complications)
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Introduction: Methylbacterium species are low pathogenic water borne bacteria occasionally involved in outbreaks in hospital settings. It has been reported as an opportunistic pathogen that may infect immunocompromised hosts.

Objectives: Here we describe four patients with central venous catheter (CVC)-related Methylbacterium spp. infections in the same department within a period of three months.

Methods: Four patients with acute myelogenous leukemia were admitted to the hematological department. Blood samples were drawn routinely from the CVC from all patients and cultured in a commercial blood culture bottles system for seven days. Positive blood cultures were examined by microscopy and grown on blood agar plates. Water samples were collected from taps located at all patient rooms where the patients had been and filtrated on TSA media. Bacterial colonies were identified by the API 20 NE system. Ribotyping was performed on an automatized Riboprinter on isolates from the four patients and two water samples.

Results: From April through June 2005 four patients within the same hematological unit had positive blood cultures drawn from CVCs with Methylbacterium spp. This indicated that there could be an outbreak with this species since four cases of a rare bacterium occurred in the same unit at the same time. Methylbacterium spp. were identified in two water samples from two different taps located at the same patient room where all patients had been. At the time of blood culturing, one patient had symptoms of pneumonia and presented with fever, neutropenia and increased C-reactive protein. The remaining patients had no symptoms, showed no fever and were not neutropenic. Ribotyping of the six isolates of Methylbacterium spp. revealed that isolates from two patients admitted at the same time had 92% similarity while the remaining isolates had different ribotypes with less than 80% similarity. Isolates from water were Methylbacterium radiotolerans, whereas isolates from the patients all were Methylbacterium mesophilicum.

Conclusion: The results of the ribotyping indicate the presence of a pseudo-outbreak with potential cross-contamination between two patients in the hospital unit not related to the water distribution system.
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Introduction: It is estimated that half of all acute respiratory infections are caused by viruses, mainly affecting immunosuppressed patients and the elderly.
Objectives: To verify the prevalence of respiratory virus in immunosuppressed patients of a Cancer Hospital of the State of São Paulo.
Methods: Retrospective study performed from January to December, 2016, at a Cancer Hospital of São Paulo. In the patients presenting respiratory symptoms, the viral panel was collected. Detection is done by the RT-PCR technique (reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction).
Results: In this period, 312 viral panel samples were analyzed, of which 48.71% (152) were female patients and 51.28% (160) male patients; 59.88% (162) had hematological tumors and 46.47% (145) solid tumors; 40.38% (126) of the patients were older than 60 years and 59.60% (186) were under 60 years of age. Prevalence was found in this study of 44.55% (139) of respiratory virus. Among them 34.53% (48) of Rhinovirus, 7.19% (10) of Influenza, 5.03% (7) of Metapneumovirus, 25.89% (36) of Influenza Virus H1N1, 7.19% (10) of Parainfluenza, 15.82% (22) of RSV, 2.15% (3) of Bocavirus, 0.71% (1) of Enterovirus, 1.43% (2) of Adenovirus.
Conclusion: The importance of diagnosis is not only due to the large variety of pathogens involved but also to the high frequency of co-infections. In addition, the correct identification of the agents can avoid the excessive use of antibiotics and antivirals in the treatment of respiratory infections and pneumonia. The diagnosis of the viral etiology of respiratory infections, besides contributing to the prevention of the transmission of respiratory viruses, can lead to a reduction in hospitalization time, the use of antibiotics and antivirals, specific isolation precautions and laboratory tests, rationalizing costs.
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Introduction: Prevalence of Healthcare Associated Infections(HAI) varies between 5.7 and 19.1% in developing countries. Multimodal interventions have been found to be more effective than single interventions in prevention and control of HAIs. The success of any initiative is further dependent upon the participation of various stakeholders with differing perspectives, priorities and behaviours. A Quality Improvement(QI) initiative was undertaken to improve infection control practices in the stem cell transplant unit of a cancer hospital in Delhi, India.
Objectives: To improve the infection control practices in the stem cell transplant unit using QI techniques and tools. To increase hand hygiene compliance to 70% or above by 8 weeks. To reduce the HAI rate to 6% in one year.
Methods: Magnitude of the problem was assessed via surveillance through open air sampling of Mannitol Salt Agar plates and direct observation to assess hand hygiene compliance, brain storming done for root cause analyses using QI tools, 10 priority interventions were identified which were ranked based on 5 parameters in a feasibility matrix. PDCA cycles were done.
Results: Pre-intervention, overall hand hygiene compliance was 47.5% and it was lowered in hospital orderlies and sanitation attendants (9.09%). Post-intervention, it significantly increased to 66, 70 and 70% at 3rd, 6th and 9th week respectively. Among hospital orderlies and sanitation attendants, it rose to 69, 65 and 64 per cent in 3rd, 6th and 9th week respectively. Intervention was continued till 9 weeks and compliance to hand hygiene followed till 24 weeks. There was significant decline in compliance of HCWs related to hand hygiene till 24th week. Pre-intervention, the average bacterial colony count and Staph aureus colony count reduced from 12.9 and 5.45 to 1.65 and 1 respectively.
Conclusion: QI initiatives for infection prevention and control based on interventions identified and executed through involvement of all stakeholders is an effective strategy to bring a significant reduction in risks of acquiring HAIs.
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Introduction: Elizabethkingia miricola is an emerging pathogen in the paediatric haematology setting. The only method currently available to correctly identify Elizabethkingia subspecies is rpoB sequence cluster analysis.
Objectives: We describe 3 cases of E. miricola bacteraemia and the ensuing investigations.
Methods: 3 paediatric haematology patients were positive for E. meningoseptica from blood cultures in a 6 month period. Isolates were sent to the ARHAI Reference Unit and identified as E. miricola. Results: Isolates were identified by the reference unit as E. miricola using rpoB sequence cluster analysis. Typing revealed three unique strains of the organism. The three isolates were ESBL producers and meropenem resistant due to the production of a metallo-β-lactamase. All three patients required treatment of E. miricola bacteraemia. Infection control investigation revealed no commonalities between patients other than having been an inpatient on the same ward at different times. Water samples from outlets and chilled beams on the ward tested negative for Elizabethkingia sp.
Conclusion: Following its identification in 2003 clinical isolates and case reports of *E. miricola* have been rare. It was unusual for us to encounter three bacteremia cases over a six month period. Typing revealed three different strains making a point source unlikely. Water testing of outlets and chilled beams were all negative. Patients required treatment and the isolates were multi-resistant meaning treatment options were limited. Our isolates were misidentified initially as *E. meningolectica*. Diagnostic labs should consider sending *E. meningolectica* to reference units to identify rarer species such as *E. miricola*.
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Introduction: Faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) is a widely used treatment option in refractory and recurrent *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI). The experience in immunosuppressed patients has been largely safe and effective.

Objectives: To highlight a potential complication of FMT in immunosuppressed hosts.

Methods: We report a case of a young immunosuppressed woman who developed polymicrobial bacteraemia after FMT for recurrent CDI.

Results: The patient was a 25 year old woman with a primary immunodeficiency syndrome of unclear aetiology, multiple hypersensitivities and autoimmune polyglandular syndrome: type 1 diabetes mellitus, adrenal insufficiency and hypothyroidism. She was on immunoglobulin replacement as well as insulin, prednisalone and levothryoxine. Previous infections included *Mycobacterium fortuitum* osteomyelitis, multiple bacterial and fungal wound infections, acute cholecystitis, a chronic rectal ulcer requiring partial resection, and catheter-related bloodstream infections. Due to prior treatment with broad-spectrum antibiotics, she developed recurrent CDI despite multiple courses of oral metronidazole and vancomycin. She underwent FMT via colonoscopy. Six hours later, she developed septic shock with a 40 °C fever, tachycardia and hypotension. Blood cultures grew *Enterococcus faecalis*, *Escherichia coli* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae*. She was treated with intravenous antibiotics. She recovered well enough to be discharged, but soon returned with fever. Unfortunately, she continued to have CDI, and eventually underwent total colectomy with end ileostomy formation.

Conclusion: While FMT is an effective treatment for recurrent CDI, it should be carefully considered in immunosuppressed patients, in whom we do not understand the interaction between the faecal microbiome and host immune system.
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Introduction: Infections caused by multiresistant microorganisms are associated with prolonged hospital stays, high costs, and increased morbidity and mortality.

Objectives: To verify the incidence of multiresistant bacteria (*Enterococcus* spp resistant to vancomycin, Acinetobacter baumannii and *Klebsiella* pneumoniae producing carbapenemase) in surveillance swabs in HIV/AIDS patients of a Hospital of Infectology of the State of Sao Paulo.

Methods: Retrospective study conducted from October 2016 to February 2017, in a Hospital of infectious diseases in the State of Sao Paulo. The surveillance swab was collected weekly from all patients admitted to the Intensive Care Unit.

Results: In this period, 130 surveillance swab cultures collected from HIV/AIDS patients, with an incidence of 24.6% (32) were analyzed for multiresistant microorganisms. Sixty percent (2 cases) of Acinetobacter baumannii, 60.6% (20 cases) of *Enterococcus* spp resistant to vancomycin (VRE) and 33.3% (11 cases) of *Klebsiella* pneumoniae producing carbapenemase (KPC) were isolated. This study shows the importance of identifying these microorganisms for preventive measures to be implemented; colonized patients are placed in contact precautions. The hygienization of the environment is performed with 0.5% sodium hypochlorite, hygienization of the hands with chlorhexidine degermant and is performed an audit by the Hospital Infection Control Service.

Conclusion: Several factors are related to the persistence of these microorganisms within hospital units, such as individual vulnerability of patients, prolonged use of antimicrobials generating selective pressure, cross-transmission by colonized and/or infected patients, and the impact of adherence to prevention and control measures of infections. The simple act of sanitizing hands before and after patient care can prevent these transmissions.
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Introduction: Healthcare-associated Infections (HAI) represents one of the main problems in the quality of health care due to an increase in hospitalization time, morbidity and mortality, as well as disorders caused by pain, malaise, isolation, and finally by patient suffering. Patients with HIV/AIDS are potentially a population at higher risk for acquisition of HAI when compared to other groups of hospitalized patients.

Objectives: To verify the incidence density of the infections related to health care in a Hospital of Infectious Diseases of the State of Sao Paulo.

Methods: Descriptive, retrospective and quantitative study, whose objective was to analyze the occurrence of hospital infections in patients of the Intensive Care Unit from January to December, 2016, in a reference Hospital in Infectology of the State of Sao Paulo.

Results: 90 infections related to health care were verified between January and December 2016 in patients with HIV/AIDS. Of these infections, the incidence density ratio was 13.6 (41) of primary
laboratory bloodstream infections; 19.7 (28) of pneumonia associated with mechanical ventilation; 2.0 (6) for pneumonia, 2.9 (7) for infection related to central vascular access and 1.7 (5) for urinary tract infection. The highest incidence density of HAI observed in the Intensive Care Unit was pneumonia associated with mechanical ventilation, corroborating with the study by Romcy YM (2009).

Conclusion: The importance of approach and application of the Bundle of Prevention of Pneumonia Associated with Mechanical Ventilation, besides the early withdrawal of invasive devices that act as important risk factors and are determinant in the occurrence of infections.
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Introduction: The Ministry of Health of Mozambique pledged to eliminate vertical transmission, reduce sexual transmission by 50% and increase antiretroviral therapy coverage up to 80%. To achieve these goals, it is essential that HIV-infected persons must access HIV care services in a timely manner. However, HIV-infected persons in Mozambique are continuously accessing care and treatment services at an advanced stage of the disease.

Objectives: To explore reasons why patients with positive diagnosis do not adhere to services and care of HIV, regardless of the disease stage.

Methods: In-depth interviews were conducted to 90 newly diagnosed HIV-positive patients in one health facility in Maputo City and two urban and rural health facilities in the province of Zambezia. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and translated prior to analysis by NVivo.

Results: According with patients, issues such as long distances to the health facility, long waiting time, lack of access to transport, lack of money, stigma and side-effects were the most frequently barriers to timely enrollment in HIV care and treatment after testing. Most of the participants living in Zambezia stated that they had difficulties of accessing to the clinic because of the distance. One of the facilitators for the timely enrollment of patients in the care and treatment of HIV is related to the fact that enrollment's process in HIV care happens the next day after the test completion. Family support associated with the basic knowledge related to HIV was mentioned as one of the main factors that led to an early onset of ART therapy. While some patients reported that the sensation of feeling good while doing the medication is one of the factors that mostalso contributes to ART therapy adherence, others showed to feel motivated for the treatment due to the encouragement given by their social networking.

Conclusion: Adherence to treatment is influenced by the desire of feeling healthy. Our results suggest that one of the major facilitators for a timely enrollment of patients in care services and treatment of HIV is the flexible process of enrollment in HIV care at health facilities. The stigma and side-effects were the most frequently barriers to timely enrollment in HIV care and treatment.
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Introduction: Deadly outbreaks of CRE and other MDROs, have been associated with flexible endoscopes, highlighting the importance of effective cleaning and disinfection.

Objectives: The objective of this study is to quantify how protein and adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) concentrations vary in clinical soil removed from patient-used endoscopes as the device is cleaned and disinfected.

Methods: The study measured levels of protein and ATP in 89 endoscopes (48 colonoscopes, 38 gastrosopes, 3 duodenoscopes) at two US clinical sites for three points during reprocessing: bedside cleaning, post-manual cleaning, and after high level disinfection (HLD). ATP concentrations in Relative Light Units (RLUs) were determined using a luminometer. Protein concentrations in mg/mL were determined using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay. A non-linear least squares regression was used to determine the relationship between the two markers.

Results: A Log Normal function was found to provide the best fit to the data (solid red line, R² = 0.72; 95% confidence intervals shown as dotted red lines). The analysis shows that ATP and protein levels are linearly correlated (dashed black line, R² = 0.68) for protein concentrations greater than 8 mg/mL and ATP values greater than 20 RLUs (corresponding to an ATP concentration of ~7 fmoles/ml). Also shown on Deviation from linearity of the ATP-protein correlation occurs well below the intersection point of cleanliness criterions found in ANSI/AAMI ST-91:2015. A BCA assay was chosen because it has a limit of detection <1 mg/ml.

Conclusion: This study found that the concentration of ATP and protein found in clinical soil collected from patient used endoscopes, are linearly correlated to levels well-below those defined by currently accepted cleanliness criterions.
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Introduction: Several recent deadly outbreaks of CRE and other MDROs, have been associated with flexible endoscopes, highlighting the importance of effective cleaning and disinfection.

Objectives: The objective of this study is to quantify how clinical soil is removed from patient-used endoscopes as the device progresses through cleaning and disinfection.

Methods: The study measured levels of adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) and protein in 118 endoscopes (53 colonoscopes, 59 gastrosopes, 6 duodenoscopes) at four clinical sites (2 in the US and 2 in Germany) for three points during reprocessing: bedside cleaning, post-manual cleaning, and after high level disinfection (HLD). ATP concentrations in Relative Light Units (RLUs) were determined using a luminometer. Protein concentrations in μg/mL were determined using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay. A general linear model (GLM) employing three factors (clinical site, endoscope type and reprocessing step) was used for the statistical analysis. P-values < 0.01 indicated significance.
Results: GLM analysis the ATP data showed that the only significant factors were the endoscope type and the reprocessing step, whereas for the protein data, only reprocessing step was a significant factor. Importantly, clinical site was not a significant factor for either marker. Mean values of ATP and protein are summarized by workflow step and endoscope type respectively. Also shown are the differences in the means by each factor. A Tukey pairwise comparisons identified significant differences in the means.

Conclusion: This study found that levels of clinical soil, characterized by the concentrations of ATP and protein, decrease as the endoscope is decontaminated, independently of clinical site. The study also found that contamination levels in gastroscopes and duodenoscopes were significantly higher than in colonoscopes at each step of the process. These findings imply that the process used to clean and disinfect these devices can only remove a fixed amount of contamination at each step, and may not be capable of properly decontaminating endoscopes with excessive initial amounts of clinical soil.
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Introduction: Hospital Beatriz Ângelo (HBA) is a JCI-accredited, 425-bed general hospital. Proving adequacy and conformity to endoscope reprocessing guidelines has quality, safety and legal implications. In HBA, endoscopies are performed at a special unit, comprising 2 Automatic Washer-Disinfector (AWD). 23 scopes are in use, with a mean daily number of 32 exams (8793 last year). The will of starting a traceability system lead to design an easy manual system, allowing the knowledge of sequence of all patients submitted to exam with each scope.

Objectives: Implementing a traceability system to correlate scopes and patients.

Methods: Our traceability system is a manual registry that only uses AWD validation ticket and patient’s identification tag. Tags and tickets are organized in a specific order, one folder per scope. We start by introducing the previous patient ID number (patient A) in the subsequent AWD cycle, so that this information ends up in AWD validation ticket of that cycle. In the first raw of scope’s folder, this ticket is stamped on the left. Next patient submitted to exam with that scope identification’s tag (patient B) is stamped on the right, and so on. In doing so, we are able to know: 1) who underwent previous examination (patient A); 2) if the reprocessing process was valid (and 3) who was the patient that went to next examination (patient B). In the row beneath we repeat this scheme, starting with patient B post AWD validation ticket to the left and next patient submitted to exam identification tag (patient C) to the right.

Results: Currently, traceability is possible for all exams performed in each scope since implementation. If any problem occurs we are able to identify every patient that underwent previous and afterwards endoscopic procedure with a specific scope. We do this without access to any software or data processing module, but only by organizing data with specific scheme, using solely AWD validation cycle ticket.

Conclusion: Traceability of reprocessing processes is a gold standard for critical devices. Semi-critical devices however lack this information support, which is critical in the recent outbreaks associated to scope design. Our data organization allows any unit with standard AWD machines to have a traceability system and to proof adequate reprocessing procedure prior to any exam in any point of time, with no need of additional IT requirements.
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Introduction: The endoscopic technology is increasingly complex, devices reprocessing requires detailed description of the procedure and a close monitoring. We consider that current guidelines are not objective enough, and it is necessary to effective monitor the washing, the most basic procedure. All medical devices should be thoroughly rinsed prior to any disinfection or sterilization process. The presence of organic matter inhibits contact with the disinfection/sterilization agent and may interfere with the high disinfection effectiveness. Quality control of the all phases involved cleaning endoscopes has been associated with patient infections reduction.

Objectives: To enhance the importance of audit endoscopy cleaning.

Methods: 1. Cleaning process audit in two times, initial and after institution of corrective measures, using biochemical methods with ATP technology (RLU). Such detect dirt and infer quality of cleaning, but are not reliable for detect microbial contamination. All hospital endoscopes were audited: mechanical automatic lavage (gastroenterology and pneumology) and manual lavage (urology, gynecology and otorhinology). 2. Sharing of initial audit results to the operational team and discussion of corrective measures which should be implemented. Subsequently, new audit was made to infer the improvements.

Results: The endoscopes subject to mechanical automatic lavage were clean; in manual lavage we detected two non-conformity: one related with a cystoscopy and one related with an endovaginal probe. In the second audit, the results were very positive, in the cystoscopy we’ve found a reduction from 6791 to 31 RLU; in the endovaginal probe reduction from 298 RLU to 128 RLU.

Conclusion: Periodic auditing for the cleaning procedure is essential as an indicator of quality control. Audits of reprocessing practices promote identification of failures and consequent opportunity for continuous quality improvement. Incorrect reprocessing steps, such as pre-cleaning and cleaning, may cause a wrong disinfection. A visual assessment is not enough. This audit using ATP technology was useful to monitor and control the process of cleaning medical devices, identifying problems, promoting improvements and patient safety.
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Introduction: Gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy is an important tool for the diagnosis and management of GI tract disorders. GI endoscopy is performed in body cavities heavily colonized with microorganisms. The reprocessing of the endoscope to allow for its use in multiple patients involves multiple steps: pre-cleaning, cleaning, disinfection, rinsing, drying, and then storage. There are effective protocols for the reprocessing of endoscopes. However the accepted time interval (hang time) for the storage of reprocessed endoscope is not well defined. There is a strong paucity of research in this area. At the MNGHA, the practice has been reprocessing every 24 hours regardless of whether the endoscope has been used or not. We decided to conduct a microbiobiological surveillance on selected endoscopes to evaluate any potential growth of microorganisms.
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Introduction: The risks associated with a blood and body fluid exposure are serious in healthcare personnel (HCP).

Objectives: The aim of this study is to verify the seroconversion rate of occupational exposures.

Methods: An observational prospective study was done at a 2,322-bed teaching hospital in Korea from January 2010 to December 2015. The prevention approaches including education, use of personal protective equipment and safety-engineered devices has been maintained through this period and the injury rate per 100 occupied beds per year did not changed significantly (average of 21.4). At the time of self-reporting of exposure, blood sample of HCP and the source was collected for baseline HBV, HCV, and HIV serum markers. The HCP exposed, susceptible to HBV or exposed to HIV was administered postexposure prophylaxis (PEP) according to CDC recommendations. Follow-up laboratory testing was obtained on HCP exposed to HBV, HCV and HIV up to maximum 6 months.

Results: A total of 2,975 injuries were reported. Percutaneous injury was the most common (88.9%), mucous membrane exposure was following (10.4%). Serologic test results of the source identified were obtained in 2,180 cases (388 HBV-positive, 188 HCV-positive, 38 HIV-positive and 11 multiple seropositive). Sixty eight among exposed HCP to HBV had anti-HBs titers <10 mIU/mL (17.6%), 7 of them had already vaccinated. No HBV seroconversion case has been detected. No HIV seroconversion after exposure to HIV-infected source was found. Among exposed HCP to HCV, 172 were finished follow-up laboratory testing. Two cases had positive results for HCV-PCR conducted at 4 weeks after exposure and seroconversion rate was 1.2%. One was associated to disposal of a suture needle, the other was to remove a hollow-bore phlebotomy needle.

Conclusion: Since most HCP is immune to HBV as the result of pre-exposure vaccination and PEP is used for exposures to sources known to be HIV-infected, no seroconversion of HBV and HIV was seen. HCV seroconversion rate is similar to other studies. Vaccination, prevention of percutaneous injuries and other blood exposures and prompt and appropriate PEP intervention are important in preventing the transmission of bloodborne viruses to HCP.
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Introduction: Accidental blood exposure is frequent among surgeons and may cause severe consequences such as HIV and hepatitis B and C infections.

Objectives: To determine the Surgeon’s knowledge, attitudes and practices related to accidental blood exposure in the operating rooms of a Tunisian tertiary care hospital.

Methods: Cross sectional study was conducted in the four operating rooms of a tertiary care Tunisian hospital between July and December 2016. All surgeons of the hospital were included. A self-administrated questionnaire was used to collect data about knowledge, attitudes and practices related to accidental blood exposure.

Results: The prevalence of blood exposure was 79.7%. The higher prevalence was reported in Gynaecology (100%) followed by General surgery (91.7) then Ophthalmology (75%) and finally Oto-rhino-laryngology (71.4%) (p = 0.047). Gynaecologists were the most surgeons who underestimated the protective role of double gloving during interventions (29.6%) compared to the surgeons from the General surgery (16.6%), Ophthalmology (16.2%) and Oto-rhino-laryngology (8%). While this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.27). Compared to the other surgeons, Gynaecologists were the surgeons who request serology for themselves after blood exposure the less frequently: 50% versus 75% in both: General surgery and Oto-rhino-laryngology and 92% in Ophthalmology (p = 0.03). Moreover, Gynaecologists were the surgeons who registered blood exposure accidents the less frequently (24%), compared to Ophthalmologists (73%), General surgeons (25%) and Oto-rhino-laryngologists (25%) (p = 0.01). Conclusion: The prevalence of accidental blood exposure in the Tunisian operating rooms is high, especially in Gynaecology. Interventions to improve the surgeon’s attitudes and practices related to blood exposure prevention are required.
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Introduction: Accidental blood exposure is frequent among surgeons and may cause severe consequences such as HIV and hepatitis B and C infections.

Objectives: To determine the surgeon’s knowledge, attitudes and practices related to accidental blood exposure in the operating rooms of a Tunisian tertiary care hospital.

Methods: Cross sectional study was conducted in the four operating rooms of a tertiary care Tunisian hospital between July and December 2016. All surgeons of the hospital were included. A self-administrated questionnaire was used to collect data about knowledge, attitudes and practices related to accidental blood exposure.

Results: The prevalence of blood exposure was 79.7%. The higher prevalence was reported in Gynaecology (100%) followed by General surgery (91.7) then Ophthalmology (75%) and finally Oto-rhino-laryngology (71.4%) (p = 0.047). Gynaecologists were the most surgeons who underestimated the protective role of double gloving during interventions (29.6%) compared to the surgeons from the General surgery (16.6%), Ophthalmology (16.2%) and Oto-rhino-laryngology (8%). While this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.27). Compared to the other surgeons, Gynaecologists were the surgeons who request serology for themselves after blood exposure the less frequently: 50% versus 75% in both: General surgery and Oto-rhino-laryngology and 92% in Ophthalmology (p = 0.03). Moreover, Gynaecologists were the surgeons who registered blood exposure accidents the less frequently (24%), compared to Ophthalmologists (73%), General surgeons (25%) and Oto-rhino-laryngologists (25%) (p = 0.01). Conclusion: The prevalence of accidental blood exposure in the Tunisian operating rooms is high, especially in Gynaecology. Interventions to improve the surgeon’s attitudes and practices related to blood exposure prevention are required.
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Introduction: Some specialties are deemed to be at increased risk of blood exposure accidents (BEA) at hospital. Surgeons are known as the most exposed caregivers to the risk of BEA.

Objectives: Our objective was to clarify the prevalence of BEA among surgeons and to describe their perceptions and practical attitudes following the occurrence of a BEA.

Methods: A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in 2016 including all surgeons, holders or in training (Residents), in surgical services of our University-Hospital that were present during the period of the study. Collection of data was made by a self-administered pre-established and pre-tested questionnaire. Seizure and analysis of the data were made by the SPSS software v20.0.

Results: Overall response rate was 83.1% (64/77). History of BEA was reported by 79.7% of the participants. BEA’s reported average number was 3. The BEA had occurred by stitch in 75% of cases. The BEA most provider specialties were: gynecology (95%), general surgery (91.7%), ophthalmology (75%) and finally the otolaryngology (71.4%) (p = 0.047).

Following a BEA, 25% of the victims report that they have not conducted the first care (especially no application of an antiseptic), 9.8% have consulted to emergencies, 29.4% have stated and have benefited from viral serologies and 15.7% have had the agreement of the source patients for their practice of serologies.

Conclusion: Better mastery of the infectious risk linked to the BEA among surgeons remains a health issue. It is essential to opt for the strengthening of the training and information about universal measures of BEA prevention; and to opt for dissemination of safety equipment. Implementation of BEA structured prevention strategy, according to the updated and clearly defined modalities, is essential in order to better manage risks of infection and to improve quality and safety of surgical practices.
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Introduction: In Singapore, all healthcare workers who come in contact with patients and patient specimens are recommended for annual seasonal influenza vaccination. Although the seasonal influenza vaccination is free and offered at our Ambulatory Cancer Centre, the uptake among HCW has seen a gradual decline from 41% in 2007 to 28% in 2015.

Objectives: The objectives of this study were to examine motivators and barriers influencing healthcare worker's compliance with influenza vaccination; and identify modifiable factors that can improve vaccine take-up rate.

Methods: A cross-sectional anonymous survey was distributed to 906 healthcare workers (HCW) at Cancer Centre with a response rate of 56% in 2016. The survey consisted of 3 sections; demographic data, vaccination history and Health Belief Model Categories Scale.

Results: A total of 205 HCW (41%) were vaccinated in 2015. About half of HCW had ≥ 5 years working experience, and 74% had patient contact. HCW had received seasonal influenza vaccines in the past 5 years (p < 0.001) and those with patient contact (p = 0.05) were more likely to be vaccinated. Nineteen of the 21 HBM factors were also associated with influenza vaccine uptake (p < 0.05). On multivariate analysis, independent factors associated with vaccination uptake were (1) history of receiving influenza vaccine in the past 5 years (OR = 28.75; 95% CI, 12.01-68.83); (2) perceived protection after the influenza vaccination (OR = 2.77; 1.64-4.69); (3) concern the use of talks/poster as reminder for influenza vaccination (OR = 2.01; 1.18-3.43); and (4) concerns about the serious adverse reactions after receiving influenza vaccine (OR = 0.41; 0.22-0.76).

Conclusion: This study allowed an in-depth insight into the fundamental reasons of healthcare workers' reluctance to receive influenza vaccination. With the identification of factors influencing vaccination, tailoring promotion programmes targeted at addressing HCW's concerns; giving positive motivations thereby leading to increase uptake of vaccinations is invaluable.
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Introduction: The national Infection Control guideline recommends a package for preventing TB transmission amongst Health care workers (HCWs). The burden of TB disease among HCWs is unknown despite the high prevalence in the region.

Objectives: To assess the TB burden among HCW in the region.

Methods: Namibia notified 10,610 cases of all forms of TB in 2013. Ohangwena region accounted for 10% of these cases and 15% of the country's Drug Resistant TB cases. Sensitization meetings were held with the Nurse Managers and all HCWs, and symptom screening was done for all HCWs (747) with a standardized questionnaire. Symptomatic staff submitted sputum samples, which were tested using Gene Xpert.

Results: Out of 747 HCW screened, 316 (42%) had at least one symptom of TB. Of these, 291 (92%) submitted sputum for further laboratory investigation with Gene Xpert. M.tb was detected in 20 (7%) of the samples; none of these had rifampicin resistance. Nurses constituted 84% (40%) of the confirmed cases.

Conclusion: There is a high incidence of TB among HCWs in the region, possibly due to occupational exposure. Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) measures need to be strengthened including airborne infection precautions. Nurse Manager's need to ensure that facilities conduct risk assessment and develop facility Infection Control plans. There is a need to strengthen routine TB screening of HCWs and evaluate role of occupational exposure in TB transmission.
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Introduction: In 2014, Tuberculosis (TB) laboratories (labs) in Kenya processed approximately 600,000 sputum samples. The same year, Kisumu county of Kenya had a high TB Case Notification Rate (CNR) per 100,000 population; 302 vs 210 nationally.

Objectives: To assess laboratories biosafety measures in TB laboratories in Kisumu County.

Methods: A cross sectional survey was conducted within TB diagnostic labs in Kisumu County in 2015 using an adopted version of the World Health Organization's (WHO) biosafety recommendations for TB labs (18 administrative, 14 Post Exposure Prophylaxis, 22 codes of practice and 14 Lab Design measures). Overall compliance was defined adherence to at least 75% of each of the four measures. Chi square statistics were used to describe lab characteristics by compliance status.

Results: Thirty-seven (32/ 86) TB diagnostic centers in the county were assessed. Majority were based in government-owned health facilities (50%), of level 3 (41%), were not undergoing accreditation (84%), had ≥ 3 lab technologists (49%), had a lab cleaner (94%) did not have a sample receptionist (84%), and had an average monthly workload of <20 sputum smears. Only 7 (22%) of laboratories were compliant. A significantly higher proportion of compliant labs were observed in level 4 and 5 facilities compared to level 2 and 3 (44% vs. 13%), where there was a receptionist compared to where there wasn't (80% vs. 11%), and among labs undergoing accreditation compared to those that weren't (100% vs. 7%), (p < 0.05). A higher proportion of compliant labs was also observed among mission-owned compared to privately-owned and government-owned health facilities (29% vs. 22% and 19% respectively); and where there were ≥2 lab technologists compared to where there weren't (26% vs. 15%), there was a biosafety officer compared to where there wasn't (29% vs. 135) and where the workload was ≥20 sputum smear per month compared to where it was less (33% vs. 10%) (p < 0.05).

Conclusion: Kisumu county Lab personnel operate under suboptimal biosafety conditions. The TB control program ought to enhance and routinely monitor Tb laboratory biosafety measures.
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Introduction: It is a fact that hair and beauty salon workers as well as their customers are at risk of infection. The knowledge and practice of risk prevention among this group in developing countries has been shown to be poor thus increasing the risk of infection transmission.

Objectives: To determine the knowledge of occupational risk and the practice of risk prevention among hairdressers in Sabon Gari Local Government Area, Kaduna state.

Methods: A cross sectional descriptive study was carried out within the months of April and May of 2016. Cluster sampling technique was used to obtain a sample of 56 hairdressers. A pretested semi-structured interviewer administered questionnaire was used to elicit information from the respondents. Data was entered and analysed using IBM SPSS version 21. Chi square test or Fisher’s exact test were used as test of association between categorical variables.

Results: Majority (76.8%) of the hairdressers were aware of the occupational risk associated with their work. Only 16.3% and 20% of the respondents agreed that HIV and Hepatitis (B and C) respectively can be transmitted in the salon. About three-fifths of the respondents had a good knowledge score. The practice of handwashing before each client was present in 57.1% of respondents while only 79.6% of the hairdressers used new razor blade for each client. Majority (96.4%) sterilized sharp equipment before use. The overall practice of risk prevention was found to be good in 68.5% of the respondents. There was a statistically significant relation between level of education of the respondents and knowledge score (P = 0.003). However, no statistically significant relationship was found between their knowledge and practice of risk prevention (P = 0.713).

Conclusion: Although the overall knowledge and practice of risk prevention was found to be high, their knowledge and practices on certain aspects of the risk was unacceptable. It is recommended that the local government health authorities should institute specific health trainings focused on deficient areas in order to prevent spread of infections.
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Introduction: Pasco County Fire Rescue (PCFR) provides fire suppression and emergency medical services (EMS) response in a suburban area of Florida (United States). The department employs approximately 475 emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and paramedics and operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Exposure responses are necessary 24 hours per day, including when the Infection Control Officer (ICO) is not in the office.

Objectives: The objective of this project was to develop a system to assist field personnel without background in infection prevention in forming a decision about the level of exposure response when the ICO was not in the office.

Methods: Current guidelines from the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention were used to develop a summary decision pathway. Once the questions in the pathway were answered, a “level” was determined which instructed the employee that immediate, moderate, or delayed response from the ICO was appropriate.

Results: A color-coded algorithm was developed to determine decision levels for each possible exposure situation. For example, questions that indicated a bloodborne pathogen exposure may have occurred were coded green and required an immediate notification of the ICO. Suspicions of exposure to tuberculosis were coded yellow, as baseline testing could be arranged during the next business day.

Conclusion: Implementation of a color-coded, binary decision pathway has empowered field personnel to seek professional guidance from the Infectious Control Officer when appropriate and has reduced unnecessary after hours calls for issues that could be appropriately delayed until normal working hours.
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Introduction: Emergency Medical Services (EMS) personnel are not typically included in discussion regarding traditional healthcare workers. However, EMS personnel operate in an environment that increases the risk for exposure to pathogens. Pasco County Fire Rescue utilizes approximately 475 emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and paramedics to provide emergency medical services in the community. Infection Prevention services are provided by the Infection Control Officer (ICO).

Objectives: The objectives of this project were to: 1) describe exposure scenarios to personnel within a Fire Department and 2) to demonstrate how such exposures justify the need for an Infection Preventionist in this type of setting.

Methods: The two week period from February 1st to February 14th, 2017 was reviewed to delineate the issues and concerns that required attention from the ICO.

Results: Within a 14 day period, 4 significant exposures were reported by field personnel (EMTs and paramedics): 1) scabies 2) norovirus 3) hepatitis B and 4) hepatitis C. In addition, the ICO continued to promote voluntary tuberculosis (TB) screening program that was implemented. During this time period, the ICO also participated in a newly formed coalition of community partners assembled by the local Health Department to address a significant increase in acute Hepatitis B cases locally.

Conclusion: There is a demonstrated need for the guidance and expertise of an Infection Preventionist within agencies providing EMS response.
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Introduction: NANOSHIELD (Nanosystem s.r.o) is a nanotechnology products for surface protection, especially for concrete surfaces, interior and exterior plaster, painted and unpainted metals, glass, natural and synthetic textiles, ceramics and plastics. Combination with cleaning product Cleaner (Nanosystem s.r.o) inhibited bacteria and destroyed its molecular structure by disrupting the membrane of their cells. It has high cleaning and antibacterial properties. There is no need to use gloves or other protective equipment due to its natural composition.

Objectives: We performed monitoring of bacterial contamination in a public toilets using an ATP bioluminescence assay (3 M). We compared bacterial contamination on NANOSHIELD treated surface cleaned with CLEANER and surface without NANOSHIELD.
cleaned with traditional cleaning products. Statistical analyses were performed using R-project and P < 0.05 were considered significant.

Methods: We performed monitoring of bacterial contamination in a public toilets using an ATP bioluminescence assay (3 M). We compared bacterial contamination on NANOSHIELD treated surface cleaned with CLEANER and surface without NANOSHIELD cleaned with traditional cleaning products. Statistical analyses were performed using R-project and P < 0.05 were considered significant.

Results: NANOSHIELD was applicable on different surface in public toilets (button flushing, toilet seat, interior door handle on the toilet, faucets, flush). Median RLU on surfaces in public toilet treated with NANOSHIELD cleaned with CLEANER was significant lower (P < 0.05) than surface without NANOSHIELD cleaned with common cleaning products [80 RLU (IQR = 101 – 1569) vs. 2325 RLU (IQR = 1481 – 8483); P < 0.05].

Conclusion: On the basis of the measurements ATP, surfaces treated with NANOSHIELD plus CLEANER have significant lower bacterial contamination than surface without NANOSHIELD cleaned with common products. Further studies are necessary to assess the effect this products on microbial contamination of environment, especially in health care setting.
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Abstract video clip: Background:
Microorganisms are ubiquitous in the environment. Many bacteria including multi-drug resistant organisms (MDRO), such as Methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA), carbapenem-resistant *Acinetobacter Baumannii* (CRAB), multi-drug resistant *Acinetobacter* (MDRA) and Vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus (VRE), can survive and persist in the hospital environment, and cause significant mortality and morbidity among patients. Although significant efforts have been made to disinfect hard surfaces in the hospital environment, soft and porous materials such as hospital textiles have been generally ignored. This study aims to investigate the efficacy and long-term performance of a new multi-level antimicrobial system for hospital textiles via laboratory investigation to implement in hospital environment for future.

Methodology:
A cationic antimicrobial coating in a compatible micellar structure was produced in the laboratory to generate contact-killing and anti-adhesion property from FDA-approved polymeric materials. An interventional study was designed to assess the antimicrobial activity of polymeric coating against most commonly found hospital acquired infections. The study was completed in 6 months by analyzing the log reduction in treatment arm (antimicrobial coating) against control arm (bleach) on patient privacy curtains.

Results: The results of 1 minute contact time of targeted pathogens including MDRO with coated surface on patient privacy curtains in lab showed more than 3 log reduction and 99.97% antimicrobial efficacy. This new micellar antimicrobial formulation has proved to be very efficient against common bacteria, pathogens and MDROs found in the hospital environment. Results also demonstrated the formulation to be durable and providing long-term surface disinfection against microorganisms.

Conclusion: As a consequence, this will have the beneficial impact of reducing the risk of transmission of pathogens from environment to patient host, and thus lower the number of HAIs. It will have an immediate impact of decreasing the viability of MDRO and other pathogens in the environment, reduce transmission of diseases and improve both individual wellness and public health.
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Introduction: An enhancement for traditional disinfection methods used in healthcare facilities are touch surfaces made from materials with antimicrobial properties, including copper alloys. A certain downside of copper alloys is its susceptibility to oxidation, which in some extent decreases aesthetic qualities. Therefore, studies concerning the selection of the best antimicrobial effectiveness and utility values for alloys are conducted in different centers.

Objectives: The aim of this work was to assess the antimicrobial properties of selected copper alloys, after thermal and mechanical treatment simulating long-term use.

Methods: The present study involved representatives of Gram-positive (*S. aureus*) and Gram-negative (*E. coli*) bacteria. The experiments employed two variants of the so-called wet exposure - bacterial suspension in NaCl vs. TSB (simulation of clean and dirty environmental conditions), in time periods from 30 to 300 min and quantitative culture.

Results: The highest efficiency of ETP copper was confirmed along with bacteriostatic and bactericidal properties for the studied alloys. As regards individual strains tested, a slightly different rate of complete reduction in bacterial suspension density was observed, compared to the results of other authors. For bacterial suspension in NaCl, complete reduction was observed in under 30 min for EC and 120 min for SA, depending on the alloy. For suspension in TSB (SA and EC, simulation of dirty conditions), for each of the alloys tested, reduction higher or equal to 3log was observed in less than 300 min. No significant differences were found as regards the efficiency of antimicrobial activity for non-oxidized alloys and the ones with smooth surfaces, in comparison with alloys subjected to thermal and mechanical treatment (simulation of oxidation and microdamage to the surface during normal use).

Conclusion: Prolonged use of touch surfaces made from copper alloys does not influence the effectiveness of their antimicrobial activity. The project was financially supported by The Polish National Center for Research and Development awarded on the basis of decision PBS3/A9/32/2015.
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Introduction: Frequently hand-touched places in hospitals and health care facilities are periodically wiped using detergents. While the wiping will reactivate antibacterial activities of copper, which is inactivated by surface staining, the detergents may degrade the surfaces and inactivate antibacterial activities of copper.  
Objectives: Effects of oily surface stain and wiping using detergents on antibacterial activities of a copper were investigated.  
Methods: Sample used was oxygen free copper (>99.6%). Triolein was employed as a model surface stain. Detergents used for wiping were hypochlorites (NaOCl aq.) and ethanol (EtOH). The test surface of specimens was firstly stained by triolein and then subjected to wiping using a sterile wipe loaded with a detergent. The strain used was E. coli (NBRC 3972). Antibacterial tests were carried out according to the ISO 22196. All data reported were the averages of at least three replicate data sets. The Scheffé test was employed for multiple comparison test and a p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Prior to application of the Scheffé test, analysis of variance was carried out to confirm the significance of the data.  
Results: The bacterial counts for specimens wiped using the detergents were not significantly different from the value for specimens with clean surface (<10 colony forming unit (CFU)). Antibacterial activities of specimens immersed in a detergent for 24 hours were also measured. While the bacterial counts for EtOH treated specimens were about 10 ~ 20 CFU, the bacterial counts for NaOCl aq. treated specimens were 10 ~ 1.0 × 10^5 CFU depending on the concentration of free available chlorine.  
Conclusion: Wiping using detergents, as well as dry wiping, reactivate antibacterial activities of copper, which was inactivated by oily surface staining. Hypochlorites can be harmful to copper surfaces: Hypochlorites degrade copper surfaces resulting in inactivating antibacterial activities of copper. Further study on the effects of hypochlorites on the antibacterial activities of copper under practical conditions are required.  
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Introduction: The antibacterial activity of copper is recognized and it is used as an antimicrobial agent.  
Objectives: To evaluate the antibacterial activity of copper against microorganisms obtained from chronic cutaneous wound infections.  
Methods: We developed a prospective study on bacteria isolated from wound patients and evaluated the antibacterial activity of five copper particles. These particles were characterized by UV spectro-photometry assays, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and mass spectrometry. The activity was evaluated by minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) by macrodilution method following CLSI recommendations. Internationally required ethical standards were met.  
Results: 104 bacterial strains were isolated from 74 patients, 12 of these strains presented multiresistance and were used with five Cu + 2 ions. We selected two copper particles, the MIC for acetate monohydrate copper has an average of 826.6 μg / ml, with ranges of 400 to 1200 μg / ml and mode of 1000 μg / ml. For nitrate trihydrate copper the mean MIC was 1133.3 μg / ml, with ranges from 400 to 1800 μg / ml and 1000 μg / ml. The MBC ranges for acetate monohydrate copper was 600 μg / ml to 2000 μg / ml and for nitrate trihydrate copper was 400 μg / ml to 1600 μg / ml.  
Conclusion: 1) The release capacity and antibacterial activity determining that both compounds, acetate monohydrate copper and nitrate trihydrate copper can be eliminated using bacteria; 2) The MIC and MBC values are very close showing high antimicrobial activity in safe ranges for humans.  
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Introduction: Banknotes carry bacteria, fungi and virus. Thus, banknote handling could lead to the potential risk of cross contamination.  
Objectives: To manage this risk, we have adopted a new approach by enhancing the antimicrobial performance of banknotes through the use of specific active components incorporated in the banknote paper (Bioguard®) and in post-printing varnish (SICPAPROTECT®).  
Methods: Specimen banknotes for the study were treated by means of 2 processes: incorporation of agents in the paper (Bioguard®), and/or incorporation of agents in the post-printing varnish (SICPAPROTECT®). The antibacterial activities of the specimens have been measured by means of the standard ISO 20743 against Staphylococcus aureus (SA) and Escherichia coli (EC). Antifungal activity has been assessed using the AATCC test method 30:2004 part III with Aspergillus niger (AN). Moreover, treated Bioguard® paper has been studied in a field test on Philippine banknotes.  
Results: The antimicrobial performances of untreated and unvarnished paper were 78% (SA) and 16% (EC). The unwarnished but treated paper (Bioguard®) showed antimicrobial activities of up to 99.6% (SA) and 99.01% (EC). Varnished and treated paper has even higher performance of 99.84% (SA) and 100% (EC). Untreated paper with post-printing varnish SICPAPROTECT® containing agents against pathogens showed antimicrobial performance of 98.7% (SA) and 99.73% (EC).  
In the real-life circulation test, uncirculated treated banknotes showed antibacterial performance between 99.98% and 100% against SA and EC. The performance remained at 99.97% (SA) and 100% (EC) for banknotes after 8 and 12 months in circulation. Most of the circulated banknotes were protected against AN.  
Conclusion: Effective antimicrobial performance of treated banknotes with Bioguard® can be observed. The banknotes with Bioguard® treatment and/or SICPAPROTECT® varnishes can achieve durable antimicrobial performance. Using banknotes with Bioguard® paper and/or post-printing varnishes SICPAPROTECT® could be an efficient way for reducing transmission risk of germs during banknote handling.  
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Introduction: Leptospirosis is endemic worldwide. Based on the Philippine Pediatric Society Disease Registry, there were 800 cases of leptospirosis from May 2006 to August 2016. Making it a public health concern for health care facilities. Case fatality rate is about 8-9%, with increased prevalence of the disease among adults and adolescents.

Objectives: To evaluate the effectiveness of public health education by lecture on improving the knowledge, attitude and practices about leptospirosis among adolescents in grade 7-10 in a public school in Manila.

Methods: This is a prospective cross-sectional analytical study design. A pre-tested, self-administered questionnaire was administered among 357 students in a public school in Intramuros, Manila. Lecture regarding leptospirosis was done by the author. A post-test was done after the lecture. Statistical method used was Paired t-test.

Results: A total of 357 students were included in this study, with 88.37% response rate. Total mean pre-test knowledge score was 88.64% for the topic of leptospirosis. For the attitude associated with leptospirosis, total mean pre-test score was 80.97%. For the practices related to leptospirosis, respondents had a total mean pre-test score of 72.12%. Pre-test knowledge scores were compared to the post-test scores. After a lecture was conducted, there was a significant increase on their knowledge on leptospirosis (p = <0.0001). There was also an improvement on post-test scores on attitude, as well as the practices regarding leptospirosis (p = <0.0001).

Conclusion: The results showed that there is a significant improvement in knowledge, attitude and practices for leptospirosis after an informative lecture. Positive attitude should be complemented with knowledge, to enhance the ability of individuals to integrate preventive measures into daily practice. One of the more important findings in this study, with respect to public health impact, is increasing the awareness regarding leptospirosis may help in the prevention of the disease in the adolescent population.
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Introduction: Delayed screening of emerging infectious diseases may lead to a massive epidemic such as that of the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) in Korea in 2015.

Objectives: Severance is a 2,400-bed hospital treating more than 16 thousand patients from abroad annually, demands for a system that promptly discovers and isolates patients with an emerging infectious disease.

Methods: In January 2016, an emerging infectious disease CP was developed by the Infectious Disease Response Team. Information on countries of breakout and symptoms of emerging infectious diseases were posted on the electronic bulletin board and was updated weekly. When patients were admitted or visited the hospital, the physician in charge was instructed to record countries of recent visit, date of entry, and symptoms. Patients with suspected emerging infectious disease were transferred to the negative pressure isolation room located outside the hospital, and patient information was text messaged to the director of infectious diseases. Once the director of infectious diseases activated CP, the patient information was forwarded to all members of the infectious disease response team, and the medical staff provided care with proper personal protective equipments. Furthermore, patients were reported to the public healthcare center then transferred to the designated isolation hospital according to the instructions by the Korea Centers for Disease Control.

Results: Six patients were CP-activated as suspected MERS patients from February, 2016 to January, 2017. With the exception of two patients whose CP was deactivated after being treated, the remaining four patients underwent the standard procedure and were transferred to a nationally designated isolation hospital in an average of 4 hours and 30 minutes. We were able to minimize worker exposure to MERS suspect patients to an average of 17.5 people, and the management protocol for exposed individuals was concluded when all of the suspected case results were negative on the MERS test.

Conclusion: The CP for emerging infectious diseases was effective in minimizing exposure time and individuals that were exposed by standardizing the early response protocol for patients suspected to have an emerging infectious disease.
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Introduction: Dengue fever is a major public health concern. It causes 390 million infections annually (1). It is one of the significant causes of hospitalization and death among young children in the Philippines (2). According to CDC, dengue is highly sensitive to climate where temperature, precipitation, and humidity are critical to mosquitoes’ survival, reproduction, and development (3).

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the effects of climate variables on the dengue morbidity in Davao Region, Philippines.

Methods: The secondary data, i.e., the weekly dengue incidences (2011-2015) in Davao Region, Philippines were obtained from the Department of Health-Davao (DOH-Region IX). The case classifications are suspected cases and are not laboratory confirmed. For the weekly local climate variables, the data were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA-USA, NCDC) website. The report covers the weekly average temperature, rainfall, and dew point. Using a Poisson regression combined with distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM), we evaluated the non-linear and delayed effects of climate variables on the dengue incidences. Wavelet coherence analysis was also used to detect dengue periodicity.

Results: From the time series plot of weekly dengue incidences by year, we found peaks of dengue incidences around the months of June, July, August and September which are the rainy months in the Philippines. The wavelet coherence analysis showed that there were strong coherence between dengue incidences and rainfall between the year 2012-2015. The DLNM showed, that the estimated effect of rainfall on dengue cases obviously differed for low and high cumulated rainfall. There was a high Relative Risk (RR) at high cumulated rainfall.
rainfall for the period of 8 weeks (lag 8). And there was a rapid increase of RR at above cumulative rainfall of 80-100 mm. **Conclusion:** Our results showed that climate variables affects dengue incidences. In particular, we found that rainfall is positively correlated with dengue incidences.
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**Introduction:** Malaria is a serious public health burden in Cameroon. Accurate diagnosis of malaria is essential for the avoidance of unnecessary presumptive treatment. Notwithstanding the benefits of blood-based tests, their invasive nature requires trained personnel and raises the risk of accidental transmission of infectious diseases. To overcome these obstacles, alternatives were explored. In contrast to blood, saliva presents a reduced biohazard and can be painlessly collected in relatively large quantities by individuals with moderate training.

**Objectives:** Determine the sensitivity of saliva comparing to blood in the molecular detection of *Plasmodium falciparum* using PCR.

**Methods:** A cross-sectional study was carried out in the Obala (centre region) and Kumba district hospitals (South west region). Blood and saliva were collected from each participant and analyzed by nested PCR, targeting the species-specific nucleotide sequence of the small subunit ribosomal RNA gene (18S rRNA) of *P. falciparum*. R-software version 3.0.2 was used to carry out the statistical analysis.

**Results:** From the 100 participants included, 52% was male and 48% female with a sex ratio male / female of 1.08. Malaria prevalence using PCR was 57% and 35% respectively with blood and saliva. When compared to blood, saliva showed a sensitivity; specificity; positive predictive value and negative predictive value of 49.20%; 71.42%; 75.60% and 43.85%. The agreement between saliva and blood was weak but significant (κ = 0.181; p-value = 0.024). In addition, the observed agreement (57.14%) was higher than the expected (47.67%).

**Conclusion:** Saliva is a suitable alternative specimen for malaria diagnostic and epidemiological surveillance.
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**Introduction:** Current malaria diagnostic methods use blood which increases the risk of blood-borne infectious diseases. Saliva is readily available and easy to collect but has not received much attention hitherto. Molecular methods such as PCR showed great benefit but the high cost and availability only in well-equipped laboratories render this technique inadequate for routine diagnosis. Recently, a new, rapid, simple, and sensitive molecular technique called Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) was developed.

**Objectives:** Assess the sensitivity and specificity of LAMP for the detection of *Plasmodium falciparum* DNA in saliva of malaria patients.

**Methods:** From 1¹ to 23¹² December 2015, 100 febrile patients referred to the District Hospitals in Kumba and Obala towns found in the South-West and Centre Regions of Cameroon participated in the study. Saliva and blood samples were collected and analyzed by LAMP, targeting the species-specific nucleotide sequence of the small subunit ribosomal RNA gene (18S rRNA) of *P. falciparum*. R-software version 3.0.2 was used to carry out the statistical analysis.

**Results:** When compared to LAMP Blood as standard, the Observed Agreement of Saliva-LAMP was 49% against an Expected Agreement of 43.88% (kappa = 0.091, Standard Error = 0.064, Z = 1.42, P value = 0.078). The sensitivity was 44.04%, a Positive Predictive Value of 90.24% while specificity was 75% with a Negative Predictive Value of 20.33%.

**Conclusion:** LAMP technology matches the WHO recommendations for an ideal diagnostic test for developing countries. Considering the field adaptability of LAMP technology and the ease of saliva sampling, further research into the method is worthwhile.
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**Introduction:** Polioivirus is an enterovirus transmitted by the faecal-oral route. The Oral Polio Vaccine (OPV) given to children in Nigeria continues to be shed in faeces weeks after vaccination.
Objectives: As the polio eradication programme in Nigeria progresses, it is expedient to confirm the role of coprophagous insects such as cockroaches, known to feed on sewage, in the transmission and genetic modification of the virus.

Methods: In-bred *Periplaneta americana* cockroaches were fed with trivalent oral polio vaccine (tOPV) and their products were harvested continuously for 30 days for virus isolation by culture on L20B and Rhabdomyosarcoma cell lines. Samples collected from both test and control groups of cockroaches in 30 days (faeces, saliva, body, legs, shedded skin and oothecae) were processed and 200 µl of the resulting supernatant was inoculated on the respective monolayered cell lines. Positive samples identified with evidence of cytopathic effects were harvested and intratypic differentiation (ITD) screening was carried out using rT-PCR.

Results: Faecal samples of days 1, 3, and 5 had poliovirus serotypes P1, P2, P3; P1; and P1 respectively. The saliva collected on day 1 also had P1, the body collected on day 1 had P3, and the oothecae had the three serotypes. The Sabin vaccine-derived poliovirus (VPDV) assay done using rT-PCR showed that there was no genetic change in the virus isolated and none had sequences divergent to Sabin strains present in tOPV.

Conclusion: Results showed that it is possible for *Periplaneta americana* cockroaches to mechanically transmit poliovirus at the earliest stage of contact especially through the faeces, saliva and body. Genetic modification of the tOPV virus does not occur within *Periplaneta americana* cockroaches, however, some serotypes of the virus are lost in the cockroaches. The study suggests that the oothecae could be a key source of infection, and also shows the higher potency of poliovirus serotype 1 followed by type 3.
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Introduction: Trichomoniasis is one of the most commonly sexually transmitted disease that caused by trophozoite *Trichomonas vaginalis*. This parasite can infect urogenital tract in women. The most important point about this infection is diagnosis and treatment of the patients and their sexual partners, in order to prevent from vaginal discharge with an unpleasant smell, vaginal spotting, genital burning or itching, frequent urge to urinate, pain during urination or sexual intercourse. This infection also has impact on premature rupture of membranes and low birth rate, as well as it is considered to be a significant cause of neonatal morbidity.

Objectives: In the present study the referring women’s samples were investigated with direct smear, staining, culture and indirect immunofluorescent antibody methods for *Trichomonas vaginalis* infection.

Methods: This study was conducted on 120 women who were referred to health centers in Rasht city, Iran. The history of the patients was collected by questionnaires. The vaginal-cervical secretions were collected for direct and staining methods as well as for TYI-S-33 culture media. Meanwhile the serum samples also were collected for doing immune-fluorescent antibody (IFA) test.

Results: Out of 120 women that were checked by gynecologist, some suspected patients based on their clinical observation/complain had faced. But only one of them was confirmed by culture media and direct smear (0.83%). By using IFA test, the numbers of infected patients to *Trichomonas vaginalis* were increased to seven (5.83%). All these infected patients were symptomatic for trichomoniasis.

Conclusion: The sexually transmitted diseases have similar symptoms and signs in the patients, thus it is recommended the gynecologist use the laboratory diagnostic methods in order to prescribe the suitable drugs. Using culture media as diagnostic method has special criteria for its growth, however contamination with bacteria is a major problem, other methods in this study also have low sensitivity and specificity, however due to high sensitivity and specificity of IFA test, using this method is recommended. Although the infected men are mostly asymptomatic, but it should be considered that the couple’s treatment is simultaneously.
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Introduction: Ever since the advent of molecular techniques, diagnosis of Neisseria gonorrhoeae has been ruin by false positive results when compared with culture, which is currently the gold standard. False positives results are often due to the cross-reaction of nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) with closely related non-pathogenic Neisseria species.

Objectives: This study aimed to institute and compare the sensitivity and specificity of newly available commercial Neisseria gonorrhoeae real-time assays which target the following genes: porA pseudogene and cpp8 gene.

Methods: Optimization of the PorA pseudogene real-time PCR was carried out by varying the concentration of magnesium chloride as follows: 5 mM ranges between 19.08 (4.31) and 23.27 (17.57). 4 mM ranges from 17.18 (1.15) and 22.01 (16.43) and for 3 mM the ranges is from 21.71 (2.20) and 27.33 (15.27) with the standard deviation in bracket and as well as the forward and reverse primers which has varying concentration as 50 mM, 300 mM and 900 mM for both the forward and reverse primers.

Results: The 30 non gonococci specimens gave negative results. This shows that PorA pseudogene real time PCR is a suitable assay for the confirmation of putative N. gonorrhoeae cultures and can assist in identification. The potential of the PorA pseudogene real-time PCR to detect the presence of *N.gonorrhoeae* specific DNA directly from clinical samples was then evaluated. An initial experiment was performed which involved the addition of a primer and probe set which acted as an internal control, it was determined that the internal control did not compromise the sensitivity of the PorA pseudogene real-time PCR assay and could be used reliably to screen for assay inhibition. The PorA pseudogene real-time PCR was then used to examine some clinical specimens which had been examined previously at three laboratories, each of which different commercial N. gonorrhoeae NAAT platforms was used. The results from this investigation show a high specificity evidence of PorA pseudogene real-time PCR when compared to previous results obtained from the other laboratories.

Conclusion: The study has succeeded in establishing to very large extent that the PorA pseudogene real-time PCR is a very valuable assay for the detection and confirmation of *N. gonorrhoeae* specific DNA from both putative cultures and directly from clinical samples.
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Effectiveness of isopropyl alcohol and ultraviolet based sanitizer on decontamination of mobile phones used by dental personnel
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**Introduction:** Mobile phones have become an inevitable mode of communication. Dental office and the dental operators along with their personal equipment (mobile phones) are exposed to numerous pathogens as a part of their profession, which serve as an exogenous source of nosocomial infection.

**Objectives:** This study aimed at assessing the effectiveness of isopropyl alcohol and a customized Ultraviolet chamber in decontamination of mobile phones.

**Methods:** A cross sectional study was carried out on 30 touch screen mobile phones belonging to dental professionals in a college setting. Swabs were collected along the screen, camera lens and on/off buttons of mobile phones which are frequently contacted. Swabs were streaked onto nutrient agar (NA) and incubated at 37 °C for twenty four hours for assessment of microbial load before and after the disinfection procedures. The disinfection process was performed using 70% isopropyl alcohol and an Ultra Violet chamber (TUV/15 W/ G15 T8). Mann Whitney-U test was used to compare the values between the two groups. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was used to compare the values within each group.

**Results:** There was a statistically significant reduction in the mean number of colonies (p = 0.001) after decontamination by the two groups (Isopropyl alcohol and UV chamber) indicating that both agents were effective in disinfection. The reduction in microbial load in the mobile phones post intervention was 79.89% in the isopropyl alcohol group and 71% in the UV chamber group.

**Conclusion:** The study concluded that the percentage reduction in microbial load of the mobile phones was better with isopropyl alcohol compared to UV chamber. It is recommended that mobile phones in the dental setup be regularly decontaminated and dentists must adhere to strict infection control protocols specifically in relation to hand hygiene.
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**Introduction:** Stethoscopes may serve as vectors in the transmission of infectious agents.

**Objectives:** Evaluate efficacy of introducing an alcohol-free wipe (AFW) in reducing biological burden in stethoscopes (BBS). Evaluate stethoscopes cleaning practices.

**Methods:** A cross-sectional study was performed in a general medical ward during 11/2015. All healthcare workers or students using a stethoscope were included after consent. Introduction of AFW Mikrobac®, 5-minute talk and response to a questionnaire evaluating hand hygiene and stethoscopes cleaning practices composed the intervention. BBS was measured with a bioluminescence ATP monitoring device. Continuous variables were summarized by median and interquartile range, while categorical variables were presented as proportions. Statistical significance was admitted when p < 0.05.

**Results:** 144 individuals were included in the study, 72 pre-intervention and 72 post-intervention. A significant reduction in BBS was noticed [Median ATP count: 73 (IQR 27–133.5) VS 31.5 (IQR 5–104.2), p = 0.001]. In pre-intervention evaluation, 11 (15.3%) individuals reported cleaning before and after each patient and 27 (37.5%) reported weekly cleaning. After intervention, 27 (37.5%) professionals reported daily cleaning and 23 (31.9%) cleaned every other day. Before intervention 36 (50.0%) individuals used dressings soaked in alcohol for cleaning and 28 (38.9%) dressings soaked in alcoholic hand hygiene solution; after intervention 41 (56.9%) professionals reported use of AFW and 11 (15.3%) dressings soaked in alcohol.

**Conclusion:** Introduction of AFW alongside with educational intervention showed short-term efficacy in reducing BBS in a general medical ward. Intervention also changed professionals’ cleaning practices. Further investigation is needed about potential impact of this intervention strategy in reducing infections and about the durability of intervention’s effect.
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**Introduction:** Transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) probes are semicritical devices routinely used with disposable protective covers. These covers can suffer ruptures (between 1-9% as described in literature) that facilitate probe contamination with pathogenic microorganisms present in the vagina. Transmission to other patients can occur if disinfection of probes is not done properly after each use.

**Objectives:** The objective of this study is to determine the prevalence of microbial contamination of TVUS probes in our hospital.

**Methods:** Cross-sectional study. Swap samples were taken from TVUS probes available for use in the exploration units, theoretically after standard chemical disinfection at point of use. Investigation of any bacteria and fungi growing was done by culture and detection of Human papillomavirus (HPV), Chlamydia trachomatis and Neisseria gonorrhoeae by molecular techniques.

**Results:** A total of 51 samples were taken from 17 TVUS probes. The prevalence of contamination was 70.59% (36/51). 64.71% (33/51) of the samples contained skin and environmental flora. In 19.61% (10/51) of the samples nonfermenting Gram-negative bacteria grew and in 5.88% (3/51) of them methicillin-sensitive S. aureus grew. Two samples were HPV positive for 3 different genotypes. None of the samples was positive for fungi, Chlamydia trachomatis or Neisseria gonorrhoeae.

**Conclusion:** Skin and environmental flora are frequently isolated in TVUS probes. HPV contamination is significant on TVUS probes, as described by other authors. As there is a risk of transmitting infections via TVUS procedures, TVUS probes must be properly disinfected, using high-level disinfectants. Healthcare workers must be educated about the risks associated with this procedure and the importance of the proper disinfection technique.
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Introduction: It is estimated that 10% of the global population are carriers of multi drug resistant organisms (MDRO). Unsafe disposal of faeces and urine and improper decontamination of bedpans and urine bottles (medical devices) pose risks for transmission of MDRO. Many healthcare settings do not have clear steps to outline bedpan management. Improper handling can lead to contamination of the environment and the hands. Safer disposal of faeces can help to minimize the risk for Healthcare Associated Infections (HAIs).
Objectives: To determine and assess the awareness for procedures related to bedpan management within the participant’s setting. Methods: 60 observations, 69 standardized interviews and 399 experience exchanges about bedpan management with infection prevention professionals in 30 countries were performed (2013-2017) A global digital survey in English and Spanish (2017) was sent to professionals in healthcare settings
Results: Insufficient procedures to address the transport of full bedpans and urine bottles and insufficient decontamination methods. Dirty utility rooms are poorly equipped and potential reservoirs of MDRO.
Preliminary questionnaire results 24/03 (Final results to be presented at ICPC)
177 responders from 32 countries
24% local guidelines for bedpan management in case of MDRO
47% no equipment for emptying and decontamination for bedpan/urine bottle
10% use a Macerator, 45% use a Washer/Disinfector(WD),14% use a Liner (Coverbag)
88% bedpan emptied in toilets or slop-hoppers
32% no separation of clean and dirty items in the sluice room
Role bedpan management in outbreaks:
35% never searched, 5% Macerator, 9% WD,17% bedpans
Infections: urinary tract, gastrointestinal, wound, other
Publishing of these outbreaks: No: 89%, Yes: 5%
Conclusion: The handling of human waste, and proper bedpan management needs to be addressed in all healthcare facilities as a risk reduction initiative for (HAIs).
Reusable bedpans are medical devices and require more rigorous decontamination and microbiologic studies revealed the presence of bacteria, mainly Gram negative, such as CRK and Carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas on mattresses.
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Introduction: Hospital Beatriz Ângelo (HBA) is a JCI-accredited, 425-bed, paper-free, general hospital, opened in 2012. In 2014, HBA started to notice problems with mattresses, in parallel with a huge increase in the incidence of Carbapenem-Resistant Bacteria (CRE), mainly Klebsiella (CRK). Mattresses and covers are the environment component closer to patients, Several safety alerts have been issued since 2010. In particular, covers might be OK on visual inspection after patient discharge. However, this may not be true, and microperforations, mainly where patient’s pelvic zone is applied, can be revealed only by opening the covers.
Objectives: Uncover infection risk on hospital covers and mattresses
Materials and methods: In order to improve detection of damaged covers, in addition to recommended procedures, opening of covers was implemented after patient’s discharge. If soiled covers were detected, mattresses where then removed from use. This was a part of a sequential intervention, comprising implementation/reinforcement of several aspects: real-time antibiotic stewardship, hand hygiene awareness and auditing, environmental cleaning (including moving on to hydrogen peroxide and 1-step cleaning approach), inclusion of CRE on the Electronic Epidemiologic Questionary on Admission tool, creation of dedicated beds for cohorting patients and staff and, finally, replacement of all mattresses.
Results: After opening apparently well covers, heavy contamination was found in the internal side and mattresses were also contaminated and microbiologic studies revealed the presence of bacteria, mainly Gram negative, such as CRK and Carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas on mattresses.
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Introduction: The role of the hospital environment in transmission of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) in recent years has gained increased attention. Although flushing toilets are known to generate droplets and aerosols, their potential contribution to pathogen transmission and environmental contamination in hospitals has not received due attention.
Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate airborne dissemination of Gram negative and Gram positive organisms, and a norovirus surrogate (MS2 bacteriophage) from a flushing toilet in a patient bathroom.
Methods: We used an Escherichia coli and Enterococcus faecalis inoculum, as well as a norovirus surrogate, MS2 bacteriophage, inoculum to evaluate bioaerosol generation from a patient washroom in an acute care facility, by sampling at multiple time points post-flush and at four locations in close proximity to the toilet. Our analysis included calculating measures of central tendency (geometric mean), variance (geometric standard deviation), and upper 95% confidence limits for airborne concentrations.
Results: Airborne E. coli were more abundant than E. faecalis immediately post-flush and at the closest sampling location (866 CFU/m³ vs. 533 CFU/m³). At all other time points and locations, E. faecalis concentrations were significantly higher than E. coli. Based on the upper confidence limits, airborne E. faecalis concentrations may be greater than 1000 CFU/m³ 8 minutes post-flush and 140 CFU/m³ up to 30 minutes post-flush. MS2 bacteriophage may be present at over 1000 PFU/m³ up to 8 minutes post-flush and 400 PFU/m³ 45 minutes post-flush.
Conclusion: The Gram positive organism used in this study persisted longer in the toilet plume, with significantly higher airborne concentrations compared to Gram negative E. coli. This finding is consistent with studies showing Gram positive bacteria displaying greater resistance to desiccation both in air and on surfaces. Thus, the toilet plume may pose a greater risk for transmission of Gram positive organisms compared with Gram negative. Based on MS2 bacteriophage persistence, airborne norovirus from toilet flushing may significantly exceed its infectious dose of 18 virions up to forty-five minutes post-flush.
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Conclusion: Covers for hospital bed mattresses can be damaged, even if in normal visual inspection they are apparently in good condition. Addition of an opening test after patient’s discharge can reveal spoil and be a sign to discard both covers and mattresses. In addition, there’s an urgent need to improve technical specifications for manufacturers in order to increase safety. Mattresses can be the main environmental reservoirs for multi-drug resistant bacteria, contributing to outbreaks and endemic situations.
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Introduction: BACKGROUND:
In April 2013 the Royal Victoria moved to a new 500 single bed hospital. Three months following the move, the 36 single bed transplant unit declared a Vancomycin resistant enterococcus (VRE) outbreak and subsequently confirmed additional C.difficile (CDI) outbreaks. Objectives: This retrospective comparison study focused on the impact of implementing a multidisciplinary prevention program over two fiscal years.

Methods: METHODS:
The Head nurse and Infection Control consultant were regularly implementing Environmental and hand hygiene audits. In October 2016 weekly multidisciplinary and bi-weekly housekeeping supervisors’ huddles were held to discuss and implement corrective measures. Environmental and Hand Hygiene audit were collected pre/post implementation of the multidisciplinary prevention program. VRE and C.difficile cases isolates were molecular subtyped for some of the outbreaks to confirm transmission among patients.

Results: RESULTS:
Environmental/instrument cleaning and hand hygiene audits were poor in 2015/16 but improved during the course of the 2016/17. In 2016-17 there were no outbreaks on this single unit following close collaboration between Nursing, Infection Control and the multidisciplinary prevention initiative compare to previous year. Overall, the number of VRE nosocomial cases has decreased by 58% and CDI nosocomial cases decreased 38%.

Conclusion: The multidisciplinary prevention program benefits patient’s care in this hospital setting by providing a safe clean environment.
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Introduction: Making health facility clean and safe is an important determinant of quality of care and patient satisfaction. Health care provided in health facilities should be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient and equitable. Health facilities should ensure that patients/ Clients are the corner-stone in the whole health care delivery process

Objectives: The ultimate goal of a clean and safe health facility (CASH) include clean, comfortable and safe environment for patients, attendants, visitors, staff and members of the general public; increased patient satisfaction and confidence in local health care settings in relation to environmental hygiene and the organizations commitment to reduce the incidence of hospital acquired infections.

Methods: Out of the public hospitals which implemented CASH initiative, five of them were selected randomly. Regarding to CASH progress, national CASH audit tool which is very comprehensive was used and based on the audit tool a progress assessment was conducted and compared with the baseline data. Regarding to infection prevention and patient safety practices, Ethiopian Hospitals Reform Implementation Guideline (EHRIG) report which consists IPPS as one chapter and collected at quarter basis was used

Results: When the CASH initiative was launched on October 2014, the hospitals infection prevention and control practices was very low. The score of Alamata, D/Birhan, St.Peter, Minilik and Yekatit Hospitals was (62%, 70%, 40%, 35% & 25%) respectively.

Conclusion: The Ethiopian Federal Ministry of Health has been implementing this initiative in complement to the infection prevention and control program with high government commitment at all levels and creating a competitive environment among health facilities and bringing a successful result
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Introduction: High energy costs as well as the trend to build environmentally sustainable has reached hospital architecture. In order to receive funds, hospitals in Bavaria have submitted during the last years several corresponding ideas to the ministry which finances hospital buildings. Some of these ideas give cause for concern.

Objectives: A hospital environment is energy consuming. A big part of the energy is allocated to ventilation, heating/cooling, and supply with hot water. Although some ways to save energy are conceivable, they can not be easily implemented in a hospital and some should not be considered at all.

Methods: The application documents, which had been submitted to the Bavarian Ministry for eco-friendly funding were examined for proposals with a hygienic risk.

Results: Ventilation systems in operation rooms can save energy by using overflowing air for adjoining rooms or by overnight shutdown, however some principles must be adhered to in order to guarantee a functioning ventilation. Passive ventilation, which is increasingly common in residential construction, must be viewed very critically due to the high levels of heat, moisture and odor in a hospital. As supply with hot water is very costly, there are attempts to lower these by lowering the water temperature. In order to prevent microbiological growth at these temperatures either a prophylactic disinfection or the insertion of ultrafiltration devices right after the water meter are modern countermeasures that create more problems than solutions.

In order to offer the patients nature near materials and moreover to save chemicals and disinfectants there are attempts to switch to pure
soap as a sole cleaning agent, preferably on parquet floors. While in the best case this can lead to high costs due to material damage, hygienic problems can also arise. Another way to save disinfectants is promoted by some companies that develop self-disinfecting surfaces. This might be a promising future technique, but there are still a lot of open questions that have to be answered before it can be recommended.

**Conclusion:** If an eco-friendly construction or operation of a hospital is planned, the infection control staff should be involved in advance in order to avoid risks for the patients and the staff.
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**Introduction:** Appropriate cleaning and disinfection of environmental surfaces plays a crucial role in infection prevention in hospitals. From the choice of detergents and disinfectants to the education of staff there are numerous critical points with the opportunity for mistakes.

**Objectives:** The purpose of this study was to assess current practice in cleaning and disinfection in Bavarian hospitals and to detect critical points, which need further attention and show room for improvement.

**Methods:** The department of hospital hygiene and infection prevention at the LGL created a standardized checklist which was sent to all local health administrations in Bavaria. They were asked to choose one area of interest in each hospital in their district, to inspect these areas including the observation of a cleaning and disinfection procedure. Results from the inspection were documented in the prepared checklist. The completed checklists were sent back to the LGL. The collected data were read into a data base and were analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics 23.

**Results:** All 357 Bavarian hospitals were inspected with respect to their cleaning and disinfection procedures. Obligatory guidelines for these procedures were found in 99% of the visited wards. However, asking for details revealed discrepancies between the guideline and the situation seen during the inspection, because 15% of the procedures were not correctly performed. Other topics of concern were for example cleaning frequency on weekends and bank holidays, the adequate processing of used cleaning materials, the training of cleaning staff, the correct dosage of disinfectant and clarification of responsibilities especially with housekeepers from external enterprises.

**Conclusion:** All hospitals cover cleaning and disinfection in their standard operation procedures, but the discrepancies and inadequacies seen during the inspection show clearly that more emphasis is necessary in regard to structural and process quality. Outsourcing may have an impact on the outcome of the overall quality. This and further questions like training of staff are looked into more thoroughly at the time being.
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**Introduction:** Improvements in hospital cleaning have been associated with reductions in the risk of multidrug-resistant organisms transmission in hospital rooms. Understanding the knowledge and beliefs of environmental service workers (ESWs) may help to improve cleaning quality and to ensure effective practices.

**Objectives:** The aim of survey is to provide important data for the decision as to whether, in the future, much more single bed rooms should be installed in hospitals in response to the increased incidence of multiresistant pathogens in Germany. Or, alternatively, to install upgraded twin rooms in the sense of infection prevention.

**Methods:** We used pre-test and post-test of educational program to examine ESWs’ beliefs and knowledge about environmental cleaning. Questions were developed based on observations of ESWs performing their duties and from previous studies. The education topics were included knowledge related to cleaning practices and workflow challenges.

**Results:** 120 ESWs participated in the survey, including 51 outsourcing staffs and 69 self-employed staffs. There were 72 ESWs (60%) had over three years experience in environmental services. After educational program, ESWs agreed that they had been trained to properly perform cleaning from 83.3% to 94.1%. ESWs were confident in their abilities to do so from 75.0% to 88.1%. In pre-test, only five of fourteen high-touch equipment were been considered to clean carefully by more than 90% ESWs, another three equipment, including suction controllers, vital signs monitor panels, respiratory ventilator controllers were ignored. After educational program, all of the high-touch equipment be were notice.

**Conclusion:** Through the educational program, we provide ESWs with knowledge and strategies to do environmental cleaning better and effective.
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**Introduction:** The study aims to provide important data for the decision as to whether in the future, much more single bed rooms should be installed in hospitals in response to the increased incidence of multiresistant pathogens in Germany. Or, alternatively, to install upgraded twin rooms in the sense of infection prevention.

**Objectives:** National and international guidelines require the isolation of patients with multidirectional pathogens into single-bed rooms. However, the implementation of the recommendations has become ever more difficult due to the increasing incidence of these pathogens (1). As a result, some countries have begun to implement new hospitals with single-bed rooms only. This entails various disadvantages and higher costs (2), (3). A recent survey at 621 KISS hospitals showed that currently in Germany only 2 out of 36 beds per station can be found in single rooms (4).

**Methods:** Identification and evaluation of the infection-critical constructional interfaces and procedural sequences of the patient’s room and sanitary cell (a). Creation of a requirements catalog and a infection-proof innovative concept (b). Development of drawing sets, detail solutions and cost estimation (c). Basic assessment of the demonstrator’s suitability; Optimization (d).
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Results: The aim of the study is to create an infection-proof twin room with a sanitary cell as an alternative to single rooms and to realize it as a demonstrator.

Conclusion: The consequences of the described architecture and design investigations have not yet been scientifically evaluated as a basis for decision-making. With the results an architect/hospital is able to consider actions timely to support prevention in new building or alternative planning.
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